U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Askew
1099 Plunkton Rd
Warren, VT 05674
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Forward
45 Wendell Depot Rd.
Wendell, MA 01379
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Payne
94 Dover Rd
Millis, MA 02054
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mustafa hekimoglu
2000 6-Th Ave = 305
Neptune City, NJ 07753
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Matt Young
223 Beaver Street
Keene, NH 03431
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Carol Ranalli
432 Beach Avenue
Mamaroneck, NY 10543
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mike Donohue
401 Grandview Drive
Richmond, VT 05477
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melbourne Harwood
15 Woodside Ave
Amherst, MA 01002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Denise Tuite
10 Clinton Street Apt 4s
Brooklyn Heights, NY 11201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ed Woll
89 E Deer View Dr
Auburn, PA 17922
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bekki tippens
68 Van Nuys Rd
Colrain, MA 01340
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan paradis
4 Vale
Merrimac, MA 01860
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Greg Wonderly
4762 Mandan Road
Virginia Beach, VA 23462
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Bock
909 Cedar Crest Court
Wexford, PA 15090
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

The excuse that we need fracking for energy independence is put in question here. Why should we export it for the profit of few, when the risk is the onus of the land owner? Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Irene stover
130 Brown Rd
Middletown, NY 10941
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Thea Grant
269 Clinton Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank Evelhoch
United States
Pa, PA 17050
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Milne
1764 Braman Av.
Fort Myers, FL 33901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ben Blohowiak
1714 Calvary Circle
Charlottesville, VA 22911
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alan Rushforth
5700 Darby Road
Bryn Mawr, PA 19010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Davis
6348 Pocahontas Club Rd.
Virginia Beach, VA 23457
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Candor Plaza
806 Spring St
Hillsborough, NC 27278
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joel Drembus
2453 Arctic Fox Way
Reston, VA 20191
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Odell
139 Western Ave
Ewing, NJ 08618
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Crystal Crews
215 S Mill St
Plainfield, IN 46168
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry Lorusso
600 East Road
Clarksburg, MA 01247
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott gibble
344 Knights Bridge Way
Lititz, PA 17543
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Moore
885 Starwick Dr
Ann Arbor, MI 48105
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ilona Berk
1504 Dogwood Road
Saint Leonard, MD 20685
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. FOR MANY COMMUNITIES, THEY WERE SOLD ON THE IDEA OF FRACKING AS A WAY TO MAKE US 'ENERGY INDEPENDENT' - GLOBAL SALES DESTROY OUR ENVIRONMENT AND DO NOTHING BUT ENRICH THE COMPANIES.

Sincerely,

Frances Harriman
Po Box 251
Petersburg, PA 16669
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Martorell
2045 N. 48 St.
Milwaukee, WI 53208
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elinor Price
402 E. Chelsea St.
Tampa, FL 33603
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Olivia Shaffer
305 Wellington C
West Palm Beach, FL 33417
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff Hight
Ivors Lane
Winston-Salem, NC 27106
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Naomi Ulrich
132 Murray St.
Binghamton, VA 22152
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Henry Eisenhauer
133 S8th Ave
West Bend, WI 53095
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Peggy Bell
620 Russell Ave
Meadville, PA 16335
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Marge MacKeith
6457 Madison Court
McLean, VA 22101
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Chris Bugg
328 Brown Road
York, SC 29745
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Greg Wooster
C4132 Vmc
Ithaca, PA 15853
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Theresa Davis
9737 McCallum Ave,
Alliance, OH 44601
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beth Stamey  
1236 Madison Ave., Apt. 8  
Memphis, TN 38104
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jack Martinelli
7 Samoset Avenue
Duxbury, MA 02332
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matt Browner-Hamlin
1811 Ontario Pl Nw
Washington, DC 20009
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Gerell
13 Bear Mtn. Rd.
New Fairfield, CT 06812
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and to the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

D carr
22a School Street
Hanover, NH 03755
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heather Pfalmer
106 E Indiana
Trinidad, CO 81082
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary O’Neill
7127 College Hill Road
Clinton, NY 13323
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Saad Siddiqui
7231 Jurassic Dr.
Arlington, TX 76002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Lee
67 Doe Circle
Dunlap, TN 37327
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Debra L. Watson
#D8 Trailerville Ct
Alliance, NE 69301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Parfrey
3365 Chisholm Trail
Boulder, CO 80301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Gary measr
12077 E Mexico Ave
Aurora, CO 80012
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dan Sperling
6140 Tompkins Drive
Mclean, VA 22101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dianne Klein
119 9th Street
Honesdale, PA 18431
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cassie Lewis-Getman
87 Salisbury Street
Rochester, NY 14609
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William And Mary Applegate
1224 South 10th Street
Omaha, NE 68108
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jessica Henry
870 Olde Hickory Rd
Lancaster, PA 17601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phillip Koch
8673 Vassar Rd
Millington, MI 48746
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicholas Loscalzo
65 Washington Ave.,
West Sayville, NY 11796
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laureen Mitchell
951 Keniston Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90019
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chuck Hamblen
3217 Corvette Pl
Jacksonville, FL 32216
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teddy Kaul
4225 Esch Lane
Madison, WI 53704
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Pritschet
537 Granada
Oakdale, MN 55128
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Boylan
969 Central Avenue
Highland Park, IL 60035
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matt Smith
6112 Warren’S Way
Wanaque, NJ 07465
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Merisa Camacho
Main St
Alhambra, CA 91801
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Erica Burnside
3550 Old Airport Rd Nw
Albuquerque, NM 87114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rose Hughes
1155 Ford Road
Minneapolis, MN 55426
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sean Lyons
1416 Ashland Dr.
Charlottesville, VA 22911
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Wood
213 Jennifer Court
Suffolk, VA 23434
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Wegner
5575 Shasta Lane #7
La Mesa, CA 91942
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elsa Cornell
1312 Pine Pointe Curve
St. Peter, MN 56082
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Montgomery
206 Jordan Street
Larrabee, IA 51029
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

I am strongly opposed to fracking. It yields greenhouse gases, and uses precious water supplies. The report cannot be a fair and objective analysis. I have been following fracking for years, and am well read on the topic. Fracking is a bad idea. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Wenze
36 Cedarwood Drive
Huntington Station, NY 11746
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Walters
345 N. Stateline Rd.
Driggs, ID 83422
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Katanich
476 Alles
Des Plaines, IL 60016
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Christensen
Po Box 34672
North Kansas City, MO 64116
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Leavitt
29 Walkeridge Dr
Nashua, NH 03062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Rizzolo
910 Nw 11th Terrace
Stuart, FL 34994
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce And Lana pedersen
19595 Edgewood
Athens, AL 35614
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stefan Bunde
Max-Born-Str. 14
Potsdam, NY 14480
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Taylor
29 Squire Rd
Schenectady, NY 12304
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katharine Pond
323 E. Matilija St. #110-233
Ojai, CA 93023
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ava Cilia
113 Cherry St
Katonah, NY 10536
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Fette
2122 Milford Street
Houston, TX 77098
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jan Wilder
6512 Potomac Ave #B1
Alexandria, VA 22307
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kathleen Alvey
120 N. Aurora Street- Apt. 8a
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cicily Welch
225 Charles Road
Chatsworth, GA 30705
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Patricia Wedemeier
891 14th Street #3008
Denver, CO 80202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keri Bolain
7 E; Silver Springs Blvd
Ocala, FL 34470
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Imbody
8540 Southwind Bay Circle
Fort Myers, FL 33908
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jayan Menon
3532 Vanilla Grass Drive
Naperville, IL 60564
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurie Fahrner
345 Absaraka St
Sheridan, WY 82801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bob Steinberg
1201 8th Street Nw
Albuquerque, NM 87102
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Suzy Karasik
641 Betten
Los Banos, CA 93635
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brent Hilton
170 Queen Junction Rd
Butler, PA 16001
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Graham Marshman
320 Lake Tahoe Ct
Englewood, FL 34223
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Ashley Adams
600 Hart St
Elmira, NY 14905
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Isaac
7943 Clarion Way
Houston, TX 77040
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tullia Limarzi
Po Box 1722
Shelter Islands, NY 11964
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diana Pryntz
345 Grosvenor Rd
Rochester, NY 14610
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Graves
25-22 35 Street
Astoria, NY 11103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alan C. Balkany
2902 Whittier
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Van Til
3418 Chamberlain Se
Grand Rapids, MI 49508
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brooke McGowen
119 N.Division Street 2fl
Peekskill, NY 10566
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shelly Young
13322 Cr 45
Coaldale, CO 81222
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Matt Mechtley
2558 Rumba Ct
Tallahassee, FL 32304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenton Hanson
1180 Grand Ave
St Paul, MN 55105
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ivan LaHaie
5445 Prospect Hill Rd.
Grass Lake, MI 49240
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. If we are trying to reduce our dependence on foreign energy, why aren't we stockpiling instead of exporting? I am opposed to fracking and especially if we export!!

Sincerely,

Bob Rickert
7337 Park View Dr.
St.Paul, MN 55112
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We Must do this to save our climate as best as we can. Think about your grandchildren’s lives!

Sincerely,

Katherin Alden
Po Box 692
Grantham, NH 03753
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

K. Joan Birnie
1137 South G
Broken Bow, NE 68822
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Melbin
Cypress Way
Los Gatos, CA 95030
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle Gartner
14105 Herringbone Way
Truckee, CA 96161
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Schauffler-Vircsik
Po Box 887
Clarkdale, AZ 86324
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Billing
1340 Nw 3rd Ave
Delray Beach, FL 33444
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurie Kiehl
232 Rellim Drive
Kent, OH 44240
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Richard Segura
9615 Newberry
Austin, TX 78729
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Yost
212 W 16th St Rear 1e
New York, NY 10011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Notarianni
570 Mcmurray Drive F109
Nashville, TN 37211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronald Zurawski
N2240 Hwy 577
Menominee, MI 49858
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

I thought the USA was trying to become energy independent. If our energy is shipped to other countries to fatten the wallets of the already extremely wealthy oil and gas companies doesn’t that UNDERMINE OUR EFFORTS TO BECOME ENERGY INDEPENDENT! Good grief! Let’s deal with the realities of OUR ENERGY SITUATION and forget about obscene profits for once. Thx.

Sincerely,

Tim Towns
745 Francis Street
Longmont, CO 80501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Grobman
3745 Roland Drive
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
The article is a perfect example of the lack of governmental concern over the dangers of hydraulic fracturing (fracking). It highlights a case in which the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) initially linked hydraulic fracturing to groundwater contamination, leading to a legal battle and an order to stop drilling. Despite having evidence that a gas company's drilling operation contaminated Lipsky's drinking water with explosive methane, and possibly cancer-causing chemicals, the EPA withdrew its enforcement action, leaving the family with no usable water supply, according to the Associated Press. The article suggests that the EPA's decision seemed to ignore the dangers of Lipsky's well, which he says contains so much methane that gas coming out of it is ignitable, and the agency had to abandon his home in an upscale neighborhood of Weatherford. The case resolved when the EPA shifted its focus away from litigation and toward a joint effort on the science and safety of energy extraction.
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Timothy Lowry
5637 36th Ave Sw
Seattle, WA 98126
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gordon Pettey
118 College Dr. #9013
Hattiesburg, MS 39406
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Hallowell
23487 Park
Raleigh, NC 27656
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking HAS NOT been proved to be a safe practice, and it’s not worth the risk to our environment, on which we depend for our health. I am strongly opposed to increasing the demand, and condoning the practice, by approving export!

Sincerely,

Joy Smith
164 Harrison St.
Manistee, MI 49660
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Lowe
6350 N3 185 Ter
Williston, FL 32696
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James sharcot
Kaibab Court
San Diego, CA 92117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Hanold
62 Prospect St.
Turners Falls, MA 01376
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Randall
3950 Sw 96th
Portland, OR 97225
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Vrabel
4929 38th Ave. S.
Minneapolis, MN 55417
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Endicott
900 Ashbury St
San Francisco, CA 94117
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emily Sutherland
605 Forrest Pointe Dr
East Greenbush, NY 12061
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jacob Olguin
Olguin
San Antonio, TX 78207
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kay Ross
7705 Sw Alden St
Portland, OR 97223
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela San Miguel
Po Box 1174
Santa Cruz, CA 95061
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis Schepman
1913 Mountain Valley Ln
Escondido, CA 92029
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Martinez
N7717 Valley View Rd
New Glarus, WI 53574
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Karp
8 Galesville Dr
Greenwich, NY 12834
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Leslie Christianer
597 Village Drive
Galt, CA 95632
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Reb Babcock
13975 Maxwell Vista Drive
Buena Vista, CO 81211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claudia Marchand
23 North Wales Rd
Holland, MA 01521
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

M. Kraus
11060 Se 108th Terr
Bellevue, FL 34420
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

George Lynch
30406 Vineyard Ln
Castaic, CA 91384
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

First Name last name
Street Address
City, MN 55426
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victoria Lesser
869 North Branch Rd
North Branch, NY 12766
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Caren Helms
8105 The Hague
Raleigh, NC 27606
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alan Brommel
910 Cherry Parkway
Norwalk, IA 50211
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Cohagan
16449 Fox Glen Road
Riverside, CA 92504
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Do you want to destroy our beautiful country and American's drinking water for this? What kind of world do you want to leave your children? Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Shapiro
2 Spirit Run Place
Santa Fe, NM 87508
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Myriam Bourdin
4435 N. Pershing Dr Apt 825
Arlington, VA 22203
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Fini
25074 Lyncastle Street
Farmington Hills, MI 48336
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank Dreier
1135 Idylwild Dr.
Lincoln, NE 68503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Gas companies should be required to develop technology so they can put an end to the wasteful practice of flaring. What a terrible waste of resources.

Sincerely,

Susan Allen
790 Arbol Verde
Carpinteria, CA 93013
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Unregulated fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and all fossil fuel development can only worsen global climate change. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Please stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennie Dusheck
1463 Redwood Drive
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Firoozeh Dumas
17 Trapani
Irvine, CA 92614
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Ingram
1400 Beckett St.
Austin, TX 78757
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fernando Gutierrez
376 95th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11209
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Murphy
4851 5th Ave So
Mpls, MN 55419
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Courtney Staton
509 Mullins St
Tarboro, NC 27886
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mahlon Krautwurst
2811 Chaucer Dr., N.E.
Canton, OH 44721
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Row
28 Victoria Square
Frederick, MD 21702
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis Crean Jr.
16740 Tomki Road
Redwood Valley, CA 95470
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sydnor Hain
225 Clifton Street 104
Oakland, CA 94618
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Re
20 E Main Street
Los Gatos, CA 95030
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurie Zielinski
5261 S. Lake Drive
Cudahy, WI 53110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rory Brennan
537 30th Ave E
Seattle, WA 98112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking threatens the survival of many American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gregory Chester
6312 164th St Nw
Cass Lake, MN 56633
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Grif rosser
3325 Brittan Avenue
San Carlos, CA 94070
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Leo
40 Inyo Ave
Fairfax, CA 94930
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Van Steenberghe
287 4th St.
Old Town, ME 04468
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

P Morrison
Po Box 1346
Hayfork, CA 96041
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Juel Judge
1112 Springbrook Ave # C
Moosic, PA 18507
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Chrisman
2475 Lake St
Niles, MI 49120
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joya Tarantino
261 Chair Factory Rd
New Lebanon, NY 12125
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jill Cox
220 E. Duncan Ave
Alexandria, VA 22301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Halley Anderson
2900 Capital Drive
Eugene, OR 97403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Natalie Schrey
171 Lake Shore Dr
Midway, GA 31320
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Russell N Albertson
421 Marienstein Road
Upper Black Eddyw, PA 18972
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa kuder
6708 W Lakeridge Rd.
New Market, MD 21774
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Evan Smith
1935 Edgewood Rd
Redwood City, CA 94062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alan Hayes
217 N 2nd St
Bishop, CA 93514
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Wolaver
4417b Kahili Makai St
Kilauea, CA 95945
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Alders
277 19th Street (2b)
Brooklyn, NY 11215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julia Heavey
155 Clinton St
Montgomery, NY 12549
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Wemple
1415 Acorn Park St
Eugene, OR 97402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Helen Hughes
4274 Wooddale
St Louis Park, MN 55416
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rahul Bale
711 Main St
Evanston, IL 60202
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virginia Hotchkiss
625 Covedale Ave.,
Cincinnati, OH 45238
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Davis
204 2nd Terrace
Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33418
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jl Charrier
1910 Heritage Dr
Wayzata, MN 55391
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tanya Smith
675 Delaware Avenue, Apt. 206
Buffalo, NY 14209
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Margaret Stewart
250 La Mirada Rd.
Pasadena, CA 91105
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine de Leon
500 Bayview Drive, #1521
Sunny Isles Beach, FL 33160
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Childress
5302 Quail Creek Court
Ijamsville, MD 21754
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Betsy Carson
151fort Rd
So. Portland, ME 04106
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Shawn Smith
190 W Campbell Ave
Campbell, CA 95008
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Dowty
1618 South Street
Lincoln, NE 68502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emily Winters
701 E. 10th St, #6
Bloomington, IN 47408
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra DONAHUE
33 Mornigside Lane
North Andover, MA 01845
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karl Gee
South 67th Street
Niagara Falls, NY 14304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Kempton
87 Soper Road
New Paltz, NY 12561
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leonard Douglass
923 Beaver St
Clairton, PA 15025
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Urgent! Fracking is a hideous threat to America’s people and climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the damage to America. Please stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Byrnes
9500 Delano
Wichita, KS 67212
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

J P
355 Granite Ave
Oakland, CA 95521
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Silver
234 4th Ave, Brooklyn, Ny 11215
Brooklyn, NY 11215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to the air and water of American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Blackwood
103 North Stadium Blvd.
Columbia, MO 65203
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra neubert
30 Wimbledon Ln.
Easton, CT 06612

CREDO Action
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anthony Cowan
750 N Tamiami Trail
Sarasota, FL 34236
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Udin
316 Woodward Avenue
Buffalo, NY 14214
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Summers
3885 Barnett Shoals Rd
Athens, GA 30605
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Thomas Adams
6840 Tomy Lee Trl
Tallahassee, FL 32309
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandy Marcus
25 Front St.
Marblehead, MA 01945
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angela And Greg Shenk
16 Madsen Rd
West Hartford, CT 06110
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Dorothy Roske
2700 E Allred Av E66
Mesa, AZ 85204
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Dittmann
2616 W 55th St
Minneapolis, MN 55410
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn George
2969 Wentworth
Weston, FL 33332
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pat ridgley
12016 Gates Road
Cement City, MI 49233
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

There is no urgent need to rush into this. The earth has been this way for eons and we have enough of this gas. On the other hand, we really do not truly understand the long-term impacts of this business. And our economy needs jobs, infrastructure improvements, and not simply massive profits for energy companies. The EARTH cannot support the continuing burning of carbon. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate overall. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Communities are at risk. Communities of people / voters.

Sincerely,

Scott simmerman
3 Old Oak Drive
Taylors, SC 29687
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Simmons
329 Sunnyvale Dr
Healdsburg, CA 95448
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Vernon
66 Old Post Road
York, ME 03909
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Annette Criljenica
9644 Mignonette St
Rch Cucamonga, CA 91701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chloe Heimbuch
310 Jonquil Place
Pgh, PA 15228
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harley Sebastian-Lewis
7713 Manet Parkway
Sacramento, CA 95823
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Huyler
244 Stellar Jay Rd.
Frisco, CO 80443
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Koechner
Po Box 51895
Albuquerque, NM 87181
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Simpson
25982 High Terrace Lane
Salinas, CA 93908
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Barlup
1027 Drexel Hills Blvd
New Cumberland, PA 17070
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Dan Pepin
1219 Howe St
Batavia, IL 60510
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We are destroying ourselves for short term gain.

Sincerely,

Karen Socolow
2 Charlton St. Apt. 3d
New York City, NY 10014
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eddie Serapio
34777 Osage River Pl.
Fremont, CA 94555
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jennifer Crum
5405 Baltimore Dr Apt 48
La Mesa, CA 91942
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Anthony Curcio
1355 Northwood Dr
St Augustine, FL 32084
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

I strongly believe Fracking is a threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Testa
2670 Calle Limonero
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ramesh Bhatnagar
4058 N Belt Line Road Apt 134
Irving, TX 75038
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Henry Brodkin
3050 E Carr Canyon Rd
Hereford, AZ 85615
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terry Lowman
3425 Valley View Road
Ames, IA 50014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Raleigh Gould
1422 Canal Drive
Windsor, CO 80550
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

The Department of Energy has not shown they are able to regulate fracking in a manner that protects the public from the toxic byproducts of the process. There have been too many incidents of ground water being polluted already. Allowing exports will only increase fracking, and thus increase the danger to the U.S. public. This is NOT acceptable.

Sincerely,

Howard Tanner
14 Paddock Court
Marlboro, NJ 07746
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael MacPherson
769 Kennedy Highway
Milbridge, ME 04658
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terry Brejla
15220 Mckamy Ct
Sonora, CA 95370
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Julie Pierce
172 Central Ave
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Achey
25 12th St.
Union Dale, PA 18470
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michele Grimmett
10485 W. 82nd Pl
Arvada, CO 80005
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Wilson
1743 Sw Import Dr
Port St Lucie, FL 34953
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Norman Mathews
667 W. 161st St. Apt. 3h
New York, NY 10032
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katharine Lorraine-Mace
30 Greenbrier Dr
West Hartford, CT 06117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marcus Pulsipher
P O Box 1640
Big Bear City, CA 92314
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristina Weeks
292 Higley Hill Rd
Marlboro, VT 05344
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tony Iwane
1774 Baxter Hall
Williamstown, MA 01267
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Ryan
10 Pinesbridge Rd
Maryknoll, NY 10545
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roger Muellner
24817 Fonant Avenue
Forest Lake, MN 55025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Whyte
6422 Enterprise Lane, 2b
Madison, WI 53719

CREDO Action 256
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gail dressel
361 Sweet Arrow Lake Rd
Pine Grove, PA 17963
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Denise Aday
4927 Daffodil Dr
Mariposa, CA 95338
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dawn Dauble
6269 N.E. Mast
Lincoln City, OR 97367
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dave Ogilvie
3435 Richland Dr. #14
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. On a personal note I know friends in both northeastern Utah and northeastern Pennsylvania whose private rural drinking water wells have been contaminated by nearby fracking. In the Utah case a beautiful box canyon no longer can be used for sacred Native American ceremonies because of this toxic pollution. And in my birth-state of Wisconsin—“America’s Dairyland”—companies are ripping up valuable farm land to get at the round-grain sand deposited there by the ancient glaciers, the perfect sand grains for use in fracking

Sincerely,

Steven Vogel
449 Hampton Court
Falls Church, VA 22046
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dave Andersen
29291 Lake St
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Barfield
501 Antoinette St
Deltona, FL 32725
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Bench
610 Dunbar Hill Rd
Hamden, CT 06514
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Zielinski
29214 Osborn Road
Bay Village, OH 44140
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pat Lupo
355 E. 9 St.
Erie, PA 16503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bob Graham
4426 25th St.
San Francisco, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Clayman
17030 Cats Den Rd.
Chagrin Falls, OH 44023
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beverly Kelly
11471 88 Ave
Seminole, FL 33772
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Lopez
104 East Park Avenue
Haddon Township, NJ 08107
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim Jastremski
316 Cty Hwy 52
Cooperstown, NY 13326
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Schulman
620 Tomahawk Trail
Vero Beach, FL 32963
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peggy Loe
13516 Tufts Court
Magalia, CA 95954
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rose graumann
168 Tunnel Hill Rd
Factoryville, PA 18419
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

My husband and I have two beautiful daughters, for them, for all the children who will inherit our long term decisions about protecting the planet we live on, we ask that gas from fracking stop. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dawn R. Casper
5709 Cedar Place
Madison, WI 53705
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rose Wool
21 Portland Street
Lynn, MA 01902
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Anderson
7764 Church Rd.
Jamestown, PA 16134
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Denise Saccone
40b Camino Cerrado
Santa Fe, NM 87506
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Carpenter
9286 E Windrose Dr
Scottsdale, AZ 85260
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Tayler-Houle
11212 Harbor Rd
Frisco, TX 75035
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randy Baird
1200 Highland St
Dubois, PA 15801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Molly Hayfield
111 Quesnel St
Taos, NM 87571
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lee White
1341 Carolyn Drive
Charlotte, NC 28205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara McBride
13827 N 99th Dr
Sun City, AZ 85351
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Moore
3311 Nw 37th St
Gainesville, FL 32605
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Joshua Dubansky
750 E Yale Ave
Fresno, CA 93704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

A Bonvouloir
Street Address
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Josh Kleiner
27530 Highland Way
Los Gatos, CA 95033
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Treadway
712 N School
Normal, IL 61761
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Labovitz
1535 29th Street
San Diego, CA 92102
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Cosentino
162, Monitor Street Apt 3
Brooklyn, NY 11222
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pam Ulrich
4106 Pembrooke Pky W
Colleyville, TX 76034
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret T.M. Petkiewicz
916 Wren Drive
San Jose, CA 95125
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Smoky Zeidel
14773 Tamarix Dr
Hacienda Heights, CA 91745
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Weslee Hursh
206 Horton Rd
Brownsville, PA 15417
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Bruce McKay
29976 290th St
Henderson, MN 56044
Fracking poses an environmental threat to American communities, and fosters activities which are destroying the broader environment and threatening to further destabilize our climate. One of the major justifications given for expanding this risky practice has been to bring America closer to "energy independence". The natural gas industry is now showing its hand, wanting to expand fracking in order to pursue lucrative export opportunities – not to stabilize the US economy. Allowing fracked gas exports would substantially increase the scale of fracking in North America by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. This is not in our national interest, and rather serves to provide short-term monetary gain to a small number of Americans at long-term cost to the health of individuals, the strength of communities, and the vitality of our natural environment. I ask you to stand up to the lobbying noise from the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Kuhlman
6000 Porter Road
Newark, OH 43055
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tauby Warriner
405 Washington St.
Brookline, MA 02446
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce Knight
169 Andre Dr
Arroyo Grande, CA 93420
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Suzanne Temple
Pobox 3600
Rancho Santa Fe, CA 92067
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Greenberg
1800 King Arthur Circle
Maitland, FL 32751
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rita Pitkin
271 Rodgers Road
West Glover, VT 05875
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Esstman
4747 Thornbury Drive
Fairfax, VA 22030
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlene Stull
717 Turnpike St.
Waterford, PA 16441
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Evelyn Chapple
413 E Dynasty Dr
Cary, NC 27513
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking for gas exports would dramatically increase the demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to foreign markets, and it also would endanger our water supply, the eco-dependency of that environment, and it would destroy the natural beauty of those areas. Please deny all applications for fracking.

Sincerely,

Elaine Mayer
Street Address
City, MN 55901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Warren Starks
3226 Greenwich Village Blvd. #103
Orlando, FL 32835
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Roper
2932 Peach Creek Court
Fennville, Mi 49408, MI 49408
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Don Koontz
25274 Pine Street
Elberta, AL 36530
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Cynthia O'Dell
206 Silver Lake Dr.
Venice, FL 34292
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. As well, the industry got a go ahead because it was going to lower costs of energy in the USA, not around the world. Typical energy company power grabs with political collusion. Stop now.

Sincerely,

Russ Ketter
2706 Pioneer Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15226
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking shouldn’t be exempt from the Clean Water act. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sara Rivero
Johns Hopkins University
Baltimore, MD 21218
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Agee
12838 Center Rd.
Traverse City, MI 49686
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Meredyn Pikeerickson
116 Seabright Ave Apt 6
Santa Ruz, CA 95062
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wanda Remington
531 West Potomac St.
Brunswick, MD 21716
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gale Espinosa
1722 West St Moritz Lane
Phoenix, AZ 85023
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shawn Cummings
484 Frank Applegate Rd
Jackson, NJ 08527
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Knight
13646 E. Westland Road
Scottsdale, AZ 85262
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mona Locke
15523 Lake Ave
Middletown, CA 95461
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Gordon
101 Ross St Apt 7
Cotati, CA 94931
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lana Schmitt
10005 Gentian Drive
Machesney Park, IL 61115
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking poisons and devastates communities where it occurs. Another way must be found.

Sincerely,

Marie O'Meara
818 Grandview Dr Se
Albuquerque, NM 87108
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Walter Schmitt
10005 Gentian Drive
Machesney Park, IL 61115
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beth Bell
1165 Lisa Lane
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jessica Nihiser
6321 Weidner Rd
Springboro, OH 45066
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Raymond Olson
1305 Prescott
Ann Arbor, MI 48103
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Barry
145 Pleasant Hill Ave N
Sebastopol, CA 95472
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacquelynn Goessling
3622 Pleasant Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55409
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Clark
2019 Avenida Penasco
El Cajon, CA 92019
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Brown
11833 Thornhill Road
Eden Prairie, MN 55344
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

A Potter
79 Bengal Terr
Rochester, NY 14610
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frances Burmistrzak
5235 S Hummingbird Av
Inverness, FL 34452
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Bachelder
135 S Broadway
Wells, MN 56097
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Hooper
2608 Clareside Dr
Valrico, FL 33596
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Khalil Kinge
5440 Marinelli Road
"Rockville, Md 20852", MD 20852
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Ovenden
50 Green Mill Ln
Durham, NC 27707
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Stein
631 Rustic Knoll Drive
Kent, OH 44240
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carlos Guzman
354 Acosta St. Roosevelt
San Juan, PR 00918
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Kautz
33w 204 Rt. 38, Box 548
Geneva, IL 60134
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Kirby
2172 Sophy Place
Redding, CA 96003
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Freeman
1621 Stony Garden Rd
Quakertown, PA 18951
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Robert Hardy
517 S Idaho St
San Mateo, CA 94402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking will ultimately reduce our fresh water supply and increase the price of water. Frackers should be made to pay a premium for using our fresh water supplies to extract gas and oil from shale. This premium should then go to recycling this precious resource instead of burying it in wells deep under ground for our grandchildren to deal with.

Sincerely,

Daniel Lanser
775 Arbury Ave Se
North Canton, OH 44720
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Steel
300 Lafayette St
Denver, CO 80218
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Eckert
320 East Halsey Road
Parsippany, NJ 07054
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Brenda Leap
413 Colt Drive
Loveland, CO 80537
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine miller
630 Maupas Ave
Savannah, GA 31401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Weinstein
150 West End Ave
New York, NY 10023
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gabriel Perry
1033 Laramie Blvd., Unit A
Boulder, CO 80304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynne Anderson
12221 Carmel Vista Rd
San Diego, CA 92130
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rafael flores
P.O. Box 451324
Laredo, TX 78045

CREDO Action 351
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Steiner
The City College Of New York
New York, NY 10031
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mark Fogleman
3525 Cedar Springs Dr.
Concord, NC 28027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis Charriere
1003 Golfview Ave
State College, PA 16801
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Vito
2940 Crescent Ave
Eugene, OR 97408
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

A Busch
1306 Wright St
Pleasant Hill, MO 64080
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patty Poock
3795 N. Indianriver Dr.
Hernando, FL 34442
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Judy Baker-Johnson
16994 Se Fragrance Ave
Milwaukie, OR 97267
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alice Gustavson
4460 Arrowhead Drive
Colorado Springs, CO 80908
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Derek Haas
4101 Dill Rd.
Centerburg, OH 43011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jan Cleary
2217 Onion Creek Parkway #106
Austin, TX 78747
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Gilroy
Harvard University
Cambridge, MA 02138
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Selene Santucci
100 S Grand Ave
Pullman, WA 99163
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Hassebrock
1180 Cedar Brook Dr
Lawrenceville, GA 30043
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomasin Ringler
196 Page St. W.
St. Paul, MN 55107
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Penny Snyder
Po Box 135
Graton, CA 95444
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Margot Dick
2323 18th Ave. S.
Seattle, WA 98144
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ashley Lang
1688 South Steele Street
Denver, CO 80210
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Annette Cullipher
800 Stillpoint Way
Balsam Grove, NC 28708
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Murphy
P.O.Box 879
Ojai, CA 93024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diana Versenyi
668 Main St.
Williamstown, MA 01267
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Southard
2152 Debra Drive
Springfield, OR 97477
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Kennie
10 Wheatfield Lane
West Dennis, MA 02670
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debi Shaffer
3448 Woodley Ct.
Toledo, OH 43606
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fred Chauncey
1416 Whittington Dr.
Raleigh, NC 27614
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erdmut Brown
2736 Derby Street
Berkeley, CA 94705
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Sincerely,  
Stephanie Olmstead  
3392 Hollis Circle  
Naperville, IL 60564
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph & Sara Thomas
4810 Chestnut Grove Dr.
Champaign, IL 61822
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ricci Pineau
146 Mccornick St.
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eileen Redden
20589 Cubbage Pond Rd
Lincoln, DE 19960
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sara Foszcz
7301 W Burgett Rd
Richmond, IL 60071
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Douglas Borg
2995 Holly Street
Denver, CO 80207
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheila Stevens
1501 Marcy Place
Philadelphia, PA 19115
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anita Lytle
2585 Eastmoor Drive
Santa Rosa, CA 95405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Troemner
3461 31st Ave Sw
Naples, FL 34117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Audrey Van Vliet
11500 Fairway Dr. #107
Reston, VA 20190
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Keller
9459 Mission Gorge Rd., Spc 86
Santee, CA 92071
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Mance
135 Abbe Place
Dlmont, PA 15626
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eileen Jordahl
318 N. Madison St.
St. Croix Falls, WI 54024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Snyder
4400 W University Blvd
Dallas, TX 75209
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy o
Wynwyd Dr
Newark, DE 19711
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Margaret McDuffee
24503 Copper Cliff Court
Lake Forest, CA 92630
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Candace Tice-Tomasik
37 Terrace Ave
Toms River, NJ 08753
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Milann Gannaway
126 Stewart St
St Simons Is, GA 31522
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Gesine Majewski
116 W. Elm St. Apt. 808
Chicago, IL 60610
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Monica niedermeier
859 North Park Rd
Steamboat, CO 80487
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karan Hatzenbeler
2434 Aramon
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Puniska
Po Box 941
Palm Harbor, FL 34682
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Bennett
4327 Biscayne Drive
Hernando Beach, FL 34607
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carlo Popolizio
160 9th Avenue
Estell Manor, NJ 08319
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Callaway
4 W. Belvedere St.
Cold Spring, NY 10516
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Neil Johnson
821 Plymouth Ln
Va Bch, VA 23451
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Meek
109 N. Oregon St.
Yreka, CA 96097
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I have not yet read anything about fracking that makes me believe we should enter into such activity.

Sincerely,

Ann Haase
14 Buffalo Rd.
North Oaks, MN 55127
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Lennon
51 Tracy Cir
Amherst, MA 01002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gregg Anderson
12700 Sw 112th St
Miami, FL 33186
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Darlene Brannen
706 Eden Ave
San Jose, CA 95117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Fox
Po Box 4073
Santa Cruz, CA 95063
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Crook
5121 Whitaker Rd Apt. 3
Chubbuck, ID 83202

CREDO Action 409
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Weigel
4163 E Arborvitae Ct
Boise, ID 83716
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Bason
155 Canon View
Santa Barbara, CA 93108
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Vermont has imposed a moratorium in order for us to discuss every aspect of gas, wind, etc., a practice you should promote nation-wide. Fracking is just another way to plunder, poison, wreck, exploit and, in the end, hasten the climate catastrophe. Teach Americans all aspects of conservation and pre-empt the corporations who care for nothing but profit, no matter the human lives and creatures big and small it will cost.

Sincerely,

Annegret Pollard
2756 Noyestar
East Hardwick, VT 05836
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Andrulonis
685 Rock Run Road
Port Deposit, MD 21904
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nils-Michael Langenborg
4961 Charmian Dr
Santa Rosa, CA 95409
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Myra Smith
99 Regency Dr.
Liberty, TX 77575
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Geoff Jones
172 Jade Dr
Newport, WA 99156
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Abby Sands
2337 Monrose
Mandeville, LA 70448
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Land in the USA should not be treated like some toxic third world country. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Clark Goodrich
29 Park Drive
Woodstock, NY 12498
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hsueh Mark
211 Alden Street # 350
Wallington, NJ 07057
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Betsy Bickel
117 W. Trinity Ave.
Durham, NC 27701
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Don Makeever
5086 Chaparral Way
San Diego, CA 92115
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nikkelley Quijano
735 Watson Canyon Ct #221
San Ramon, CA 94582
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joel Beebe
2005 Huron Pkwy Apt 4
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
David Schultz
5716 Ashwell Ct
Corona, CA 92880
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim LEONETTI
3822 Calle Ariana
San Clemente, CA 92672
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hillary Davis
Duarte Ct
Novato, CA 94949
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sherri Winfrey
7216 E. 84th
Kansas City, MO 64138
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Why are we waiting for "studies" that "prove" fracking is bad for people, livestock, and groundwater? Anecdotal stories tell of the devastating consequences in every state and every county where fracking is practiced. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Greg marsh
140 E Harvard St
Ft Collins, CO 80525
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanette Camelio
43 Westchester Av
Rochester, NY 14609
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Morosky
43 Walnut Dr
Uncasville, CT 06382
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Larson
183 Patricia Dr.
Atherton, CA 94027
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Barbara Newley
185 Campbell Ct.
Gadsden, AL 35903
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Breand Jones
28925 Nw Reeder Rd
Portland, OR 97231
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzi Petito
46 Pleasant Ridge Drive
Poughkeepsie, NY 12603
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brenda Graves-Blevins
509 Laurel Drive
Columbia, MO 65203
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jaden Falcone
1323 E. 1st Street
Bloomington, IN 47401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dominique Gabella
Po. Box 8857
Scarborough, NY 10510
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Aniko Grandjean
1900 Shroyer Rd
Dayton, OH 45419
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Megan Nordgren
26 W. 95th Street, Apt 1
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Carp Pppp
Pxxxxxx
Tv, CA 96148
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Tulley
19841 Riverview Drive
Fort Bragg, CA 95437
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tony Longhurst
Po Box 17866
Boulder, CO 80308
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elissar Khalek
13307 Grenoble Dr
Rockville, MD 20853
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy McDonald
6498 Lowry Dr Apt 4
West Linn, OR 97068
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Glusha
6 Larry Lane
Escondido, CA 92025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Abraham Role
3960 Antelope Ln
Jackson, WY 83002
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ramona Coleman
6615 Terrace Glen Dr.
Arlington, TX 76002
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Leigh Paulson
Lcpaulson@Gmail.Com
Minneapolis, MN 55416
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Paul Sousa
2380 North Ave.
Sacramento, CA 95838
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ryan Johnson
22921 Caminito Rojo
Laguna Hills, CA 92653
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ava Torre-Bueno
1818 Tulip Street
San Diego, CA 92105
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lillian Watson
2242 Sw 330th St
Federal Way, WA 98023
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Rose Moore
320 Mallard Rd
Weston, FL 33327
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen quirk
1635 E. Silverwood Dr
Phoenix, AZ 85048
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Colette Thomas
989 Woodcreek Dr.
Milford, OH 45150
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Wade
106 Preserve Court
Madison, AL 35758
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Hall
24686 Santa Clara Ave
Dana Point, CA 92629
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rob Russell
1965 N Beverly
Beverly Hills, CA 90210
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terry McDaniel
19311 Mountain View Way
Volcano, CA 95689
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking seems to pander to the typical American culture for energy for the LEAST possible amount of money. It appears that the American public needs to embrace, however reluctantly, other forms of securing the precious oil.

Sincerely,

Violet Haberkorn  
6912 N Saint Marys Rd  
Peoria, IL 61614
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Bauchelle
18010 Brooknoll Drive
Houston, TX 77084
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arthur Swers
163 Happy Trails S.E.
Floyd, VA 24091
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Cappa
581 Santa Alicia Dr
Rohnert Park, CA 94928
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim Anderson
Po Box 398
Mer Rouge, LA 71261
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dianne Riordan
10 Duane Terrace
Buffalo, NY 14214
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Rullo
17 Donald Street
Port Jefferson Station, NY 11776
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven & Susan Mayes
16 Mesa Pino
Santa Fe, NM 87508
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mitch Mellman
480 E Via Ensenada Cir
Palm Springs, CA 92264
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adam Eiden
131 Winddance Drive
Lake Villa, IL 60046
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanne Barnes
4060 Union Square Ln
San Diego, CA 92105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Boots
509 W. American St.
Freeport, IL 61032
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jen Pahl
1340 S 56th Street
West Milwaukee, WI 53214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anna Wilson
4 S Sincalir Ave
Stockton, CA 95215
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Addy Murphy
1695 Fallon Rd.
Petaluma, CA 94952
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheyenne Clonch
9904 Wayne Ave
Kansas City, MO 64131
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Sincerely, Janet M. Phillips RN Santa Fe, NM

Sincerely,

Janet Phillips
625 C Don Felix St.
Santa Fe, NM 87501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Bloemendaal
22 Hardy Point Road
Pembroke, ME 04666
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Meiers
166 James Drive #B
Macomb, IL 61455
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven G
Village Woods Dr.
Eden Prairie, MN 55347
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Foster
393 Amazon Ave.
Cincinnati, OH 45220
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virginia Jasromb
73 Barrett St.
Northampton, MA 01060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lee Topp
26045 Ipava Ave. W
Lakeville, MN 55044
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kate Whitney
7338 Huntington Square Lane Apt. 105
Citrus Heights, CA 95621
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bob Biro
10 Timber Drive
Wayside, NJ 07712
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Analina Bayag
1403 Grackle Court
Hanahan, SC 29410
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Danielle Roark
1003 Smith Grade
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Just another reason to REJECT Keystone pipeline - they never planned to use that gas for US - they only want to export it to reap more profits at expense of environment. TIME TO START WORKING ON REAL ALTERNATIVE ENERGY SOURCES!!

Sincerely,

Eileen Kennedy
119 E Hartsdale Ave
Hartsdale, NY 10530
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Destruction of our natural resources has to stop. As a country we are working hard to find safer alternatives to energy in order to reduce our carbon output. Fracking is NOT the answer. Please consider the long term impact of fracking and exporting gas all over the world. We need to use our creative energy as a country to find better options. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicole Sibert-Faaborg
1635 5th Street
Hood River, OR 97031
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Regina Flores
32016 Poppy Way
Lake Elsinore, CA 92532
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Tina Woodruff
2600 W Loop 250 N Apt 708
Midland, TX 79705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kris Fobes
31155 Juniper Ave
Hinton, IA 51024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Derek Dunbar
2671 Bell St
Sacramento, CA 95821
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Odell
3627 41st Ave W
Seattle, WA 98199
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Nelson
12216 North Park Ave N
Seattle, WA 98133
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheila Race
3292 Sr 29 S
Monroe Twp, PA 18636
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen SZASZ
5179 Warwick Woods Trail
Grand Blanc, MI 48439
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Sennhauser
8342 Sorrel Drive
Houston, TX 77064
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Mootz
1704 Oakbrooke Way
Eagan, MN 55122
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Lankenau
760 N Judson St
Philadelphia, PA 19130
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Lake
8020 Barite St
El Dorado, CA 95623
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teresa Davis
152 Laurel Lane
Hohenwald, TN 38462
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robyn devoist
439 Beach Ave
Rochester, NY 14612
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Kravcov Malcolm
30821 N. 138th St.
Scottsdale, AZ 85262
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The clock has moved closer to midnight because of global climate change. Will the people making decisions about carbon ever wake up?

Sincerely,

Bernard Rosenthal
2436 Rhondadrive
Vestal, NY 13850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tadhg Barrett
7 University Houses Apt. A
Madison, WI 53705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pete Gerard
209 Warmblood Way
Norco, CA 92860
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Yaeer Benassa
1020 North Normandie
La, CA 90029
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Nolan
29099 Avenue 16
Madera, CA 93636
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pat corbett
Street Address
City, AZ 85602
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Irene Yang
7600 Fruitridge Rd Apt 47
Sacramento, CA 95820
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Why in the world would you rape our land and destroy the health and well-being of our planet and then sell it elsewhere?? We are counting on you President Obama to do what is right for the people, not BIG OIL and profit above everything else!

Sincerely,
Theresa Clark
15575 Twp. Rd. 453
Loudonville, OH 44842
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

I’ve seen what the previous edition of this - reckless, unregulated coal mining - did to northeastern Pennsylvania, including Mr. Biden’s hometown. The big companies come in, make a mess in exchange for promises that they won’t keep, and then sneak away. They leave the health problems for the residents and the costs of clean-up to the taxpayers. We’ve been down this path before. Let’s skip it and get it right this time.

Sincerely,

Brendan Hickey
804 South Ave, D-6
Secane, PA 19018
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eleanor Weisman
990 1st St.
Meadville, PA 16335
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Alcorn
13353 Ncr 9
Wellington, CO 80549
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennie Summerall
41 Hay Road
Belmont, MA 02478
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jennifer White
8299 Caribou Peak Way
Elk Grove, CA 95758
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dina Lisovskis
1764 75th Ave
Osceola, WI 54020
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Ko
5511 Carmen Street
San Diego, CA 92105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Celeste McLean
241 Lakeshore Dr.
Kalispell, MT 59901
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Clover Durfee
307 Brown Hill
S. Woodstock, VT 05071
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marcia Hazn
5110 Tugglelane
Waunakee, WI 53597
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dean Kokko
6767 Sw Dover Street
Portland, OR 97225
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Raechel Glynn
2317 Mcgavock Pike
Nashville, TN 37216
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ray Pace
1561 Pensacola
Honolulu, HI 96822
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Walmsley
20735 El Rancho Rd
Boonsboro, MD 21713
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Cahoun
451 Andover Street, Suite 100
North Andover, MA 01845
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Gross
Po Box 1626
Nevada City, CA 95959
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melanie Van Haag
Capadoosestraat
Miami, FL 33111
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gudrun Beck
3890 Nobel Dr. #1602
San Diego, CA 92122
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Walsh
323 Buchanan St
Alexandria, VA 22314
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann L. Grewe
3705 Glen Crest Ct.
Eau Claire, WI 54701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Fawcett
800 Bearses Way #3ed
Hyannis, MA 02601
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mia Kalish
P.O. Box 342
San Miguel, NM 88058
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jo Sanders
3504 Willard Way
Rocklin, CA 95677
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Let’s focus on Renewable Energy!

Sincerely,

Launa Naretto
17697 Neeley Rd
Guerneville, CA 95446
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janie Stevenson  
610 E. Lake Avenue  
Baltimore, MD 21212
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Flook
115 S Pine
Nevada City, CA 95959
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Sears
2447 Yewells Lndg N
Owensboro, KY 42303
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John McConahy
247 Albert Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Felicia Greene
522 Shunpike Rd
Cmch, NJ 08210
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Hernandez
1327 Buchanan Street Ne
Minneapolis, MN 55413
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Louise Petering
7229 N. Santa Monica Blvd.
Milwaukee, WI 53217
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tm Dolan
Po Box 653
Pie Town, NM 87827
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claire Kugelman-Kropp
15985 41st Ave.
Clearlake, CA 95422
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pat Lecourt
5418 Coast Road
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking destroys farms and animals with its toxic waste. If you want to build our economy then NO more fracking!

Sincerely,

Susan Sarabasha
311 Tupper Road
West Danby, NY 14883
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lee Scoville
24273 Judson Lane
Hillsboro, WI 54634
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Gross
374 Old Montague Road
Amherst, MA 01002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Link
8014 George Willing Ave
Pasadena, MD 21122
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Peacock
1907 Bear Ct
Fort Collins, CO 80525
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sue Parker
1147 Flagship Drive
Summerland Key, FL 33042
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Ron Groh
Po Box 437
Quincy, CA 95971
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Luci Price
Po Box 953
Captain Cook, HI 96704
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allison Hill
332 Kit Carson Rd
Taos, NM 87571
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacob Achor
240 Annie Rd
Silverthorne, CO 80497
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Szymanski
919 Camden Ave
Cumberland, MD 21502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Furst
8528 Desert Shadows Rd.
Joshua Tree, CA 92252
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Gray
624 18th Avenue
Menlo Park, CA 94025
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Dalrymple
3110 Regency
Carrollton, TX 75007
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Van Vechten
228 Potrero St Apt C
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randee Westendorf
8 Wa
Pk, CA 93021
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Nathan Sheldon
1496 E Magill Ave
Fresno, CA 93710
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gianna Nixon-Saldinger
345 Winfield Rd
Rochester, NY 14622
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Munson
405 S Olympia Ave
Tulsa, OK 74127
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Keep America beautiful!

Sincerely,

Roberta McNeill
205 Foxcroft Lane
Summerville, SC 29485
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Liptak
705 Lakeview Drive
Byesville, OH 43723
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The extraction of natural gas is dangerous and should, at best, be used only for domestic purposes. I hope you will reject applications to export fracked gas.

Sincerely,

Anne O'Connor
36 Hawthorne Rd.
Williamstown, MA 01267
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rick Dysart
2712 Wilderness Dr. N
College Station, TX 77845
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ella iams
5516 Oakmont Avenue
Bethesda, MD 20817
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Stechnij
411 8th Street
West Palm Beach, FL 33401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George And Cindy Waltershausen
E1790 Jeffers Lane
De Soto, WI 54624
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brady Pulsipher
1219 Gilmer Dr
Salt Lake City, UT 84105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please consider the interests of Americans over the profit needs of these reapacious corporations.

Sincerely,

Brigid O'Dowd
11035 Cherry Ridge Rd
Sebastopol, CA 95472
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please show integrity, regard for future generations, regard for our planet Earth, and have a shared sense of community responsibility, instead of always caving to profits. Sincerely, Denise Tucker 6104 Flatrock Ln. Austin, Tx. 78735

Sincerely,

Denise Tucker
6104 Flatrock Ln.
Austin, TX 78735
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jenny Campbell
259 Ocean House Rd
Cape Elizabeth, ME 04107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jessie Root
155 Heritage St
Ocanside, CA 92058
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rose Fletcher
3308 Rosemary Lane
Hyattsville, MD 20782
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teresa Mayfield
6631 Via Positano #210
Irving, TX 75039
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Vaught
505 Oak Forest Circle
Antioch, TN 37013
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alyssa Holler
8 Hatteras Court
North East, MD 21901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Perin
78 Douglas St.
Tiffin, OH 44883
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please focus on a sustainable future: renewables, demand management, resource conservation. The government’s own studies show that driving America’s discussion, policy and action in these directions will create far more jobs – and more "permanent" jobs – than fracking ever will. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ira Dember
10314 Hammerly Blvd
Houston, TX 77043
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barty Thompson
13th & Bern Streets, Albright College
Reading, PA 19612
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Bird
Pobox 6049
Katy, TX 77491
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Philip Day
14849 Marquette Cir
Moorpark, CA 93021
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Dick glick
1909 Chowkeebin Court
Tallahassee, FL 32301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rocco D'Amelio
1215 Cameron Circle
Neenah, WI 54956
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Their excuse for fracking is that we had to do this to be free of foreign oil then why allow our water to be contaminated only for them to export the gas?

Sincerely,

Carmel Katich
2491 Center Ave.
Alliance, OH 44601
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Green
3430 N. Booth St.
Milwaukee, WI 53212
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sue Trzaska
3976 Alabama St #6
San Diego, CA 92104
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Catania
1708 N. Francisco Ave
Chicago, IL 60647
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amichai Levy
1037 S Shenandoah St Apt 4
Los Angeles, CA 90035
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Fletcher
22798 Cully Road
Sedro Woolley, WA 98284
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brandy Brinkschroeder
501 W Courtland St
Mt. Pleasant, IA 52641
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Keith Horn
328 Lovers Lane
Baton Rouge, LA 70806
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Bufano
144 Sawkill Ave.
Milford, PA 18337
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Gibb
5036 Revenue Street
Homestead, PA 15120
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Zach Carter
304 2nd St
Hills, IA 52235
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry Hays
619 E. Leslei Ave.
Salina, KS 67401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Stop subsidizing the oil industry and start subsidizing green energy industries.

Sincerely,

Charles Cassels
1820 Vaughn Lane
Montgomery, AL 36106
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Rosen
613 Sheryl Way
Las Cruces, NM 88001
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Colin Whitney
6135 Potomac St.
San Diego, CA 92139
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Douglas Neely
45 Hemlock Haven
Hampton, NH 03842
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Bentley
16 Tulsa Ln
Watsonville, CA 95076
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Timm
4011 N. 212th Street
Elkhorn, NE 68022
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Flora Wang
35 Chickadee Lane
Aliso Viejo, CA 92656
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We need to keep our energy supplies for use in the US to eliminate our dependence on foreign supplies.

Sincerely,

Barbara Hirt
65 Courthouse Butte Rd
Sedona, AZ 86351
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matthias Gleason
65 City Blvd
Staten Island, NY 10301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maureen An
1500 Pacheco St.
Santa Fe, NM 87505
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Meghan Cai
4657 Bancroft St
San Diego, CA 92116
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Steve Myrick
5260 Gary St
San Diego, CA 92115
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alan Olin
273 King St
Redwood City, CA 94062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Stanley
P.O. Box 2922
Grass Valley, CA 95945
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Calderon  
8965 E Florida Ave  
Denver, CO 80247
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Nestor Perea
2661 W. Eastwood
Chicago, IL 60625
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronald Yerkes
2010 New Michigan Rd
Canandaigua, NY 14424
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Gilliland
4602 Yellow Rose Trail
Austin, TX 78749
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Smith
4090 Brant Street #12
San Diego, CA 92103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanette mcdonald
2853 Ontario Rd., N.W. #301
Washington, DC 20009
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carlee Scott
436 Zanzibar St
Morro Bay, CA 93442
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Neal smith
810 Cardigan
Garland, TX 75040
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Colette Buchanan
2497 Portland Alley
Eugene, OR 97405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catriona MacGregor
67 Rocca Dr
Fairfax, CA 94930
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
David Singelin
Po Box 934
Lake Elsinore, CA 92531
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Sarah Forquer
214 E. A St.
Brunswick, MD 21716
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Valerie Zachary
Po Box 6656
Los Osos, CA 93412
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jon Longsworth
Jon@Longsworth.Com
Aptos, CA 95001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ted Quaday
1190 Warren Drive
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chuck Hurcomb
21260 Burnette Ct.
South Bend, IN 46628
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul klein
17190 Mt Vernon Rd
Golden, CO 80401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Leitner
1840 Crompond Road
Peekskill, NY 10566
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Andrea casteel
552 W Broadway
Eugene, OR 97401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Nakamura
2503 Farrington Way
E. Palo Alto, CA 94303
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

James Sakowski
6186 Woodbury Road
Boca Raton, FL 33433
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Muh-Ching Yee
357 Anna Ave
Mountain View, CA 94043
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leroy Frankel
15 Texas Lane
Longmont, CO 80501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shamsi Preiler
5681 Chambertin Dr
San Jose, CA 95118
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Giddings
1625 9th St
Los Osos, CA 93402
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Francis McNichols
344 N Rebecca Ave
Scranton, PA 18504
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Jones
21 Juniper Dr
Ormond Beach, FL 32176
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Prindle
217 Cornwall Road
Warren, CT 06754
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edith Frederick
121 Winham Street
Salinas, CA 93901
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Derek Wheaton
604 Greenbrier Ct
Fredericksburg, VA 22401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. It is ridiculous to allow our fracked to be sent out of the country after the environmental cost!

Sincerely,

Anthony Zingarelli
7320west River Rd.
S. Whitley, IN 46787
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Juterbock
9991 E. Crain Hill Road
Traverse City, MI 49684
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pam Granatir
1 Forest Dr
Forest Knolls, CA 94933
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We don’t know enough about fracking to consider it safe. And if it isn’t, then what? There’s no water on the moon.

Sincerely,

Liz Nass
3734 Grays Lane
Mount Pleasant, WI 53406
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanine Greene
2660 W Catalina View Drive
Tucson, AZ 85742
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Kreger
3533 21st St.
San Francisco, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Cooper-Martin
1021 Gilbert Road
Rockville, MD 20851
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanne Nagy
16500 Simonds St
Granada Hills, CA 91344
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helena Lafferty
38 Woodland Trl
Rochester, IL 62563
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Do not ignore the seismic dangers.

Sincerely,

Richard Bailey
6565 Fountain Ave #10
Los Angeles, CA 90028
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erin Conlisk
4450 4th St
Riverside, CA 92501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victoria Groshong
2842 N. Bayview Rd.
Waldport, OR 97394
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Layman
5132 Smith Rd
Rohrersville, MD 21779
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Sikes
4 Sadec Lane
Carriere, MS 39426
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melissa Ritter
2163 Masters Road
Marcellus, NY 13108
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Timothy Kent
735 Walder Trail
San Antonio, TX 78260
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Stames
2443 Lost Oaks Dr.
San Jose, CA 95124
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Marilyn Olson
Thalia Ct.
Valparaiso, IN 46383
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janna Stanford
954 Mendocino Dr
San Marcos, CA 92078
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chalida McCann
5516 Chancery Rd.
Gurnee, IL 60031
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dirk Kuyk
4270 Celt Road
Stanardsville, VA 22973
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

L. DeFranco
183 E Ashland Ln
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nolan Kappelman Kappelman
2811 Stone Barn Terrace
Lawrence, KS 66047
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Cope
317 Nobel Dr
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Christiani
151 W Pershing Ave
Phoenix, AZ 85029
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicole Rosa
615 N. Prospect St.
Co Springs, CO 80903
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elynn Haden
506 Thomas Cr.
Coatesville, PA 19320
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jolie Witten-Hannah
2030 N Pacific Ave Unit 225
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Schultz
4151 W Orleans St
Mchenry, IL 60050
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and DENY all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Pender
321 Redstone Drive
Bellvue, CO 80512
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Cross
509 W Cypress Ave
Redlands, CA 92373
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott alan
383 Third St
Laguna Beach, CA 92651
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurry Michlin
6623 Ascot Ln.
Dallas, TX 75214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. There is NO EXCUSE for the endless exportation of DIRTY ENERGY THAT IS DESTROYING THE PLANET IN THE US. The aquifers are being destroyed beneath all of these pristine states (West Virginia, Pennsylvania, Ohio), the air is being fouled with air pollution, and the toxicity of these operations causing CANCER in all of the residents of these states..... I VOTED FOR YOU BARACK OBAMA AND DONATED LARGE SUMS OF MONEY TO HELP ENSURE THAT THE PLANET WOULD BE HONORED UNDER YOUR LEADERSHIP! YOU CAN REBUILD OUR INFRASTRUCTURE, END THE FOREIGN WARS, AND DEVELOP CLEAN ENERGY AS YOU PROMISED!!!!!!! The residents of the Blue States (Oregon) are depending on you to HONOR YOUR PROMISES! Certainly, the Dept of Energy understands that there are options and they should be created and utilized. Robin Nicol

Sincerely,

Robin Nicol
3891 Calaroaga Drive
West Linn,, OR 97068
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank Sabo
441 Rt 66
Hudson, NY 12534
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jayni Chase
Box 257
Bedford, NY 10506
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon McCluskey
999 California Ave. S.E.
Port Orchard, WA 98366
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Nicholls
11663 Felts Rd
Carrier Mills, IL 62917
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paige Grant
1288 Lejano Lane
Santa Fe, NM 87501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Kingston
25861 Marguerite Pkwy #201
Mission Viejo, CA 92692
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Thank you for your time and attention.

Sincerely,

Meredith Hemphill
5084 Oak Garden Dr
Kernersville, NC 27284
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Brown
5070 Whispering Oak Way
Paso Robles, CA 93446
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Hunter
15468 Landing Creek Lane
Roanoke, TX 76262
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Bliss
1143 legion Ave
Napa, CA 94559
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christel Markevich
207 Cumberland Gap Road
Nederland, CO 80466
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and our fragile and fickle climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Seeber
5144 Miners Ranch Rd.
Oroville, CA 95966
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jackie Allen
229 Cedar Ln
Ossining, NY 10562
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wayne K
1 Dayton Drive
Dayton, OH 45402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Turman
6226 Llano Ave
Dallas, TX 75214
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,  
Joshua Blackburn  
5323 Calvert Street  
Lincoln, NE 68506
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Catherine Kessler
20d Moccasin Drive
Whiting, NJ 08759
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Anneliese Ranzoni
203 Skyles Pl
Whitefish, MT 59937
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maria Baker
1149 N Hobble Strap St
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Amanda Suelter
5684 Amherst St.
Ventura, CA 93003
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heidi McHugh
1620 Harrison Avenue
Eureka, CA 95501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brigitte delthony
1540 W Hwy 12
Escalante, UT 84726
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Fitzpatrick  
9592 Sheffield  
Perrysburg, OH 43551
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kaylie Carrico
1650 W Lingleville
Stephenville, TX 76401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Annie Hallatt
1610 Carleton Street
Berkeley, CA 94703
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Fuher
Po Box 22402
Orlando, FL 32830
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Last
1904 Grove St Apt 2
Oshkosh, WI 54901
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jennifer LONH
Upton St
Newton, MA 02465
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Barfoot
Po Box 1040
Durango, CO 81302
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joy Thompson  
407 Richland Rd  
San Marcos, CA 92069
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff Brown
6 Herrada Way
Santa Fe, NM 87508
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Val brumby
4107 Sylvan Oaks
San Antonio, TX 78229
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rachel Longville
6295 Jeff Street
San Diego, CA 92115
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Jesse Parce
133 Pontius Ave N Apt 206
Seattle, WA 98109
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Belknap
629 Don Vincente Drive
Boulder City, NV 89005
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Garvey
154 Locust Grove Ln
Kilmarnock, VA 22482
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

L Kairaiuak
2002 East 37 Ave C
Anchorage, AK 99508
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Nancy Grant
1723 Sw Martha St
Portland, OR 97239
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shaun Stuart
3075 E Scorpio Pl
Chandler, AZ 85249
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

George Hembree
13280 Highway 101 S
Hopland, CA 95449
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Megan Sughruee
1100 N. Lasalle Dr
Chicago, IL 60610
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amanda Mattle
5326 Alton Avenue
Dallas, TX 75214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beverly Poncia
P.O. Box 971
Lower Lake, CA 95457
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank Shively
1718 N 121 St
Omaha, NE 68154
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Kilpatrick
3302 Martinez St.
San Diego, CA 92106
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jamie Hunt
2505 Doughty Way
Santa Rosa, CA 95403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deb hobbs
9160 Roberts Rd
Central Lake, MI 49622
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vanessa Giannini
3902 Berenice
Los Angeles, CA 90031
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nandita Shah
7024 Mink Hollow Rd
Highland, MD 20777
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Annette Abrams
1607 Furlong Rd
Sebastopol, CA 95472
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Kashiwaeda
4675 Kuli Rd.
Kalaheo, HI 96741
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Low
1658 Sorghum Mill
Memphis, TN 38018
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Celeste Gionet-Hawker
2521 Blue Rock Court
San Jose, CA 95133
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kaitlyn Clements
366 W Saint Elmo St
Nazareth, PA 18064
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Wilde
4274 Mckinnon Drive
San Jose, CA 95130
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Neuwirth
900 Norlee Street
Sebastopol, CA 95472
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Landess
1136 Wildflower Dr
Modesto, CA 95355
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Keane Li
1817 California St.
San Francisco, CA 94109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elisabeth Sherman
Po Box 318
Sebastopol, CA 95473
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Mealor
57 Hamilton Heath Dr
Tampa, FL 33604
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Heather Lafser
2035 West Magna Carta Dr
Baton Rouge, LA 70815
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Heffelfinger
5056 Gallagher
Whitmore Lake, MI 48189
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken Goldsholl
314 Meadowbrook Drive
Santa Barbara, CA 93108
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Galloway
3369 Grim Ave
San Diego, CA 92104
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diego Topete
1254 Cabernet Dr.
Gonzales, CA 93926
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Duty
5862 Colfax Avenue
Alexandria, VA 22311
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gianluigi Boca
19 Nequa, Fermilab
Batavia, IL 60510
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Rabkin
4257 Fairway Drive
Soquel, CA 95073
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Caroline Scates
1006 Poplar
Grove, OK 74344
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Dineen
80490 28th St.
Lawton, MI 49065
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shannon Saldana
2735 Robidoux Rd
Sandy, UT 84093
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Todd Brown
1207 Sunset View Drive
Akron, OH 44313
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kelly Mirto
109 Woodland Ridge Road
Kerhonkson, NY 12446
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Hundley
34851 Mistletoe Ct.
North Fork, CA 93643
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Edgar
38 Dogwood Ln
Salmon, ID 83467
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Brett Becker
531 N. El Prado Dr.
Ridgecrest, CA 93555
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Edmiston
100 Webster Park Ave
Columbus, OH 43214
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Bayer
755 14th Ave #403
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Hough
2844 Country Club Drive
Escondido, CA 92029
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marcia Boggs
920 Robinson Drive
Springfield, OH 45506
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barry Hamilton
2613 Greta Ne
Albuquerque, NM 87112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith r
850 E. Log Hill Rd
Pagosa Springs, CO 81147
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronda Styles
425 E Beloit Ave
Salina, KS 67401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Adrienne Gardner
5524 Bee Cave Rd Ste J4
West Lake Hills, TX 78746
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Antonio McCall
1912 North State Road 53
Madison, FL 32340
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Kardys
6780 Sw 39th Court
Davie, FL 33314
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Hurley
1067 So. Positano Ave.
Anahiem, CA 92808
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Alvarado
15 Valley Stream Dr
Wurtsboro, NY 12790
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Benjamin Cuker
144 Alleghany Rd.
Hampton, VA 23661
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Noella Scott
88a 2nd Place
Brooklyn, NY 11231
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon grunke
528 W.Fordham Dr.
Eagle, ID 83616
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wendell childs
5512 E Marquette St
Chillicothe, IL 61523
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Delores Stachura
405 N. 12th St.
Herrin, IL 62948
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marie Feeley
5599 Wembly
Oak Park, CA 91377
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anthony Kochenash
1004 Brooke Drive
Wayne, NE 68787
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Cucuz
253 Reimer Road Extension
Norton, OH 44203
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gilford Ikenberry
1307 E. Sharp
Mcherson, KS 67460
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Eaton
1450 E. Calle Charcas
Kingman, AZ 86409
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Jermano
475 El Granada Blvd
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Atkins
3691 Wood Rush Ln
Mariposa, CA 95338
To Whom it May Concern:

We don’t need to place our home and lives at risk to help others with energy. There are alternative energy sources that can be used to great effect already, as seen in Germany due to their green boom since the Fukushima accident. Let companies make their profits by switching to more renewable resources, instead, and leave frackable gas in the ground or powering American plants.

Sincerely,

Jay Cliffe
301 Summit Ave E
Seattle, WA 98102
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Susan Ward
46 Bennett Court
Pagosa Springs, CO 81147
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerry Detry
861 Elmore St.
Green Bay, WI 54303
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Nathanael Mooberry
16827 Buffalo Valley Path
Monument, CO 80132
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Meyer Odze
5308 Iroquois Road
Bethesda, MD 20816
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking scares me and once we lose our natural resources - we can’t get them back!

Sincerely,

Christine McGillen
10784 Cathell Rd
Berlin, MD 21811
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis Calabi
7731 Elphick Rd
Sebastopol, CA 95472
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilynn Sheldon
P. O. Box 1676
Pinedale, WY 82941
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Johannah Hupp-Clark  
22900 Caves Rd.  
Gambier, OH 43022
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Bleck
665 Woodglen Rd
Glen Gardner, NJ 08826
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marie Rice
Wanamassa Point Rd
Ocean, NJ 07712
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rys Olsen
Box 66
Vail, CO 81658
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve e
850 Hammerle Rd
Oxford, NY 13830
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vernon L Taylor
5400 Sheridan Blvd #367
Arvada, CO 80002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nathaniel Watkins
14700 Marsh Ln. Apt 1322
Addison, TX 75001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beatrice Clemens
100 Arundel Pl
Saint Louis, MO 63105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rene Arboleda
30511 Gibraltar Place
Castaic, CA 91384
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Gref
4759 Sr 52
Jeffersonville, NY 12748
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rod MacDermott
302 Sage St.
Gridley, CA 95948
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margie Duffield
130 W. 15th, 4v
New York, NY 10011
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lex Hames
4370 Vesta Drive
Helena, MT 59602
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Johnson
106 Ranworth Lane
Summerville, SC 29485
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Turney
467 Fulvia St
Encinitas, CA 92024
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Debbie Oyen  
25 Chestnut Street  
New London, MN 56273
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Johnston
55 S 5th E
Driggs, ID 83422
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Irma CHRISTOFFEL
2301 Minimax Dr
Houston, TX 77008
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erin Johnston
2342 Ridge Ave
Evanston, IL 60201
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy McClung
103 Waters Edge Drive
Weaverville, NC 28787
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Rutledge
1351 Susanna Wesley Drive, Box 137
Winston-Salem, NC 27104
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Anne Lane
5419 Dalen Ave
San Diego, CA 92122
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Davis
Pobox 273
Jasper, AR 72641
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Able
535-000 Little Valley Road
Mcarthur, CA 96056
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ernie McKenzie
12000 7th. St. East
Treasure Island, FL 33706
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken And Donna Bubb
2520 Libretto Ave.
Henderson, NV 89052
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Wilson
6042 Bpt
Dallas, TX 75252
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Jones
518 Slate Branch Spur
Somerset, KY 42503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Gwinn
166 Wolf Run Road
Hambleton, WV 26269
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Douglas Reaves
2227 Main Street
Fairfax, VT 05454
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronald Taillon
424 Beach Ave
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Theodora Crawford
1812 Delaware St., #302
Berkeley, CA 94703
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melinda Kleinewebef
2353 E Desert Pueblo Pass
Green Valley, AZ 85614
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jordan Deliso
172 Hopkins Ave
Jersey City, NJ 07306
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jay Leinonen
13321 Pequot Dr
Poway, CA 92064
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sigrid Arnott
3620 35th Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55406
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joy Tobias
1027 Castle Maine Court
Elizabethtown, PA 17022
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sonny Lan
376 John Joy Rd
Woodstock, NY 12498
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurie Stephey
1140 Jenifer St. Apt. 1
Madison, WI 53703
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anthony Sweet
8125 Greenly Drive
Oakland, CA 94605
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Yolanda Holguin
3922 Benward Lane
San Antonio, TX 78250
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nilgun Ozer
4906 Plaza Way
Richmond, CA 94804
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Samson
6298 Lockhill Rd., #1804
San Antonio, TX 78240
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dr Wayne Poulin
3320 Tumblewood Trail
San Antonio, TX 78247
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Hagens
Rozenstraat 186
New York, NY 10166
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janine Lehmann
17 Ladera Rd
Santa Fe, NM 87508
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sylvia Kriegl
E12581 Hwy 33
Baraboo, WI 53913
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Reagan Laiche
4937 Utica St.
Metairie, LA 70006
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claire Cancryn
3129 44 St. Apt. E
San Diego, CA 92105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Chesney
3309 Ne Trilein Dr
Ankeny, IA 50021
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Robert Sankey
1702 N. Erie St.
Lexington, NE 68850
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff Taylor
2391 Road E
Redwood Vly, CA 95470
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Maitri
265 Cascade Drive
Fairfax, CA 94930
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Cheryl Dixon-Smith
3440 Carriage Hill Circle Apt #204
Randallstown, MD 21133
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Whitesell
17922 Shoreham Ln
Huntingtn Bch, CA 92649
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Corey Vanderwouw
840 Coleman Ave. #13
Menlo Park, CA 94025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Connie Eash
501 Avon Dr
Landenberg, PA 19350
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shauna bernie
Street Address
Agua Dulce, CA 91390
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lek sinnott
6012 Sanford Dr
San Jose, CA 95123
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Bennington
P.O. Box 1970
Flagstaff, AZ 86002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacquelyn Luta
1200 Creekside Drive, Apt. 2625
Folsom, CA 95630
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura M. Ohanian
P.O. Box 811
Eugene, OR 97440
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roberta Preu
1365 Santa Cruz Ave.
Menlo Park, CA 94025
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Noyes
P.O. Box 31
Northfield Falls, VT 05664
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debbie Madrid
1235 Mt View Blvd
Walnut Creek, CA 94596
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Friderika Goldenstein
127 Dedham St.,
Newton, MA 02461
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sasha San Malo
Pob 1987
Pahoa, HI 96778
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Heather Turnage
484 Hillcrest Rd.
York, PA 17403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Haley
2834 S. Extension Rd.
Mesa, AZ 85210
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kate Kasserman
5535 N. Campbell Ave. #3
Chicago, IL 60625
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Takashi Yogi
4481 Slodusty Rd
Garden Valley, CA 95633
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Miller
1139 Robb Hill Rd
Martinsville, IN 46151
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Hardwick
29392 Sw Tami Loop, 126
Wilsonville, OR 97070
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chad Steele
3736 Maple Hollow Court
Sarasota, FL 34243
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elena amodeo
116 Thomason Lane
Eugene, OR 97404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hoyt Tillman
937 E Verde Ln
Tempe, AZ 85284
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Valentino
30 Falson Lane
Morganville, NJ 07751
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Sears
22200 John Hyman Rd.
Ft. Bragg, CA 95437
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathy Finley
34724 Wildernessa Lane
Deer River, MN 56636
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jordan Murray
15150 Sw Millikan Way
Beaverton, OR 97006
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

David Cowell
544 Tarlton Pl Nw
Concord, NC 28025
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Judy Kinsey
1415 E. 21st St. #1
Pueblo, CO 81001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Anderson
209 Forks Hill Rd
Montrose, PA 18801
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

William McFarland
47 1/2 N. Lancaster St.
Athens, OH 45701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alan HART
516 Athania Pkwy.
Metairie, LA 70001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. DON'T SELL OFF OUR "ENERGY INDEPENDENCE" TO THE HIGHEST FOREIGN BIDDER WHILE POISONING OUR DRINKING WATER, FOR XTRA PROFIT!!

Sincerely,

Eamon Alger
P.O.Box 512
Placerville, CO 81430
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff plapp
1741 Dale St.
San Diego, CA 92102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emma Wright
3425 Richmond
San Diego, CA 92103
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. People living near fracking operations cope with terrifying local impacts: contaminated even flammable drinking water, cancer-causing air pollution and smog, massive open pits full of toxic wastewater, huge fleets of diesel trucks, chemical spills, and pipeline explosions. Some residents have even found fracking chemicals and heavy metals in their blood. Yes, compared to the burning of gasoline, the burning of natural gas (methane) is much cleaner. However, the fracking method of obtaining has now been shown to be environmentally disastrous. There are environmentally responsible ways to obtain methane from decomposing garbage, etc. These should be actively pursued and subsidized; and fracking should be entirely halted. The halting of such exports would be an excellent first step. I have a stake in the future - I am a father of 3 young children who deserve better, as do President Obama’s kids and all of our descendents. They deserve to have breathable air, a stable climate, and a word populated with as many species of plants and animals as we have today.

Sincerely,

Harold Fortuin
95 Cass St/
West Roxbury, MA 02132
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Benthe Fahr
9919 Azuaga St
San Diego, CA 92129
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kay Bolin
1419 13th St.
Los Osos, California, Usa 93402, CA 93402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Taylor Prince
608 Westborough Rd
Knoxville, TN 37909
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Sharp
1502 Bedford Road #223
Bedford, TX 76021
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrick Rainey
Po Box 462
Oracle, AZ 85623
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Judith Hutchison
2141 Wisconsin Ave Nw Apt 401
Washington, DC 20007
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Robinson
111 N. 14th St.
Thermopolis, WY 82443
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melissa Umstott
8532 Hammett Ave
Norfolk, VA 23503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Cope
120paw Paw Hill Rd
Burnsville, NC 28714
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maurice Wolf
665via Los Altos #N
Laguna Woods, CA 92637
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Sincerely,
Oscar Alvarado  
2781 Gold Key Est  
Milford, PA 18337
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Brown
10755 Winthrop
Pinckney, MI 48169
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harimander Khalsa
8 Wheat St
Espanola, NM 87532
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen McDowell
1022 Bob-O-Link
Darien, IL 60561
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vivian Donahue
2407 Smithfield Rd
Charlottesville, VA 22901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Please stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Greg Pokorski
2020 Sarah St
Pittsburgh, PA 15203
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nick Bartol
353 Pompa Dr.
Pagosa Springs, CO 81147
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Cynthia Meidinger
6925 Pollen Way
Citrus Heights,, CA 95610
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lee Johnston
3934 Sherwood Blvd
Delray Beach, FL 33445
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Don’t frack us over now that you’ve been re-elected. We had faith that you would bring us hope; fracking is the opposite of hope.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Wrobel-Boerner
3304 Bybrook Dr
Villas, NJ 08251
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Pearson
845 Russell Ave Apt 7h
Santa Rosa, CA 95403
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Hoffman
P.O. Box 11
Sonoita, AZ 85637
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Bil Yoelin
854 Kodak Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill brock
24826 Hon Av
Laguna Hills, CA 92653
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Moody
7705 Lynch Road
Sebastopol, CA 95472
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lukasz Lempart
3131 Homestead Rd. 4f
Santa Clara, CA 95051

CREDO Action
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Thomas Marzella
2427 24th St. Apt. A
San Francisco, CA 94110
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Cassell
4687 Sally Dr
San Jose, CA 95124
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Krupkowski
1567 Sr 214
Plainfield, VT 05667
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Garitty
13088 Vista Knolls
Nevada City, CA 95959
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shawn Zubicek
399 Mill Street
Willits, CA 95490
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I know about the problems associated with fracking because I live right in the middle of the mess created by fracking in Fort Worth, TX.

Sincerely,

Sandra Lane
617 Cooks Lane
Fort Worth, TX 76120
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Verschoor
597 Martinique Place
Newbury Park, CA 91320
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Garcia-Doane
458 Skyhigh Dr.
Ventura, CA 93001
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

I know you are under tremendous efforts to produce more income for the US, but I don’t think exporting Natural Gas is the most intelligent answer. Can’t we look to the Netherlands or other country’s as examples for “clean” energy. Our resources are precious and not endless. Let’s not contaminate what Earth we have less to sell something that we may need in the future.

Sincerely,

Mary Briggs
1170 W Broadway
Eugene, OR 97402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

P ross
P.O. Box 86
Fairmont, WV 26555
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Rowe
18617 Egret Bay
Houston, TX 77058
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

INSTEAD OF BANNING GUNS HOW ABOUT BANNING FRACKING! FRACKING IS FAR MORE HARMFUL IN THE LONG AND SHORT RUN...Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Natasha kay
9237 Harmony Grove Rd
Escondido, CA 92029
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Adams
5739 Dorr St., Apt. 302
Toledo, OH 43615
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matt Beaton
1146 North St.
Santa Rosa, CA 95404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Connie Pascale
101 Dewey Street
Toms River, NJ 08753
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Reyes
505 E. Wier Road Apt. 2
San Bernardino, CA 92408
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Clark Shimeall
3272 Country Cllub Rd
Borrego Springs, CA 92004
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathie Denicola
265 Thornell Rd
Pittsford, NY 14534
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phillip Mitchell
Street Address
City, AZ 85737
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Glenn Eklund
4975 Jones Rd.
Oak Harbor, WA 98277
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Let’s be honest! Fracking is toxic, dangerous and hazardous to our communities and the environment. The short term gains don’t begin to outweigh its long term devastation.

Sincerely,

Janice VrMeer
4915 San Francisco St.
Rocklin, CA 95677
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shirley Burniston
1208 Se41st Terrace
”Topeka,Kansas”, KS 66609
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

C Abner
Finney Trail
Cincinnati, OH 45244
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Smith
2627 Land Park Drive
Sacramento, CA 95818
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

I am unconvinced that the supposed benefits from Fracking would outweigh the dangers to health. While energy is important, and while jobs are important, water is vital to health and to life. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Casanave
25 Windsor Place
Brooklyn, NY 11215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Joseph
183 Annapolis St W Apt 6
W Saint Paul, MN 55118
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Veronica Cerdeno
2506 Whittier Drive
Davis, CA 95618
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Teschke
355 So.America Rd.
Worcester, NY 12197
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robin Kopec
68960 Canterbury Ct
St. Charles, IL 60175
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Hubert
6800 Virgil Way
Flagstaff, AZ 86001
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Laure Bjawi
1132 Vista Pointe Circle
San Ramon, CA 94582
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Creed Cate
3444 Wemberley Dr
Sacramento, CA 95864
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Franciska Farkas
330 E Lafayette Ave
Baltimore, MD 21202
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jan Dove
1234 X Street
Oakland, CA 94607
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Shipsky
8801 Primrose Ct Ne
Albuquerque, NM 87122
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emily Lee
6521 Hearthstone Cir., #522
Rocklin, CA 95677
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dwight Allbee
403 1st. Ave Ne
Waverly, IA 50677
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Avina
725 42nd Street
Sacramento, CA 95819
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mila Zelkha
3949 Park Blvd.
Palo Alto, CA 94306
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amanda Schmidt
4436 Montcurve Bl.
Fair Oaks, CA 95628
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gwen O'Hagan
110 Cypress Lane
Roseville, CA 95678
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gunter KASBECK
7357 Cartilla Ave.
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Profits are NOT more important than the health of our country and its people.

Sincerely,

Mary Swersey
714 W. Grand Canyon Ave.
Flagstaff, AZ 86001
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Kaiser
6006 Cr 250
Durango, CO 81301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eleanor Lyman
49 Wharf Rd.
Bolinas, CA 94924
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Fisher
10 Penny Ln
Fredericksburg, VA 22405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Javit
135 E 83rd Street
New York, NY 10028
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matt Bauske
2030 Nw 31st St
Oklahoma City, OK 73118
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Fox  
3400 S Desert Promenade Road  
Tucson, AZ 85735
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Johann Nutter
1212 So. Bross Ln.
Longmont, CO 80501
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Aerie Youn
6 Fairside
Irvine, CA 92614
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Winfield Carson
13350 Via Mark
Poway, CA 92064
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gayle Countryman-Mills
11906 Oden Court
Rockville, MD 20852
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Dean DeVore
Po Box 176
Totz, KY 40870
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elaine Hanson-Hysell
1185 Haseltine Court
Richland Center, WI 53581
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rhonda Rivera
6312 Crabtree Court Nw
Albuquerque, NM 87120
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Corbett
6203 Vicky Dr.
Newark, DE 19702
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Schreiber
1430 W Glendora Rd
Buchanan, MI 49107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Baran
1020 Robinson Avenue - #5
San Diego, CA 92103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim Greyn
26442 Belshire Way
Lake Forest, CA 92630
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vaughn Hopkins
7949 La Riviera Drive
Sacramento, CA 95826
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Hicks
415 Riddle Dr.
Ft Collins, CO 80521
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

M Duggan
4025 West Lakeshore Drive
San Ramon, CA 94582
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Geri Collecchia
1461 Lacosta Dr E
Pembroke Pines, FL 33027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Francis
3836 Rockford Dr.
Antioch, CA 94509
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jami Walkins
316 S Peach St
Medford, OR 97501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shirley Scriver
5801 Gemini Drive, Apt. 100
Madison, WI 53718
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Anderson
602 Fir Ave
Garibaldi, OR 97118
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Noel Danforth
118 Swanton Lane
Gaithersburg, MD 20878
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beth Bruce
707 W Surrey Ave
Phoenix, AZ 85029
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erica Sommers
10747 Lassen Court
Ventura, CA 93004
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim Golden
4631 Rockwood Ct.
Lincoln, NE 68516
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Aaron Spencer
1440 Jose Avenue #204
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Craig Jennings
259 W Santa Clara St
Ventura, CA 93001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matthew Gollub
2777 Yulupa Ave.
Santa Rosa, CA 95405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bobbi Becker
185 Mahiai Place
Makawao, HI 96768
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Holly Northcross
5466 N. Fresno #101
Fresno, CA 93710
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Reeves
2 Rock Wren
Irvine, CA 92604
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matt Greider
6 Oakmont Rd
Harrisburg, PA 17109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Soychak
40 Macdougal St #6
New York, NY 10012
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Arthur Katzphd
10080 Banner Lava Cap Rd
Nevada City, CA 95959
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Callaway
P O Box 826
Woodacre, CA 94973
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,
Daniel Lake
1851
The Villages, FL 32162
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stewart Herman
1117 9th Street South
Fargo, ND 58103
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roger Bockrath
1408 Locust Pl
Davis, CA 95618
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Bartholomew
10 Royale Ave Apt 33
Lakeport, CA 95453
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Wecker
3223 Ruger Ave.
Janesville, WI 53546
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Norm fraker
Po Box 3362
Albany, OR 97321
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roy Wilensky
12433 Cedar Lakes Dr
Fairfax, VA 22033
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Hipp
1151 W Franklin St
Monterey, CA 93940
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Boyd  
1367 Bristol Road  
Moscow, ID 83843
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matthew Barmann
5841 Colorado Rd
Mariposa, CA 95338
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Lengel
906 Cedars Drive
Mcpherson, KS 67460
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Sheibley
930 Paget Avenue
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Howard Sapon
13104 Chitalpa Pl Ne
Albuquerque, NM 87111
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jay Dore
2005 Carpinteria Dr
Antioch, CA 94509
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rl White
Rhine St
Portland, OR 97203
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mary Jennings
210 Mirada Ave.
San Rafael, CA 94903
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Water is our most precious resource. Stop this frickin frackin NOW

Sincerely,

Rachel Lileet-Foley
5111 Sw Oleson Rd.
Portland, OR 97225
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Razo
485 Deerhurst Ave
Camarillo, CA 93012
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diana Bunday
21221 Georgia Ave.
Brookeville, MD 20833
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. It has caused earthquakes, reduced water table levels and contaminated watershed with toxic ingredients.

Sincerely,

Ruth Backstrom
420 Goodwin Rd
Durham, NC 27712
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Gotesky
246 Driskell Rd
Cleveland, GA 30528
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Aue
11-2705 Pikake St.
Mountain View, HI 96771
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stefany Fairbanks
3507 S Haven
Knoxville, TN 37920
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Guloim Zhapbarbergenova
225 E Square Lake Rd
Bloomfield Hills, MI 48302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sandra GARCIA
105 West Sola St.
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Roorbach
140 25th St.
Port Orford, OR 97465
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stan telizzan
3174 B Street
San Diego, CA 92102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

I do not want fracking in my home state of Pennsylvania. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lori Melton
216 Bevington Road
Pittsburgh, PA 15221
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Justin St.Clair
702 Laguna Dr
Garland, TX 75043
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Zulli
1210 Garden Lane
Sebastopol, CA 95472
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda MacKay
504 W 24th Street
Vancouver, WA 98660
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Linda Ehrisman
P.O. Box 116
Gasquet, CA 95543
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jenny Romero
0615 Sw Palatine Hill Rd
Portland, OR 97219
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. It's time to take responsibility for the energy crisis and global warming. We need to stop fracking and put more resources towards the development of an energy economy based on renewable energy.

Sincerely,

Kate Field
2777 Nw Rolling Green Dr
Corvallis, OR 97330
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Martin
1450 Tunnel Rd.
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa D'Ambrosio
356 South Meadow Road
Lancaster, MA 01523
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

D Robinson
8800 Holden Blvd
Fairfield, OH 45014
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Jungbauer
9009
W. Mall Dr. #2501, WA 98208
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Dave Leffmann
333759th Ave Sw
Seattle, WA 98116
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Scott
423 E. Rosewood Court
Ca, CA 91764
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Earl Boyd
2421 St Hy 51
Morris Ny, NY 13808
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eleanora Robbins
11017 Via Merida
La Mesa, CA 91941
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rick Jackson
1286 University Ave #301
San Diego, CA 92103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lily Lau-Enright
5321 Spilman Ave
Sacramento, CA 95819
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan McDonald
212 Ne Sacramento St.
Portland, OR 97212
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacob Gritter-Dorr
619 W St. Joseph St.
Lawrence, MI 49064
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Linda Busche
1801 Anita Crest Dr
Arcadia, CA 91006
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Danielle Miner
70 Brigham Road
Fredonia, NY 14063
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shannon Davies  
1024 Talton Ave.  
Deland, FL 32720
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Connell
39780
Charlo, MT 59824
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Bauer
P.O. Box 2804
Key West, FL 33045
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Mairot
4711 Lotus Street
San Diego, CA 92107
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Vinciquerra  
3506 Boynton Rd  
Cleveland Hts, OH 44121
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacob O'Neil
102 Main St
Bradford, NH 03221
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Venetia Bell
27 Rue De La Cour Des Noues
Paris, TX 75020
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jon Kosich
21 Rice Rd
Renselaerville, NY 12147
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Passmore
4000 Creighton Ridge
Cazadero, CA 95421
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Fabiano
9651 Argonne Way
Forestville, CA 95436
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Capriola
101 Morris St., Ste. 213
Sebastopol, Ca 95472, CA 95472
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Shore
471 Sunningdale Drive
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I am very concerned about human's effect on planet earth! Please think twice before doing more damage.

Sincerely,

Jean Richardson
1040 Alegre Ave
Los Altos, CA 94024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paula Woods
5000 Monroe
Beardstown, IL 62618
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Jakovina
1760 Creek Drive
San Jose, CA 95125
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Berger
835 W. Main St.
Aspen, CO 81611
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Madsen
1800 Poplar Dr #5
Medford, OR 97504
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. STOP Freaking Fracking NOW!

Sincerely,

Robert Perkins
6094 Bennington Dr
Newark, CA 94560
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ken schulman
233 Chandler Dr
Mundelein, IL 60060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Pedersen
379 Elston Hill Rd
Van Etten, NY 14889
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Nelson
34 Paradise
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doane Bargman
4400 North 21st
Lincoln, NE 68521
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura zwerin
590 Calle La Roda
Camarillo, CA 93010
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Laurin Botkin
5910 Jessup Road
North Chesterfield, VA 23234
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Duane Kaye
2617 Frederick Drive
Loveland, CO 80537
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicole Karluk
2643 Karlson Dr
Cornville, AZ 86325
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Au
11004 Avenida Playa Veracruz
San Diego, CA 92124
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Stephenson
805 Cypress Blvd
Pompano Beach, FL 33069
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrea Garvey
Po Box 386
Nothport, NY 11768
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edmund Light
3824 Jacobs Ave. #32
Eureka, CA 95501
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ivy Anderson
237 Strangeway Ave
Lodi, WI 53555
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Carico
5306 Muskrat Rd
Weed, CA 96094
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Daniel Tezak
97 Blake Rd N #113, Hopkins, Mn
Hopkins, MN 55343
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Ritchie
160 Crescent Pl
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Cole
1000 S. Semoran Blvd. #803
Winter Park, FL 32792
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ed naranjo
195 Tribal Center Road
Ibapah, UT 84034
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Goldman
644 General Goodwin Rd
Cerrillos, NM 87010
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathryn Towers
18 Waterfall La.
Carmel, NY 10512
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eduardo Schroder
985 Carr 349 Km 5.2 Apt 703
Mayaguez,, PR 00680
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

I request that you deny all applications to export natural gas obtained from fracking. Allowing an export market would dramatically increase the scale of fracking in the United States. Exporting requires liquification and long-distance transportation of gas which significantly increases the production of greenhouse gases, and increased fracking increases the pollution of groundwater. Perhaps we need fracking to produce gas for domestic use as we transition to other sources of power, but we do not need to encourage the unlimited growth of another environmentally unsustainable form of energy!

Sincerely,

Judith Reardon
P.O. Box 350, 1108 Page Hill Road
Chocorua, NH 03817
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Carmen Stryker
153 Plateau Ave
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gail Stanley
6631a Dana St
Oakland, CA 94609
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerel Lorenzo
108 Dunlap Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15214
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. What is it that you don’t understand? I have neither read nor heard anything positive about fracking, except from those who do it. Companies don’t operate in a vacuum; they operate in human communities. Which is more important, the company or the community?

Sincerely,

Sharon Feissel
5895 Mountain Hawk
Santa Rosa, CA 95409
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennie Carpenter  
1262 York St  
San Francisco, CA 94110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Howard
P.O. Box 19
Biddeford Pool, ME 04006
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gena Reist
323 W Hamilton Lane
Battle Creek, MI 49015
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Dulak
37437 Wayward Rd
Hemet, CA 92544
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edwin Hollowell
6012 Sussex Dr
Mobile, AL 36608
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Trail
18131 Langlois Rd
Desert Hot Springs, ID 83876
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carrie Hagan
310 Garnet Way
Pittsburgh, PA 15224
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julia Batsel
23300 Milk Ranch Road
Colfax, CA 95713
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Colleen Butler
6357 Greenway-Lowell Road
Verona, NY 13478
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrick McLaughlin
2702 14th Ave
Moline, IL 61265
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terri Knauber
18 Royal Palm Dr
Cheektowaga, NY 14225
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Schembs
18096 Mountain View Ct
Los Gatos, CA 95033
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Winna Althiser
836 Little Norway Ave. Se
Bemidji, MN 56601
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeannie Oliver
3089 Sunnyside St
Stoughton, WI 53589
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Greg Lucsko
240 Edgar Rd.
St. Louis, MO 63119
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kelly Jones-Weir
1920 Sw Idaho St
Portland, OR 97239
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Whitehead
P.O. Box 384
Hebo, OR 97122
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alan Rider
1851 E 3200 North Rd
Mount Auburn, IL 62547
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Wells  
1701 Broadway #329  
Vancouver, WA 98663
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Kelley
3418 W 29th St
Muncie, IN 47302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Olive Franklin
27860 Poppy Drive
Willits, CA 95490
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Donnelly
13 Redwood Drive
Princeton, MA 01541
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

NO FRACKING...EVER... TERRIBLE IDEA. RUINATION OF THE ENVIRONMENT. AND FOR WHAT EXACTLY? MORE GAS? IS IT WORTH RUINING OUR WATER? NOPE...SO LET’S NOT EVER DO IT. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gayna Uransky
1653 Kimtu Rd.
Garberville, CA 95542
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Cool
562 E Revere Way
Galloway, NJ 08205
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rachel Watts
4600 S Tonti St
New Orleans, LA 70125
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Leslie van Bareelaar
Po Box 833
Lander, WY 82520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Siebern
4235 Marsh Landing Blvd.
Jacksonville Beach, FL 32250
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anita Rickenberg
Rr 1, Box 105-O
Ridgeley, WV 26753
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Shapiro
56 Willey Ave
Liberty, NY 12754
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Smith
11279 Cedar Pointe Dr. S.
Minnetonka, MN 55305
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Robert Fitzpatrick
7714 Clearwood Ave.
Las Vegas, NV 89123
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca roter
575 Turnpike Rd
Kingsley, PA 18826
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sonja Hauter
10 Ruth St N
St. Paul, MN 55119
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Matthews
1633 Flowerree St.
Helena, MT 59601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brad Bleich
13850 Lake Mahogany Blvd. #312
Fort Myers, FL 33907
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marcia Lehman
998 Mayfield Avenue
Ambridge, PA 15003
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Kenneth Wright
13306 Colfax Drive
Fort Washington, MD 20744
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

I see no reason to support ever more radical and destructive measures, such as fracking, to keep the oil and gas industry going, rather than devoting our resources to alternative energy sources. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Hodges
2641 Palm Avenue
Charlotte, NC 28205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Bass
900 Nw Lovejoy St
Portland, OR 97209
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Londa Fowler
3000 Eubank Ne
Albuquerque, NM 87111
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lenore Los
3026 Ventura Drive
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharyn Diaz
Po Box 2752
La Pine, OR 97739
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Starlin
376 John Joy Road
Woodstock, NY 12498
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Bob Watkins
7064 W. Main St.
Niles, IL 60714
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristen Cardozo
1040 Evelyn Ave., #1
Albany, CA 94706
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eugene Peterson
631 San Roque Rd
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Hansen
Fair Oaks Blvd
Carmichael, CA 95608
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I would like to see the United States lead the way in developing energy resources that do not harm the environment.

Sincerely,

Sky MITCHELL
1715 F M 726 N
Gilmer, TX 75645
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dale Holman
2897 C.R. 455
Thorndale, TX 76577
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Rhyne
*255 Bogey
Hemet, CA 92545
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stewart Wehmeyer
2402 Nw 47th Terrace
Gainesville, FL 32606
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tina margulies
85
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gina O’Feral
3501 E Road
Albion, CA 95410
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Downs
164 Red Hawk Lane
Crescent City, CA 95531
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Filippi
749 S. Mollison Ave. # 12
El Cajon, CA 92020
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Pellerin
482 Turners Falls Rd.
Montague, MA 01351
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Alley
7711 Samara Way
Carlsbad, CA 92011
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael David
5625 Manzanita Ave
Carmichael, CA 95608
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Corr
23025 17th Ave S
Des Moines, WA 98198
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pia Alm-Basu
11679 Symmes Valley Dr
Loveland, OH 45140
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. AND STOP ALLOWING FRACKING IN THE US. THANK YOU Ainslee Tillbrook San Francisco, CA 94114

Sincerely,

Ainslee Tillbrook
242 Liberty St
San Francisco, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Morgan Peters
1758 Winona Blvd. Apt. 8
Los Angeles, CA 90027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanne Harkins
2339 Walnut Ave
Venice, CA 90291
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Randall
612 Jackson St.
Oregon City, OR 97045
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Poulson
108 Vista Prieta Court
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert LeGault
1801 Center St.
Stevens Point, WI 54481
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jan O
23964 Hawley Creek Rd
Monroe, OR 97456
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Hansel
Box 495
Fergus Falls, MN 56538
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Small
6477 North Park Avenue
Indianapolis, IN 46220
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Woodward-Taylor
P.O. Box 1027
Boulevard, CA 91905
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emily Trinkaus
3115 Ne 51st Ave.
Portland, OR 97213
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Oliver
39746 Cobbler Court
Murrieta, CA 92562
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Schwartz
27 Whittier Ave
Trenton, NJ 08618
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Lambert
17300 Debbie Rd
Los Gatos, CA 95033
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terrance Newton
1310 South Tomcat Court
Virginia Beach, VA 23454
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Tara Basile
24626 Se 278th St
Maple Valley, WA 98038
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Why is the government not taking action on destructive fracking?

Sincerely,

Roger Garland
123 Nw 12th Ave #1329
Portland, OR 97209
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Joshua Riffe
1776 Ne 27th Terrace
Gresham, OR 97030
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim genich
2020 University #317
Madison, WI 53726
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Walding
50 Main Street
Cerrillos, NM 87010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

B. Cid
Pob 4172
Bisbee, AZ 85603
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roy Goddard
1478 Carnot Drive
San Jose, CA 95126
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ralph Braskett
343b Canterbury Ct
Lakewood, NJ 08701
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erica Stanojevic
611 Centennial St
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angela Fortin
824 Davis St.
Kalamazoo, MI 49008
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Summers
8349Laurelridge Road
San Diego, CA 92120
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Betsy Shapiro ATR-BC
999 N. Pacific St. #A307
Oceanside, CA 92054
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Miriam Perez
2239 San Miguel Cyn.Rd.
Prunedale, CA 93907
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marjorie Dole
53 River Field Rd
Trenton, ME 04605
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Crystal Clearwater  
10273 Black Mtn Rd M8  
San Diego, CA 92126
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maryann Michelizzi
617 Hanford Place
Westfield, NJ 07090
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Yenesey Ramirez
419 Rodriguez
Laredo, TX 78046
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Sincerely,  

Erica Bray  
618 Monastery Place  
Northampton, PA 18067
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Britton
P.O. Box 807
Pecos, NM 87552
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Foley
1700 El Camino Real # 17-6
South San Francisco, CA 94080
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dain Kavars
8600 West Ashford Lane
Muncie, IN 47304
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joy banzhaf  
10041 Greenwood  
Grass Valley, CA 95945
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Giesy
8714 Apperson St'
Sunland, CA 91040
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Engel
107 Pinecrest Lane
Lansdale, PA 19446
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Newton
Box 113
Onancock, VA 23417
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alexander Bay
25 Pacifica, #5123
Irvine, CA 92618
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cherie Martinez
717 Brookside Ln
Rio Vista, CA 94571
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doug McCormick
23602 Via Paloma
Coto De Caza, CA 92679
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Bruckner
1086 Coombsville Rd.
Napa, CA 94558
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alan Hall
617 Royal Oaks Place
Nashville, TN 37205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Berkshire
6472 50th Ave
Norwalk, IA 50211
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

K lamb
129 Stimpson Lane
West Cape May, NJ 08204
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martin Henderson
7127 Hollister Ave. 25a
Goleta, CA 93117
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Joe Mabee
1202 Kettner Bl 605
San Diego, CA 92101
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Colclasure
3852 Grandon Ave.
San Marcos, CA 92078
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We are selling ourselves short to do fracking at the expense of clean drinking water.

Sincerely,

Diane Hall
514 East Davis St
Burlington, NC 27215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Godwin
6119 St Rt 508
Degraff, OH 43318
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Major
2150 Mckinley St.
Clearwater, FL 33765
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dawn Hoffmann
13424 Little Antietam Road
Hagerstown, MD 21742
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diana Desmarais
70 W. Garnet Ave
Granby, CO 80446
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katie Hegge
2919 California St. Ne
Minneapolis, MN 55418
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

I would recommend we get off of fracking for gas since it is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Let's put our time and funding into clean renewables. Germany is getting 30 percent of it's energy from clean renewables. Let's build a smart grid where we can get paid for extra solar/wind, etc. that we don't use. DON'T TAKE DONATIONS FROM FOSSIL FUEL INDUSTRY!

Sincerely,

Pamela Driscoll
81394 Lost Creek Rd.
Dexter, OR 97431
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Tory Schreffler
7373 Nebraska Ave
San Diego, CA 92139
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jasmin Keaton
1072 Sierra Madre
Salinas, CA 93901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phyl Morello
984 Harrison Ferry
White Pine, TN 37890
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Drew Kampmeyer
Salem Church Road
Sunfish Lake, MN 55118
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Melissa Katterson
P. O. Box 253
South Heights, PA 15081
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Noordyk
4538 Cass Street
San Diego, CA 92109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angela Sutton
604 Gallatin Ave Ste 119
Nashville, TN 37206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Aurelia Holliman
2517 Old Dennis Rd
Weatherford, TX 76087
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leanne Yerby
1900 Main Street
Irvine, CA 92614
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Raymond Lanier
149 E. Side Dr. #262
Concord, NH 03301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marina Laser
2900 Booth Ave
Kansas City, MO 64129
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James R. Miles
729 Rockland Dr.,
W. Palm Bch., FL 33405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anna Hourihan
20830 Steven Creek Lane
Redding, CA 96003
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Paula Nocca
115 Se 10th Ave
Boynton Beach, FL 33435
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dr Bobby & Ginny Bonometti
260 Golds Hill Road
Winchester, VA 22603
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Hamlin
4035 Sw 188th Ave
Beaverton, OR 97007
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emily ong
3607 Cole Ave
Dallas, TX 75204
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kyle Hoffmann
409 West 3rd St South
Newton, IA 50208
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Downey
1109 N. 2nd Ave
Kelso, AZ 85373
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

K Coron
66604 Se 31st
Portland, OR 97202
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jay Biehn
25130 Longbranch Run
San Antonio, TX 78261
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carole Mehl
206 Westover Road
Kansas City, MO 64113
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristin Nowlin
835 Grant Street
Cape Girardeau, MO 63701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Graeme Potts
4707 Holston River Ct
San Jose, CA 95136
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Also while we are at it, it would be nice if the EPA WOULDN'T CAVE TO Energy companies like Range Resources as they recently did in Texas. Shutting down investigations and ignoring scientific evidence and reports? Really, Just who is the EPA working for?

Sincerely,

Scott Fishel
P.O. Box 433
St. Francis, SD 57572
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allen Burns
1334 Sonora Dr
Corona, CA 92882
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Barnes
300 Golfview Avenue
Iowa City, IA 52246
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Linares
10301 Strathmore Hall St Apt#305
Rockville, MD 20852
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Heinz
19111 Croyden Terrace
Irvine, CA 92603
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Bochner
5111 Bellerive Bend
College Station, TX 77845
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sarah Levine
0000 Null St.
Oakland, CA 94602
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ashley Schutt
25442 W Blue Sky Dr
Wittmann, AZ 85361
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael O’Brien
3624 30th Street
Kenosha, WI 53144
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Nass
536 Green Village Rd
Green Village, NJ 07935
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bonnie O'Brian
20205 Se 152nd Street
Renton, WA 98059
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Michael Graham
5432 Well Spring Rd
La Plata, MD 20646
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Philips
1578 Oriole Ave
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Leland
402 Jaime Ln
New Castle, CO 81647
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jackie Dow
P.O.Box116
Jamestown, CO 80455
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Herb Hernandez
477 Washington Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11238
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeremy Griffith
222 Hidden Valley Rd
Soquel, CA 95073
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Gobel
501 Silver King Ln
Rockville, MD 20850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer gardner
3106 Menlo Ave
Sd, CA 92105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vesta Webster
307 Calle Loma Norte
Santa Fe, NM 87501
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

M Spear
Po Box 711
Jamul, CA 91935
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Dan Anderson
1451 Kingswood Dr #13
Roseville, CA 95678
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lowell Richardson
5050 Osgood Way
Fair Oaks, CA 95628
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John McCaughey
732 Cedar
San Carlos, CA 94070
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Benson Hausman
15631 Dove Mdw
San Antonio, TX 78248
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brandon Ballinger
1311 41st
Wil., NC 28403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sydney McDermott
6096 W Sonoran Links Lane
Marana, AZ 85658
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Crouse
8419 Walkup Rd
Waxhaw, NC 28173
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Don V. Lax
Pmb 503 Po Box 959
Kihei, HI 96753
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carina Ramirez
240 Smith
El Paso, TX 79907
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Robert Cepaitis  
14804 Rocking Spring Dr  
Rockville, MD 20853
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Douglas Anderson
5801 Se 24th St. Unit 86
Des Moines, IA 50320
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nichole Van Beek
387 Eastern Pkwy #19
Brooklyn, NY 11216
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Edwards
2389 Graystone Drive
Okemos, MI 48864
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne tobin
Box 85
Stockkton Springs, ME 04981
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

As an American citizen and voter, I can tell you that the risk is not worth the benefit, to me or most other Americans. Oil and fracking companies that use high risk extraction methods do not pay the true environmental cost of their business and they simply get rich in the short run and leave our families and children to clean up the mess. If you approve this you are either stupid or on the take. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Kulchin
2057 Frederick Ave
Arcata, CA 95521
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Allen-Harkins
116 S. Keystone Ave
Sayre, PA 18840
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Schneider
247 E. Edgewood Pl.
San Antonio, TX 78209
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Perkins
560 Franklin St.
Mountain View, CA 94041
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Fuller
7337 Sonora Dr
Rancho Murieta, CA 95683
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Russell
Po Box 145
Genesee Depot, WI 53127
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Doyle
355 Reservoir Dr.
Weare, NH 03281
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doug Rudholm
5420 N Forkner, Unit 101
Fresno, CA 93711
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicole Staudinger
4424 Se Taylor St
Portland, OR 97215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Wozny
9 Cedar Drive
Huntington, NY 11743
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Rainville
That Street In Town
Portsmouth, Nh, NH 03801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alex Kamin
7460 S Aragon Blvd Unit 3
Sunrise, FL 33313
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Oakley
657 Copper Beech Blvd
Deltona, FL 32725
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

James Antunez
846
Ojai, CA 93023
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Snyder
5595 Stockton Ave S
Salem, OR 97306
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please say no to any and all fracking no matter what part it is!!

Sincerely,

Aimee McAdams
3441 18th Ave S
Minneapolis, MN 55407
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Victor Roberge
1600 Jeanette Rd
Hood River, OR 97031
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

You said we were heade toward GREEN ENERGY because the problem isn’t imported oil - - OIL IS the problem. Another of the reasons i voted for you and you’re going to turn your back on that, too? Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gregg Bragg
176 Marsh Island Rd.
Kiawah Island, SC 29455
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Clawson
20568 Alder St Ne
Indianola, WA 98342
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Troy Abraham
572a Kukuau St
Hilo, HI 96720
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rowena Wood
1188 Salinas Hwy
Monterey, CA 93940
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dana Gray
4921 Columbia
St. Louis, MO 63139
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Sincerely,  

Vargus Pike  
7812 Sw Greenwood Drive  
Portland, OR 97223
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

First Name last name
Street Address
City, CA 93240
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Watts
16217 Sunset Trail
Riverside, CA 92506
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cristina Montesinos
4330 Spectrum One
San Antonio, TX 78230
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lionel Gazeau
19096 C Street P.O.Box 122
Monte Rio, CA 95462
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Don Lenz
521 Lindemann Ln
Plainfield, VT 05667
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debbie Briggs
4351sycamore Ave
Sacramento, CA 95841
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brenda Wissa
3470 Gladding Rd.
Lincoln, CA 95648
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lisa Luengo
4302 Woodlawn Ave North
Seattle, WA 98103
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Le Newland
1557 Tibidabo Dr.
Escondido, CA 92027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wanda McMicheal
3935 56th St
Des Moines, IA 50310
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Theodore Burger
3370 Woodbridge Circle
Bethlehem, PA 18017
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristina Phung
6591 Cordoba Road
Goleta, CA 93117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Geoffrey Smith
1307 Spring Street
Calistoga, CA 94515
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Gwen Lambert
5639 Chimney Circle Apt 2d
Dayton, OH 45440
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeremy Lewis
2143 W Village Dr
Phx, AZ 85023
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Weber
4327 Pleasant Run Rd
Irving, TX 75038
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie Styles
7250 College Mesa Dr.
San Diego, CA 92111
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jose Caballero
249 Cypress Drive
Laguna Beach, CA 92651
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robin Kirby
35 Nakota Court
Baltimore, MD 21220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Malz
5246 State Highway 7, Pob 1446
Oneonta, NY 13820
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Maxwell
2818 Dwight Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15216
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Shafer
610 N. Morton
Centerville, IN 47330
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beverly Harris  
357 S. Oakhurst Drive  
Beverly Hills, CA 90212
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Prendergast
5851 Constitution Ave.
Gurnee, IL 60031
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Gina Armstrong
2104 Woodland Ave
Anniston, AL 36207
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anita Houston
3870 E. Flamingo Rd., Ste. A2
Las Vegas, NV 89121
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emma Squires
213 E Vilbig
Irving, TX 75060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julia Bowerbank
531 Northview Rd.
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Walker
14660 Hansel Avenue
Truckee, CA 96161
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Jackson
6712 W. Jackson St.
Pensacola, FL 32506
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Christl
3264 N Cambridge Ave
Milwaukee, WI 53211
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Nicole Looper
26136 Abdale St
Newhall, CA 91321
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeannie Park
2601 Nw 57th St
Seattle, WA 98107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kelli Holtman
146 E. Forster
Mustang, OK 73064
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. STOP Destroying Our Planet!

Sincerely,

Caroline Miller
6834 4th Ave No
St Petersburg, FL 33710
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elena Ducharme
4239 Bartleson Road
Sebastopol, CA 95472
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Katherine Hopkins
19 Santa Rosa
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Craig Hockmeyer
Po Box 894
Kihei, HI 96753
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. This resource is limited. Energy company propaganda says we have a hundred year supply of this. How many years do we have if we export it?? THINK LONG TERM!!

Sincerely,

Warren Hallila
923 Sweetbriar Dr
Campbell, CA 95008
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Promis
6230 Brushrun Rd
Bethel Park, PA 15102
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Seth Wayland
8872 Sunset Avenue
Fair Oaks, CA 95628
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Haken
64443 Winterwoods Drive
Lawton, MI 49065
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Carone
10 E South St
Wilkes Barre, PA 18701
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dale willis
104 Herndon Dr
Evansville, IN 47711
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Peavler
600 E Main St
Jonesborough, TN 37659
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Saul sanchez
Po Box 2164
Cedar Hill, TX 75106
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Darvel Lloyd
54 Se 74th Ave.
Portland, OR 97215
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerry Hipps
1796 S Goodlett
Memphis, TN 38111
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Berkeley Stewart
5716 Newlin Av
Whittier, CA 90601
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslye Sneider
625 Mission Ave
Albuquerque, NM 87107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pat Blackwell
4311 Cove Loop Rd
Hendersonville, NC 28739
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brigitta Arden
201 E Sutter Rd
Glenshaw, PA 15116
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Penny Taylor
Po Box 1141
Twain Harte, CA 95383
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dan Ceppa
240 N Harrison St
Johnson City, NY 13790
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sylvia Cardella
4570 Bluff Top
Hydesville, CA 95547
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Syverson
4941 N Troy St
Chicago, IL 60625
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Frigiola
24 Fairfield Drive
Brodheadsville, PA 18322
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alan Stemler
2111 Humboldt Ave
Davis, CA 95616
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Toth
19842 Holly Dr
Santa Clarita, CA 91350
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daria Goetsch
18 W. Cedar Street
Eureka, CA 95501
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Johanna Carr
926 Cleveland Ave
Hamilton, OH 45013
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heather Swift
222 Tareyton Drive
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alicia Love
136 Hunt Hill Road
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Sciambra
31 Ravenwood Dr
Picayune, MS 39466
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tahoe Leigh
5 Shepway Court
Shepway, NY 12345
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Standerfer
3429 Olive St
San Diego, CA 92104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Wyeth
N14215 Oak Grove Ave.
Curtiss, WI 54422
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacki Kossik
2947 State Street
Eureka, WI 54963
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victoria Paykar
62822 Arroy Dr
Irvine, CA 92617
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Moses
9861 Cobblestone Creek Dr
Boynton Beach, FL 33472
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Garry Fritz
125 So Allison St
Lakewood, CO 80226
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurence Taylor
3103 W. Wren Ave.
Visalia, CA 93291
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Maureen McCoy
Templeton
Templeton, CA 93465
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ralph Earles
1780 N 300 Rd
Baldwin City, KS 66006
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

David Severns
408 Nw Hemlock
Corvallis, OR 97330
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff Brown
910 Greenwich Street
Philadelphia, PA 19147
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharlene White
3540 Sky Haven Ln
Oceanside, CA 92056
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Yolanda Reynolds
1650 Shasta Ave.
San Jose, CA 95128
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Ellen cronin
4701 Willard Ave
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim Beyer
762 S. Pecan Street
Lindenhurst, NY 11757
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon rabb
1131 Rockingham Dr.
Richardson, TX 75080
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ariel Wynn
122 Bag End Road
Hendersonville, NC 28739
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Heather Forbes
4
Pdx, OR 97202
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Michelle Dougherty
3710 Lilac Lane
Philadelphia, PA 19136
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carson Becker
43791 Washburn Dr.
Three Rivers, CA 93271
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melissa Fleming
1411 Marigny St
New Orleans, LA 70117
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Katherine fligg
35 Almenar Drive
Greenbrae, CA 94904
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Hittle
13078 Pine Cliff Circle
Rapid City, SD 57702
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Dana Thompson
23060 Evergreen Ln.
Los Gatos, CA 95033
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jason Mortensen
6142 N. Clark
Chicago, IL 60660
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Crumb
5210 Shore Acres Rd.
Monona, WI 53716
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gerard Weber
3951 Heritage Ave
Clovis, CA 93619
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joann Dolan
200 Cabrini Blvd.
New York, NY 10033
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Coral Wolf
223 Lighthouse Ave
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Cohen
1672 Oxford Street #2
Berkeley, CA 94709
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie Kemp
3466 Elizabeth St
Eureka, CA 95503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adam Steckley
404 1/2 Woodrow Ave
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Pallotta
2367 Windwood Ct
Redding, CA 96002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terry Richmond
448 North Walnut St.
Coville, WA 99114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roger Lyon
1147 Mckinley St
Redwood City, CA 94061
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karla Puente
G90
San Diego, CA 92139
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jenna Adams
2502 Nw Northrup Street
Portland, OR 97210
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra C.
534 S. Morse Street
Reed City, MI 49677
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janette Ilacqua
8674 Calabash Ave
Fontana, CA 92335
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Labarre
Po Box 1498
Kapaa, HI 96746
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kendra Stuffelbeam
Brookside Ave
Sebastopol, CA 95472
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Bowes
95107 Woodberry Lane
Amelia Island, FL 32034
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Ray Ober JR
5240 Balltown Road
Sherrill, IA 52073
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Morgan Stevens
811 S. Blaine St.
Moscow, ID 83843
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Quinn Cruz-Hawkins
10326 Royal Chapel Dr
Dallas, TX 75229
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Laabs
8193 Via Mallorca
La Jolla, CA 92037
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Callison
2550 Sycamore Lane #6-G
Davis, CA 95616
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

This method seems insane. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bob Johnson
601 Palm Dr
Bradenton Beach, FL 34217
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Truman Jones
48123 Highway 1
Big Sur, CA 93920
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Matthew Crowther
2405 Woodside Ln Apt 8
Colorado Springs, CO 80906
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beth Shogren
546 Koleen Ct
Kerman, CA 93630
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dan Meier
924 West 12th St.
Cedar Falls, IA 50613
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Floyd
2 Crystal Beach Circle
Bluffton, SC 29910
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathleen Daniels
12707 Nw 24th Ave.
Vancouver, WA 98685
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Riksy
3504 Falkner Dr
Naperville, IL 60564
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Jarrell
1112 Askham Dr.
Cary, NC 27511
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeremy Haupt
2275 South Bascom Ave.
Campbell, CA 95008
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Wareing
188 Sarah Annie Dr
Johnson City, TN 37601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Barnett
P.O. Box 5052
Bear Valley, CA 95223
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Adele Ames
22 Atlantic Hwy
Northport, ME 04849
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Art Shelly
P O Box 1554
Easton, PA 18044
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Isaac Wollman
217 Westmont Ave
San Luis Obispo, CA 93405
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Drews
506 N Crestwood Ave
Mchenry, IL 60051
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Smith
6059 Scout Drive
Colorado Springs, CO 80923
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Reba McMillan
Maple St
Toledo, OH 43608
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

E j
2429 Bath
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lee Kuhl
2920 Ne Us Grant Pl
Portland, OR 97212
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Meredith Morgan
2306 Kipana Ave
Ventura, CA 93001
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Debra Darlington  
36 Duane St Apt 17  
Redwood City, CA 94062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Walter Johnston
4000 Castle Ct
Raleigh, NC 27613
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Dahlgren
18830 108th Ave Se
Renton, WA 98055
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eleanor Adams
40971 Little River Airport Rd
Little River, CA 95456
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roger Beck
45421 Sunset Lane # 5
Palm Desert, CA 92260

CREDO Action
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elaine Holder
274 Cuesta
San Luis Obispo, CA 93405
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jeanne Halvorson
2414 P St
Sacramento, CA 95816
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phillip Metzger
120 Thompson Creek Road
Norwich, NY 13815
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Harrison
4980 Gandy Rd
Mims, FL 32754
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sherry Stockert
9841 Jefferson Parkway
Englewood, CO 80112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking uses a lot of fresh water and contaminates it forever. It also contaminates the ground and aquifers. It causes destabilization of the ground and creates earthquakes. If we must have it, just use it here and don’t use it as an export. Quit despoiling our country for the benefit of some corporations profits. Enough is enough.

Sincerely,

Shari Horne
2354 Via Mariposa W Unit 3c
Laguna Woods, CA 92637
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Evan ODell
817 Raintree Rd
Fort Worth, TX 76103
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert March
1455 Maplewood St
Warren, OH 44483
Natural gas is not the bridge fuel to the future that it is purported to be. Fracking is a toxic threat to all of us, not just those in the immediate vicinity of wells. It affects air and water quality locally and globally, and has a huge impact on the acceleration of climate change. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of, and demand, for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. We MUST protect our health, our land, and the rights of future generations of Americans, by not permitting gas drilling to accelerate. Indeed, we must stop what we are currently doing and begin to unravel the damage already caused, while we use the power of our ingenuity to create non-toxic, viable means of producing the energy we need. It IS possible. We must have the courage to choose to do this. When the greed of industrial "corporate citizens" trumps the rights of ordinary citizens, it is time to rebalance our democracy and our lives. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Have the courage to halt dangerous practices that harm us all. Reject all applications to export cracked gas.

Sincerely,

Sara Steele
7139 Cresheim Rd
Phila, PA 19119
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julia bartlett
35 Cypress Road
Point Reyes Station, CA 94956
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Jung
18405 Benington Drive
Brookfield, WI 53045
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erin Daly
28 Lower Beach Rd
Saco, ME 04072
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ursula dewitt
2241 S. Huron Pkwy
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Louise Miller
9901 Mesa Arriba Ne
Albuquerque, NM 87111
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

WHAT THE HELL? We don’t have any freakin oil now and you idiots want to export what's left? Good God you people are total morons! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Connie Ehrlich
2254 Silhouette St.
Eugene, OR 97402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Kowal
1523 Addison St.
Berkeley, CA 94703
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Marie Rem
152 Humphrey Road
Duanesburg, NY 12056
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert youdelman
765 Canaan Road
Richmond, MA 01254
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. The idea demonstrates a level of insanity and greed that cannot be tolerated in today's fragile world. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Molly Brown
722 Meadow Avenue
Mt Shasta, CA 96067
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Eric Weston
11326 Red Bluff Lane
Fort Myers, FL 33912
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Laudeman
2600 Bridalwood
Knoxville, TN 37917
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hector seguel
2006 Grand Ave, Ste B
Santa Barbara, CA 93103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brent Boardman
2206 N. 10th St.
Monroe, LA 71201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Tenhunen
656 Live Oak Drive
El Cajon, CA 92020
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Syfers
208 Malaga St
Sonoma, CA 95476
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karin Anderson
P.O. Box 1183 Highway 3
Hayfork, CA 96041
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lee juskalian
Po Box 141
Cardiff, CA 92007
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Madeleine Drake
12971 Se Elderberry Dr
South Beach, OR 97366
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Floyd
4845 Redondo Drive
La Mesa, CA 91941
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. PLEASE do NOT allow this. FRACKING IS INSANITY !!! Sincerely, Brigitte Gibbs 2150 Pacific Beach Dr. San Diego, CA 92109

Sincerely,

Brigitte Gibbs
2150 Pacific Beach Dr.
San Diego, CA 92109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Howard Cole
50e. Broadway
Jackson, WY 83001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mollie Schierman
4146 Zenith Avenue North
Robbinsdale, MN 55422
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Draper
3783 Bear Creek Rd
Accident, MD 21520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Cox
46 A Park St
Franklin, NH 03235
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mandy Angleberger
8011 Hollow Reed
Frederick, MD 21701
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Brodie
160 South Grims Mill Road
Boyertown, PA 19512
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Howard
Po Box 7659
Santa Cruz, CA 95061
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

R all
3733 S. Toledo
Tulsa, OK 74135
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. We can’t keep touting how “clean” natural gas is while ignoring how dirty fracking operations are. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Blanton
101 Cedar Ln.
East Alton, IL 62024
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking has poisoned and destroyed too many lives already, all so that that a few people can get richer. The American people deserve leadership who can stand up to a powerful industry and say NO. You must respect citizen’s right to breathe clean air and drink clean water. It’s basic decency.

Sincerely,

Catherine Johnson
223 Rachel Carson Way
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arlene Fuccillo
92 C La Bonne Vie Dr
Patchogue, NY 11772
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Franklin
57 Scarff Ave
Burlington Vt, VT 05401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Lipko
180 Summit Avenue
Summit, NJ 07901
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

M mueller
4312sea Bright
Carlsbad, CA 92008
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maureen McKenna
308 Gayley St.
Media, PA 19063
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Gilbert George
9984 Sw Walnut St. Apt. 11
Tigard, OR 97223
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew West
6273 Marlborough Drive
Goleta, CA 93117
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matthew Palmer
W5106 170th Ave
Bay City, WI 54723
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Trowbridge
802 Parkway Terr.
Alexandria, VA 22302
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kirsten Johnsen
9700 Chickenfoot Rd
Ukiah, CA 95482
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael McHugh
5060 76th Ave
Pinellas Park, FL 33781
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Steele
21950 County Road 445
Bovey, MN 55709
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Latham
2 Silverwood Ln
Paradise, CA 95969
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Desrosiers
108 2nd St
Colfax, LA 71417
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. It’s all about making more money! If the natural gas industry was interested in helping to slow climate change, why would they want to ship their product out of the country, rather than using the gas locally in the U.S., to lower the use of coal fired power plants? Follow the money. The price of natural gas will rise dramatically if the product is sold on the world market.

Sincerely,

Joseph Spiezio
16064 31st Ave. Box 3305
Clearlake, CA 95422
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Backhoff
759 Fletcher Ave
Indianapolis, IN 46203
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Woodrow White
42452 5th Street East
Ca, CA 93535
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Hildner
6823 Silkberry Ln
Goleta, CA 93117
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barb Howe
432 Riley St.
Morgantown, WV 26505
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. It is not only toxic to our communities and our drinking water, it requires millions and millions of our precious water to drill and then leaves that polluted water in reservoirs polluting the area and contaminating the ground around it. Please help us save our precious water and our environment. PLEASE!!!!

Sincerely,

Jacquelyn Downing
P.O.Box 565
Scottsburg, OR 97473
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Saundra Petrella
205 Walnut Street
Beaver, PA 15009
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edy Rhodes
341 Lucerne Ave.
Watsonville, CA 95076
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike mooney
15565a 26th Av N
Plymouth, MN 55447
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kirsten Baringer
54 Thayer Road
Greenfield, MA 01301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurel Tucker
676 W. 9th St.
Claremont, CA 91711
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey DuMond
578 Ne 20th St. # 15
Wilton Manors, FL 33305
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Zola Gordy
900 E 36th St.
Kansas City, MO 64109
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Yoder
42 Houk Rd
Doylestown, PA 18901

CREDO Action 1479
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doris Guthrie
1486 Old Telegraph Rd.
Fillmore, CA 93015
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Berget Jelane
523 Winterberry Way
San Jose, CA 95129
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Greg CAVANAGH
33 Oakland Drive
Jackson, NJ 08527
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victoria Wallace
17822 Hwy 94
Dulzura, CA 91917
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen McDonough

114 Meadowcroft Drive

San Anselmo, CA 94960
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elyane Steeves
6958 Applewood Dr
Madison, WI 53719
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Holly Fuhrer
211 Tustin Ave
Newport Beach, CA 92663
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Dreizen
Street Address
City, OR 97208
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Leslie
200 Glenwood Cir Apt F3
Monterey, CA 93940
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terry Lyon
2115 Beagle Club Rd.
Vinton, VA 24179
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jan Maddron
2759 Stanton
North Bend, OR 97459
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bob Scheelings
P.O. Box 214
Skull Valley, AZ 86338
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Flinkstrom
76 Wares Rd
Ashby, MA 01431
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Walters
2950 St. Johns Ave. #19
Jacksonville, FL 32205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Ladd
4008 Sussex Dr
Nashville, TN 37207
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

M. Joan Hiltz
668 Hanover Center Road
Hanover, NH 03755
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nathan Gray
811 Eastern Ave
Holden, ME 04429
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Seth warren
7857 W. Crocus Dr.
Peoria, AZ 85381
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sabrina Walderdorff  
160 Jermain Avenue  
Sag Harbor, NY 11963
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sf Wilson
Pob 2209
Friday Harbor, WA 98250
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Miriam Murray
24639 State Route 180
Rockbridge, OH 43149
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jamie Sorenson
11580
Reno, NV 89506
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel chauvin
11811 N. 19 Ave #17
Phoenix, AZ 85029
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William reber
312 Celina St
Livingston, TN 38570
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate, yet very little study has been done concerning such toxic consequences. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas, at least until such studies are completed.

Sincerely,

Bruce Barnbaum
31417 Mountain Loop Highway
Granite Falls, WA 98252
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank McFalone
776 Arcata Ave.
Lemoore, CA 93245
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lois Parker-Hennion
472 Upper Blvd.
Ridgewood, NJ 07450
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Yvette Johnston
14556 Apache Ave
Largo, FL 33774
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Ropp
4221 Laughing Crow Lane
Santa Fe, NM 87507
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robin Hubbard
1616 Santa Anna Drive
Dunedin, FL 34698
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Messer
413 Darrow Street
Albion, MI 49224
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Morgan Schmidt
11655 Gilbert Trail
Lonsdale, MN 55046
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matthew Grant
404 Mcadenville Rd
Lowell, NC 28098
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah simpkins
1437 Goodbar Ave
Memphis, TN 38104
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Kinelski
Po Box 58
Homewood, CA 96141
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Hasal
24352 Lake Terrace Lane
Lake Forest, CA 92630

CREDO Action 1515
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Vaiva griskaite
2581 Fulton Sq Ln
Sacramento, CA 95821
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Oorthuys
18815 123rd Ave Se
Snohomish, WA 98296
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Raul Ramos
847 Clear Avenue
Saint Paul, MN 55106
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sue Melton
1808 Westchester Dr
Garland, TX 75041
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Barberra
2006 Wolford Rd
Schwenksville, PA 19473
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kay A Belcher
2258 County Road 3555
Paradise, TX 76073
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Lowenstein
77 Chestnut Street
Amherst, MA 01002
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dwight Barry
3185 Contra Loma Blvd Apt 201a
Antioch, CA 94509
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mike Dotson
102 Anderson St., Apt. B
Carterville, IL 62918
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Debasitis
6283 Mahan Dr
San Jose, CA 95123
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kyle Dacey
31 Shy Creek Road
Pittstown, NJ 08867
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Todd Gutmann
10128 Stern Avenue
Cupertino, CA 95014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Myers
W1155 Colbo Road
Burlington, WI 53105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kirsten Cabanas-Holmen
36016 74th Ave. S.
Roy, WA 98580
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Cavallo
2812 Stevens Drive
Auburn, CA 95602
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heidi Paquette-Falk
7201 Walker St Apt 432
St Louis Park, MN 55426
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wendy Jeltema
3613 Mount Vernon Way
Plano, TX 75025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lois E olin
2913 University Ave
Longmont, CO 80503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

M Leszczynski
1535 Lincolnshire Dr
Lapeer, MI 48446
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maryalice OBrien
57 Springville Road, Apt 53
Hampton Bays, NY 11946
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Desruisseaux  
2033 Lanihuli Dr.  
Honolulu, HI 96822
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Anzia Armstrong
5200 Ne 5th Ter Apt 7
Pompano Beach, FL 33064
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lonnie Seibert
640 Island Drive
Chocowinity, NC 27817
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beth Utton
P.O. Box 536
Aztec, NM 87410
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Darin
5430 Linda Vista Road #12
San Diego, CA 92110
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward van Aelstyn
15 Nw Brook St.
Newport, OR 97365
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sigrid Langhaeuser
Christoph-Von-Schmid-Str. 22
Dillingen An Der Donau, Germany, NV 89407
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Griffner
11795 Rockville Road
Glen Rock, PA 17327
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lloyd Brusen
930 Saint Andrews Dr
Rio Vista, CA 94571
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wesley Hawks
Palm Ave
Upland, CA 91784
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Volanti
3852 Alameda Place
San Diego, CA 92103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rox colby
979 Cr 146
Alvin, TX 77511
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ranjana Bhandari
903 Loch Lomond Drive
Arlington, TX 76012
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Soares
5744 Juarez Road
Pollock Pines, CA 95726
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Troy Place
1035 Riverside Dr
Battle Creek, MI 49015
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paula Lepore
80 Berwick Rd.
Berwick, ME 03901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jo-Anne Perkinson
2005 Woodside Lane
Newtown Square, PA 19073
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Gerlach
138 Berry Lane
New Albany, PA 18833
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We have information that shows fracking is detrimental to the environment. Our air and water sources are at risk for contamination. Please reconsider the world wide consequences and the very negative impact on our beautiful resources...including our children.

Sincerely,

Patricia Orthwein
3670 Isaacson Rd
Scandinavia, WI 54977
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Mining fossil fuels must be stopped now! We have the technology to expand renewables and spare the planet. We need to do this like our life depends on it. Because it does.

Sincerely,

William Tyler
427 Weltesley Ave
Cincinnati, OH 45224
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim MacDonald
3031 Carson Street
Redwood City, CA 94061
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Iliana Sonntag
9257 Lake Murray Blvd. Unit A
San Diego, CA 92119
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Streed
3455 Northome Road
Wayzata, MN 55391
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Denali Mccullpugh
3142 Kenland Dr
San Jose, CA 95111
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teri Richardson
1242 Drake Drive
Chiloquin, OR 97624
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie Stephenson
222 Riverside Drive
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Christine Kind
1057 S Washington St
Janesville, WI 53546
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanne Sutton
1622 1st St.
Sandusky, OH 44870
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Helen Etnier
11907 Pelcian Heights Rd.
Ashby, MN 56309
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lauren Godla
2950 Portage Bay West
Davis, CA 95616
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Griffin
1007 Parkside Ave
Hampton, VA 23669
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eleanor Edwatds
536 Bradford St.
Pasadena, CA 91105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nadjia Zouioueche
2513 E 12th Street
Tulsa, OK 74104
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Yvonne Oelkers
2411 East Parker Court
Visalia, CA 93292
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Berger
73-4574 Mamalahoa Hwy.
Kailua Kona, HI 96740
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carole Hinkle
134 Full Circle
Davis, CA 95618
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jackie Semmes
8811 Gilman Dr.
La Jolla, CA 92037
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Ruin our country for export, I don’t think so.

Sincerely,

Kerry Michel
903 Crescent Drive
Vista, CA 92084
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harold Mencher
8340 N Thornydale Rd, Ste 110 Pmb 275, Tucson, Az
Tucson, AZ 85741
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jody Arafat
4622 Elgar Ln
Madison, WI 53704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. At a time when we need to decrease our reliance on fossil fuels, you should not be increasing it in any way. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. The extreme weather patterns we are seeing are due to climate change yet we- the public - pay this cost in disaster relief and insurance premiums, not to mention lost and disrupted lives. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Stop the reliance on fossil fuels.

Sincerely,

Dianne Post
1826 E Willetta St
Phoenix, AZ 85006
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eugene Esterly III
389 Walnut Ln
Allentown, PA 18102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Cannon
4412 Park Green Ct
Sacramento, CA 95821
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacqueline Sowa Colyer
605 Buck Run Road
East Fallowfield, PA 19320
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeremy Wesley
6611 Ne Alberta St
Portland, OR 97218
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ana P
710 Washington Ave
Miami, FL 33133
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dawn O'Brien
1817 Mountain Ave
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joshua Malle
4219 S Othello St Apt 733
Seattle, WA 98136
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sean Euler
310 Parkdale Avenue
Buffalo, NY 14213
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vicki Giella
847 Coppermine Road
Monroe, NH 03771
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Zylius
114 Pennsylvania Ave
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Veronica Alvarez
3015 Kaimuki Ave Apt 1
Honolulu, HI 96816
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kimberly Kerbrat
3918 W Eddy Street
Chicago, IL 60618
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Fields
11191 Wildflower Drive
Caledonia, MN 55921
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emma Radke
1710 Larpenteur Ave W
Falcon Heights, MN 55113
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer goldstein
16 South Bluff Lane
Beaufort, SC 29907
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Von Dedenroth
509 Valley Vista Dr.
Camarillo, CA 93010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Ballou
418 Hedgehog Hill North
Belmont, VT 05730
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kelsey Brown
5023 Mayview Road
Minnetonka, MN 55345
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melissa Kelley
519 N. Nevada Street Unit C
Oceanside, CA 92054
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Timothy Root
765 N Indian Hill
Claremont, CA 91711
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Exporting fracked gas is just another ploy to increase oil industry profits by stimulating demand and driving up prices. It is a step away from US energy independence, and exacerbates global warming. We need to move away from fossil fuels, not make massive investments in new infrastructure that will lock us into dirty fracked gas for years to come.

Sincerely,

David Berg
1535 Foxcroft Dr
Aurora, IL 60506
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Delmar Hilliker
6407 Rosefinch Ct. 206
Lakewood Ranch, FL 34202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Marshall
195 Tamarack Meadow Rd
Whitefish, MT 59937
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Bonnie Yelverton
7234 Annapolis Way
Fontana, CA 92336
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheila Risley
2467 West Williams Street
Banning, CA 92220
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert L. Buzzard
1325 Greencroft Dr., Apt. 305
Goshen, IN 46526
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kate Crouch
810 Stoddard
Missoula, MT 59802
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a TOXIC THREAT to American communities and the climate. ALLOWING FRACKED GAS EXPORTS WOULD DRAMATICALLY INCREASE the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. STAND UP TO THE FOSSIL FUEL INDUSTRY and DENY ALL APPLICATIONS TO EXPORT NATURAL GAS. THIS DECISION/IDEA STINKS OF CORPORATE CRONYISM

Sincerely,

Mark Feldman
137 Winchester Dr
Santa Rosa, CA 95401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a dangerous technology, which even at its current level, is threatening American communities with water table contamination, local air pollution, etc. If we allow fracked gas exports we will likely dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Please stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Hinds
524 Sandy Lane
Libertyville, IL 60048
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas FOR THE GREATER GOOD!!!

Sincerely,

Christine Theberge
662 Poirier St
Oakland, CA 94609
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gail Robuck
18373 Mallard Dr.
Saucier, MS 39574
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael King
51 Hillandale Dr.
Staunton, VA 24401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Moon
32 Roselawn Ave
Fairport, NY 14450
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Robin McLennan
8357 San Cristobal Dr.
Dallas, TX 75218
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Two products of perfect natural gas combustion are water and CO2. WE DON'T NEED MORE CO2!!!! I live in the Marcellus Shale region. It is already being torn to pieces. We don't need even more destruction.

Sincerely,

Lyle Horn
1485 Vincent Ave
Watsonstown, PA 17777
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill bogdan
1042 N. Mountain Ave
Upland, CA 91786
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Martin
6825 N Interstate Ave
Portland, OR 97217
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Martin
24 Montauk Boulevard
East Hampton, NY 11937
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Please stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Thank you for helping to protect our health and environment, and the quality of life we all want.

Sincerely,

Willow Murphy
3466 Cerrillos Rd Apt G1
Santa Fe, NM 87507
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stan Lanier
1005 City Blvd
Waycross, GA 31501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Skylar Silverlake
2641 Prestwick Drive
Roseville, CA 95661
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ian Broussard
505 Delhomme Ave
Scott, LA 70583
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marie Vartanian
545 Riverhill Drive
Athens, GA 30606
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Riechers
Am Dammacker 11 B
Bremen, NC 28201
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Annie Kinderman
119 Maple Dr.
Maryland, NY 12116
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Heather Pomar
154 Decatur Street, Apt 4
Brooklyn, NY 11233
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Bob Jones
79th St. 3908
Urbandale, IA 50322
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Strang
137 Rorytail Road
Monroe, VA 24574
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wendy Tsien
2665 Idle Hour Lane
La Jolla, CA 92037
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Claire Hassig
902 Stewart Ct Apt. A
New Orleans, LA 70119
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Zang
1620 Scottsdale Way
Red Bluff, CA 96080
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barry Binks
279 Munroe Street
Sacramento, CA 95825
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Erik Hall
609 Vouray Dr.
Kenner, LA 70065
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lorraine j
200 S. Pantano Rd.
Tucson, AZ 85710
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Young
4030 Mcclain Way No. 83
Carmichael, CA 95608
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Corsello
189 Allison Ave.
Staten Island, NY 10306
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Simon Hyatt
555 Douglas St. #57
W. Sacramento, CA 95605
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen multer
1022 Bramblewood Ct
Lenoir, NC 28645
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Axel Ramos
2022 Aberdeen St.
Guaynabo, PR 00969
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Todd Morley
361 Douglas Fir Dr.
Woodland Park, CO 80863
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Penelope Milford
24 Valley Sts
Saugerties, NY 12477
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Massei
6239 Isabel Lane, Box 647
Foresthill, CA 95631
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Klyce
1812 3rd Ave South
Birmingham, AL 35210
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stefan McKannon
3111 Yancy Dr
San Jose, CA 95148
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Lauziere
19 Davis Blvd.
Rochester, NH 03868
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alex Q.Bangs
N 79th St
Seattle, WA 98103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Allen
188 Sunset
Grove City, PA 16127
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Montgomery
3101 Midway Lane
Bristol, PA 19007
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alan Laudani
Po Box 71
Shady Cove, OR 97539
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Spillane
61 Pine Street
Deposit, NY 13754
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Schumacher
5835 Wyatt Ave
Cincinnati, OH 45213
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Stop poisoning the Earth. Choose planet, animals and people over greedy, fascist, corporate profits. THE PEOPLE will not stand for governmental collusion with corporations any longer. You are actively trying to kill us and the planet on which we depend, so self-defense is morally justified. Attack us, we will attack you. You have been warned.

Sincerely,

Rick Siegfried
2125 18th Street
Eureka, CA 95501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rita Major-Hallerdin
5607 Pipers Waite
Sarasota, FL 34235
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Joseph Saporito
209 Spring Street
Moosic, PA 18507
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

First Name last name
Street Address
City, CA 95446
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Coute-Carmellino
4106 Terrace St Apt 3
Oakland, CA 94611
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jackie Pierce
1991westport Ct. Nw
Salem, OR 97304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne-Marie Treon
10611 N. 24th Place
Phoenix, AZ 85028
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Drake Castaneda
13521 Ironton Drive
Tampa, FL 33626
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Greenough
P.O. Box 1880
Middletown, CA 95461
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Peterson
229 Sherman Drive
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carole huelsberg
4807 Willamette
Port Townsend, WA 98368
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Niloufar Hafizi
5630 S.University Ave.
Chicago, IL 60637
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Ochoa
1900 Camino Del Sol #338
Oxnard, CA 93030
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Tyler Ericksen
18400 2nd Ave
Sonoma, CA 95476
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kellie Smith
13 Brandy Lane
Deering, NH 03244
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Landon Petrie
10419 Saddlebred Trail
Woodstock, IL 60098
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Juliann santoro
None
Los Angeles, CA 91606
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Blackburn
3724 Oakwood Dr
Longmont, CO 80503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Stroff
34 Garret Dr
Woodland Park, NJ 07424
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. We are fast running out of time for cutting carbon emissions. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. For the sake of future generations as well as yourselves - - stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Silversmith
260 New Mark Esplanade
Rockville, MD 20850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sally Gwin-Satterlee
1885 Nugget Dr
Felton, CA 95018
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hilary Olesen
12 Clark St Apt 3b
Brooklyn, NY 11201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rodney Parham
Homeless
Portland, OR 97202
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frederick Hartung
789 Greenhill Rd.
Madison, CT 06443
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Mihoulides
2770 Westlake Ave N
Seattle, WA 98109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maurice askinazi
9568 Lago Dr
Boynton Beach, FL 33472
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victor Müller
2746 Aurora Ave
Des Moines, IA 50310
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Ahlers
8244 Sand Dollar Drive
Windsor, CO 80528
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alessandro Abate
1291 Nightingale Avenue
Miami Springs, FL 33166
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hampton Bynum
1722 Canyon Run
Healdsburg, CA 95448
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen MacKay
2867 Route 175
Thornton, NH 03285
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Glenn Lennox
2717 Shelby Avenue
Dallas, TX 75219
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynda Pauling
5812 Olene Ave N
Oak Park Heights, MN 55082
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Waltershausen
404 E. Eliot Drive
Urbana, IL 61801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

D. Chander
1738 Haight St.
San Francisco, CA 94117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Werner
3070 Salisbury Dr
Santa Cruz, CA 95065
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Marquis
25 Ridgewood Rd.
Willington, CT 06279
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Oisin O’Brien
136 Mckibbin St
Brooklyn, NY 11206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Sibley
129 La Fortuna
Newbury Park, CA 91320
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Rebecca Ferrell
1931 Dewitt Place
Bogalusa, LA 70427
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Schmittauer
P.O. Box 193 Sand Ridge
Chauncey, OH 45719
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Exports will lead to more destruction in our own backyard, likely without lower prices or lessened dependence. This is good only for energy companies in the short term, not our communities in the long term. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stacey Bailey Pharr
902 Carolina Ave
Winston Salem, NC 27101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Hinderlie
7854 Katherine St Ne
Keizer, OR 97303
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tariq Rauf
373 River Oaks Cir
San Jose, CA 95134
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

G. Austin Smith
4370 Faulkner Drive
Fremont, CA 94536
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Carrie Fischer
423 Concord Ave
Boulder, CO 80304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Garner
29811 Marine View Dr. Sw
Federal Way, WA 98023
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.  

Sincerely,  

Kelsey Goffin  
329 Lyon St  
Grand Rapids, MI 49503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Montgomery
2170 San Antonio Dr.
Santa Rosa, CA 95405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leo Buccellato
2238 Iroquois Drive
Fort Collins, CO 80525
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Zelda Ryan
1404 Greenworth Pl.
Santa Barbara, CA 93108
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Zach Whitson
182 Broadview Circle
Mooresville, NC 28117
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Alexander Astudillo
6168 Mississippi Lane
New Market, MD 21774
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Manz
3180 Serra Way
Sacramento, CA 95816
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Jessica Hockley
1120 N Euclid Ave
Pittsburgh, PA 15206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keith Voos
3 Park Lake Drive
North Brunswick, NJ 08902
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alfredo Valle
3209 S May
Chicago, IL 60608
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Anders
4 Guy Court
Rockville, MD 20850
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lorien Lowe
504 15th St
Eureka, CA 95501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Richard Moore
9440 Ross Station Rd
Sebastopol, CA 95472
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Hall
1152 Encanto Wy.
Pacifica, CA 94044
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Neville Hudson
8203 Braesdale
Houston, TX 77071
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Sotol
6728 16th Avenue Nw
Seattle, WA 98117
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randy McNea
839 Ramona Ave
Spring Valley, CA 91977
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Geoff Brown
5858 Empire Grade
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne McAvoy
2615 Sw West Point Ave
Portland, OR 97225
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheila Swanson
106 West Jefferson
Rock City, IL 61070
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Wolff
Po Box 159
Carson, NM 87517
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Laurel Cobb
9889 Julep Trail N
Scandia, MN 55073
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert barnard
6400 Forward Ave
Pittsburgh, PA 15217
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sara Tashker
1601 Shoreline Hwy.
Muir Beach, CA 94965
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Anya Piazza
17310 Hwy 116
Guerneville, CA 95446
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rosarie SALERNO
6649 W Camino Pizarro
Tucson, AZ 85757
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie Shirk
2728 Se Laurelwood Drive
Oak Grove, OR 97267
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Rea
Po Box 148
Damascus, PA 18415
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Christenson
1419 Waring St.
Seaside, CA 93955
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. It will also economically impact Americans in a negative way by driving the supply down and thus the price up. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mandy Barre
550 1/2hoover
Oceanside, CA 92054
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Changus
324 Belvedere St
La Jolla, CA 92037
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pippa sweet
Ringwood
Bournemouth, NY 12345
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randall Floyd
319 Wood St.
Lake Mary, FL 32746
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edith Duncan
20146 E. Lancaster Blvd.
Lancaster, CA 93535
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacqueline Osterloh
4125 Hopyard
Pleasanton, CA 94588
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Henne
08347 Bc Road
Charlevoix, MI 49720
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teo senni
10Seward Heights
West Brattleboro, VT 05301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Archbald
37 Bridlebrook Ln
Newark, DE 19711
To Whom it May Concern:

There are so many issues around fracking that to expand the operation in the US to export it to other countries before they are resolved seems wrong-headed. If other countries need natural gas so badly, let them start their own fracking. I don’t want expanded risk just so someone can make a lot of money. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzan Syrett
412 Chester Street
Menlo Park, CA 94025
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Lebon
300 Gilkeson Road
Pittsburgh, PA 15228
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eliot Horowitz
1651 Sw 127 Ave
Pembroke Pines, FL 33027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maryann Tully
4419 E Elmwood St
Tucson, AZ 85711
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Alex Michie
9641 Kittrell Dr
Indianapolis, IN 46280
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beth Cooper
1113 North 52nd Street
Fort Smith, AR 72904
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Gagliano
9807 S. Karlov Ave.
Oak Lawn, IL 60453
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shery TODD
22539 Spencer Lane
Kirkville, MO 63501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Rens
2306 Harrison Blvd. #5
Ogden, UT 84401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edith Martin
805 W. Retta Esplanade
Punta Gorda, FL 33950
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lee Thwing
1220 N. Us 23
East Tawas, MI 48730
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martin Donohoe
5015i Foothills Rd
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

First Name last name
Street Address
City, CA 92504
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sam Wood
2307 Stepping Stones Way
Colorado Spgs, CO 80904
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rob Switalski
23008 57th Ave W
Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sue Eberhardt
780 Prairie Ridge Dr.
Woodstock, IL 60098
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharron Cordes
206 Beaver Avenue
Aliquippa, PA 15001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Hageman
921 Madison Ave
South Milwaukee, WI 53172
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Thank you very much for your time.

Sincerely,

Richard Decicco
6168 Walnut St.
Mays Landing, NJ 08330
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susanna Purucker
910 West Ave.
Miami Beach, FL 33139
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arlene Pincus
1325 Pacific Highway
San Diego, CA 92101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Philip Stokes
360 Tuscany Way, # 204
Melbourne, FL 32940
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Wessling
741 Byron Dr
Oconomowoc, WI 53066
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Bedell
Barry Lane
Simsbury, CT 06070
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Moscarella
Pob 572
El Prado, NM 87529
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Auer
Po Box 1658
Tahoe City, CA 96145
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Jenkins
120 Aria
Sedona, AZ 86336
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. PLEASE DENY ANY APPLICATIONS TO DO THIS!

Sincerely,

Margaret Bruehl
18032 Cedar Cove
Seneca, SC 29672
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Philip Ratcliff
15 Foster Ct.
Cloverdale, CA 95425
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Coan
310 S River St
Batavia, IL 60510
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mindy Blatt
1868 Bertram Rd
Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Vanderbilt
180 Lancaster Street, Floor 2
Cohoes, NY 12047
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mary Whiteside
26 Highland St.
Asheville, NC 28801
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Rosemary Williams
2595 Atlanta Ave Spc 36
Riverside, CA 92507
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mc Hagerty
Pob 131133
Carlsbad, CA 92013
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Newman
2719 E 28th St
Brooklyn, NY 11235
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alexander Gubbins
140 E Johnson St #2
Madison, WI 53703
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gail Van Haren
10555 W Erbe Rd
Blue Mounds, WI 53517
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Carina Pereira
66 Elm Road
Newark, NJ 07105
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Bailey  
139 Del Mar Dr.  
Jefferson City, MO 65109
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Rothman
100 W. 94 St.
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank Talbot
3271 Mount Zion Road
Blacksburg, VA 24060
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.  

Sincerely,  

Careen Ingle  
156 Newell Ave  
Los Gatos, CA 95032
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Egypt Brown
9644 50th Ave Sw
Seattle, WA 98136
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Buckles
3637 Snell Ave Spc 107
San Jose, CA 95136
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Benny Lopez
Dr.
San Angelo, TX 76904
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mara Pemberton
1109 C Street #B
Eureka, CA 95501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff Kesling
7621 Brams Hill Dr
Dayton, OH 45459
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Kelly
20545 Highway One
Marshall, CA 94940
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Watier
110 Chaparral Drive
Apple Valley, MN 55124
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sasha Switz
328 Sw 2nd St
Boca Raton, FL 33432
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Higgins
1786 Chelwood Circle
Charleston, SC 29407
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rachel Schramm
711 S Inglewood Ave
Inglewood, CA 90301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim BLANCHETTE
279 Middle Rd
Falmouth, ME 04105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ray Johnson
7437 S. Eastern #308
Las Vegas, NV 89123
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Freind
211 S. Monroe Ave.
Wenonah, NJ 08090
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Cox
710 Crystal Way
Nipomo, CA 93444
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary deriemer
5535 Lodestar Lane
Lotus, CA 95651
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edith Cook
7019 Bomar Drive
Cheyenne, WY 82009
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlotte Bolinger
229 Success Mine Loop
Grass Valley, CA 95945
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linette Azinger
P.O. Box 276
Milton, PA 17847
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Todd Brehe
6241 Calico Patch Hts
Cos, CO 80923
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Zoller
P.O. Box 1132
Trinidad, CA 95570
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bob Sims
253 Diablo Ave
Mountain View, CA 94043
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Radtke
2801 Cherry Street, Apt 4
Berkeley, CA 94705
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark James
56 Palmer Ave.
Kenmore, NY 14217
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Howard Davidson
59 Club Drive
San Carlos, CA 94070
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jeff Wyatt
Highway 53
Calhoun, GA 30701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adora Hoose
718 Teresi Ct Apt 3
San Jose, CA 95117
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Marilyn McAteer
37 Puamana Pl
Lahaina, HI 96761
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joann Shook
14131 Chalk Hill Road
Healdsburg, CA 95448
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Anthony
3977 Oak Hill Rd
Buckingham, VA 23921
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Jimenez
2260 Mitchell Dr
Murray, KY 42071
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Connolly
127 Big Sky Drive
Leicester, NC 28748
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Boxley
6712 N 58th Pl
Paradise Valley, AZ 85253
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Stephen Sarasin
18171 Balston Circle
South Bend, IN 46637
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Eckler
175 Everett Street
Lakewood, CO 80226
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Saywell
4022 Green Meadow Drive, #1308
San Angelo, TX 76904
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken Klaser
427 Minnesota Ave
Fallbrook, CA 92028
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please, President Obama, say "NO" to fracking right now and live up to your promises of safeguarding our environment for future generations here and abroad. Sincerely, Muriel Gravina.

Sincerely,

Muriel Gravina
130 Fulton St.
Palo Alto, CA 94301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Wohl
22 Potomac Court
Barnegat, NJ 08005
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities, individuals, the environment and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandy Shartzer
30 Picadilly Ct
San Rafael, CA 94903
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Stiefel
30 Holiday Drive, #117
Dover, NH 03820
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Dziegrenuk
12 N. Hillside Ave
Ventnor, NJ 08406
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rezty Felty
512 Shawnee St
Tonganoxie, KS 66086
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mia Lee
2506 Cole St.
Oakland, CA 94601
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Guard
48740 Proposal Rock Loop
Neskowin, OR 97149
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gail Roberts
3152 Terra Seca Trl.
Jamul, CA 91935
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Wilkinson
713 Ne 3rd Ave
Ft Lauderdale, FL 33304
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Hudson
3833 Jo Ann Drive
Sacramento, CA 95821
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jack Everett
105, Broad Street
New London, CT 06320
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura LaVertu
1911 Windmill Lane
Alexandria, VA 22307
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allan Alexander
3235 E Linden St
Tucson, AZ 85716
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lauren Alegre
65 Cayman Ct.
Chico, CA 95926
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Grant Beattie
29285 Edgewood Road
San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Renette Jasphy
513 East 82nd Street
New York, NY 10028
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

A Todd
Po Box 41783
Eugene, OR 97404
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Hughes
11807 Crawford Rd W
Minnetonka, MN 55343
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ricki Newman
P.O. Box 11168
Aspen, CO 81612
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lori Carlson
675 110th Ave
Amery, WI 54001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mija Gentes
Oak Pl
Saratoga, CA 95070
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Annette Sudhof
4094 Juliard Dr
Addison, TX 75001
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert marcos
Selden Stage Rd
Selden, NY 11784
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marisa Dipaola
41 Shoveler Lane
Manahawkin, NJ 08050
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Ratner
90 8th Ave., Apt. 4b
Brooklyn, NY 11215
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George J. KROL
263 Burbank Road
Longmeadow, MA 01106
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jw Fritz
Vine
Grandville, MI 49418
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dominic Perello
1591 Slack
San Luis Obispo, CA 93405
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ian Ellison
525 Glenview Ave. Apt. #5
Oakland, CA 94610
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

A. Kevin Sears
P.O. Box 63
Bakersfield, VT 05441
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rachelle Ciceu
Locust St
Redding, CA 96001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fraking is the kind of short-sided process I would expect Republicans to get behind not Democrats. Democrats are supposed to care about the future of our planet and our people. In general Democrats are more educated and therefore more dedicated to the environment. Please don't follow the lead of the ignorant Republicans, “profits at any cost”.

Sincerely,

Lillian Ordaz
4416 Juno Way
Sacramento, CA 95864
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Rydet
9601 Old Leesville Rd.
Raleigh, NC 27613
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Crane
18284 Alexandra Way
Grass Valley, CA 95949
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Dwight Arnold
711 E Kentucky Ave
Lafollette, TN 37766
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susanne Lachapelle
475 E. 115th Street
Ny, NY 10029
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tara Verbridge
1433 Seminole
Windsor, IN 47734
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. For ONCE, do not sell out the American people and our planet. Stop being the pimp and whore for Big Oil and Gas. We work for US, not for them. If you fail, we throw the Democratic Party to the waste bin!

Sincerely,

Gary Stuard
6344 Goliad Ave
Dallas, TX 75214
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tara Tanaka
4797 Lakely Dr.
Tallahassee, FL 32303
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Lewis
Po Box 574
Blythewood, SC 29016
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marvin George
1233 E Katherine Drive
Sierra Vista, AZ 85635
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Braun
5217 Kathy Way
Livermore, CA 94550
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce Hunt
4021 Italy Hill Rd
Branchport, NY 14418
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anthony Booth
5916 E Hidden Springs Road
Cave Creek, AZ 85331
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Isoda
2023 Bravado St
Vista, CA 92081
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Joel Belan
2704 18th Ave Se
Saint Cloud, MN 56304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Johnson
23 Sagewood Way
Bridgton, ME 04009
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jessica Gerke
136 Webster St
Arlington, MA 02474
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Do Not Export any Gas to other countries.

Sincerely,

Randie Holloway
2220 Overglen
Plano, TX 75074
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Theresa novielli
41 East 4th Street
Bayonne, NJ 07002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Fischer
656 Molony Road
Bernard, IA 52032
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan King
14 Heritage Rd
Acton, MA 01720
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

J Beverly
803 Shurts Street
Urbana, IL 61801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carmen Barringer
13230 Rain Lily Lane
Houston, TX 77083
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frances Vreman
1615 Ne 13th Street
Lincoln City, OR 97367
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Wajer
P.O. Box 127
La Farge, WI 54639
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Emma Bragg
16 Sapphire Street
Enfield, CT 06082
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah wexler-mann
21215 State Hwy16
Houston, MN 55943
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Why do you people not pursue alternative energy resources? Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of, and demand for, fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elmo King
131 Ave B Apt. #2a
New York, NY 10009
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paki Mowry
22 Monivea Place
Pleasant Hill, CA 94523
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keith Allison
177 Mainsail Dr.
Grayslake, IL 60030
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lenore I. Nieters
9303 Darcy Ct
Santee, CA 92071
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Yeager
975 Victoria Dr
Burkburnett, TX 76354
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Meisse
Po Box 14576
Santa Rosa, CA 95402
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Michael Barnes
325 Chase Pl.
Lexington, KY 40503
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Reilly
Shore Drive
Highlands, NJ 07732
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karl Piela
74 Shepherd Street
Chicopee, MA 01013
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frederica Zachow
Rr 1 Box 7
Drexel, MO 64742
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barry Benjamin
14731 67th Trl N
West Palm Beach, FL 33418
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Bentley
1198 Churchill St
Saint Paul, MN 55103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vadna Sue Gearhart  
220 N. Zapata Hwy 11  
Laredo, TX 78043
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Timothy Yuen
2912 Pleasanton Avenue
Boise, ID 83702
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Ann Overman
P.O. Box 1071
Pittsford, NY 14534
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sherrylee Felger
P.O. Box 704
Port Orford, OR 97465
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy McIntyre
22692 Jubilo
Lake Forest, CA 92630
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Quinn
280 Holcombe Way
Lambertville, NJ 08530
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Garrett Reese
41098 Robards Way
Murrieta, CA 92562
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
John Staunton
239 S. Ironwood
South Bend, IN 46615
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Harned
16 Bates Street
Northampton, MA 01060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keren Carter
12 Stansbury Court
Chico, CA 95928
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cindy Zacks
Po Box 2183
Joshua Tree, CA 92252
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia O’Flinn
1538 Lindsay Lane
Carson City, NV 89706
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Hetland
985 E. Main St.
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ben Longland
11473 Dona Dolores Pl.
Studio City, CA 91604
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha coulter laing
Street Address
Coeur D Alene, ID 83815
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Franks
86666 W 84 Cir
Denver, CO 80005
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Von Trampe
884 Via Mendoza C
Laguna Woods, CA 92637
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sashi Williams
2601 Cocono Drive Sw
Albuquerque, NM 87105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alexander Dalton
16059 Saint Peters Church Road
Montpelier, VA 23192
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristina Crowe
P.O. Box 2016
Redondo Beach, CA 90278
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rima Dunton
257 Segre Place
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Woods
68760 Burn Road
Clatskanie, OR 97016
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Francesca Jimenez
1372 Shakespeare Ave. Apt. Aa
Bronx, NY 10452
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Carroll
576 Pinto Mesa Dr.
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rena schmiedeke
11 Segovia
Sann Clemente, CA 92672
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gene Perry
12632 Tustin St.
Poway, CA 92064
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carl Smeltzer
455 Monte Vista Dr.
Harrisonburg, VA 22802
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Henry Elliott
9122 Chinon
San Antonio, TX 78250
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Do not let them do this.

Sincerely,

Martin Iseri
4267 Bannister Road
Fair Oaks, CA 95628
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jarl Von Arlyon
Po Box 5188
Bozeman, MT 59717
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Carol Bayens
1320 Whispering Pines Dr.
Houston, TX 77055
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Delphi Harrington
255 W. 90th St. #9b
New York, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice Stout
24826 Taft St.
Los Molinos, CA 96055
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karla Tessitore
61 Turkey Hill Rd.
Chester, CT 06412
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Valdez
686 West 204th St.
New York, NY 10034
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Wollman
217 Westmont Avenue
San Luis Obispo, CA 93405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Uriah lovelycolors
410 Bartlett Street #4
San Francisco, CA 94110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Corinne Wilson
P.O. Box 893
Rockport, ME 04856
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Eveland
17 Hoover Rd
Riverside, CT 06878
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. If we don’t need the gas, then don’t frack to get it. No gas exports. Let’s do more to produce non-fossil sources of energy.

Sincerely,

Eleanor Wassell
2284 Eagles Nest Drive
Lafayette, CO 80026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Hardin
1604 S Austin
Cicero, IL 60804
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sherli Evans
650 Westbourne Dr
West Hollywood, CA 90069
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kendra Shedenhelm
9902 3rd Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11209
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melanie Charlesworth
1101 Swans Way
Pittsgrove, NJ 08318
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Kristine smock
324 Stickney St
Lyons, CO 80540
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Aaron Crist
8865 Paradise Road
Milton, PA 17847
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erica Rudloff
195 Call Rd
Exeter, ME 04435
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angie Burnham
402 Hapgood St
Boulder, CO 80302
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Crimmins
1072 Lytle Street
Redlands, CA 92374
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victoria Erickson
335 Kingsbury Dr.
Aptos, CA 95003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Wagner
228 Tioga Dr
Lodi, CA 95242
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,  
Lynda Pisano  
273 Elliot Pl  
East Durham, NY 12423
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kimi Corris
18 Alcott Street
Ladera Ranch, CA 92694
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Swearer
2979 West School House Lane K802
Philadelphia, PA 19144
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Felipe Vazquez
Main Address
El Paso, TX 79912
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry Meyers
5400 S. Quail Way
Littleton, CO 80127
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Gere
3223 Middle Rd
Davenport, IA 52803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alexandra Karydas
7115 Feather Creek
Houston, TX 77086
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sue Mehr
115 Jackson Avenue
Massaqequa Park, NY 11762
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Hodge
217 Old Parkersburg Tpke
Swoope, VA 24479
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Gray
410 Berwick Avenue
Temple Terrace, FL 33617
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sunday Leopard
948 Shady Lane
Rosamond, CA 93560
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Byeta Hoover-Mulvany
75 Wamsutta St Apt 507
New Bedford, MA 02740
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alice Macy
88 Brookside Dr.
Elgin, IL 60123
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mimi Bluestone
317 S
Brooklyn, NY 11222
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Antonelal mulhall
312 Gentian Road
St. Augustine, FL 32086
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Hughey
3101 Old Pecos Trail
Santa Fe, NM 87505
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Strowger
23 Jefferson Ct.
Fairport, NY 14450
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keith Emery
1101 N. Leland Ave.
Indianapolis, IN 46219
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catalina maynard
2485 Calle Gaviota
San Diego, CA 92139
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bob Beilin
Po Box 536
Depoe Bay, OR 97341
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paula Frighetti
7133 E. 28th St.
Tucson, AZ 85710
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

The full environmental impact of fracking is still unknown. Fracking may be a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports might dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tamar Roman
23 Maple Ln
Dover Plains, NY 12522
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marjorie Julian
104 Concord Place
Fayetteville, NY 13066
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Holly Stamper
90692 Wilshire Lane
Charleston, OR 97420
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claudia Rushlow
1947 E. Adams St.
City, AZ 85719
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jodi Raven Hawk Silver
6851 Roswell Rd Ne M7
Atlanta, GA 30328
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Snow
206 E. Surfside Dr.
Port Hueneme, CA 93041
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matthew Kocel
3455 Hill Circle
Colorado Springs, CO 80904
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Chiu
10110 Ne 38th Court
Kirkland, WA 98033
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking pollutes water and has other dangers to the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would only increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Gordon
117 Scenic Street
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Eckhardt
185 North Main St.
Suffield, CT 06078
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan taylor
1586 Dwelle Rd.
Norfork, AR 72658
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maxine Adams
358 Tenney Hill Road
Hyde Park, VT 05655
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marc Stein
15220 Steinbeck Lane
Colorado Springs, CO 80921
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. With the emerging fresh water crisis and climate change, now is not the time to think about short term economic gains at the expense of public health and the integrity of our remaining ecosystems.

Sincerely,

Austin burt
43 Graham Road
Broad Brook, CT 06016
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melissa Cathcart
3018 38 Ave S.
Minneapolis, MN 55406
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseh Janswig
612 East Dover Street
Milwaukee, WI 53207
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debra Halabis
35547 Union Lake Rd
Clinton Township, MI 48035
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jack Couch
4091 Weymouth Lane
Sacramento, CA 95823
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terri Cranford
3450 Constance St.
New Orleans, LA 70115
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brenda gearhart
6681 Branch Hill Guinea Pike
Loveland, OH 45140
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doug Smith
Hc 61, Bx. 40-4041
Teec Nos Pos, AZ 86514
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. If we are to be energy independent, WHY are we exporting any fossil fuels?

Sincerely,

William Green
25325 Starling Dr
San Antonio, TX 78255
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Trina Cysz
221 Boardman St
Belchertown, MA 01007
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle Raine
13441 Algerine Wards Ferry Rd
Sonora, CA 95370
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victoria Blair
2824 Manchester Dr.
Oklahoma City, OK 73120
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. And you know that’s right girl!

Sincerely,

Lin Old
419 Fountain Drive
Virginia Beach, VA 23454
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Shulman
6249 Romo Street
San Diego, CA 92115
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melissa McCarthy
8517 Las Camas Rd Ne
Albuquerque, NM 87111
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Merkel
833 Everding Steet
Eureka, CA 95503
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Lyons
4205 Crestview Drive
Rockford, IL 61107
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Bridges
1009 E. 6th
Pueblo, CO 81001
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Aaron wagner
Po Box 261733
Tampa, FL 33685
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allyson Hamm
27 N West St
Allentown, PA 18102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cory Runion
833 Dogwood Ave.
Cheyenne, WY 82009
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Ferguson
543 N.Macdonald St.
Mesa, AZ 85201
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Please stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marjorie Runge
7717 Jansen Dr
Springfield, VA 22152
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Ruby
1535 Shadow Run Court E309
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Kircher
578 Moultrie Street
San Francisco, CA 94110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Kay Souder
101 Main St 2nd Fl.
Red Hill, PA 18076
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randy Barron
11470 Audelia Rd.
Dallas, TX 75243
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Colleen Rodger
1111 Market St
San Francisco, CA 94103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. For the good of the Earth, deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Barkow
7844 Whelan Drive
San Diego, CA 92119
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Antoinette Beltrand
8340 Northvale Way
Citrus Heights, CA 95610
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Bellett
5233 Old Ashwood Drive
Sarasota, FL 34233
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Cole
326 Elder Ave.
Imperial Beach, CA 91932
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Teshena Cameron
9281 Throgmorton
Parkville, MD 21234

CREDO Action
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Osbourn
1609 N 12th
Lamesa, TX 79331
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanie Gilenrt
41 Northridge Rd.
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hudelle Newman
2074 Stockbridge Ave.
Redwood City, CA 94061
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michele Shipp
22 Anna Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca McFarland
Po Box 51
Unionville, CT 06085
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Goodwin
1717 Big Hill Rd. Apt. A7
Kettering, OH 45439
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randal Little
2609 E. 102nd Ave.
Thornton, CO 80229
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Cindy James  
2328 Taylor St.  
San Francisco, CA 94133
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

April Nester
812 Helen Drive
Wapakoneta, OH 45895
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Black
3220 East Fork Rd
Williams, OR 97544
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Johnson
611 S Palm Canyon Dr #7
Palm Springs, CA 92264
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Taylor
650 Jewell Ave
Pacific Grove, CA 93950
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Valentina mazza
4704 Ne 49th St
Vancouver, WA 98661
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Iverson
309 Fernleaf Ave Unit C
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Vleck
1004 W Live Oak St.
Lockhart, TX 78644
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jaquelyn Zevin
330 W. Diversey Pkwy #1702
Chicago, IL 60657
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Don Giguere
4 Chestnut St.
Tilton, NH 03276
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice Bruce
3031 N. Henderson Rd.
Davison, MI 48423
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Andrew
Po Box 901
Davidson, NC 28036
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Miller
3834 N Borg
Tucson, AZ 85716
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Valerie Brown
2467 E Landis Ave
Vineland, NJ 08361
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Martine Elianor
727 Hepburn St Apt 3n
Williamsport, PA 17701
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maureen Kelly
135 Hazel Lane
Nipomo, CA 93444
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doug krause
31 Battleford Bay
Fargo, ND 58108
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Gach
Po Box 1808
Kihei, HI 96753
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Baran
215 Toulon Ave
West Atlantic City, NJ 08232
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Fox
1800 Patrick Place #212
South Park, PA 15129
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eva Padilla
6510 El Colegio Rd # 1122
Santa Barbara, CA 93106
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. One of the arguments for fracking is that it would decrease US dependency on foreign oil.... yet exports last year exceeded 50%. Stop corporate manipulation of our resources, including water. Once the damage is done, there’s no turning back. Take preventative measures now!

Sincerely,

Tj Rogers
P.O.Box 10672
Truckee, CA 96162
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cindi Kelly
948 North Street #4
Boulder, CO 80304
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Power
217 Dewey Court
Frankfort, KY 40601
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Bratton
Us Citizen Living Abroad
Brecksville, OH 44141
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Halligan
16610 White Star Dr
Houston, TX 77062
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dan McCarthy
221 Sea Coast Lane
Ponte Vedra Beach, FL 32082
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Kunkel
349 Glenpark Lane
Midlothian, VA 23114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Denise Hamilton
1071 Dellbrook Dr
Napa, CA 94558
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking further risks permanent contamination of precious water tables.

Sincerely,

Steven Bard
28 King St., #24
New York, NY 10014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beverly Chemai
13601 Deerwater Drive
Germantown, MD 20874
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Howard Stone
45259 Pickford Ave
Lancaster, CA 93534
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenny mullins
Box 68229
Nashville, TN 37206
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Stanfield
258 W 117th St Apt 50w
New York, NY 10026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Sigmund
2968 W. 132nd St., S
Mitchellville, IA 50169
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Ashton
15 Westchester Circle
Pinehurst, NC 28374
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Bruner
2151 Pacific Ave Apt B102
Costa Mesa, CA 92627
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Parsons
18205 County Rd. 54.2
Aguilar, CO 81020
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Dickerson
1700 Cooper
Seaside, OR 97138
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patti Packer
5 Jennifer Rd
Scotia, NY 12302
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joshua Seff
9508 George Washington Dr.
Mckinney, TX 75070
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Robnett
2053 El Centro
Columbia, MO 65201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angela Dunand
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxx, NC 28277
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. WE NEED A PLAN THAT ENCOURAGES CLEAN RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES, NOT CONTINUE TO BE LOCKED INTO DIRTY CARBON INTENSIVE FOSSIL FUELS. WE ARE NOW INCREASING THE RATE OF CO2 IN THE ATMOSPHERE AT 3%/YR, FROM 2%/YR. AT THAT RATE THE CO2 CONCENTRATION LEVELS IN THE ATMOSPHERE WILL SOON APPROACH THE CATASTROPHIC TIPPING POINT OF 450 PPM, FROM THE CURRENT LEVEL OF 390 PPM. WHERE IS THE LEADERSHIP ON THIS SUBJECT THAT CONTINUES TO PROMOTE THE FOSSIL FUEL INDUSTRY.

Sincerely,

Bernard Rafacz
4100 Parkside Place
Carlsbad, CA 92008
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jason Gorbett
170 Huntcliff Point
Atlanta, GA 30350
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Burg
1260 Holly
Denver, CO 80220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Levi Fuller
229 E. Washington St.
Winchester, IN 47394
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debra Saude
1050 Pleasant Valley Rd
Sweet Home, OR 97386
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Sincerely, Julie A. Brown 106 Richmond Drive Pittsburgh, PA 15215

Sincerely,

Julie Brown
106 Richmond Dr
Pittsburgh, PA 15215
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Al Carlson
Po Box 16
Story, WY 82842
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deisha Garcia
1277 Branham Lane
San Jose, CA 95118
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alix Bjorklund
369 Montezuma Ave #418
Santa Fe, NM 87501
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Feaser
5663 Valley Glen Road
Annville, PA 17003
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Morris
6 Ashley Circle
Elkview, WV 25071
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Walter Puess
613 Gloucester Drive
Highland Hts, OH 44143
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Carroll
1289 Sylvan Road
Monterey, CA 93940
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Best
1426 Van Buren Ave
San Diego, CA 92103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Von Behren
2510 Irish Ridge Rd
Burlington, IA 52601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maria Castro
3818 Hurstglen Way
San Jose, CA 95121
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Christley
4182 Sandberg Drive
Colorado Springs, CO 80911
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karla Hair
3215 Luetta Ave
Jackson, MI 49201
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Dollar
2357 Banderola Ct
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Rick Haas
1006 Timbergrass Ln
Leland, NC 28451
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pat Bergh
1121 Hallam St / No Paper Mail
Mahtomedi, MN 55115
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lillian Mezey
2529 Holkham Drive
Charlottesville, VA 22901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kaye Klem
28800 Raintree Drive
Menifee, CA 92584
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Nemjo
68 Coons Rd.
Troy, NY 12180
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ian Lauer
3015 Silverfield Way
Pocatello, ID 83201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Bennett
75 Mountain Ave
N Caldwell, NJ 07006
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. FRACKING IS A DISASTER WAITING TO HAPPEN! Allowing fracking for export is so wrong on so many levels. DO NOT follow this course; It can only end in ruin.

Sincerely,

Geoffrey Odean
969 Golf Course Rd. #4
Crystal Lake, IL 60014
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Knight
5539 Via Bello
San Diego, CA 92111
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cindy DALTON
6313 Walnut Forest Court
Henrico, VA 23231
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Della Wells
9 Dunderberg Rd
Tomkins Cove, NY 10986
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anthony Schmitt
4308 Aj Drive N
Wadesville, IN 47638
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Islas
2311 Fountain View Drive, Apt. 7
Houston, TX 77057
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Henry
506 E St Joseph
Bristol, IN 46507
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim Hammar
311 Deerfield Dr.
Moraga, CA 94556
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roger Lookabaugh
7701 Tabernacle St
Louisville, OH 44641
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elaine Boles
3217 Churnside Lane
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Valerie Vonprisk
1677 Winder St
San Diego, CA 92103
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Denise Lebre Hefti
10707 Camarillo St. # 305
Toluca Lake,, CA 91602
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Eberle
20803 Viento Valle
Escondido, CA 92025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas - at least until a safe alternative is developed to current fracking practices.

Sincerely,

Steve Keim
12305 Mount Morris Rd
Columbiaville, MI 48421
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Dryden
5400 W Placita De La Promesa
Tucson, AZ 85745
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diana Gibson
4313 Selkirk Dr
Fairfax, VA 22032
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronald Gulla
302 Linden Creek Road
Canonsburg, PA 15317
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Kalman
419 Cottonwood Place
Boca Raton, FL 33431
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marlene Womack
406 Baum Rd
Pevely, MO 63070
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Jacobson
4250 E. 29th St., #8
Tucson, AZ 85711
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Helm
1332 Dean St.
St. Charles, IL 60174
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Stager
Po Box 1079
Heber, AZ 85928
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tala Lakota
1455 Winding Way Dr
White House, TN 37188
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Craig
3830 Roxbury Ct
Colorado Springs, CO 80906
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Mayolo
219 Wellington Way
Smyrna, TN 37167
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Brealey
22311 Hideout Court
Santa Clarita, CA 91390
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Be the TRUE "Guardian of the Environment” and "STEWARD” that I know YOU are!

Sincerely,

Catherine COX
1355 W. Roger Rd.
Tucson, AZ 85705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pat thomson
35439 Mission Belleview
Louisburg, KS 66053
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wendy Simmons
4000 E. 30th
Eugene, OR 97405
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Becca King
33 Allen St
Greenfield, MA 01301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Norman Moore
35864 Marciel Ave
Madera, CA 93636
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doris Luther
River Road
Hollis, ME 04042
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terra Paigne
12240 Sandy Rock Street
Cerritos, CA 90703
U.S. Department of Energy
Re: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom It May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce Soares
349 Mount Fair Circle
Swansea, MA 02777
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Hughes
2594 W. Brutus St.
Weedsport, NY 13166
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Wylie
Po Box 1123
Volcano, HI 96785
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victor Torres
1529 28th St.
San Diego, CA 92102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristine Cassar
11 Bonnie Vue Lane
New Milford, CT 06776
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Liz Hartz
888 W. Locust St.
Newark, OH 43055
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brieanne Fluewelling
10740 Red Fox Court
Boise, ID 83709
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ernest Boyd
167a Pearson Drive
Asheville, NC 28801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vicki Mayster
11520 Occidental Rd.
Sebastopol, CA 95472
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jason Folkman
3005 Boundary Street
San Diego, CA 92104
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Albert Ceren
8240 Mill Race Dr
Ooltewah, TN 37363
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Bent
179 Sherrett Branch Road
Panama City, FL 32409
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bernard Fleitz
8025 Rd 39
Mancos, CO 81328
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The world does not need to be drilled and excavated to continue human existence. Work with the world and flow with the seasons.

Sincerely,

Christopher Bolton
260 Stagecoach Trail
Durango, CO 81301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Isabel Goh
10250 Prairie Springs Road
San Diego, CA 92127
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Schmidt
310 Broad River Dr
Santee, SC 29142
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Grossman Warren
15 North Austin Avenue
Ventnor City, NJ 08406
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sondra Boes
Street Address
City, CA 95008
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debra Taillard
6329 Bayside Street, N.W.
Canton, OH 44718
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Grams
211 1/2 Illinois Ave
Manitou Springs, CO 80829
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Macye Fitzpatrick
165 Horton Rd
Newfield, NY 14867
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nick D’Antoni
962 Hobson Street
Walla Walla, WA 99362
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arlene Golden
2008 W Missouri Ave
Phoenix, AZ 85015
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leah Gelb
3911 Oregon St #5
San Diego, CA 92104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Watch "Gasland". Anyone who has watched "Gasland", and it is your responsibility to be well informed on issues you decide upon, could not, in good conscience, promote fracking in any way. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lambert Lorette
Po Box 1321
San Juan Bautista, CA 95045
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Halverson
4228 Route 203
North Chatham, NY 12132
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Payne
530 Gail Gardner Way
Prescott, AZ 86305
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Earl Minkin
18424 Halsted
Northridge, CA 91325
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Theresa Winchell
Street Address
City, CA 92036
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tamra Brennan
Po Box 412
Hulett, WY 82720
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice Pierce
21 Oak Road
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Currier
P.O. Box 57
Wetmore, CO 81253
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Bland
1101 Euclid Dr
Charleston, SC 29492
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Hanna
11805 Donore Ln.
Dallas, TX 75218
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stacey A Ward
12 Bravo Rd.
Los Lunas, NM 87031
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Louise COOK
475 Robinson Lane
Ozark, IL 62972
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Samantha Bayless
18345 Lucas Ave.
Sonoma, CA 95476
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elaine Becker
2514 Sharmar Rd.
Roanoke, VA 24018
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeremy Baptist
8700 Lamar Ave
Overland Park, KS 66207
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Malcolm Clark
Po Box 43
Occidental, CA 95465
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Denuccio
P.O. Box 427
Big Sur, CA 93920
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Zentura
Po Box 4111
Casper, WY 82604
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I would add a comment but the above expresses my view very clearly.

Sincerely,

Grace McCullohs
4643 Plymouth St.
Jacksonville, FL 32205
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Tyler Sullivan
915 Nw 17th St
Oklahoma City, OK 73106
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Florence Portell
17815 N. Arroyo Court
Sun City, AZ 85373
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Gill
1113 Main Street
Ellwood City, PA 16117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Daniels
323 Burgar St
Twisp, WA 98856
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erv Amdahl
5111 San Carlos
Sierra Vista, AZ 85650
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Liebold
345 E 54th
New York, NY 10022
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking causes earthquakes, etc like those in Texas!!!

Sincerely,

Elaine Davis
5996 Hillyer Court
Fort Myers, FL 33903
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas, AT LEAST UNTIL IT HAS BEEN PROVEN (WHICH IT WON'T BE...) THAT THIS PROCESS DOES NOT ADVERSELY AFFECT THE IMMEDIATE ENVIRONMENT IN TERMS OF HARMFUL CHEMICALS AT HARMFUL LEVELS PRESENT IN GROUNDWATER, IN HOUSEHOLD WATER SUPPLIES, AND IN SOIL, ALL AFFECTING LIVESTOCK, OTHER ANIMALS, AND HUMANS. WHY WOULD WE EXPORT A COMMODITY ON WHICH WE ARE TRYING TO BECOME SELF-SUFFICIENT AND CUT EXPORTS, ANYWAY!!!

Sincerely,

Maria Minick
P O Box 394
Edwards, CO 81632
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peggy Bergen
97 Lacrosse St
Beaver Dam, WI 53916
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

You will be personally responsible for harming American citizens by encouraging more fracking. It is your job to protect American citizens, not harm them. Think about it. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Patula
3722 Gentry Road
Makanda, IL 62958
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Leslie Roberts
848 51st St
Port Townsend, WA 98368
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Monica Prieto
12707 W. Lisbon Ln.
El Mirage, AZ 85335
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Kessler
4224 20th St.
Grinnell, IA 50112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Louis Mueller
14660 S. W. Sonora Terrace
Indiantown, FL 34956
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Romano
906 S Logan Blvd
Hollidaysburg, PA 16648
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sue Peters
3300 S. Tamarac Drive Apt. L-301
Denver, CO 80231
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

R. Peace
18 Garden St.
Auburn, MA 01501
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barb Scoles
422 Rose
Aromas, CA 95004
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Nave
606 W. Oak St
Carbondale, IL 62901
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sally Geislar
Adobe Circle
Irvine, CA 92617
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Warren Williams
4521 Astral St
Jacksonville, FL 32205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Palenchar
7641 Sw 65th Place
South Miami, FL 33143
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Contrary to industry claims and ads as well the DOE’s report, fracking is not safe nor does it result in clean energy. It negatively affects air and water quality, may disrupt area geologic stability and has a negative effect on climate change and human health. Allowing fracked gas exports would increase fracking activities and therefore the negative impacts on our communities, health and environment. Cooling and shipping natural gas would generate additional CO2, further affecting climate change. As an environmental scientist I urge you to deny all applications to export natural gas and to focus on supporting truly clean energy.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Gross
4086 Tern Street
Sarasota, FL 34232
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Moloney
Houseofblue,2046 Pamela St
Gastonia, NC 28054
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marjorie Vanderburgh
5955 State Route 21
Williamson, NY 14589
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Brothwell
8584 Stanfield Rd.
Colden, NY 14033
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Richard
7295 East Sunset Sky Circle
Scottsdale, AZ 85266
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

We are killing ourselves slowly. We need a healthy environment; and the Energy Co's had showed us time AND TIME AGAIN THEY ARE NOT PREPARED TO HANDLE ANY ACCIDENT! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stacy Johnson
1426 Green Street
San Diego, CA 92147
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne-Lise Francois
2360 Cedar St
Berkeley, CA 94708
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Seeley Kaplan
5226 Tolt River Road Ne
Carnation, WA 98014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Hoffman
173 Summit Road
Bishop, CA 93514
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Taylor
1353 South Ohio St.
Porterville, CA 93257
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeremy epperson
215 Cedar St
Story City, IA 50248
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sophia Morren
1406 Brookside Drive
Norman, OK 73072
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chandra Holsten
1214 Munson
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.  

Sincerely,  

Jared Hamilton  
Po Box 161718  
Sacramento, CA 95816
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Connaughton
59 Ginger Plum Lane
Harwich Port, MA 02646
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Floeck
127 N. Harper Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90048
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Cardiff
Englewood Ave Ne
Salem, OR 97301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank Kroger
Alder St
Seattle, WA 98122
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Nevitt
Po Box 580031
Modesto, CA 95358
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nora Burnham
3385clark Rd.
Butte Valley, CA 95965
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Taylor-Kremen
3741 Edenhurst Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90039
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Owen
635 Cabrillo Avenue
Santa Cruz, CA 95065
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gale Simplicio
1275 Tartan Lane
Morgantown, WV 26505
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anna Jacus
1106-B N Stiles St
Linden, NJ 07036
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tammy Kingman
4079 North Bay
Rhinelander, WI 54501
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Wild
195 W. Puetz Rd S126
Oak Creek, WI 53154
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Winn
7877 Craftsman Ct.
Antelope, CA 95843
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Natasha Kanhai
970 Post St Apt 6
San Francisco, CA 94109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Colabella
45485 Buena Loma Rd.
Temecula, CA 92590
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Anderson
2520 Fields South Dr Apt 101
Champaign, IL 61822
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tanya Lasuk
409 S.Agua Mansa Court
Kennewick, WA 99338
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Holly Yokoyama
5568 Eastwood Avenue
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91737
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beth Bolwerk
4511 Ohio St.
San Diego, CA 92116
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brad Berg
650 N. Elting
Highland, NY 12528
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Higginbotham
409 Main St
Lerna, IL 62440
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Bruce kuechmann
27194 San Marco Dr.
Punta Gorda, FL 33983
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jan Polychronis
Po Box 639
The Dalles, OR 97058
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ross Rogers
Carlmont Drive
Belmont, CA 94002
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Salvatore
3211 Midway Dr Unit 310
San Diego, CA 92110
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erin Lynch
1175 Amherst Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90049
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Francis Fredette
2232 Camilar Dr
Camarillo, CA 93010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. If energy independence is so important, why export our strategic asset? Smells of undue influence by BIG MONEY - reject the damage to both our environment AND our strategic asset of the future.

Sincerely,

John Wild
4940 S 72nd St
Lincoln, NE 68516
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank Leeds
46 Marion Lane
Eugene, OR 97404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jan Thomas
433 N 7th St.
Murphysboro, IL 62966
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Blackburn
39 Parsons Road
Portland, ME 04103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanie LAINE
15500 Bubbling Wells Rd #182
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert CAMPBELL
459 Lakefront Rd
Gillham, AR 71841
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elena Berman
25 Moonbeam Dr
Mountain View, CA 94043
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ted Steinmeyer
4017 W 72nd Ter
Prairie Vlg, KS 66208
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Mason
8136 Gibson Dr.
Fairborn, OH 45324
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Neerman
4909 Swisswood Drive
Raleigh, NC 27613
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheri Ambrose
Po Box 30
Lincoln City, OR 97367
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lindsey Wanner
1186 N 1500 East Rd
Milford, IL 60953
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. PLEASE, PLEASE PLEASE!!! DO NOT EXPORT NATURAL GAS! WATER IS OUR MOST PRECIOUS RESOURCE - PROTECT OUR WATER! REDUCE AND STOP FRACKING ALL TOGETHER!!! PLEASE BE THE CHANGE YOU PROMISED US!!

Sincerely,

Kathryn Rowedder
20 Rowedder Road
Damascus, PA 18415
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elena Kermani
16507 Dove Canyon Road
San Diego, CA 92127
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Robert Wulin
8258 Rockfish Valley Hwy.
Afton, VA 22920
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carre sutton
160 Shooting Star
Pagosa Springs, CO 81147
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Garner
1549 Missouri St
San Diego, CA 92109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim Correa
5554 Walden Glen Dr
Murray, UT 84123
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Sincerely,

Debra Hager
617 Sunset Rd.
State College, PA 16803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nigel Crawfored
9500 Gilman Dr
La Jolla, CA 92039
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jennette Willoughby
208 Ivystone Dr. Apt. B
Myrtle Beach, SC 29588
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. This industry would create a disaster. Stop it NOW!

Sincerely,

Audrey Kramer
8566 Powers Place
Chanhassen, MN 55317
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shelby Holley
6715 Sycamore Lane
Palmdale, CA 93551
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lucy Larom
2564 A St.
San Diego, CA 92102
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Juanita Harris
750 Petit Ave Apt 306
Ventura, CA 93004
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Rasoli-Dawson
11008 Manganite Ct Nw
Albuquerque, NM 87114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken Hayes
1223 Sw Catlin Crest Dr.
Portland, OR 97225
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lori Erbs
Po Box 50
Acme, WA 98220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nola Emery
30801 Carnelian Ct.
Lebanon, OR 97355
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Barnes
4546 N Paulina St
Chicago, IL 60640
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Norberto Carlos
45447 Peacock Place
Temecula, CA 92592
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann lilje
11930 W Raining Stars Lane
Tucson, AZ 85743
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim INESS
4335 N. 5th. St.
Fresno, CA 93726
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ray Rossi
10763 Keith St
Santee, CA 92071
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Buchanan
1330 Calaveritas Rd. #55
San Anreas, CA 95249
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Michael acheson
Michael
Watsonville, CA 95076
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marguerite Elia
7760 George River Lane
Sacramento, CA 95831
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anna Thomas
Po Box 1954
Cedar City, UT 84721
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Aurora marquez
405 Rancheria A
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Numerous incidents of spills, explosions, leaking of high levels of gas, and contamination should be reason enough to ban the practice of fracking. It threatens fresh water resources and air quality not just in the immediate vicinity of the drilling but for miles and generations to come. Clean-up is exponentially more costly and time consuming than ensuring these accidents won’t happen by stopping the drilling frenzy. Climate change will be accelerated by increased levels of fracking. There is no need to drill now- safer practices can be developed and the gas will still be there. Oppose gas export facilities. Sincerely, Julie Schroeder 909 Bostwick Rd. Ithaca, NY 14850

Sincerely,

Julie Schroeder
909 Bostwick Rd.
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joella Steffenson
222 1st Ave Sw
Clarion, IA 50525
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Henderson
1411 Desoto Ave
Tampa, FL 33606
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Diane Priami
2110 Butcher Ridge
Cumberland Furnace, TN 37051
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Clifton BUCK-KAUFFMAN
1039 Madrone Avenue
Cotati, CA 94931
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

PLEASE, stop encouraging short term gain, and get serious on global climate change, as you've implied you are. STOP ENCOURAGING MORE DESTRUCTIVE WAYS TO BURN FOSSIL FUELS!

Sincerely,

Mark Fearer
1300 Gay Circle
Longmont, CO 80501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allison Kiser
208 Hearth Road
Camp Hill, PA 17011
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Graham Cadena
74 Coral Sea
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ayala Marks
Po Box 447
Cathedral City, CA 92235
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerry Nailon
377 Mariner Point Way
Sacramento, CA 95831
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edgard Schmidt
3900 N State St
Ukiah, CA 95482
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michele pellman
7614 Meredith Ave
Omaha, NE 68134
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rob Igo
Street Address
City, OH 44121
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jon Rawlinson
1835 Mackinnon Ave
Cardiff, CA 92007
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

First Name last name
Duomo Cir
Boynton Beach, FL 33472
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Irene Sanchez
13129 Nw Military Hwy Apt 1033
San Antonio, TX 78231

CREDO Action
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Moorman
140 Glenford Wittenberg Rd
Glenford, NY 12433
The benefits of fracking, including job creation and income generation, have been touted by the industry. However, many costs have not been calculated. The oil companies will transport many trucks and heavy equipment across our roads and bridges. The waste from drilling will be transported to water and sewage treatment plants as well as landfills. The transportation of equipment, staff, and waste from fracking will further damage our highways, costing US taxpayers millions in road repair. Also, the regulatory agencies which will be watchdogs for the health of residents and the environment are understaffed and unprepared for the volume of drilling expected in the United States. All agencies in the US have suffered numerous staff reductions in the last several years. Unless provisions are made to properly staff federal, state, county and municipal agencies, provide education on hydraulic fracturing and update equipment and supplies, the drilling process will not be properly monitored. This problem is discussed at length in Ian Urbinas article in the New York Times on February 26, 2011. Mr. Urbina investigated the impact of fracking in a neighboring state: Recently, Pennsylvania has tried to increase its oversight, doubling the number of regulators, improving well-design requirements and sharply decreasing how much drilling waste many treatment plants can accept or release. The state is considering whether to require treatment plants to begin monitoring for radioactivity in wastewater. What are the costs associated with these additional regulators? Are their sufficient regulators available? What will it cost to begin monitoring for radioactivity in wastewater? I believe we, the residents of the USA, should be protected from radioactive material in our rivers, freshwater lakes and drinking water. Currently no water or sewage treatment plants are capable of receiving fracking wastewater. In the state where I reside, New York State, water and sewage treatment facilities, like our highways and bridges, are already in need of repair and updating. We do not have an estimate on the cost to update sewage and water treatment plants or landfills. Again, in the February 26, 2011 article in the New York Times, it is documented that: More than 1.3 billion gallons of wastewater was produced by Pennsylvania wells over the past three years, far more than has been previously disclosed. Most of this water enough to cover Manhattan in three inches was sent to treatment plants not equipped to remove many of the toxic materials in drilling waste. There are many answered questions about the long-term protection of drinking water sources. The principal aquifers in NYS need to be guarded and drilling needs to be a safe distance. Private water supplies need to have farther setbacks. In addition, open-pits for wastewater should not be permitted. They are not safe enough to prevent the migration of chemicals into surface and ground water. I am particularly alarmed by the failure of the Obama administration to address this problem. It has been documented in the Drilling Down series by the New York Times that, in Pennsylvania: Of more than 179 wells producing wastewater with high levels of radiation, at least 116 reported levels of radium or other radioactive materials 100 times as high as the levels set by federal drinking-water standards. At least 15 wells produced wastewater carrying more than 1,000 times the amount of radioactive elements considered acceptable. Will the USA be able to protect its drinking water when the wastewater from fracking contains such high levels of radioactive elements? Without these changes, the federal government is not prepared to responsibly monitor industrial gas drilling in my community. Thank you for your attention on this important matter. Sincerely, Mary Burns

Sincerely,

Mary Burns
30 Burke Drive
Batavia, NY 14020
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Steadman
7770 Sw Kingfisher Way
Portland, OR 97224
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.  
Sincerely,  
Millie Kantner  
114windtree Pt Dr  
Moneta, VA 24121
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bj schmitt
3620 Odana
Madison, WI 53711
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Loray Blair-Britt
127 Shady Branch Trl
Ormond Beach, FL 32174
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lualyce Cook
495 Cooper Lane
Hamilton, MT 59840
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sylvia Rooy
618 Third Avenue
Trinidad, CA 95570
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Bennett
353 Owen Road Apt 224
Monona, WI 53716
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicole Paul-Almand
1805 G Street
Eureka, CA 95501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ursula DelCore
P.O.Box 135
Halcottsville, NY 12438
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mj Baumann
709s Shore Drive
Madison, WI 53715
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suha Chari
Chari
San Diego, CA 92131
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Anthony
Po Box 506
San Jacinto, CA 92581
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Pederson
4325 Tioga Street
Duluth, MN 55804
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bernadette Session
Po Box 60280
Houston, TX 77205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Gibson
835 N Spring St.
Murfreesboro, TN 37130
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerome Murphy
4577 W Polo Creek Ct
Fresno, CA 93722
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Barr
17522 E Whitaker Dr
Aurora, CO 80015
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Groves
1510 Maya Trl Apt A
Harker Hts, TX 76548
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Heather Nield
3125 Crowfoot Dr
Hamilton, OH 45011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erin Caughman
1938 33rd Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94116
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

C Camisa
314 Crestwood Drive
Hobart, IN 46342
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Zellmer
6575 19 Rd Ne
Soap Lake, WA 98851
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

We need a safer way to get to this gas that belongs to the American people not to corporations. We should use it in our own homes and propane cars and pay the national dept off. Yes I said Nationalize it. It belongs to us! Stephen Talley WA State

Sincerely,

Stephen Talley
4115 North Helena Street
Spokane, WA 99207
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Allinson
Box 462098
Escondido, CA 92046
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Young
2126 Jardin Drive
Mountain View, CA 94040
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lionnell Covert
345 Aristos Ln
Moffat, CO 81143
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Green-lighting fracked gas export terminals would have a disproportionate impact on communities near fracking operations. People living near fracking operations cope with terrifying local impacts: contaminated—even flammable—drinking water, cancer-causing air pollution and smog, massive open pits full of toxic wastewater, huge fleets of diesel trucks, chemical spills, and pipeline explosions. Some residents have even found fracking chemicals and heavy metals in their blood.

Sincerely,

Regina Richards
2525 Arapahoe Avenue, E4-822
Boulder, CO 80302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Glick
1416 Willow Trail
Middleton, WI 53562
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Dudley
1519 Stearns Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90035
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Keep this up and there will be no clean, fresh water left for consumption. This fracking insanity has to stop!!

Sincerely,

Anette Pedersen
P.O. Box 792
Kentfield, CA 94914
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robin Lewis-Wild
215 Murphy Ln
Mineral Bluff, GA 30559
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Davis  
14003 Orilla Del Agua  
Castroville, CA 95012
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon frank
2006 Pheasant Dr
Lewisville, TX 75077
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dwight Good
802 Grove Street
Florence, NJ 08518
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eva Cantu
554 Bethpage Ave.
Dallas, TX 75217
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gil Kulick
379 Red Hill Road
Phillipsport, NY 12769
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Smith
612 N Oak St.
Arlington, TX 76011
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is proving to be both a serious threat to some American communities and rather short-term employment and wealth for some communities. We do not need to encourage or underwrite Canada’s fracking policies. Please: Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export fracked natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Hebert
2435 Felt St. Sp.4
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randall Arrington
2387 Edmonds Road
Galax, VA 24333
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Dieffenbach
3525 Harlowe Avenue
Boynton Beach, FL 33436
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Stout
6505 Westheimer Rd Apt 212
Houston, TX 77057
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The global climate crisis is real. We’re already suffering the consequences. Burning fossil fuel is the cause. Stop this insanity now. There is no place to go once we’ve destroyed our planet. Ask NOAA and NASA if you don’t believe me.

Sincerely,

Christopher Dean
Pob 1088
Kapaau, HI 96755
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Olin Bray
2477 South Eldridge Court
Lakewood, CO 80228
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mandi Papich
324 Jasper Peak Ct
Lafayette, CO 80026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Caton
P.O. Box 2175
Avila Beach, CA 93424
To Whom it May Concern:

How much more destruction of our earth and ecology do we need to suffer as a people? I’ve had enough. NO, NO, NO!!! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Gilmore
9318 Twin Hills Dr
Houston, TX 77031
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Fink
10 W. Canterbury Dr
Stockton, CA 95207
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen mckenzie
12 Main St
Annandale, NJ 08801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

I MOVED TO THE WESTERN SLOPE OF COLORADO FOR CLEAN AIR AND CLEAN WATER. I’VE ALREADY BEEN MADE SICK FROM GROWING UP ON THE GULF COAST AND BREATHING TOXIC AIR FROM ALL THE PETRO-CHEMICAL REFINERIES AND PESTICIDES. THERE ARE MUCH BETTER WAYS WE CAN DEAL WITH OUR ENERGY NEEDS. SUPPORT THEM !!! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katrina Davis
1686 Amador Court
Montrose, CO 81401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elisabeth Crabtree
723 Frederick St.
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. DON’T DO IT POTUS!!!

Sincerely,

Nicholas Eustice
726 Francis Street
Faribault, MN 55021
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Janet Borelli
1359 Edwards Ave
Lakewood, OH 44107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret DeMott
P.O. Box 221309
Sacramento, CA 95822
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Russler
100 Branham Lane East #3102
San Jose, CA 95111
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

I am concerned by the reports that exporting natural gas (liquefying, cooling to -260 degrees, and shipping it) will produce 20%-30% more CO2 in our own country than burning the gas here. I am also concerned that exporting this gas will raise energy prices and lower domestic supply, which in turn will be used as excuses to continue to reapprove dirty and dangerous old coal and nuclear plants that were due to shut down. This is before you even get to the open question as to whether drilling thousands of holes through the water table and fracking chemicals et al doesn't just find its way back up into the water we drink. I want energy independence but I want it to be responsible and sustainable. Until concerns over fracking and nuclear waste are more convincingly addressed, we should be seeking energy independence through a stronger commitment to solar and wind power, limiting fracking to places where drinking water isn't at issue.

Sincerely,

George Torjussen
9 Londonderry
Smithville, NJ 08205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim Ulmer
9016 21st Ave Sw
Seattle, WA 98106
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Herman
125 Dover St
Lakewood, CO 80226
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Florrie Forrest
850 Webster St. Apt.439
Palo Alto, CA 94301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Popovich, Jr.
Po Box 5549
Peoria, Az 85385, AZ 85385
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle Gershon
5961 Pavilion Drive
Jacksonville, FL 32258
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anita Wald-Tuttle
246 S. Church Str, Apt A, Grass Valley, Ca
Grass Valley, CA 95945
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Dobis
Box 133102
Big Bear Lake, CA 92315
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Claims that hydraulic fracturing technology is safe are negated by the dangers associated with poor practices employed by large-scale energy operations with little oversight. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Crockett
1739 Havana S T.
Seaside, CA 93955
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Rivera
2035 Cross Street
Seaside, CA 93955
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Curtis Chelette
12343 Hunters Chase Dr Apt 121
Austin, TX 78729
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Tung vu
6043 Buffett Pl
San Jose, CA 95123
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ragbir bajwa
1461 W. Nancy Ln.
Porterville, CA 93257
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Epp
Po Box 2194
Durango, CO 81302
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. No fracking. No fracking. Trashing our water and air and land so companies can profit and sell the results of this destruction all over the world is obscene. Must not be allowed.

Sincerely,

Judy Depenau  
246 Benton St  
Santa Rosa, CA 95401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate throughout the world. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We need to be thoughtful and conserve the earth for the future generations.

Sincerely,

John Fisher
11452 Porter Valley Dr
Porter Ranch, CA 91326
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Al Knickerbocker
1846 Limetree Ln
Mountain View, CA 94040
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Salo  
1669 Holly Dr.  
1669 Holly Dr., CA 95519
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dr. Gene Maynard
Po Box 1231
Alabny, NY 12201
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lakshmi Collins
Po Box 4040
Mt. View, CA 94040
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John McAnulty
6347 Ne 32nd Place
Portland, OR 97211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bryan Bates
12846 Ross St
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Ballance
27-700 Landau Blvd
Cathedral City, CA 92234
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bryan Johnson
2232 Howard Drive
Sparks, NV 89434
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Therese Schooley
113 Calvert Terr
Hagerstown, MD 21742
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Roberts
1699 Porter Dr. Nw
Atlanta, GA 30314
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Turner
3610 Hall Rd.
Corning, CA 96021
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lana Kitchel
25255 3rd Avenue
Los Molinos, CA 96055
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice Larson
775 Turkey Creek
Alachua, FL 32615
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lauren Pepper
8820 Zinnia Street
Gilroy, CA 95020
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Channah Goldman
104 Santa Rosa Court
Laguna Beach, CA 92651
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff Klotz
7008 Schneider St.
Houston, TX 77093
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rachel Carpenter
1155 E Bullard Ave #213
Fresno, CA 93710
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amanda Pilarski
403 Kosoak
Baltimore, MD 21220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phillip Smith
661 W. Beecher St #18
Adrian, MI 49221
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marian Farris
231 Arcadia Drive
Grass Valley, CA 95945
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dr Sandra Stevens
745 Walnut St # 903
Gadsden, AL 35901
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. This kind of thing can destroy our nation. Thank you for your time and effort!

Sincerely,

Daniel Hardt
17690 Sw Sugarplum Ln
Beaverton, OR 97007
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Severian Fryskesma
3522 Sw 1st Ave
Portland, OR 97239
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Long
4627 Otsego St.
Duluth, MN 55804
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Southwick
936 Fontenelle St.
Lincoln, NE 68503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Leifer-Bentz
2108 Delaware Ave
Pittsburgh, PA 15218
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Brown
1713 Upland Dr.
Kalamazoo, MI 49048
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Carlisle
436 Tropical Isles Circle
Fort Pierce, FL 34982
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlene Henley
5275 Country Oak Court
San Jose, CA 95136
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Kazlousky
315 Via Castilla #202
St Augustine, FL 32095
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank Stoppenbach
96 Rokeby Road
Red Hook, NY 12571
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Backlund
4092 River Road
Equninunk, PA 18417
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bernadine Turner
371 Nw 249th Street
Newberry, FL 32669
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Chris Lafleur
3704 Allendale Ave
Duluth, MN 55803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wendy Torrence
109 Cabernet Drive
Union, OH 45322
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The less we deal with Fracking, the better off we and the whole world are!

Sincerely,

Chip Berning
2601 Chimney Rock Road
Hendersonville, NC 28792
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rick Bassett
46 Thompson Dr
Torrington, CT 06790
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edie Ninnis
1743 E. Trenton Ave.
Fresno, CA 93720
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Denise Leary
2213 Harris Ave
Key West, FL 33040
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marcia Tirocke
326 Sherman Hare Road
Grantsville, MD 21536
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vickie E. Labosky
345 W. 86th St.
New York, NY 10024

CREDO Action 2383
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andy Heckroth
4504 178th Avenue Ct E
Lake Tapps, WA 98391
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leo Bray
636 Cherry Tree Drive
Keller, TX 76248
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Sparrow
4788 Charlie Hipp Rd.
Charlotte, NC 28214
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Holly Cheever
665 Clipp Rd
Voorheesville,, NY 12186
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kimberley Burg
10907 Main St
Clarence, NY 14031
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Do not export fracked gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Brown
4295 220th Street
Clinton, IA 52732
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim Krupsha
69 2nd Avenue
Kingston, PA 18704
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karl David Reinhardt
456 Oak Tree Drive
Webster Groves (Saint Louis), MO 63119
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis McNally
402 Clark Street
New Straitsville, OH 43766
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leona Rockwood
5724 Old Lake Shore Rd
Lake View, NY 14085
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Al lindsey
34 Gunter Drive
Waynesville, NC 28785
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen bender
Hc69 Box 16d
Sapello, NM 87745
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristina Fedorov
6920 State Hwy. 7
Maryland, NY 12116
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennie M. Curtis
6604 Edgewater Dr
Okla. City, OK 73116
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

P. A. Paye
686 Snake Road
Newbury, VT 05051
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Sublett
2319 Oak Terrace
Sarasota, FL 34231
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Seeger
157-17 101st Street
Howard Beach, NY 11414
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sylvia enegess
4456 Cypress Mill Rd
Kissimmee, FL 34746
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Pangburn
1830 Ne 21st St.
Cape Coral, FL 33909
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Morley
5777 Gulf Rd
Alpine, NY 14805
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shirley Ormsby
240 Old Beaverbrook
Acton, MA 01718
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Doyle
179 South Manning Blvd
Albany, NY 12208
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Lucas
8471 Carson
Charlevoix, MI 49720
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher McLaughlin
445 High Street
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joel Krett
107 Larch Ln.
Acme, PA 15610
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Wendler
W7206 County Road B East
Coleman, WI 54112
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Van Pelt
1122 S. Highlandland Ave.
Prestonsburg, KY 41653
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mark White
600 Bevans
Menard, TX 76859
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Hansen
Post Office Box 1571
Mccall, ID 83638
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet last name
10 Pinesbridge Rd
Ossining, NY 10562
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dave mougin
5636 Zane Ave N
Crystal, MN 55429
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Lewis
317 Hillview Dr.
Boise, ID 83712
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doug Swinney
931 N. 19th St. #22
Colorado Springs, CO 80904
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis Cole
1055 Jennings Ave.
Santa Rosa, CA 95401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lenore Swaim
2420 Spanish Oak Terrace
Colorado Springs, CO 80920
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jan Holmes
60 Locust Grove Rd.
Tinton Falls, NJ 07753
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marshall Goldberg
17935 Starduster Drive
Nevada City, CA 95959
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

José Healy

Po Box 3915

Albany, NY 12203
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gemma Barsby
Po Box 61
Elk, CA 95432
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. There is no reason that these volatile exports should be shipped through our cities and towns, or near any area that is inhabited. Research has shown the hazards; there has been insufficient time for scientific study. The country would be much more positive promoting and developing other less potentially harmful sources of energy (wind, sun, etc.) Do not sacrifice our land and our children through short-sighted decisions! Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judith Everts
613 Lees Avenue
Collingswood, NJ 08108
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Bollini
363 Daniel Drive
Boone, NC 28607
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Winifred Holland
33 Berkshire Dr.
Rome, GA 30161
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arda Pounds
5110 Madison Ave
Lincoln, NE 68504
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Carpenter
106 Gwartney Ave.
Salmon, ID 83467
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Livingston
1901 Aggie Lane
Austin, TX 78757
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Norva Achenbaugh
5920 Sonoma Ct
Naples, FL 34119
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaux Camara
10589 Coral Key Ave
Tampa, FL 33647
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Koch
10228 Rockwood Road
Charlotte, NC 28215
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Prescott
220 Airport Dr.
Holly, MI 48442
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Betty Duffy
2901 Sw 14 St
Ocala, FL 34474
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerry Unruh
225 Earthsong Way
Manitou Springs, CO 80829
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Timothy Kenny
643 E St James St
San Jose, CA 95112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Savia
9876 Red Fox Run Se
Winnabow, NC 28479
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marita Prendergast
314 S.Colonial Pkwy
Saukville, WI 53080
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Frackin is dangerous to our water and heath in the USA and should be brought under control not expanded to export. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lo Ibb
Camp Rd
Sewickley, PA 15143
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cyrus Strickland
63 Tyrconnell St.
Amityville, NY 11701
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gene Casey
124 Ox Cart Rd
Vernon, VT 05354
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Horowitz
880 Blackmer Lane
Columbia Falls, MT 59912
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Tapp
248 Huntingdon Rd.
Clinton, SC 29325
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Weeks
745 Arkansas
Lawrence, KS 66044
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Larkins
230 Daniels Pk Rd
Ruckersville, VA 22968
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking is akin to raping the earth! It's bad enough that industry doesn't use what gas it DOES extract for locals, but to send it internationally is unacceptable.

Sincerely,

Gretchen Forbes
957 Monkey Run Rd
Middlebury Center, PA 16935
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phikl James
Po Box 2333
Bloomington, IN 47402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Francis Kazakwic
3402 W Languid Ln
Phoenix, AZ 85086
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Denise Thomas-Morrow  
503 Sunnyside Drive  
Eugene, OR 97404
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eithne Cunningham
344 S Church St.
Grass Valley, CA 95945
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Banks
Pob 711
Ukiah, CA 95482
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Norman Higginson
2885 Sanford Av
Grandville, MI 49418
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Liz Dehler
4674 Stoneliffe Dr.
Eagan, MN 55122
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Yvonne Dawson
4129 Cambridge
Des Moines, IA 50313
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gloria Morrison
1709 W. Jackson Blvd.
Pecos, TX 79772
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Juan Ramirez
8618 W. Greenbrian Dr.
Peoria, AZ 85382
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne McGowan
1201 Russell St
Normal, IL 61761
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Loewy
106 Park Trail Rd
Mackinaw, IL 61755
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Anderson
668 Fisher Circle
Mountain View, CA 94040
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kate Fitzgerald
416 W. 8th Ave.
Grand Marais, MN 55604
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Molly McConnell
3876 Belmont Avenue
San Diego, CA 92116
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Stern
522 Vose Ave
South Orange, NJ 07079
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shea Craver
1280 Fulbar Ct
San Jose, CA 95132
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. We must all stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Since we now know that natural gas is not the climate cure-all we thought it was, we must limit any and all drilling for natural gas, and we must not continue to exacerbate climate impacts. We will all pay the consequences of these short-sighted decisions.

Sincerely,

Rita Chapman
6182 Pollard Ave
East Lansing, MI 48823
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maricelle Giusti
656 22nd St.
San Diego, CA 92102
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Joyce Thompson
P.O. Box 135
Craryville, NY 12521
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Even if fracking were an acceptable alternative, don’t we need this gas for future energy independence?

Sincerely,

Stanley Loeb
425 Old Mcmillan Street
Cincinnati, OH 45219
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David McNabb
2835 Frisco Peaks Dr.
Prescott, AZ 86301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julio Rodriguez-Luis
9350 W Bay Harbor Dr 3 2b
Bay Harbor Islands, FL 33154
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

We should not be fracking for oil products because of the environmental damage it does. By allowing the export we make it ‘OK’ to destroy the environment. Alternative fuels are a better answer to our dependance. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marc Stoner
3223 Lake Glenn Drive
Eugene, OR 97408
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jamie Green
758 Benson Ave
Frankfort, KY 40601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robin Thompson
P.O. Box 800
Morongo Valley, CA 92256
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Erickson
132 E Alturas St
Tucson, AZ 85705
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jackie Camacho
312 Susana Dr
Georgetown, TX 78628
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking already is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up, please, to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bettina Barrett
128 W. Arrellaga Street, #D
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please do this until the gas companies have found environmentally safe chemicals to use in the process.

Sincerely,

Julia Thoma
5305 N Cypress Ave
Kansas City, MO 64119
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randy Hahn
2594 Cottonwood Rd Ne
North Liberty, IA 52317
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Von Molnar
184 Marcel Dr
Dingmans Ferry, PA 18328
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lloyd DeWald
6100 Cortaderia Street Ne, #3424
Albuquerque, NM 87111
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arther Trimble
37 Songbird Lane
Rochester, NY 14620
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anthony Magana
252 E Front St
Boise, ID 83702
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Manna Hara
143 East 35th Street
New York, NY 10016
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Ancker
6644 4th Ave.
Rio Linda, CA 95673
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Swenson
1131 Bowdoin St
St Paul, MN 55116
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marie Winter
3940 S Cactus Wren Dr
Chandler, AZ 85248
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jesse Campbell
150 Millwood Lane
Wellford, SC 29385
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leroy Manuel
116-31 226th Street
Cambria Heights, NY 11411
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Ewing
1135 Flanders Road
Reno, NV 89511
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn McNabb
1701 W. Rose St.
Lincoln, NE 68522
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Livingston
27 Maple Ave.
Asbury, NJ 08802
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ann Whitford
6619 Locust Way
Annandale, VA 22003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Ryan
1345e Ireland Rd
South Bend, IN 46614
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Please keep our people safe and our environment and our tap water clean and useable by all of us. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anthony Mauriello
151 North School Lane
Lancaster, PA 17603
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alisa McMahon
7454 E. Camino Rayo De Luz
Scottsdale, AZ 85266
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mahadevan Subramanian
C/O Deepa Janakiraman
Mc Lean, VA 22102
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Robert Bordbar
10500 Rockville Pike, #10500 Rockville Pike, #1618
North Bethesda, MD 20852
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ash Lindner
314
Carrboro, NC 27510
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

I was born & raised in West Virginia: I’ve seen the destruction. I’ve watched the resources go out even as the population supports this industry: like frogs in slowly heated water. Don’t export fracked gas ... we don’t want a well in every other backyard for any reason.

Sincerely,

June Cutright
9041 Strasse Blvd
Punta Gorda, FL 33982
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Leahy
1824 East Brae Burn Rd
Altadena, CA 91001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rosemary Raphael
840 Amigo Road
Soquel, CA 95073
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice wang
10 Dumfries Court
Sacramento, CA 95831
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allan Campbell
3162 Isadora Dr
San Jose, CA 95132
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dan Gilbert
830 N. Temple Ave
Starke, FL 32091
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Use common sense! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Redner
32040 Mccray Rd
Cloverdale, CA 95425
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melissa Porter
1519 Pebble Creek Xing
Durham, NC 27713
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victoria Cowles
16 Granite Peak Court
Oroville, CA 95966
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bryon Earl
1012 Whippoorwill Dr
Clarks Summit, PA 18411
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Abram
1712 Canyon
Santa Fe, NM 87501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Cowles
16 Granite Peak Court
Oroville, CA 95966
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dana Thomas
50701 Washington St.
La Quinta, CA 92253
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

W Dietrich
5217 Sumner
Lincoln, NE 68506
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Gandy
10680 High Beam Ct.
Columbia, MD 21044
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Bassett
829 W. Galena
Butte, MT 59701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eileen Walsh
208 West Ridge St
Nanticoke, PA 18634
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandy Johnson
0051 Overlook Drive
Aspen, CO 81611
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Marsh
3220 Monte Carlo Ct
Lancaster, CA 93536
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. OBAMA IS A DISGRACE...HE HAS KEPT ALMOST NONE OF HIS PROMISES.... HE JUST ANOTHER 1% PRESIDENT... HE HAS LIED TO US AGAIN !!!

Sincerely,

Toni Garmon
103 Honeysuckle Trl.
Dawsonville, GA 30534
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. This technology is fraught, we need real alternatives not more giveaways and polluting of the water and atmosphere. thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Parker
1822 S.E. Morrison St.
Portland, OR 97214
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alexandra Tower
1900 Pico Blvd
Santa Monica, CA 90405
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Nolan
13460 Del Prado Drive S.
Largo, FL 33774
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Sincerely, Melissa Peckinpah Santa Cruz, CA

Sincerely,

Melissa Peckinpah
115 Berkeley Way
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Crandall
440 E. Oliver St., #3e
Baltimore, MD 21202
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronit Corry
3956 Calle Cita
Santa Barbara, CA 93110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Herman Miller
563 W Brannan Island Rd
Isleton, CA 95641
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Goller
2722 E Starcrest Dr
Boise, ID 83712
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Donahue
678 Trackrock Camp Road
Blairsville, GA 30512
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hanh Nguyen
1328 Ekaha Ave.
Honolulu, HI 96816
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Michael Maher
N42w5727 Maple Street
Cedarburg, WI 53012
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. rselves AND future generationa!

Sincerely,

Don And Anne Omer
348 East 300 North
Centerville, UT 84014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fayten El-Dehaibi
4264 Minnesota Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15217
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brenda Phetteplace
1120 Patton Thicket Rd.
Burnsville, Nc, NC 28714
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Norbert Beising
175 Jed Smith Ln
Crescent City, CA 95531
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diana Cato
161 Texas Avenue
Grand Junction, CO 81501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Zach Schroeder
12626 Portada Place
San Diego, CA 92130
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gordon S. Carter
336 Mattie Mitchell Rd
Morgantin, GA 30560
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Margaret Rogers
342 Elwood St
Redwood City, CA 94062
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathi Johnson
27 Lunette Avenue
Foothill Ranch, CA 92610
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynne parsons
490 White Fence Lane
Mill Spring, NC 28756
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elaine Goodspeed
3972 Old Elm Dr
Kentwood, MI 49512
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frances Wilgren
16 Winter St. 48c
Waltham, MA 02451
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Vreeland
520 E. 10th St.
Port Angeles, WA 98362
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Krol
186 Pleasant Valley Rd.
Fultonham, NY 12071
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Daly
1750 Quarry Road
Yardley, PA 19067
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elaine/Richard Hechtl
99 Francestown Rd.
New Goston, NH 03070
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patsy Stewart
5641 N. Mina Vista
Tucson, AZ 85718
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jason Nardell
1484 Meeker Dr
Longmont, CO 80501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marian Schwarzenbach
4542 Stanford Avenue Ne
Seattle, WA 98105
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Reinecke
Po Box 296
Glencoe, CA 95232
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Felicity Figueroa
36 Blazing Star
Irvine, CA 92604
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert GRIFFIN
P.O. Bix 132
Reedsville, OH 45772
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan schnorbus
206 N. Main Apt. 128
O'Fallon, MO 63366
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martin Antuna
6416a 15th Ct.
Elmendorf Afb, AK 99506
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Astrid Huala
8016 Pine Dr
Felton, CA 95018
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis Vieira
36 Summit Avenue
North Dartmouth, MA 02747
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Sue J. Fisher
17 Winthrop Road
Carnegie, PA 15106
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beverly Waddell
359 Bettys Creek Dr
Moneta, VA 24121
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronald DeGolier
3524 7th Ave. #338
Kenosha, WI 53140
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terry Ermini
2330 Hurley Way
Sacramento, CA 95825
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Burnett
16392 Aliante Drive
Broomfield, CO 80023
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dan Weinstein
33 Star Flower Rd
Winthrop, WA 98862
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Please think seriously what is being done to our earth and the people.

Sincerely,

Dora Nuetzi
P.O Box 311
Maryknoll, NY 10545
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Halcyon Debar
18596 Paseo Lado
Saratoga, CA 95070
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kelly Hurlbut
3227 N Kyle Loop
Flagstaff, AZ 86004
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martin margolis
102 Jacqueline Ave
Delran, NJ 08075
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Eubanks
2299 Stony Brook Rd.
Stockbridge, VT 05772
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Busby
4562 Sherrilltown Rd.
Watertown, TN 37184
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Calvin Davenport
294 Fern Dr
Boulder Creek, CA 95006
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Jacobson-Dean
4252 Freeman Ridge Ln.
Nashville, IN 47448
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Hankins
485 South Daniel Way
San Jose, CA 95128
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlotte McMillan
Lake Forest
Morganton, NC 28655
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Kastner
50dorset St
Rochester, NY 14609
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Heilborn
3917 Conrad Drive
Spring Valley, CA 91977
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Froeschner
1312 Sasswood Lane
Zebulon, NC 27597
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vera aronson
136 Tree Frog Lane
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dana Brettell
735 Goshen Rd
Bradford, VT 05033
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine patterson
Pob 2505
Mendocino, CA 95460
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teresa Matych
1147 Antler
Arroyo Grande, CA 93420
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heidi Murphy
Pobox 285
Big Bear Lake, CA 92315
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. My community is already at risk from fracking, and it is unfair to American citizens to ruin their water, air and farmland in order to make a few people rich who would sell it off to the highest foreign bidder.

Sincerely,

Bekki Shining Bearheart
6560 State Route 356
New Marshfield, OH 45766
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Hansen
11723 Nw Vallevue Ct
Portland, OR 97229
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Annie Reich
3419 98th Dr Se
Lake Stevens, WA 98258
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Kufs
3786 Telluride Ln
Boulder, CO 80305
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julia Ten Brink
1220 Gloria Way
Modesto, CA 95350
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Hearty
114 Charwood Dr.
Pearl River, LA 70452
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elaine Rossiter
7660 Myrtle Ave Space24
Eureka, CA 95503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debra Lurie
422 Washington Ave.
Richmond, WA 98401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Kaplan
28880 Via Princesa
Murrieta, CA 92563
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Priest
91 W Bayberry
Niles, MI 49120
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate.Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Sahlem
756 N Inglewood Av
Inglewood, CA 90302
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katrina Tibbs
Vincent
Minneapolis, MN 55405
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Put the subsidies and incentives into renewables, not dirty fracking! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken Gates
8729 Conser
Overland Park, Ks, KS 66212
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Starks
795 Walton Pond Circle
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Prather
3330 Kordes Way
Sacramento, CA 95826
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ava Heinrichsdorff
418 Dahlia St.
Colorado Springs, CO 80904
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Susan Ferraro
4910 Cole Road
Murrysville, PA 15668
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate and allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States. This would increase the destruction of communities around the U.S. by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Please stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tara O'Neill
100 Scribner Rd
Millerton, NY 12546
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kimberly Potucek
24 W Potomac
Lombard, IL 60148
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angelo Vassos
79 Seton Rd
Irvine, CA 92612
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James McDaniel
98 Bear Mountain
Big Bear, CA 92314
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Hunter
215 Riverwood Road
Naples, FL 34114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Monika McDole-Russell
174 Isabella Rd.
Elverson, PA 19520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

May Paddock
284 Rte 7a
Copake, NY 12516
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sylvia Dunton
6916 La Cantera Drive
Ft. Worth, TX 76108
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mickey McKain
4883 West Main St.
Fredonia, NY 14063
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen hoffman
2610 Briarwyck Ct
Carrollton, TX 75006
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Albert
20359 Starlight Ln
Grass Valley, CA 95945
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emilia Marquez
3533 36th
Sacramento, CA 95817
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teresa Henderson
711 23rd St Sw
Rochester, MN 55902
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jan Cook
57485 170th St
Ames, IA 50010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virginia Hart
339 Blumen Lane
Moraine, OH 45418
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. With many of the environmental problems yet to be solved, an expansion of this type of production for profits is ill timed and ill advised. Wait please for the research and development to determine the cost effectiveness of this type of production. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny applications to export natural gas for the foreseeable future.

Sincerely,

E P Johnsen
180 Longview Blvd
Gettysburg, PA 17325
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrick/Sandra Haigh
12447 Saddle Club Drive
Forney, TX 75126
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jelehla Ziemba
463 Shale Ln
Kneeland, CA 95549
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Someone needs to look at the overall picture and the true costs to communities, the local environments, and CO2 emissions of fracking before it is increased.

Sincerely,

Lois Fournier
128 Ashley Dr.
Centerville, MA 02632
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gregory Hall
1538 Brighton Glen Rd
San Marcos, CA 92078
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

James A Ratigan
233 Hearn Ave
Berwyn, PA 19312
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Olsen
131 Eastlake Road
Oroville, WA 98844
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marjorie Jurmann
1452 E. Stanford St.
Springfield, MO 65804
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Malichansouk Kouanchao
418 4th
Minneapolis, MN 55413
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Craig Rodriguez
2370 Freer Hollow Rd.
Walton, NY 13856
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eve Gravell
Box 10053
Truckee, CA 96162
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marjorie Steakley
1500 N. Garrett Av. #314
Dallas, TX 75206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

W. J.
3104 Smith Rd
Hamilton, NY 13346
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Sanchez
P.O. Box 553
Carpinteria, CA 93014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

April Decker
3541 Carleton St
San Diego, CA 92106
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cecily Ricard
36013 Church Rd
Louisville, NE 68037
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Angel Conicelli
39 Woodbine Ct Newtown, PA 18940

Sincerely,

Angel Conicelli
39 Woodbine Ct
Newtown, PA 18940

CREDO Action
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Wombwell
1220 Sw 250
Montrose, MO 64770
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Cailin Miller
244 Buckley Dr
Harrisburg, PA 17112
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Wilson
16100 Ne 150th St
Luther, OK 73054
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bandit Gangwere
135 Hortencia
Sandia Park, NM 87047
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Smithey
1804 Avenue X
Lubbock, TX 79401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Kang
5502 Alexandria Dr.
Lake In The Hills, IL 60156
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Vickie Wagner
6707 Martin Road
Three Oaks, MI 49128
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Champlin
P.O. Box 345
Livingston Manor, NY 12758
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ang Erha
2283 Lake
Altadena, CA 91001
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan quinn
1286 Discovery St. #101
San Marcos, CA 92078
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Burgess
7183 N 60th St.
Omaha, NE 68152
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chuong Tran
1339 W Thurber Pl
Tucson, AZ 85705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nathaniel Adkins
1004 4th St
Griswold, IA 51535
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanette wheat
4306 Fawn Ct
Cross Plains, WI 53528
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rae Lynn
881 35th Ave
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Hiebl
20160 W National Ave
New Berlin, WI 53146
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Danielle Lowry
2131 Berry St
Lemon Grove, CA 91945
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mel Kernahan
619 Avenida Sevilla, Unit C
Laguna Woods, CA 92637
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Glyn Deputy
Po Box 1022
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Mr. President, you must stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jen Bezanson
1820 Briarwood Drive
Madison Heights, MI 48071
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lydia Swagerty
1409 Oakmont Dr Apt 4
Walnut Creek, CA 94595
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Clarke
28212 Briggs Hill Rd
Eugene, OR 97405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanna Spinoza
17 Ocean Front
Cayucos, CA 93430
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Hansen
3116 Tanglewood Court
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teresa Stuefloten
1134 La Terrace Circle
San Jose, CA 95123
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claus Cluver
405 N. Indiana Ave.
Bloomington, IN 47408
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking is crazy, short sighted. We cannot drink petroleum, but we need water to live. Water is not something we should be plying with the possibility of contaminating.

Sincerely,

David Pearl
437 E. Weldon Ave.
Fresno, CA 93704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Morrison
1582 King St
Santa Rosa, CA 95404
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kookguma Scumhist Jack
2815 N Ash St
Spokane, WA 99205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Franco Picarella
119 Mountain View Ave. Apt B
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Gierlach
408 N Dodge Blvd
Tucson, AZ 85716
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mr. And Mrs. Vincent Young  
129 Scoville Dr.  
Vienna, OH 44473
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Szanto
12 Binns St
Boronia, CA 91762
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Congleton
13024 Green Valley Rd
Sebastopol, CA 95472
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nurit weinberg
2 Avdimi St.
Shimsheet, Israel, AL 35013
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Clare Norelle
#1 Judy Circle
Madison, WI 53704
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Purvis
3938 E Grant Rd #203
Tucson, AZ 85712
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lenny Kagan
2140 Madison Ave
New York, NY 10037
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Koslovsky
689 Park Ave.
Huntington, NY 11743
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dolores Bildstein
766 Centennial St.
Geneva, OH 44041
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Richard Miller
936 Minuteman Ave Nw
Massillon, OH 44646
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Dusek
11716 N 58h Street
Temple Terrace, FL 33617
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Smith
170 Bristol Pt.
Longwood, FL 32779
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rosemary Torn
224 Boothe Hill Rd
Chapel Hill, NC 27517
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bethany Campbell
56 Amby Avenue
Plainview, NY 11803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim McCormick
8534 Jasper St.
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristen Ellisor
434 1/2 W. 3rd
Salida, CO 81201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lori Green
27 Twin Oaks Dr
Monterey, CA 93940
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeremy Pearse
P.O.Box 2324
Montgomery Village, MD 20886
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julia Lugo
Condominio Pico Center
San Juan, PR 00907
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Electra Posada
Nw 22nd Ave
Gainesville, FL 32609
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leana Rosetti
3835 Bayo St.
Oakland, CA 94619
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sabine Schmidt
Erbprinzenstr. 16
Freiburg, TX 79098
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Bechtold
4181 Verdosa Dr.
Palo Alto, CA 94306
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mari Marques
1870 Cr 31
Florissant, CO 80816
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike McCarty
3000 Brennans Rd
Loomis, CA 95650
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Gaddy
10 Town Pz #167
Durango, CO 81301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Bradian
148 Melbourne Ave
Boardman, OH 44512
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

First Name last name
Street Address
W. Farmington, OH 44491
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Sergeant
1055 Summerwood Ct.
San Jose, CA 95132
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Dodge
641 Thompson Station Rd
Newark, DE 19711
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pat Hewitt
604 Oak Dr
Waterford, WI 53185
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jay Cross
2071 North Fork Drive
Lafayette, CO 80026
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Mayl
348 Cheltenham Dr
Dayton, OH 45459
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Winkleman
338 N Lakeshore Dr
Mundelein, IL 60060
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.  

Sincerely,  

Cate Hartzell  
892 Garden Way, Ashland  
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Pomerleau
4195 Fm2652
Loving, TX 76460
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Riker
166 Ford St.
Manistee, MI 49660
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Talia Segal
1731 Lawler St
Chico, CA 95928
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Coate
Po Box 71053
Reno, NV 89570
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Lindsay
Po Box 1936
Truckee, CA 96160
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Penny Morrow
Everett St
Arvada, CO 80004
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peggy Graham
1524 Oriole Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kelly Helenihi
3766 Lake Shore Dr.
Palm Harbor, FL 34684
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We have to weigh the costs and benefits when such things as fracking, oil pipelines, and oil exploration are involved. The damage to our air and water, to land and communities simply are not worth the risks. Many times the promised employment is short lived. Please say NO to exporting fracked gas.

Sincerely,

Georgianne Meyer
1703 Childs Rd. E.
Bellevue, NE 68005
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Williams
791 Kentshire Drive
Centerville, OH 45459
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rob Carrington
1s.
Birmingham, AL 35222
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Fernando Cano
6244 Peach Ave
Corona, CA 92880
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Blakely
1809 Wildwood Drive
Las Vegas, NV 89108
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Andrew McGrath
358 Lombardy Rd
Drexel Hill, PA 19026
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Andrew
95 Oak Street
La Grande, OR 97850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

There is no practical way to secure natural gas terminals from natural and man made (terrorist) threats. No one surrounding these export terminals would be safe. All commerce adjacent to these export terminals would be at risk. Have any private insurers made risk assessments or is this just corporate welfare in the form of government assuming risks for private profit? Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The Aquifers that fracking destroys (regularly and inherently) are worth more than the natural gas that gets extracted, or worse yet spilled into the atmosphere.

Sincerely,

Daniel Weyerts
821 W 22nd St
Lawrence, KS 66046
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jackie Pang
94-805 Lumimao Pl
Waipahu, HI 96797
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doug Fettinger
11489 N. Genesee Rd.
Clio, MI 48420
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

A contaminated water aquifer can take hundreds of years to clear. Don’t allow the destruction of precious water supplies in the Tri-State Pennsylvania area to be expanded. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Neil Crowley
771 Linwood Ave
Pittsburgh, PA 15215
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

John Freutel
149 Oxnard Ave
Oxnard, CA 93035
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna ellis
250 Hartnell Pl.
Sacramento, CA 95825
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Congress needs to STOP subsidies to the fossil fuel industry and transfer those funds to SUSTAINABLE energy producers. If that happens, we can produce enough energy through sustainable energy to end our dependence on fossil fuels. Poisoning our clean water can mean the end of the human race on this planet. Is that not urgent enough?

Sincerely,

Barbara Grover
5526 Wilkins Ave
Pittsburgh, PA 15217
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Herbert
20840 Chase Street
Winnetka, CA 91306
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Plane
152a John Ford Rd.
Ashfield, MA 01330
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel cohen
209-83 18th. Ave.
Bayside, NY 11360
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dixie Scott
Rt 1 Box 1237
Hemphill, TX 75948
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Craig Chippindale
78 Bridlewood Dr
Palmyra, VA 22963
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Short
311 N. Front St.
Dowagiac, MI 49047
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Renwick
103 Reach Rd.
Harpswell, NH 03086
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Exporting shale gas will lead to higher gas prices domestically due to an increase in demand from foreign markets paying higher prices for the gas. In the wake of shale gas extraction will be environmental and infrastructure degradation and shortages of clean fresh water for human consumption and for agriculture. The time is now to make the shift to sustainable renewable energy generation and to turn the US into the world’s repository for clean water and safe agricultural products. That is an economy that can sustain us long into the future.

Sincerely,

Maureen Carroll
8 Conlon Road
Lansing, NY 14882
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Tippin
1550 N. Bonita Ct.
Ontario, CA 91762
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pat Button
3200 Carlisle Ne
Albuquerque, NM 87110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maria Brion
2025 N Silver St
Silver City, NM 88061
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janis Tummler
10939 Chelsea St.
Oak Hills, CA 92344
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erin Gregoire
127 Jewett Street
Manchester, NH 03103
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Powers
4422 Claremont Ave
Sarasota, FL 34231
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lorna castro
11423 Fountainbridge Dr
Frisco, TX 75035
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bev Anderson
309 Tamarack
Goldendale, WA 98620
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Please re-evaluate the policies on fracking in our communities! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Hartje
2119 Yvonne St.
Waukesha, WI 53188
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tina Ruiz
1518 Mission St
Baldwin Park, CA 91706
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristi Barrus
3312 Sedona Lane
Mckinney, TX 75070
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Meg Marrella
1946 E Mark Leslie Dr
Palm Springs, CA 92264
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic to America and the environment, acselerating global warming. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking. Therefore, please deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Patrick
944 Albany Ave.
Ventura, CA 93004
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha wood
4525 Ne 93rd St
Seattle, WA 98115
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heather Williams
P.O. Box 12
Clifton, CO 81520
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emily Gallo
39 Anglin Drive
Newark, DE 19713
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dominic Slavich
3461 63rd St.
Sacramento, CA 95820
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michel Paquet
5131 Del Mar Mesa Rd
San Diego, CA 92130
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mia Kalish
109 Camunez Road
San Miguel, NM 88058
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Wilson
7949 Ellinger Lane
Houston, TX 77040
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Barnes
703 E. Taylor St.
Caney, KS 67333
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nan Harvey
5800 Lake Street
Florence, OR 97439
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Tevis
P.O. Box156
Rescue, CA 95672
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacqueline Paradise
123 Lysander
Rochester, MI 48307
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Drelles
3013 Lenox New Lyme Rd
Jefferson, OH 44047
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jake Terstra
2111 Raybrook
G. Rapids, MI 49546
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

D. Bietler
Pinto
Pgh, PA 15239
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Niki Conrad
389 Sacramento St
Auburn, CA 95603
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Blanca Guemarez
Juan Ramos M-25 Santa Paula
Guaynabo, PR 00969
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mollie West
15 Shenandoah Trl
Santa Fe, NM 87508
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Coralie Williams
4564 Middleton Park Cir. W.
Jacksonville, FL 32224
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alan Markovitz
102 Old Forge Dr
Bath, PA 18014
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Rose Prass
12098 Hunter Rd
Bath, MI 48808
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.  

Sincerely,  

Isabel Kopp  
11626 Garfield Rd.  
Hiram, OH 44234
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Taylore Sinclaire
Po Box 10339
Costa Mesa, CA 92627
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim Bigley
1202 E 23rd St
Houston, TX 77009
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Partin
1504 Archibald St
Northfield, MN 55057
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ginger Lobeck
1191 Westside Rd
Hollister, CA 95023
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Bubba Smitt
Ona St.
Clewiston, FL 33440
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marie Lemke
46 Equestrian Way
Hawthorn Woods, IL 60047
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alexander Weaver
9750 Old Placerville Rd
Sacramento, CA 95827
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Pendrey
309 Riverside Rd.
Oak View, CA 93022
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peggy Fass
Se 19th Ave
Deerfield Beach, FL 33441
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dolores Amato
1584 N Arthur Ave
Fresno, CA 93728
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debra Walser
34 Hidden Hollow Trail
Madison, WI 53717
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jenilyn spates
504 Dakota Street
Norman, OK 73069
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dianne Patterson
117 Paseo Palencia
Sonoma, CA 95476
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jay Maynard
3323 56th Avenue North
Saint Petersburg, FL 33714
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mel Nelson
320 Uni Blvd
Bham, CA 90210
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cesar Garcia
C/Manila
San Juan, PR 00925
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Sorensen
4958 Brook Lane
Anna, TX 75409
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teddy Makarow
13722 Carleen Way Drive
Charlotte, NC 28213
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Aj Perling
401 Leif Erikson Drive
Decorah, IA 52101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David LaVerne
844 Lincoln Street
Dickson City, PA 18519
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dana H
25451 Avenida Escalera
Valencia, CA 91355
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gwen Carlson
11035 Bennetts Valley Hwy
Penfield, PA 15849
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kalima Rose
785 Dufranc
Sebastopol, CA 95472
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carrie Cole
31 Ne 58th Ave
Portland, OR 97213
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ralph W Sullivan
7527 Titian Pkwy
Sacramento, CA 95823
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Wartenberg
44 Hilltop Drive
Redwood City, CA 94062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We do not understand the deeper implications of fracking on the ground water supplies. Nor do we take into account the effects of fracking on the surfaces above the area where the oil is extracted...stopping the expansion of the market is vital!

Sincerely,

Trish Pool
1741 Laurel Ave
St. Paul, MN 55104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chelsea Mozen
14 Church St
Cold Spring, NY 10516
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurel Maurer
10030 Main St.
Penngrove, CA 94951
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teresa barnes
875 Franklin Avenue
Astoria, OR 97103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tony Swartz
716 W. Mission Dr.
Chandler, AZ 85225
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allison Lee
233 9th Ave
Sf, CA 94118
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Davis
17 Jonet Ln.
Bearsville, NY 12409
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Lustgarden
28 Hanover Court
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Vingle
25 Buckingham Ct.
Asheville, NC 28803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Wallick
727 Sheridan Ave
Loveland, CO 80537
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rodney And Terri Jones
3255 E 2120 Rd
Hugo, OK 74743
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dave Cohn
2801 N. Oracle Rd. #218
Tucson, AZ 85705
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. It promises to consume water on an astronomical scale, leaving it polluted and dangerous to animals, the environment, and people. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Doupe
243 Mt. Pleasant Rd.
Bainbridge, NY 13733
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dawne Trent
18150 Burke
Plymouth, CA 95669
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fatima Al-Hayani
2323 E. Grecourt Dr.
Toledo, OH 43615
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Tamplin
15 Oaklands Way
Wallington, TX 75039
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristin Riggs
1380 48th St
Sacramento, CA 95819
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jennifer Baker  
Po Box 22054  
Santa Barbara, CA 93121
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heidi Galasso
32601 E 147th Ave
Brighton, CO 80603
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Janelle Roth
9 Will Rogers Lane
Nanuet, NY 10954
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Reeves
412 West 37th Street
Yuma, AZ 85365
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural...Fuel.

Sincerely,

Ross Eberle
2806 Taylor Street
Hollywood, FL 33020
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diana Hershberger
257 Homan Avenue
State College, PA 16801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Ho
11884 Aspen Heights Ct
Rancho Cordova, CA 95742
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Flavia Ruzi
229 W Wilson St
Costa Mesa, CA 92627
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. My name for hydraulic fracturing is The Rape of Mother Earth. It takes huge quantities of good water, pollutes it with poisonous chemicals, then pumps it to deep places in the earth where it threatens aquifers we depend on for Life. Our Environmental Protection Agency was derelict in its duty when it exempted Halliburton and others from the standards of the Clean Water Act.

Sincerely,

Lois Lighthart
1973 Buckthorn Ct.
Carlsbad, CA 92009
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eva Winters
100 Emma Drive
Hampton, VA 23664
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Weldon Fitzgerald
29 Pearl St.
Oxford, MI 48371
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hugh Matheny
47 Via Santa Barbara
Paso Robles, CA 93446
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ilene Wagner
4600 Reinhardt
Oakland, CA 94619
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brendan Burke
7 Richmond Terrace, Gardiners Hill
Cork, Ireland, NY 12345
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a potential threat to American communities and to the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets.

Sincerely,

Peter Mortensen
213 E Fairview Ave
Green Bay, WI 54301
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruthann Contreras
21727 Lawrey Drive
San Antonio, TX 78259
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ingrid Galieti
3734 Via Baldona
Oceanside, CA 92056
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pam Smith
4140 Amber Hill Box 273
Creston, CA 93432
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hugh Renwick
706 Abbot Hill Rd.
Wilton, NH 03086
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kyle Waller
10228 Bridgegate Way
Dallas, TX 75243
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Scot Maclnnis
6671 Lake View Point Dr
Longmont, CO 80503
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Schrader  
2132 S. Arlington Rd.  
Akron, OH 44306
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Fritz
732 N St
Davis, CA 95616
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Madeline Mitchell
57 Ocean Avenue
Salem, MA 01970
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Jay
48 Grimshaw St
Malden, MA 02148
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vernon Woodworth
134 Adams Street
Milton, MA 02186
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jen Seggio
169 Dutchess Avenue
Staten Island, NY 10304
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Amber vernon
5 Tudor City Place 835
New York, NY 10017
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andre Cavalier
818 Closter Dock Rd.
Alpine, NJ 07620
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Houdek
64 Walker St.
Lenox, MA 01240
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dillon Wu
819 Washington St. #5
Hoboken, NJ 07030
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nijl Terry
28 Upper Round Pond Rd
Bristol, ME 04539
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Mays
37 Prospect Avenue
Middletown, NY 10940
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

John Lindner
26 Fowler Lane
Middlefield, CT 06455
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dina Heisler
100 West 92 Street
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Katja Torgersen
41 Woods Road
Islip Terrace, NY 11752
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ethel Michelson
150 Huguenot St
New Paltz, NY 12561
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Andriello
9, Second Street
Hopewell Junction, NY 12533
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Anthony Costabile
45 Main St.
Setauket, NY 11733
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arthur Rosenberg
12 Clinton Ct
Plainsboro, NJ 08536
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurie Cameron
410 Ice Pond Road
Patterson, NY 12563
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martin Bidney
912 Taylor Drive
Vestal, NY 13850
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jared Katsiane
671 Massachusetts Ave.
Boston, MA 02118
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alisha Langerman
180 Shore Acres Rd.
Parsonsfield, ME 04047
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

G g
910 Main St
Melrose, MA 02176
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matt Malina
410 East 6th Street
New York, NY 10009
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Kehle
2861 96a
Interlaken, NY 14847
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Degroot
3681 Adele Ct.
Wantagh, NY 11793
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

J Constantino  
Raybrook Rd  
Yonkers, NY 10704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elisabeth Sommer
4703 Shorecrest Drive
Orlando, FL 32817
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Natasha Yannacanedo
615 W 143 #65
New York, NY 10031
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edmund Weisberg
1720 Spruce St., Apt. 8
Philadelphia, PA 19103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Provost
Kearsarge St.
Manchester, NH 03102
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Robert Plotnick
6249 Coral Reef Terrace
Boynton Beach, FL 33437
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Anisi
239 Ninth Avenue, #3c
New York, NY 10001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Fung
382 Central Park West, Apt 14p
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lyle Brummer
916 E. Broadway
Waukesha, WI 53186
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Febo
161 Windsor Place
Brooklyn, NY 11215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Petra Jenkins
1 Wayland Ave #212n
Providence, RI 02906
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Higgins
390 Broadway #1
Cambridge, MA 02139
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wendy Silver
383 West Ave
Darien, CT 06820
U.S. Department of Energy
Re: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shari Markovich
252-21 72nd Avenue
Bellerose, NY 11426
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Emily Freed
150 Bishop St. #3
New Haven, CT 06511
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Our climate and economy don’t need this kind of damage. Please deny the export terminals.

Sincerely,

Jim Ludwig
4532 W. Kennedy Blvd. #163
Tampa, FL 33609
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Walker
164 S. Prospect Street
Oberlin, OH 44074
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Arnheiter
441 Green Ave.
Lyndhurst, NJ 07071
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Yale Levine
28 Maryland Ave
Pikesville, MD 21208-5318
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Michael Lloyd
275 Mason Road
Waterville, NY 13480
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elaine jurumbo
205 E 78 St
New York, NY 10075
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lisa Kern
674 Harleysville Pike
Harleysville, PA 19438
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles breed  
4202 Sherwood Ct  
Midland, MI 48640
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Caroline F. THEMIM
300 Riverside Drive
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gwendolyn Schmitt
1117 Blue Brook Lane
Portage, MI 49002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Johnson
129 Rochelle Ave
Philadelphia, PA 19128
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Artineh Havan
125 Greenpoint Avenue, C-7
Brooklyn, NY 11222
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anthony DeSimone
9 East 36 Street
New York, NY 10016
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce Martone
10 Chestnut St #1305
Exeter, NH 03833
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan McDougall
400 E. 77th St. - 7g
New York, NY 10075
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy McGeorge
160 W 97th St
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Robin
884 S. Prospect St.
Burlington, VT 05401
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Graham
138 Ascot Court
Downingtown, PA 19335
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

LET'S GET REAL - THEY MAKE THE PROFITS, WE GET THE CANCERS. STOP DESTROYING OUR HEALTH & LANDS FOR CORPORATE GREED! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Leitch
526 Reed St
Philadelphia, PA 19147
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

John Palin
58 Sherrill St.
New Britain, CT 06051
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gregory Muller  
135 S. 19th St. #1613  
Philadelphia, PA 19103
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Grete Meilman
28 E 73rd St
New York, NY 10021
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stan Guy
6 Grove Circle
Sellersville, PA 18960
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anthony Commarata  
1833 Fairlawn Knolls Dr.  
Akron, OH 44313
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Nancy Gardner
4057 Stonehollow Way
Dallas, TX 75287
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanna Parkman
735 University Avenue
Sewanee, TN 37383
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Neil Olson
17119 Clinton Rd.
Danville, IL 61834
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Tatiana Trioufanova
235 E 42 St
New York, NY 10017
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Coster
400 Symphony Circle, #508
Hunt Valley, MD 21030
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teresa Anderson
5205 Martin Avenue
Austin, TX 78751
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen hinchcliffe
3545 46 Ave S
Minneapolis, MN 55406
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maryellen Kersch
200 River Oaks Cove
Georgetown, TX 78626
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elaine Berg
1009 Trowbridge Court
Keller, TX 76248
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dan Lind
Kortedala
GTeborg, KY 41513
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Benoit Lambert
Mon Reposweg 31
Willemstad, FL 33146
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Michael Shea
508 E Porte Cimi Pas
Kansas City, MO 64131
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Camille Brockman
1020 East Lafayette Street Suite 205
Tallahassee, FL 32301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

I Denizen
E 46th
New York, NY 10017
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jill Southworth
Southworth
Durango, CO 81301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Boehmer
82 Congress St
Greenfield, MA 01301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Diana Price
6180 Greenbriar Terrace
Fayetteville, PA 17222
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Harris
40 Fifth Avenue #10a
New York, NY 10011
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Castonguay
78 Moore Dr
Sabattus, ME 04280
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Masters
510 N Blackhawk Ave
Madison, WI 53705
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Carl Frank
5821 E. Ithaca Place
Denver, CO 80237
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Clare
3 Hanover Square, 11d
New York, NY 10004
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ted Miles
137 Henry Rd.
North Yarmouth, ME 04097
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Nora Zylstra
7510 W. Eden Court
Milwaukee, WI 53220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Ilerandi
2036 Magoffin Ave.
St. Paul, MN 55116
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanne Sauter
1308 W Farwell Unit 2
Chicago, IL 60626
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Mercer
85 Silver Spring Rd.
Landisville, PA 17538
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lola Fernandez
16967 Sausalito Dr
Whittier, CA 90603
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Joseph Gallivan
34 Fairmont Ave
Kingston, NY 12401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jason Hoover
4611 Bedford Blvd
Wilmington, DE 19803
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carl Stephenson
2166 Ponderosa Dr Sw
Rochester, MN 55902
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Bailey
7820 Baymeadows Rd E Apt 117
Jacksonville, FL 32256
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Kenion
15 E 221st St
Euclid, OH 44123
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Bortolin
6100 S Pacific Coast Hwy Apt 13
Redondo Beach, CA 90277
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dr Eli hegeman
100 Riverside Drive, 10c
New York, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Lautenschlager
3507 Idlewild Ct.
Rapid City, Sd 57702, SD 57702
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis VECCHIARELLO
435 Michigan Street
Ronkonkoma, NY 11779
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerry Rivers
8-Gombert Place
Roosevelt, NY 11575
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Bozena Lamparska
5720 Wissahickon Ave C15
Philadelphia, PA 19144
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Palma Toscani
210 East 68th St
New York, NY 10065
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elaine Eudy
2501 Romain Way
East Point, GA 30344
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arlene Drabek
2305 Hampshire Ave So
St Louis Park, MN 55426
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Hatton
1093 Pine Banks Rd
Putney, VT 05346
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Delilah Blount
1321 E 98th Ave
Thornton, CO 80229
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Daly
4653 Chatham St
Boulder, CO 80301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Thomas
247 Basil Ln
Gerrardstown, WV 25420
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Infante
321 Cross Timbers Dr
Lewisville, TX 75077
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ben Garber
442-D Lorimet St #128
Brooklyn, NY 11206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We all know this to be true. We must move to solar and other renewable alternative NOW! Not next year or 20 yrs down the road. OMGoodness if we had only listened to Jimmy Carter on this issue how different our world would be now. This is the moment, this is the time. Help us. Sincerely Sydney Crawford 280 mott st nyc 10012

Sincerely,

Sydney Crawford
280 Mott St Apt 5f
New York, NY 10012
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matthew Higgins
55 Booth Road
Methuen, MA 01844
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

A P David
315 W 37th St
Austin, TX 78705
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mary Jo Hoftiezer
6917 Forest Hills Drive
Two Rivers, WI 54241
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Renton Bond
550 Northfield Dr.
Youngstown, NY 14174
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Henry  
8 Harmony Lane  
Camden, ME 04843
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen McLoughlin
5181 Village Green
Los Angeles, CA 90016
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Dobbyn
28417 Cherokee Ave
Millsboro, DE 19966
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jason Haefner
6210 Mineral Point Rd 17
Madison, WI 53705
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rich Margulies
927 Second Ave.
Media, PA 19063
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jay Maynard
4717 N Winthrop Ave Apt 101
Chicago, IL 60640
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

William Taylor
325 Broadway St
Batavia, OH 45103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donalee Wright
1533 Harvest Cove Dr
Middleburg, FL 32068
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Michele Dessons
Le Pont
Sagnat, CA 94108
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kimmey Gowers
539 New York Ave Apt B
Dunedin, FL 34698
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mia lipsit
150 Ludlow Street
New York, NY 10002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Sunderman
401 Jim Garrett Rd
Belton, SC 29627
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lizzy Stephan
1316 E 11th Ave Apt 6
Denver, CO 80218
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael moore
465
Wyandotte, MI 48192
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barry Schuster
W. Wayne Terrace
Collingswood, NJ 08108
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Wessling
176 Thompson St.
Ny, NY 10012
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Yarnes
17490 E 104th Pl
Commerce City, CO 80022
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Renfrew
234 Riverside
Marquette, MI 49855
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pam Arthur
5876 Se Fern Creek Ct
Stuart, FL 34997
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrea McClure
3649 Palo Verde St.
Napa, CA 94558
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanette Foster
2669 Woodwin Rd
Atlanta, GA 30360
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jack Fromkin
8508 Lookout Mountain Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90046
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Brander
318a Cypress St.
Alameda, CA 94501
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. ABSOLUTELY NO FRACKING OR YOU’LL BE KNOWN AS ‘FRACKING OBAMA’

Sincerely,

Justine cook
50 Meadow Lane
Albany, NY 12208
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerry Mazurek
9530 Davis Ave.
Franklin Park, IL 60131
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Savige
5661 Craneybrook Lane
Portsmouth, VA 23703
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennice Briol
100 Belmont Road
Apple Valley, MN 55124
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maria Favuzzi
457 Henry St
Brooklyn, NY 11231
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claudia Hasenhuttl
1312 1/2 Stanley Ave
Glendale, CA 91206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Blitzblau
234 West Hickory Street
Canastota, NY 13032
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bea Delpapa
2083 W. 26th St.
Cleveland, OH 44113
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim Castroreale  
P.O. Box 820  
Huntington Beach, CA 92648
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leela Devi
1975 Se Crystal Lake Drive Unit 222
Corvallis, OR 97333
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emily O'Somachain-Price
6548 Arborcrest Rd
Loveland, OH 45140
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Joseph Tyrpa
44 Genesee St
Warsaw, NY 14569
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harry L. Green
309 Agate Circle
Maryville, TN 37804
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mark Foss
15307 Pinehurst Ln
Grand Blanc, MI 48439
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Brennan
559 N. Greenbush Road
Blauvelt, NY 10913
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanne Popp
1305 Ironwood St.
Boulder City, NV 89005
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jake Martin
735 N. Sycamore Ave. Apt 9
Los Angeles, CA 90038
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Donna Landon
1503 Mccollum Street
Los Angeles, CA 90026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anita Stroupe
398 Seven Oaks Rd.
Boone, NC 28607
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jessica Rigney
835 Confidence Drive
Longmont, CO 80504
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ian Boardman
18 Linwood St
Arlington, MA 02474
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

First Name last name
Street Address
City, IL 60660
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gayle Martin
950 Mockingbird Ln
Ft Lauderdale, FL 33324
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Schmidt
3480 Twin Oaks Dr
Wonder Lake, IL 60097
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Nancy Egelko
4556 Nipomo
Lakewood, CA 90713
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kent Heider
677 Mt. View Dr.
Eagle Point, OR 97524
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vijay Gupta
100 Old Sunshine Trail
Boulder, CO 80302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ralph rider
20315 Martin R/D
St Clair Shores, MI 48081
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nestor Tirado
333 Ne 24th St
Miami, FL 33137
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beverly Morris Armstrong
1580 Hawthorn Ave
Boulder, CO 80304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

T ceravolo
235 The Orchard Way
Roswell, GA 30075
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dan cignoli
1 Sun Valley Drive
Coram, NY 11727
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jonathon Taylor
3937 Clear Acre Ln Apt 217
Reno, NV 89512
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kathryn Sidders
1811 Kello Dr.
Greensboro, NC 27455
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Timothy Redman
7502 State Route 55
Neversink, NY 12765
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Devon Simone
2030 N Vermont Ave #12
Los Angeles, CA 90027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Holly Burgin
14220 Runnymede St
Van Nuys, CA 91405
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Don’t let the fossil fuel industry “drain America first.

Sincerely,

David Davidson
117 Elm Spring
San Antonio, TX 78231
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roberta Rice
604 Calle De Los Hijos Nw
Albuquerque, NM 87114
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Veda Simpson
4918 14th St W Lot D11
Bradenton, FL 34207
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Hiam
10124 48th Ave E
Tacoma, WA 98446
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Flora
17610 Rock Creek Road
Thompson, OH 44086
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is an horrendous threat to the health of Americans, to the water we drink, and to our fragile climate. Exporting fracked gas would dramatically increase the scale of, and demand for, fracking in the United States. Giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets is a huge mistake. Please, stand up to the fossil fuel industry. It is vital that you deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Bernier
2520 Manistee Street
Manistee, MI 49660
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Cole Davis
650 Mountain Meadows Rd.
Boulder, CO 80302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dan Avery
3445 Burlington St
Butte, MT 59701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rosemary bay
4 Stonegate Dr
Hyde Park, NY 12538
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Howard Stein
5000 S East End Ave Apt B23
Chicago, IL 60615
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We don’t need to expand fossil fuel extraction especially to ship it overseas. It’s time again in your last term to do everything in your power to promote wind and solar energy. You are not afraid to take difficult positions, think of gun control and gay marriage. Leave this country and our world in a better position that you found it. Don’t bend to the desires of the oil and gas industry. Think of our ecological future and the next generations future.

Sincerely,

Mark Denat
465 Stony Brook Road
Palenville, NY 12463
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maurice Emma
17 Dehart Pl
Elizabeth, NJ 07202
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jessica Aliberti
4880 Via Alista
La Verne, CA 91750
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Natasha Mayers
538 Townhouse
Whitefield, ME 04353
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Valeska Donoso
2522 30th Street
Santa Monica, CA 90405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith McQuown
One Gracie Terrace #9c
New York, NY 10028
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Nikiel
8508 13th Ave S
Minneapolis, MN 55425
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sergio Lozada
5455 N. Sheridan
Chicago, IL 60640
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ray Staar
Yet Mail 64
Calexico, CA 94109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Delaney
4531 Candleglow Dr
Saint Louis, MO 63129
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gail Hoak
390 Angela Way
San Jacinto, CA 92583
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Goldman
400 Central Park West, #20e
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shane Cassidy
503 Grimes Dr
Simpsonville, SC 29681
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Willem Dickhoff
4750 Westminster Pl
Saint Louis, MO 63108
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Dean
Po Box 1232
Blue Hill, ME 04614
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dee Carlson  
265 S Lake St  
Los Angeles, CA 90057
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emanuel Schongut
333 Baker St # 322
San Francisco, CA 94117
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Royale Schulze
1301 W. Mohawk Dr.
Tucson, AZ 85705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerry Roth
32666 County 51 Blvd
Red Wing, MN 55066
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith ACKERMAN
636 West End Av
Nyc, Ny 10024
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ted Kubiak
314 Depue Lane
Stroudsburg, PA 18360
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Chin
175 Willoughby Street 4m
Brooklyn, NY 11201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fred Morin
650 Prospect Ave Apt. B2
Hartford, CT 06105
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kaiba White
1307 Barton Hills Dr Apt 8
Austin, TX 78704
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alexander Thompson
56 Hawthorne St # 1
Brooklyn, NY 11225
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Sennewald
7443 A Stockton Ave.
El Cerrito, CA 94530
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joy Maddox
12328 Trumbull Av
Alsip, IL 60803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maria Castillo
8645 Columbus Avenue #6
North Hills, CA 91343
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Marcus
10101 West Cave Loop
Dripping Springs, TX 78620
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nina French
10627 61st Ave S
Seattle, WA 98178
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Zamost
3442 Rfd
Long Grove, IL 60047
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lorraine Wright
Larkin
San Francisco, CA 94102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Theresa Sumoge
3644 Ne 21st Ave
Portland, OR 97212
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beverly Cotton
308 Aspen Lake Drive West
Newnan, GA 30263
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie Lowe
167 Pratts Mill Rd
Sudbury, MA 01776
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matt Clancy
31 Alleyne St
West Roxbury, MA 02132
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leonard Friedman
3492 Wild Lilac Rd., #310
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Number one: take subsidies off petroleum so we know the real cost of gasoline. Don’t help fracking. Number two: Subsidize renewable energy so we are less dependent on petroleum Number three: For heaven’s sake - don’t start exporting. I thought we were at least doing this for our OWN needs!

Sincerely,

Jane Haasch
N428 East Rd
Waupaca, WI 54981
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kylie Svenson
161 Sisson Ave
Hartford, CT 06105
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

M Pedersen
11 Delaware Rd
Nashua, NH 03062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Korman
435 W. 46th St.
New York, NY 10036
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Don Hicks
2602 North 38th Avenue
Hollywood, FL 33021
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Scott Laufer
17007 Smugglers Cove
Clinton Township, MI 48038
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Wilson
Po Box 7516
Spreckels, CA 93962
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Jackson
6642 Westminster Rd
Memphis, TN 38120
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Zimmerman
951 Steele Street
Denver, CO 80206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Farren
1205 W Camino Pablo Drive
Pueblo West, CO 81007
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lupita Mireles
7229 Apperson St.
Del Valle, TX 78617
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Gina Myers
640 8th Street
Jacksonville, OR 97530
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Margaret Crawford
3104 Nollmann Road
Millstadt, IL 62260
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kay Vinson
312 Jefferson St Ne Apt B
Albuquerque, NM 87108
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sean Smith
11 Prentiss Street
Bangor, ME 04401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerry Dillon
Longhorn Ln
Beaverton, OR 97008
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Chose
2660 Quail Run Rd.
Talent, OR 97540
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Callahan
4478 Harbour Lights Court
Orlando, FL 32817
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Feinberg
3451 Union Blvd
East Islip, NY 11730
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Bursley
21 Spalding Circle
Pittsburgh, PA 15228
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harry Chomsky
1127 Curtis St.
Albany, CA 94706
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Busby
1215 143rd St Nw
Gig Harbor, WA 98332
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Reba Bumble
67-38 108 St
Forest Hills, NY 11375
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Amy mcgeever
420 Carl Street
San Francisco, CA 94117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Dunaway
2139 Haviland Dr.
Grants Pass, OR 97527
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Keith Harger
1317 N Van Marter
Spokane Valley, WA 99206
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Anderson
6220 N 13th Pl #3
Phoenix, AZ 85014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Goble
1123 Maple Ave.
Macomb, IL 61455
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert & Diane Hindle
209 Injun Hollow Road
Haddam Neck, CT 06424
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marie Driscoll
400 Sw Marion Lane
Lee'S Summit, MO 64081
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Dentel
1255 Ashby Ave
Berkeley, CA 94702
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allan Blackman
6241 Crescent Park W.
Playa Vista, CA 90094
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol hillman
23 Glendale Road
Harrison, NY 10528
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Jeffrey Smit Jr
3001 58th Ave South Apt 506
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lucinda Ouart  
24441 Lisa Kelton Pl.  
Newhall, CA 91321
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Stieglitz
1981 Southfield Dr
Bartlett, IL 60103
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Hans Morgenstern
Miami, FL 33176
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Glenn Gates
7572 Spencer Lane
Dansville, NY 14437
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mira Aceves
101 Ellis Street #2
Petaluma, CA 94952
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Megan hoffman
931 Howard Ave
Billings, MT 59101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Lloyd
23815 Kate Ave.
Warren, MI 48091
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff Garmon
83353 Beason Rd
Folsom, LA 70437
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and to the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Please stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Rockwood
2448 N 73rd St
Wauwatosa, WI 53213
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Monica Matos
6800 W. Old Shakopee Road #104
Bloomington, MN 55438
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Shannon
1705 Warpath Rd
West Chester, PA 19382
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Kelley
17 Warner Pl
Garnet Valley, PA 19061
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

David Silverstein
4860 Tujunga Ave.
North Hollywood, CA 91601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Annette Schmit
11535settlers Pond Way
Orland Park, IL 60467
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lance Phelps
521 Kavanagh Pl
Las Vegas, NV 89123
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Con Ballard
7300. 32nd Ave Ne. #21
Olympia, WA 98516
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Cowan
28326 Se 428th Pl
Enumclaw, WA 98022
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Denise Roberts
1273 Coyote Run Trail
Prescott, AZ 86303
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Brenden Polvadore
601 Daniel
Lafayette, LA 70503
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jeff Harger
6318 Elaine Rd
Evergreen, CO 80439
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Tim Barker
41-06 50th St. 5-A
Woodside, NY 11377
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Silver
1 Braemoreterrace
Lexington, MA 02420
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Zach Ferguson
103 Ledge Ln
Chapel Hill, NC 27514
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

It goes against common sense to destroy our clean water and other important natural resources to produce for export something we can use locally to improve our environment and wean us away from other fossil fuels. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jack guyot
325 W. Niagara
Astoria, OR 97103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Hudgins
San Francisco
San Francisco, CA 94103
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Stone  
909 Bennett Dr  
Yreka, CA 96097
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Exporting fracked gas will harm our environment on Earth and will contribute to greater destruction caused by greenhouse gases. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Carsner
1627 College Court Place
Iowa City, IA 52245
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen L Swihart
248 Sequoia Ave.
Walnut Creek, CA 94595
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claire Berkwitt
4125 221st Place Se
Issaquah, WA 98029
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kate Richman
209 Milltown Rd
East Brunswick, NJ 08816
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dustin Johnson
Po Box 697
Los Alamos, NM 87544
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

I only supported fracking because it would lower the cost of the gas for the domestic market and cut back on coal and petroleum bases fuels for power generation. Exports would just increase the domestic price and ruin any incentive to reduce coal & oil use. You're running in reverse to stopping our dependance on oil imports.

Sincerely,

Martin Gregory
1605 21st St
Two Rivers, WI 54241
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We are fighting fracking in Colorado.

Sincerely,

Dawn Shuck
123 Nonmail Please
Lafayette, CO 80026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Cassidy
9525 Ne 108 Ave.
Gainesville, FL 32609
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlotte ELSNER
1133 Boynton Ave
Westfield, NJ 07090
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Winson
Po Box 23030
Santa Fe, NM 87502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan-Claire Veriditas
Rte. 43
Stephentown, NY 12168
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Mayes
605 Alston Rd
Santa Barbara, CA 93108
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Keast
Po Box 105
Slaterville Springs, NY 14881
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Aria Jackson
4743 Sw Coronado St
Portland, OR 97219
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Neal
P.O. Box 726
Gauley Bridge, WV 25085
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

John Beal
360 Vernon St.
Oakland, CA 94610
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ryan Davis
250 North First St. #425
Burbank, CA 91502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Iris Rudnick
5836 N. Artesian
Chgo, IL 60659
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jody Kaylor
7 Willow Ave
Corte Madera, CA 94925
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Morgen
44325 Camino Lavanda
La Quinta, CA 92253
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Coty Mattulat
9816 Dockside Terrace
Montgomery Village, MD 20886
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Juan Calvillo
3438 Southeast Hill Road
Oak Grove, OR 97267
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie korshak
654 Walnut
Highland Park, IL 60035
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Wisniewski
2400 E Lincoln Ave #263
Anaheim, CA 92806
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anna M. Navarro
1002 East 31st
Mission, TX 78574
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Luu
104 Simonds Rd
Lexington, MA 02420
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Amundsen
556 Gifford Hill Road
Oneonta, NY 13820
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Geoffrey Guy
2136 W. Cermak #3
Chicago, IL 60608
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Barth
9479 Bay Colony Dr.
Des Plaines, IL 60016
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Woodard
200 La Media Rd Sw
Albuquerque, NM 87105
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leo Leckie
Po Box 84
Gardiner, MT 59030
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Greg Wilson
Po Box 163
Fries, VA 24330
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maryann Levy
139 Southdown Road
Huntington, NY 11743
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elaine Almquist
87029 Mctimmons Lane
Bandon, OR 97411
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diana waters
6300 Green Valley Circle
Culver City, CA 90230
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alexandra Johnston
812 Scott Ave.
Glenshaw, PA 15116
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dana Shearn
74-13 46th Ave.
Elmhurst, NY 11373
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jan Northrop
4044 Knobhill Dr.
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Linda Fortie
3780 Canterbury Ln Apt 147
Bellingham, WA 98225
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vesela Simic
32 Toussin Ave
Kentfield, CA 94904
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catharine Pieck
6202 Elk Lane
Basalt, CO 81621
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Mollen
20591
Ny, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Lambert
8050 Harborcreek
Mentor, OH 44060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff Harmon
1001 3rd St., Apt 308
Santa Monica, CA 90403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark lee
1900 Elm Street, # 519
Dallas, TX 75201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Homero Villarreal
8604 Barasinga Trl
Austin, TX 78749
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Wilson
4550 18th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Travis Prescott
305 Cotillion Road
Fort Worth, TX 76134
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jack Ohringer
8545 Wisner Ave.
North Hills, CA 91343
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James ouderkirk
102 Bramley Dr
Camillus, NY 13031
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Grochowski
4421 West Ohio Ave
Greenfield, Wi, WI 53219
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Girone
25 Bryant Ave
White Plains, NY 10605
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dessi Armstrong
9217 Ne 164th Ave
Vancouver, WA 98682
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The unregulated pursuit of profit is ruining our climate and destroying the planet. Please take action to curtail this irresponsible practice.

Sincerely,

Colleen Weikel
127 Harvey Avenue
Lancaster, PA 17602
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fred Kleindenst
6157 Fern Lane
Paradise, CA 95969
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Bradley
2031 Rockefeller Avenue
Everett, WA 98201
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Carrie Heron
2236 Concord Drive
State College, PA 16801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Ott
6105 Sheree Dr
Milton, FL 32570
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sanda Isaman
2571 Heartland Pl
Coralville, IA 52241
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Sobocinski
3000 S. Delaware Ave.
Milwaukee, WI 53207
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marianne Thompson
7823 Dominican Street
New Orleans, LA 70118
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Doubleday
617 West End Ave. #10a
New York, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Mundell
59 Sapsucker Woods Road
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Douglas Stevenson
2808 Welk Cmn
Fremont, CA 94555
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jamie Roussel
6077 N Peardale Ter
Beverly Hills, FL 34465
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Evan Fulmer
9 Wren Ct
Merrimack, NH 03054
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Truesdale
"8086 Queen Palm Ln., #323"
Ft. Myers, FL 33966
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hanoch Kanhai-Zamora
1110 Lebanon St
Aurora, IL 60505
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Tracy Nayer
230 11th St
Brooklyn, NY 11215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kandy Hyde
28721 Kanis Rd
Paron, AR 72122
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Mulcare
1110 Benjamin St
Clarkston, WA 99403
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Kraemer
10501 Sw 111th Street
Miami, FL 33176
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Dear The Obama Administration, Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Sincerely, Leslie Babson 11405 Middle Rd Morris IL 60450

Sincerely,

Leslie Babson
11405 Middle Rd
Morris, IL 60450
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Larson
22531 Olmstead
Dearborn, MI 48124
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sally Simoes
6502 Sw 64th Street
South Miami, FL 33143
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

This is one of the most important issues to me. No research has shown conclusively that fracking is safe for our health or environment - those stakes are much too high to sign off on fracking. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Scott
206 Lake Ave.
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

James Engstler
1000 W :Leland Ave
Chicago, IL 60640
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arthur Lapite
211 East 18th Street
New York, NY 10003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Buckingham
34277 Oregon Shores Dr
Chiloquin, OR 97624
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William w
2125 Lawton Bluff Road
Charlotte, NC 28226
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

As you already know but seem afraid to admit publicly, fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Please deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff Angus
4616 Meridian Avenue N
Seattle, WA 98103
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis Tweedy
10 Adams St
Taunton, MA 02780
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dori Grasso
12207 Happy Hollow Road
Cockeysville, MD 21030
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael High
107 Bay 25th St. Apt. 2b
Brooklyn, NY 11214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Knudsen
414 10th Ave.
Salt Lake City, UT 84103
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Cornwell
442 E 7th St Apt 2
Durango, CO 81301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ryan Durfee
2173 West Sunset Pointe Drive
Cedar City, UT 84720
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rosemary Conlon  
347 W. Spruce Ln.  
Louisville, CO 80027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas until such time as there has been a scientific assessment of this methodology and its impact on the environment, water resources, and contamination of soil, water and air.

Sincerely,

Richard Stafford
30 Boardman Street
Salem, MA 01970
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Art Roberts
4842 Glen Coe St.
Leesburg, FL 34748
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicholas Gatewood
1734 Susan Dr
Tyler, TX 75703
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nick Knudson
1000 Echo Park Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fleur Rilett
2368 Canoe Pt Rd
Hilton Beach, IL 61761
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Forrest HOPPING
2901 Covina St
La, CA 90032
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerry Bessler
807 Baldwin Ave
Royal Oak, MI 48067
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael MacCarthy
1810 E Palm Ave. #6301
Tampa, FL 33605
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerry Acton
2299 Shirley Road
Berkshire, NY 13736
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Shane Regnier
3628 N. Wayne Ave, Apt 1
Chicago, IL 60613
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Valerie Johnson
10527 Lev Ave
Mission Hills, CA 91345
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rose Gerstner
5198 Sterling Creek Rd
Jacksonville, OR 97530
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlotte Brooker
2172 Woodlynn Avenue
Maplewood, MN 55109
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Boguslav
30-86 33rd Street Apt.1f
Astoria, NY 11102
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eleanor Engel
102
Chapel Hill, NC 27517
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eve Irvine
9040 Burke Ave. N.
Seattle, WA 98103
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Reita Grant
86 Mims Ave.
Rainsville, AL 35986
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Jones
6025 N Moore Ave
Portland, OR 97217
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Trudy Murray
215 W. 91 St
New York, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rich CONKLIN
15880 Summerlin Road # 300
Fort Myers, FL 33908
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marissa athens
4780 W. Hillside Dr.
Eugene, OR 97405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Vafa Ansarifar
25 Terri Rd
Framingham, MA 01701
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lauren acarino
604 Benton Road
East Meadow, NY 11554
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susannah Martin
244 Whitney Street
San Francisco, CA 94131
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Trip Kirk
13115 North Boulevard
Tampa, FL 33612
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Molly Bosted
2470 Glen Canyon Rd
Altadena, CA 91001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I am presently living in the south of France where there are hundreds of small earthquakes (about 4 on the Richter scale) due to the pumping for natural gas in that region. Don't let that happen any more in the US!

Sincerely,

Alicia Snow
1586 Shrader St
San Francisco, CA 94117
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mark Malan
720 W 27th St Apt 355
Los Angeles, CA 90007
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jen Harrison
1396 Sanchez
San Francisco, CA 94131
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Spisak
Po Box 759
New York, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diana Bright
4146 Se Crystal Springs Blvd
Portland, OR 97202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ida Campbell
6101 84th St Sw
Lakewood, WA 98499
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Malone
308 Patio Drive
Endwell, NY 13760
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eloy Santos
Ibiza 26
Madrid, NC 28009
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jake Brzowsky
205 W End Ave Apt 15a
New York, NY 10023
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Tera Nyberg
1340 S Dahlia St
Denver, CO 80222
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter metzler
300 Hudson Terrace
Piermont, NY 10968
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the congressional puppets for the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

S Peach
1512 Irishwood Ct
Middleburg, FL 32068
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deanna Davis
210 Crocker Ave.
Piedmont, CA 94610
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking is a dangerous technology and must be denied until (or unless) a safe way of extracting natural gas can be found.

Sincerely,

Jane Troy
675 West End Ave.
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Leavenworth
4740 33rd Ave. N
Golden Valley, MN 55422
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Wilson
9595 Pecos St Lot 237
Thornton, CO 80260
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Garry Gentry
418 Chestnut Avenue
Tifton, GA 31794
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Morrison
6111 Glenwood Drive
Huntington Beach, CA 92647
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Cunningham
4140 Iowa Ave
Grand Island, NE 68803
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern: 

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bernard Cullen  
Pob 519  
Edgewood, NM 87015
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allan Mellske
2415 W Warner Ave
Chicago, IL 60618
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anna Shenk
77 Walnut St
Somerville, MA 02143
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Benjamin Shadle
1117 9th Street
Santa Monica, CA 90403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alice connorton
299 West 12th St. 10e
New York, NY 10014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susi Westwood
161 West St
Cummington, MA 01026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Torrisi
2126 Ardmore Ave
Hermosa Beach, CA 90254
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn duBrin
101 Bozenkill Rd
Altamont, NY 12009
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fred Atwood
3057 S.Higuera St.
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kyra Panchenko
142 Jackson St.
Hoboken, NJ 07030
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brigitte K.
26 E 2nd Street
New York, NY 10003
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Matt Ragsdale
124
DeKalb, IL 60115
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

David Anderson
185 Claremont Ave. #4e
New York, NY 10027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Williams
552 Evans Rd
Princeton, NC 27569
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Celia Mayo
2803 Lombardy Ct
Augusta, GA 30909
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Wakely
8 Ocean St
Belfast, ME 04915
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Bobby Glover
6752 Nw 17 Ave
Seattle, WA 98117
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Pielenz
1045 Tunitas Creek Rd
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Stellato
20 Watsessing Avenue
Belleville, NJ 07109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debbie Bondy
1505 Pauline Blvd
Ann Arbor, MI 48103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Kelly
59 Croydon Rd
Hingham, MA 02043
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanne Feodorov
827 West Munnell
Wichita, KS 67213
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Rogers
P. O.Box 1439
Denver, CO 80201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anna Cobb
Po 155
Crested Butte, CO 81224
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nathan Morris
613 Corbett Ave
San Francisco, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brenda Willis
2 West 10th Street
Bloomsburg, PA 17815
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Evelyn McChesney
9223 45th Ave. N.E.
Seattle, WA 98115
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Keep My water CLEAN and Drinkable, Do Not Support FRACKING...

Sincerely,

Victor Bobier
37130 Calico Blvd #35a
Yermo, CA 92398
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Darryl Crone
88 Hillside Blvd
Daly City, CA 94014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Weisz
1491 E. Lexington Ave # A
El Cajon, CA 92019
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Walter Feodorov
827 West Munnell
Wichita, KS 67213
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Lynch
167 Hancock Street
Meriden, CT 06451
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jay Newhard
306 Treybrooke Cir Apt 33
Greenville, NC 27834
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Fisher
610 Fourth St.
Pinehurst, ID 83850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maureen Hogan
14 Ramble Lane
Burnt Hills, NY 12027
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mia Furtado
1340 Ogden St
Denver, CO 80218
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Paul Babunovic
2714 Lange Ct.
Marietta, GA 30062
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nikolay kolev
210 Travis
Schaumburg, IL 60195
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Naumaan Hafeez
6103 Marbella Blvd.
Apollo Beach, FL 33572
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael knebel
516 S. Marlborough Ave.
Dallas, TX 75208
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anthony Albert
285 Nw 35th Street, Apt. 8
Corvallis, OR 97330
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff Jaskowiak
1699 Hubbard Road
East Aurora, NY 14052
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John elliott
1417 Spruce St
Berkeley, CA 94709
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doris Donovan
229 Medway St
Providence, RI 02906
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Josephine Lowrey
26 Marvin Street
Montpelier, VT 05602
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Aron Ralston
928 Mapleton Ave.
Boulder, CO 80304
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Goodwin
2062 N Vine St
Hollywood, CA 90068
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Gay
12745 37th Ave. Ne
Seattle, WA 98125
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jay notartomaso
28 Brown Crest Drive
West Wyoming, PA 18644
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gerald Anderson
367 Fresno Ave
Morro Bay, CA 93442
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim Haroche
560 Clover Lane
Boulder, CO 80303
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Morris Docktor
52 Harbourton Woodsville Rd
Pennington, NJ 08534
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Stern
9511 N Hollybrook Lake Dr, #205
Pembroke Pines, FL 33025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Olympia Zacharakis
555 Ne 15th Street
Miami, FL 33132
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Hangach, Jr.
7722 Lucerne Drive, Apt. # N-36
Middleburg Heights, OH 44130
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dane Ferrell
8514 163rd St. Ct. E.
Puyallup, WA 98375
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Simon Leverett
933 E 54th Pl Apt 3
Chicago, IL 60615
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Anthony Ward
22 Lincoln Place
Brooklyn, NY 11217
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terry Donnenwirth
68 Dodge Avenue
Akron, OH 44302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Noel Stewart
374 Granite St.
Worcester, MA 01607
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Holt
7407 Scenic Brook Dr.
Austin, TX 78736
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marvin George
1233 Katherine Drive
Sierra Vista, AZ 85635
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alicia Kaplow
200 W. 90 Street
New York, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Monica McKey
775 W. Spain St.
Sonoma, CA 95476
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Aleksandr Chernomazov
19 Deerfield Rd
Livingston, NJ 07039
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Hancock
134 Kensington Rd
East Lansing, MI 48823
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Barber
1316 Palm Drive
Burlingame, CA 94010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Theresa Bushong
4655 Lone Oak Rd. Se
Salem, OR 97302
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jayve Montgomery
1824 N Humboldt Blvd
Chicago, IL 60647
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wesley Denton
7665 Sw Chaucer Ct
Portland, OR 97224
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Koury
919 Deforest Ave
Iowa City, IA 52240
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim Perry
880 Summit Dr.
Ventura, CA 93001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sterling Van De Moortel
3395 S. Higuera St
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carrie Bishop
3920 Market St
Emeryville, CA 94608
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Turner
Po Box 20403
Shaker Hts, OH 44120
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kathleen McCourt
9255 Highland Road
Pittsburgh, PA 15237
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sean Phillips
6368 Ephesus Rd.
Longmont, CO 80503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Yvonne Perry
Herring Cove Road
Halifax, CA 90210
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Carole thompson
8 Bay Pine Road
Harwich, MA 02645
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Is the Interior Dept. really planning to release fracking guidelines that do not require the industry to reveal what is in the fracking fluid, and moreover does not address methane leaks or diesel particulate? If so, the government will appear to have been sold to the extractive industries and the people in the affected areas offered up as sacrifices. Fracking is already a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Mintz
29 Whig Street
Trumansburg, NY 14886
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Jolie-Zotzmann
Pob 277, 15 Herkimer St
Victory Mills, NY 12884
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Van Gorder
601 Dounce St
Lafayette, CO 80026
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Hallin
15949 Maracaibo Place
Hacienda Heights, CA 91745
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Curtis English
504 Arrowhead Way
Crestone, CO 81131
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard de Pierre
10 Parker Road
Arlington, MA 02474
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Chapin
3404 Avenida Curvatura Nw
Albuquerque, NM 87107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Muirhead
3716 N Farwell Ave
Shorewood, WI 53211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Laviolette
3335 Se 68th Avenue
Portland, OR 97206
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Grover
71 E 3rd St Apt 1
New York, NY 10003
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christina Williams
8600 International Ave Apt 239
Canoga Park, CA 91304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please put our Nation’s health before profits and don’t allow exportation of fracked gas.

Sincerely,

Kay Keating
321 Golf Club Rd
Pleasant Hill, CA 94523
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Ching
3101 Old Pecos Trail
Santa Fe, NM 87505
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Pryor
1032 Holiday Drive
Lawrence, KS 66049
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pat Howson
1763 Northpoint St
San Francisco, CA 94123
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathy Lakoff
1505 Woodland Rd.
West Chester, PA 19382
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victor Becerra
922 Vermont Circle
Ames, IA 50014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Constance McConnell
3122 Se Main St
Portland, OR 97214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. No, no, no! This is a terrible idea; please don’t do it!

Sincerely,

Lianne Thompson
Po Box 1187
Cannon Beach, OR 97110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ryan Yang
8823 Longden Ave.
Temple City, CA 91780
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Danny Phillips
6105 Agate Ave Nw
Alamogordo, NM 87120
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Darwin Long
7808 Dolphin Cir
Cottonwood Heights, UT 84121
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Harcarik
2528 Guilford Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21218
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michele Anderson
500 Nonnewaug Rd
Bethlehem, CT 06751
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheila Desmond
3148 Piper Court
Cameron Park, CA 95682
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harry Freiberg
610 Mardon Ct
Brookings, OR 97415
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert McCorkle
89 Westwood Lane
Kerrville, TX 78028
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Klehr
30 Ashford Av
Mill Valley, CA 94941
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Warren Raven
12833 Holiday Dr. Ne
Kirkland, WA 98034
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David McPhaden
Po Box 701964
Salt Lake City, UT 84170
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. In doing so, you can not only stop the incentive for fracking, but also educate the American people in the real motive of fracking, which is not to increase American fuel supplies, but to enrich companies that export gas.

Sincerely,

Kate Gulliver
209 Harvey Mountain Road
Austerlitz, NY 12017
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean lieber
1731 Parker St
Berkeley, CA 94703
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Mark Aldridge
874 Morse St
San Jose, CA 95126
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Julie Slater-Giglioli
7553 Norton Ave/Apt No 2
West Hollywood, CA 90046
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Jensen
3604 Duneville St
Las Vegas, NV 89103
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chester Atkins
1111 Vista Dr
Eureka, CA 95503
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mitch Parkinen
623 Linden Lane
Martinez, CA 94553
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Leanna Slusher
421 Yale Dr.
Lexington, KY 40517
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Weitz
2757 Best Ave.
Oakland, CA 94619
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Brandon Smith
825 N. Milwaukee Ave. Unit 3
Chicago, IL 60622
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Evans
701 N Greensboro St
Carrboro, NC 27510
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Stoye
34 Pacific Queen Psge
Corte Madera, CA 94925
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Welch
2202 Trede Dr.
Austin, TX 78745
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Anna Schissel
61 East 77th St.
New York, NY 10075
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ralph Drake
84 W Whidbey Ave
Oak Harbor, WA 98277
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Resch
Terra Ave
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Cross
833 Chablis Drive
Columbia, SC 29210
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Kaczmarek
319 Van Neste Road
Flemington, NJ 08822
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Britton
3757 Vienna Dr
Aptos, CA 95003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Naomi Lebwohl
Somerset Knoll
Brewster, NY 10509
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. WE SHOULD KEEP OUR NATION’S NATURAL RESOURCES HERE IN AMERICA, AND NOT BE SELLING THEM OVERSEAS ANYWAY.

Sincerely,

Cynthia burnham
20 Atkins Lane
Hardwick, VT 05843
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim Oliveira
1618 Polk Street #7
San Francisco, CA 94109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Boehmer
3211 W Ledbetter Dr
Dallas, TX 75233
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Wahle
31 Rutherford Ave
San Anselmo, CA 94960
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Francis Mickowski
1731 Lindo St
Benicia, CA 94510
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Schuster Deutsch
168 Winter St
Manchester, NH 03102
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Prum  
37 Mount Vernon Street  
Gloucester, MA 01930
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. If we're trying to be energy independent, then keep these resources here in the US.

Sincerely,

Lee mei
250 Batleson Road
Am, PA 19002
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Silverstein
32 Pine Drive
Roosevelt, NJ 08555
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lori Fischer
625 56th Street
Oakland, CA 94609
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis Horodyski
61 Washington Ave
Holtsville, NY 11742
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald McCann
10106 N. Spruce Lane
Mequon, WI 53092
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tracey Levy
1993 Lucile Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90039
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Marsha Wiseltier
10 Cedar Lane North
Glen Head, NY 11545
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Bradley
717 Dallas St
Sauk City, WI 53583
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanne Hesselink
W2838 Eagle Rd
Neshkoro, WI 54960
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claude Krampe
24406 Oaks Blvd.
Land O Lakes, FL 34639
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ernesto Quintero
1430 Whitefield Rd
Pasadena, CA 91104
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dianne Norwood
61147 Montrose Pass St.
Bend, OR 97702
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Dolan
9 Kemswick Drive
Stony Brook, NY 11790
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrick Edmondson
433 Lakeshore Dr Ne
Atlanta, GA 30307
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerry Mayeux
37 Rue Bordeaux
Hattiesburg, MS 39402
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randall Koch
8105 Slab Creek Road
Neskowin, OR 97149
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sue Christiansen
41 Valley Ave Apt 7
Iowa City, IA 52246
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Donald
8 N. Keene St. Apt. A7
Columbia, MO 65201
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Moon
3490 E Golden Valley Rd
Reno, NV 89506
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ian Schlakman
420 S Chester St
Baltimore, MD 21231
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harry Myers
10008 Rawhide Ave Sw
Albuquerque, NM 87121
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Bathanti
2118 Linville Creek Road
Vilas, NC 28692
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Wolgin
1709 Devon Dr.
Albany, GA 31721
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alice Watt
N. Highland Ave
Atlanta, GA 30307
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Pinochet
1365 Monroe Dr.
Atlanta, GA 30324
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Hover
2920 Alt 19
Dunedin, FL 34698
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jessica Mitrani
170 Duane Street Apt 3
New York, NY 10013
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. My understanding, as an Obama campaign volunteer, was that President Obama was committed to alternative energy and climate protection. Economically, we may need the revenues from this venture, but this is an example of continuing down the same path of allowing oil and gas companies to dictate our future. I understand the narrow scope of the right wing Republicans and their refusal to support economic change, but President Obama, you need to hold your ground. It is not acceptable to state a commitment, then lean to accommodate big business or selfish Republicans! Stand your ground on climate change and environmental protection! Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laurie C Wright
Po Box 1593
Cockeysville, MD 21030
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Tamara Badgley
120 Cortland
SF, CA 94110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jason Priest
357 Vermont Ave
Berkeley, CA 94707
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking is the death knell for earth’s climate. Wake up please!

Sincerely,

Janine Baker
425 N. Montana Avenue
Bozeman, MT 59715
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Newman
Rr #1, Box 172-C
Paw Paw, WV 25434
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jack Coelho
3006 Se 52nd Ave.
Portland, OR 97206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gerard Hummel
234 Buckingham Drive
Bethlehem, PA 18017
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharlene Cochrane
41 Everett St
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jonathan Yudis
622 Garfield Ave.
South Pasadena, CA 91030
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Gauthreaux
569 Avenue E
Westwego, LA 70094
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Adding to the already horrendous environmental degradation of this nation & the planet?! That’s what you want your legacy to be?! You have to do better. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mlou Christ
11485 Sw Greenburg
Tigard, OR 97223
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nelly Benko-Hakim  
5620 Woodlawn Place  
New Orleans, LA 70124
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Therese Patterson
2414 Newport Ave
Cardiff, CA 92007
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We need to provide a world in which our grandchildren can live safely.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Bruce
9849 N Long Creek Dr
Tucson, AZ 85743
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bob Roys
4 Broad Place
Bristol, CT 06010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dan Ladue
8 Lynde St.
Plattsburgh, NY 12901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larraine Bogert
83 Wanamaker Ave.
Oradell, NJ 07649
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hugh Nations
11900 Hobby Horse Court #1012
Austin, TX 78758
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kelli Nelson
2943 Southmoor Drive
Fort Collins, CO 80525
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barri clark
6859 Willoughby Ave #2
Los Angeles, CA 90038
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Faust
9742 Dillwood Rd
Oakdale, CA 95361
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Raul de la Rosa
1312 11th Ct Sw
Olympia, WA 98502
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathi Fotinos
703 Falling Star Dr.
Martinez, CA 94553
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Marie Petrasy
4110 Se Hawthorne Blvd
Portland, OR 97214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jill Koenigsdorf
1035 Solano Ave
Sonoma, CA 95476
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Joseph Atkins
1433 Halibut Ct Unit F
San Francisco, CA 94130
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bang Nguyen
558 Hayes Street
Richmond, CA 94804
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Heath before wealth, PLEASE.

Sincerely,

Diana Young
"3614 Van Ness St., Nw"
Washington, CT 06371
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Wade
1018 Centre Avenue
Fort Collins, CO 80526
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stuart Luther
801 Sunset Drive
Elmira, NY 14905
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dawn Dimartino
159 Weston Ave
Braintree, MA 02184
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Tande
4420 39th Avenue
Sacramento, CA 95824
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilou Hawkins
275 Big Buffalo Estates Cir.
Linden, TN 37096
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Long
61 County Road 311
Oxford, MS 38655
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tony Girolami
5516 105th Ave Ne
Kirkland, WA 98033
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Lestz
7301 Vista Del Mar B107
Playa Del Rey, CA 90293
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pauline Wahlquist
10979 State Hwy 23
Brook Park, MN 55007
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dominique Biondi
855 Swinton Ave
Bronx, NY 10465
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heiko Mauermann
1038 Merced Way
Hemet, CA 92545
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynda Kieffer
15 Plum Bank Rd
Old Saybrook, CT 06475
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Waingarten
81 Central Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Brandon
449 Lauone Pl
Wailuku, HI 96793
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roger Pope
726 Chauncey St.
Eau Claire, WI 54701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

J D
21 Croton Lk
Katonah, NY 10536
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Sweet
4 Timber Frame Way
Mount Desert, ME 04660
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Rusk
49 Winn Rd
Falmouth, ME 04105
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Nicholas Rittler
203 6th St Apt 10
Coralville, IA 52241
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tracy Bennett
5135 Anderson Rd
Blaine, WA 98230
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Showalter
120 Evelyn Way
San Francisco, CA 94127
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Geoffrey Babbitt
80 Hamilton St.
Geneva, NY 14456
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erica Feld
365 W. 25th Street - #15a
New York, NY 10001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Blaze Bhence
4190 Elizabeth Court
Cypress, CA 90630
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joellen McNeal
703 Liberty Hall Road
Front Royal, VA 22630
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leilani Rothrock
4421 E Fort Lowell Rd
Tucson, AZ 85712
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kate Neuschaefer
Jackson St.
Denver, CO 80206
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Taye Patterson
211 Nw Gina Way Apt 211
Aloha, OR 97006

CREDO Action 3460
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Delainie Hanson
315 Cherry Valley Drive
Huffman, TX 77336
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Theresa Lynch
407 Goldsborough Street Apt C
Easton, MD 21601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Wohland
2 Berkeley Pl. Apt. 4b
Brooklyn, NY 11217
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Sutcliffe
2328 N Norris Ave
Tucson, AZ 85719
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Locatell
4153 Woodman Ave
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Mayeda
190 Verona Avenue
Goleta, CA 93117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Calbreath
275 Grandview Ave
Novato, CA 94945
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Neumann
92 Main Ave #211
Yonkers, NY 10701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Achmad Chadran
206 Stow Rd
Harvard, MA 01451
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Troje
1408 North 15th Street
Boise, ID 83702
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sam Brooks
1271 Poplar Ave Apt 212
Memphis, TN 38104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Betsy Smith
203 Garretts Run Rd.
Kittanning, PA 16201
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martina Proia
2329 65th Ave
Oakland, CA 94605
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mariselle Lancero
320 Raymond Drive
Benicia, CA 94510
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth De La Baume
2240 Dehne Road
Northbrook, IL 60062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Donna Zsoldos
27c Lincoln Place
North Brunswick, NJ 08902
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Fredenthal
New York
New York, NY 10018
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We had the warmest year on record last year, and are already on track for the most pessimistic disastrous road for global climate change. We need to immediately defund these dirty industries and start a space race type investment in rapid climate change reversal. No temporary jobs are worth sacrificing the entire planet for. You want to help people? Help restore their future, because right now, we don’t have one. You don’t need to give the money to dirty industries. You want to help people? Give the money directly to people and give them incentives to spend it in green way. We need to rapidly build a green-reinforcing economy. We don’t need to keep shoring up the disastrous one.

Sincerely,

Holly Robbins
4715 Pillsbury Ave S
Minneapolis, MN 55419
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Campbell
4484 Louisville Road
Salinas, KY 40372
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Arthur Arnold
7733 Castor Ave
Philadelphia, PA 19152
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Dea
909 Florida St
San Francisco, CA 94110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicole Jergovic
1929 Sw 13 Ave
Portland, OR 97201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

You are allowing America to become a gas colony—where our resources: earth, water, air are sacrificed and we suffer the environmental and health consequences in order to save other countries from that sacrifice: e.g., Norway at present. Fracking is a toxic certainty to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Do we need to subject ourselves, our children to this massive health threat? HAVE WE NOW BECOME SLAVES TO THE GAS CORPORATIONS–THE CARPETBAGGERS OF THIS CENTURY?

Sincerely,

Henrietta Wise
208 Krumville Road
Olivebridge, NY 12461
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dan DeGooyer, Jr.
20 Foskett St., #3
Somerville, MA 02144
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Meldrum
15316 Wilbur Ct Apt 42
Redford, MI 48239
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randi Shenkman
48 Warner Rd.
Belchertown, MA 01007
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Francie portnoy
5413 Pigeon Cove
Greensboro, NC 27410
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Joseph
655 Olds Ferry Rd
Weiser, ID 83672
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Green
Street Address
City, KY 40241
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janusz MAKA
5408 N. Moody
Chicago, IL 60630
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jesse Dubinsky
162 Rolling Way
Peekskill, NY 10566
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Stewart
6510 Union Deposit Rd
Harrisburg, PA 17111
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Bobak Daei
1895 Serpentine Dr.
Union City, CA 94587
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hillary Maurer
127 N 4th St
West Branch, IA 52358
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dan Winerman
4700 Broadway
New York, NY 10040
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

R.A. Patton  
Old Sunset Hill Rd  
Hendersonville, NC 28792
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Wynroth
130 Mansfield Ave
Burlington, VT 05401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James VandenBerg
3114 Plaza Dr Apt C15
Grand Rapids, MI 49525
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Hall
02450 Fall Park Rd.
Boyne City, MI 49712
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jennifer Wingard
3057 Ne Beechwood Cir
Lanelle, FL 33935
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sara Henry
142 Dutch Hill Rd.
Jefferson, NY 12093
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Annalisa Golowacz
Po Box 712
Tome, NM 87060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Flejter
3433 South 44th Street
Greenfield, WI 53219
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Halpern
133 S Woodstock Dr
Cherry Hill, NJ 08034
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Guy Le Roux
601 Atlantic St.
Corpus Christi, TX 78404
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Raymond Fraga
17006 Nw Pauly Rd.
Portland, OR 97231
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Davis
721 Rosemount Road
Oakland, CA 94610
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Billie Thoresen
4141 Deep Creek Rd. #206
Fremont, CA 94555
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Timothy Taylor
2330 Camden Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90064
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Smith
311 W. Osborne Ave
Tampa, FL 33603
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

J. Olivella
2330 Sw Williston Rd
Gainesville, FL 32608
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Swenson
600 West Mt. Airy Ave
Philadelphia, PA 19119
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helena Freeman
Rochester
La, CA 90024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Childress
2461 Sunlight Circle
City, MT 59601
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Van Stone
709 N Street
Lewiston, ID 83501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Our remaining Drinking Water must be preserved since it's a resource we need to survive. Fracking for Gas or Oil has been proven to cause pollution of that precious resource - DRINKING WATER. Common sense & logic has to stop the Fracking because of the damage it causes!!!

Sincerely,

Steve Sears
8 Saint Dunstans Road
Hatboro, PA 19040
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Zada Rose
40 Harrison St.
New York, NY 10013
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Koppenhaver
35 Evanton Dr
Bella Vista, AR 72715
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicholas swift
13396 St Hwy 28
Delhi, NY 13753
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Roth
244 Rock Hill Road
High Falls, NY 12440
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen English
3405 Garrell St
Archdale, NC 27263
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Marie nelson
1218 Twinberry Ct.
Fort Collins, CO 80525
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Liz mogen
1219 Mathews St
Fort Collins, CO 80524
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Sarah Alexander
5318 Poinsett Avenue
Richmond, CA 94805
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Johanna Mackliet
1903 Alabama St
Longview, WA 98632
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Flack
9109 Fontana
Prairie Village, KS 66207
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Amy MacQueen
1391 Ellis Hollow Rd
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Judy Nielsen
23 Egan Lane
Hudson, NY 12534
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Michele Hood
2604 Napoleon Bonaparte Dr
Tallahassee, FL 32308
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Fenstermaker
Po Box 1724
Laredo, TX 78044
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. This should be a no-brainer, environment-wise. Don't do it! Resist the stinking (literally!) fossil fuel industry!

Sincerely,

Martin Horwitz
1326 23rd Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94122
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Auchard
3669 Park Trail
Shreveport, LA 71105
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carla Rogers
5900 Whatsit Lane
Raleigh, NC 27603
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jude Fletcher
1218 Campbell Street
Oakland, CA 94607
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff Deal
220 Tall Timber Trail
Boone, NC 28607
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Kunz
1015 Brookwood Dr
Phoenixville, PA 19460
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Bill Mejia
481 Harding Rd
South Amboy, NJ 08879
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary powell
Po Box 373
Santa Fe, NM 87504
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lee Politis
533 Rookwood Place
Charlottesville, VA 22903
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Derrick Buttchen
1446 Dayflower Dr
Madison, WI 53719
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Toni Gilbert
3229 Jefferson Scio Dr
Jefferson, OR 97352
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronald Kerner
12 Cemetery Ln
Setauket, NY 11733
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ashtonell Smith
4329 9th Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90008
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tracy Ouellette
14078 Mactaggart Ave
Bow, WA 98232
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claire Welt
1137 Schilling Way
Mt. Shasta, CA 96067
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Cope
P.O. Box 55
East Charleston, VT 05833
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Hanlon
3260 Henry Hudson Parkway
Bronx, NY 10463
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Broockman
68 Albion Street
San Francisco, CA 94103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter D’Amato
31 Havemeyer Street
Brooklyn, NY 11211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Gigliotti
17549 Turtle Ln
Bow, WA 98232
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Moreva Selchie
Po Box 82
Inverness, CA 94937
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jena Simms
2740 E Otero Pl Unit 11
Centennial, CO 80122
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Matt Larson
257 S. Spring St. #2g
Los Angeles, CA 90012
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Warren Menges
4730 Netarts Hwy W
Tillamook, OR 97141
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Myra Nelson
1302 Dauphin Ave
Wyomissing, PA 19610
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Perry
780 West End Avenue
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kaylah Sterling
540 Delancey St
San Francisco, CA 94107
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Chris springer
4401 Beggs St
Houston, TX 77009
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken Deschere
202 South Hill Terrace
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Dailey
364 Hamilton St.
Costa Mesa, CA 92627
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia O’Neil
11635 Ada Lane
Colorado Springs, CO 80908
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank Oatridge
211 Goeringer Ave.
Shavertown, PA 18708
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doug Dyment
1361 Rhode Island Street
San Francisco, CA 94107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paula Katz
2233 44th Ave
San Francisco, CA 94116
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Goldsmith
10345 Keswick Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90064
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Esther Lee
Lunar Avenue
Braintree, MA 02184
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Grams
1735 E. Front St.
Traverse City, MI 49686
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Stewart Ciesla
360 E South Water St
Chicago, IL 60601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicholas Nakadate
6104 N Detroit Ave
Portland, OR 97217
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Richardson
7 Limewood Place
Pleasant Hill, CA 94523
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leon Kos
25208 19th Ave Ne
Arlington, WA 98223
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rachel Kaplan
71 Purrington Rd
Petaluma, CA 94952
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hendrica Regez
11703 W Red Gates Rd
Galena, IL 61036
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alison Ellsworth
500 Stanyan St.
San Francisco, CA 94117
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sylvia Dresser
496 Castlewood Lane
Deerfield, IL 60015
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jessica Sevilla
702 Lexington Blvd
Royal Oak, MI 48073
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Carey
2037 State Route 96
Trumansburg, NY 14886
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Stoehr
31 Plains Dr
Oneonta, NY 13820
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Morrison
6819 W. Yale Ave.
Lakewood, CO 80227
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Katherine McGhee
32 Eardley Rd
Edison, NJ 08817
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Marsh
1354 Curve Street
Carlisle, MA 01741
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Rogers
15 Hickory Court Lane
Hendersonville, NC 28792
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Russell greenberg
153 Ash St
Waltham, MA 02453

CREDO Action
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rachelle Bombe
790 Heritage Place
Morehead, KY 40351
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice Foss
2140 Shattuck Ave Ste 604
Berkeley, CA 94704
To Whom it May Concern:

Here in North Carolina, our new Republican governor wants to go ahead full steam with fracking. I live in an area with a modest amount of gas, and it’s a poor area economically. It’s also an area on a big, important river (headwaters of the Dan) and on that fault that caused the earthquake a few months ago. A few folks around here are convinced they will get rich from fracking but we don’t know enough yet about the consequences, so it’s too soon to be doing it here! PLEASE don’t do anything more to encourage those gung-ho idiots to do something to our environment that we can’t undo! Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Williams
2102 Bryant St
Madison, NC 27025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert D’Alonzo
7285 Forest Glen Drive
Rockford, IL 61114
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Magee
314 Pennington Rocky Hill Road
Pennington, NJ 08534
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erika Harvey
11008 Dreamy Way Dr. Nw
Albuquerque, NM 87114
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Hollenberg  
3557 Greenwood Avenue  
Los Angeles, CA 90066
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities, the environment, and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Hollis
6711 Falling Waters Drive
Spring, TX 77379
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Carter
531 S Candler St
Decatur, GA 30030
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Camard
404 Mary Lane
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Karen Olsen
460 Troy Rd
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jan Kimbrough
5129 Goodland Avenue
Valley Village, CA 91607
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Taylor
4235 Habersham Way
Cumming, GA 30041
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jennifer Davis
905 E. Oregon St.
Urbana, IL 61801
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Patricia Maguire E21756 Wilson St. Grand Marais, MI 49839

Sincerely,

Patricia Maguire
21756 E. Wilson St.
Grand Marais, MI 49839
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Guy Zahller
146 Creek Drive, #C
Aptos, CA 95003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heidi Kepper
Heidi
Kepper, CA 90405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Landau
122 Wendover Cir.
Oak Ridge, TN 37830
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

PERSONAL NOTE: A Nation that places NO VALUE on Earths life support systems, places NO VALUE on LIFE! Price Carbon. Stop profits from polluting the commons. Bring distributed green energy production to the communities. Bring profits to the communities. Not profits to the polluters. Money is not the operative word here. Survival for Earths Life Support Systems and a livable earth for the Kidders IS! There is no such thing as clean coal. Ship it over to China WE the People still get the pollution and the climatic disruption, the ecocide fossil barons still get the profits. Same with Frack Gas. Hell, I have a $120/T charge for home garbage, $50 for compost makings! Waste water fees, even rain run off is not free to this person. (Guide lines here?) Corpro/People deserve a bulk rate of free? They piss all over themselves at the thought of $25/ton for toxins! In fact they get my tax subsidy support in the process! Get real Try throwing 19 pounds of paper cups out the car window for each gallon of gas you consume and report! We are talking justice here. Even Morals! Corporations are people now yet dont respect the fiduciary common law of not polluting your neighbors land. For profit or otherwise! The GOP do not fund abortion. Fine. A precedent. Why must I and other progressives fund, with our TAX DOLLARS, the ecocide of the PLANET! What is a fair price to dump tons of toxins in the pristine waters and air of the commons? I seldom see that question asked, much less answered. Aint we talking real money here? Cutting school lunches instead? Corporations are People now. Does not WE the PEOPLE mean ALL of us? Stop profits from the pollution of the commons. Humanity deserves nothing less! I demand NOTHING LESS! Both power and money have been conscripted by the ecocide fossil Barons Distributed Green Energy gives both power and money back to We the People! STOP ALREADY! Captain Leif Knutsen, ret., Family and Friends. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leif Knutsen
436 F St
Port Townsend, WA 98368
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marjorie B
5305-B Heritage Way Ne
Albuquerque, NM 87109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mark Jensen
3438 Crossbow Ln
Garland, TX 75044
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jessica Hunter
415 Roswell Farms Rd.
Roswell, GA 30075
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nathaniel Frey
326 Delta Rd
Highland Park, IL 60035
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eileen Mitro
3780 King Ranch Rd
Ukiah, CA 95482
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christina Thomas
3690 Buckeye Ct.
Boulder, CO 80304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eve Pell
192 West Blithedale Ave
Mill Valley, CA 94941
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ramona Hart
280 Essex Ave
Gloucester, MA 01930
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce Remick
121 Baldwin Farm Rd
Pittsboro, NC 27312
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jordan Goldman
4268 Jackson Ave
Culver City, CA 90232
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Hodge
3250 O'Neal Circle, #L-25
Boulder, CO 80301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Domald Schooler
5004 Oliver Ave. S.
Minneapolis, MN 55419
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frances Wade
103 Crestview Drive Apt 223
Bigfork, MT 59911
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Rubenstein
16 Ingersoll Road Po Box 125
Mt. Tremper, NY 12457
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandy Ashmore
9397 Arnold Ln.
Loveland, OH 45140
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Nielson
106 Mint Hill Dr
Cary, NC 27519
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Landers
Box 126
Oneida, IL 61467
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Stasi
10 S Lake Ave
Albany, NY 12203
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Matthews
3716 3rd Ave S
Billings, MT 59101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Geller
39 Birchwood Terr.
Nanuet, NY 10954
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paula Vigneault
1336 14th St
Los Osos, CA 93402
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheila Evans
P.O. Box 524
Yachats, OR 97498
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Allain
5244 Kolltop Terrace
Syracuse, NY 13215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lori Armstrong
125 E Sussex Ave
Missoula, MT 59801
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Sarah Selph
757 Iris Ln
Media, PA 19063
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Herkins
2821 Chapman St.
Oakland, CA 94601
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hedy Andersson
2407 Telegraph Ave
Oakland, CA 94612
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Debbie Puch
33 Snapper Avenue
Key Largo, FL 33037
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Vaughan
1302 N Rolling Road
Baltimore, MD 21228
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Lotto
63 Stebbins Dr
Clinton,, NY 13323
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rita Mahoney  
124 Se Willow Way  
Topeka, KS 66609
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erica Rosenblum
19 Mud Road
Setauket, NY 11733
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Laura Evans Durant
6 Rockmere Street
Dorchester, MA 02125
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Allen
20 Stoney Pt Rd
Cumberland, VA 23040
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia kegel
1130 N. Dearborn St. #2503
Chicago, IL 60610
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alex Teekell
265 Harlan St.
San Leandro, CA 94577
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Mark Sorlie
1895 Lehigh Street
Boulder, CO 80305
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Murphy
843 Anson Rd., Starks, Me
Farmington, ME 04911
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Carl
10212 Rosewood Street
Overland Park, KS 66207
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking should not be the way of the future. It is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. People living near fracking operations cope with local impacts such as contaminated drinking water, cancer-causing air pollution, open pits full of toxic wastewater, and more. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Protect our environment. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry. Deny all applications to export fracked gas.

Sincerely,

Maureen Flietner
W4068 Faro Springs Road
Hilbert, WI 54129
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Hall
605 Water Street Apt 17f
New York, NY 10002
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harry Uliasz
945 Rose Ave.
Piedmont, CA 94611
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Satya Wink
2471 Whipporwill Cr.
Sarasota, FL 34231
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Colin Taylor
1721 West First St.
North Platte, NE 69101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Char Laughon
Po Box 370687
Montara, CA 94037
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheila McCandlish
5542 Swift Creek Drive
Mount Vernon, WA 98273
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Huigen
520 W Gordon
Spokane, WA 99205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gregory Coe
1702 Willard St.
Galesburg, IL 61401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wes iwanski
9 Genesee Trl
Harrison, NY 10528
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Betty Rowland
20420 Poplar St
Burnet, CA 96013
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Lincoln
117 Arden Rd
Conshohocken, PA 19428
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beth Herndobler
1459 E Villa St
Pasadena, CA 91106
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Roosevelt Howard
2106 W. 4th Street
Chester, PA 19013
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anita Watkins
6109 Westover Drive
Oakland, CA 94611
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barnet Love
10950 Sw Aventine Ave.
Portland, OR 97219
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Malone
1368 S Sierra Bonita Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90019
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Moore
930 Division St.
Geneva, IL 60134
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronald GELDEN
Po Box 721
Longmont, CO 80502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lora Lehner
1259 Marlin Dr Se
Port Orchard, WA 98366
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Kahkejian
398 State Route 69
Williamstown, NY 13493
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Collins
Po Box 3025
Kennebunkport, ME 04046
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Pregmon
218 Continental Dr.
Lockport, NY 14094
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robbie Haack
9 Birch Rd.
New Fairfield, CT 06812
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Monette
Po Box 861
Brattleboro, VT 05302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mark Bechtel
6 Greene St.
New York, NY 10013
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rev. Marjorie Lipari
305 East 21st Street (Apt.A)
New York City, NY 10010
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Zach Palmer
2865 Salena St
St. Louis, MO 63118
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

We need energy in America - we do not need to export American energy for the benefit of others. And we do not need to destroy the environment and threaten the watershed of the US for the sake of the profits of a few greedy executives. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Pedersen
132 Bellehurst Drive
Rochester, NY 14617
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vivienne Hayes-Hobelsberger
3221 Thomas Rd
Cheyenne, WY 82009
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Seidman
924 Garden Way
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wendell Smith
4008 Sendero Penitente
Taos, NM 87571
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Adams
8 Oakshore
Cleveland, OH 44108
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dawn West
5313 Brandenbush Lane
Columbus, OH 43228
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jeff Davidson
229 Lehigh Ave
Swissvale, PA 15218
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marianne Corona
245 Cherry Hill Road
Middlefield, CT 06455
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeri Levitt
8 Lakeville Road
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Clark
4444 Woodview Dr. Ne
Cedar Rapids, IA 52411
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Stop selling our country’s natural legacy! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim Campion
4600 Bennett Valley Rd. Santa Rosa, Ca
Santa Rosa, CA 95404
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Gautrau
12 Old Lantern Road
New Milford, CT 06776
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gordon cronin
3 King Avenue
Florence, MA 01062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Seavey
119 Seavey Lane
Stroudsburg, NC 28360
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Simpson
264 E Main St
Wilkes Barre, PA 18705
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ronald Thomson
1962 Clinton Ave
Chambersburg, PA 17201
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Eaton
9 Main St. Apt. 3c
Westport, CT 06880
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Eng
39woodland Road
Wltham, MA 02451
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karolyn hatton
37-39 84 St
Jackson Heights, NY 11372
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Lederman
49b Hasting Avenue
Rutherford, NJ 07070
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nick Parise
1631 Church Ave
Scranton, PA 18508
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara C DANSKY
6302 Nw 166th Circle
Ridgefield, WA 98642
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Zeitman
41sunset Ave. #303
Venice, CA 90291
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Darrah hopper
Po Box 186
Chester, CA 96020
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathy Bledsoe
10151 Sw Washington St.
Portland, OR 97225
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Susan Wolfe
50 E Chestnut St.
Chicago, IL 60611
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

J pulits
1666 Waters Edge Drive
New Richmond, WI 54017
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Glenn Gawinowicz
806 Hunters Lane
Oreland, PA 19075
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Betsey Granda
112 Circadian Way
Chapel Hill, NC 27516
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lloyd Barnes
12115 Nest Court
Grand Island, FL 32735
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Why MORTGAGE the FUTURE? Let’s STOP!

Sincerely,

David ZAHRT
424 Tahoe Dr
Carson City, NV 89703
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sara Pokorny
2335 Nw High Lakes Loop
Bend, OR 97701
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Brandy Beerens
47 Sluyter St. Se
Grand Rapids, MI 49548
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce SAUNDERS
10807 Queen Anne Lane
Naples, FL 34109
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Joanne Watchie
330 Cordova St, #376
Pasadena, CA 91101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Ferrara
503 Coastal Rd.
Brooksville, Me, ME 04617
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Herbert Windel
1717 Marion Drive
Glendale, CA 91205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia D'Ambrosio
610-G San Gabriel Avenue
Albany, CA 94706
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Stevenson
3 Skye Way
Brooklin, ME 04616
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Dear President Obama, as a new American citizen, it saddens me that this wonderful country is choosing a path that destroys so much of what makes it special and strong: its environment, towns, health, and clean air and water. Please do NOT sign these permits as they will accelerate that which is toxic and destructive. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karina Sandweg
6808 E. Willetta St.
Scottsdale, AZ 85257
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Winifred Feise
2715 Carmelita Drive
Pittsburgh, PA 15241
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce Venezia
2004 Sabal Palm Drive
Edgewater, FL 32141
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teresa Winner
116 W. Mcpherson St.
Dayton, OH 45405
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William cruz
434 West 19th Street
New York, NY 10011
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shirley Rzasa
716 Highland Ave
Needham, MA 02494
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Jefferson
3333 Lang Ranch Parkway
Thousand Oaks, CA 91362
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerrilyn Gifford
3212 N. Talman
Chicago, IL 60618
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cherri Cowan
3610 Butternut Dr.
Loveland, CO 80538
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gerilyn Healey
Po Box 2862
Taos, NM 87571
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bob Mosher
142 Clay St
Sonoma, CA 95476
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Rudman
West End Ave.
N.Y., NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzy Finch
308 Carolina St
Bellingham, WA 98225
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Dickey
1601 Santa Clara
Richmond, CA 94804
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Dan Holloway
16956 Frank Ct.,
Los Gatos, CA 95032
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melinda Dastrup
554 Commonwealth Ave
Salt Lake City, UT 84106
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Williams
11207 N 56th Street
Tampa, FL 33617
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joy Bryden
5032 Se Guido Bocci Dr
Milwaukie, OR 97222
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Dimaria
9037 West 24th Street
Los Angeles, CA 90034
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Bear
507 W Coyote Drive
Silverthorne, CO 80498
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Bergdall
Po Box 408617
Chicago, IL 60640
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Hecker
8717 Wickersham St
San Antonio, TX 78254
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barry James
47-698 Alawiki Street
Kaneohe, HI 96744
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Brandon Powdhar
5550 Nottingham Ct
Dearborn, MI 48126
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanne Watkins
17 Seville A
Delray Beach, FL 33446
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lorrie Potash  
7408 Elms Rd  
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Berger
669 Alma Ave Apt 103
Oakland, CA 94610
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Exporting fracked natural gas amounts to polluting or threatening to pollute American communities for profit!

Sincerely,

Melissa Cline
11 Lawnridge Ave
Albany, NY 12208

CREDO Action 3736
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Merideth Taylor
19089 Pt. Lookout Rd.
Lexington Park, MD 20653
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Weil
1393 Grove Way
Concord, CA 94518
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Kaplan
41 Mackay Drive
Tenafly, NJ 07670
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie Patrick
2640 Pleasant Grove Road
Mifflinburg, PA 17844
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alan Journet
7113 Griffin Lane
Jacksonville, OR 97530
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Ranck
959 Santo Nino Pl
Santa Fe, NM 87501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Huddleston
2101 Shoreline Dr
Alameda, CA 94501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

They said it would last "US" 50 years so it would be un-American to block frac’d natural gas. Well why then are we going to export it, could it be greed for foreign currency to erase our trade deficit? I am in the middle of this in Columbiana County Ohio and blocked it on our farm. We will have the last woodland in the area, I wonder if we will be able to trust our well water supply though. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Carol Woodring 327 State Line, East Palesine (Unity Twp), Ohio USA

Sincerely,

Carol Woodring
327 State Line
East Palestine, OH 44413
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Unless and until fracking can be performed totally and completely risk-free to the environment and the global public interest, it should never be permitted and no incentives to export gas should be created. That day of total and complete risklessness of this dangerous and toxic process is not here for all the reasons below. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please exert your leadership and bully pulpit to stop this harmful industry NOW. The big fossil fuel companies should not make unconscionable profits at the expense of the world’s climate and its peoples.

Sincerely,

Madonna Starr
333 E 55th St Apt 12f
New York, NY 10022
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robyn Barnes
1211k Trillium Circle
Raleigh, NC 27606
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Lou Murphy
7 Keeler Avenue
Norwalk, CT 06854
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Clark Flint
7351 N. Winchester Ave.
Chicago, IL 60626
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Belen Garcia
368 W Cr 2160
Kingsville, TX 78363
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Adam Greenland
837 Talbot Drive
Morgan Hill, CA 95037
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Roberts
215 Avenue A
New York, NY 10009
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eloise Hill
529 Palace Ct Apt E
Alameda, CA 94501
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Eric Schwartz
20 Landry Rd
Somerset, NJ 08873
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Paqte
169 N Narwhal Loop Nw
Ocean Shores, WA 98569
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Merryl Newler
63 Lincoln Rd.
Monroe, NY 10950
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Myra boime
3559 Moore St
Los Angeles, CA 90066
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terrence Shelwood
312 Northclift Drive
Raleigh, NC 27609
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keisha Evans
1419 Camellia Drive
East Palo Alto, CA 94303
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Howald
13309 47th Dr Ne
Marysville, WA 98271
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ismet Kipchak
7 5th Street
Nesconset, NY 11767
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Lyons
245 Walhalla Rd
Columbus, OH 43202
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shirley Kane
103 Carey Rd
Corrales, NM 87048
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice Messino
48 Windermere Ave.
Ellington, CT 06029
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenneth And Penny Bruce
4203 North Morris Blvd
Shorewood, WI 53211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kriss Crowdis-Mann
1435 Elmore Ave
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Penelope White
899 Meadowlawn Dr Se
Salem, OR 97317
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Spitalny
Na
Phoenix, AZ 85023
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janeene Porcher
13568 W 23rd Pl
Golden, CO 80401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff Klein
700 Owl Court
Walled Lake, MI 48390
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allen Dohner
1515 S. Extension Road
Mesa, AZ 85210
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Hughes
48 Carmelita Ave
Mill Valley, CA 94941
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erik Daarstad
1504 Northshore Dr.
Sandpoint, ID 83864
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Slonneger
1109 Davenport St
Iowa City, IA 52245
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maggie Sheeser
3 Congress Street
Westport, NY 12993
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Reinhardt
21601 John Hyman Rd.
Fort Bragg, CA 95437
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Allowing fracked gas exports will result in higher natural gas prices for Americans. It will threaten the health of waterways and environment of my state of Oregon. It will claim and foul private lands through eminent domain. Pipelines and LNG plants on the Oregon coast are dangerous, as Oregon, a subduction zone, is subject to huge earthquakes. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Comnes
444 Park Ridge Pl
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rich Holtzin
990 St.
Albuquerque, NM 87104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Rice
77 Fieldstone Rd
Elkton, MD 21921
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Chan
20 Lauren Way
Rincon, GA 31326
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Francis Giontonio
320 Parmelee Hill Rd
Durham, CT 06422
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy egan
17 Edwards Av.
Westford, MA 01886
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathe Giffuni
East 27 Street
New York, NY 10016
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Brendel
630 Pleasant Street
Canton, MA 02021
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jorge Andromidas
780 Dexter St Apt 11
Denver, CO 80220
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Albert Zook
2922 W 55th Ave
Denver, CO 80221
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Heather Watts
5568 Se Flavel Drive
Portland, OR 97206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Silver
1829 Sea Oats Drive
Atlantic Beach, FL 32233
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Loren Abbey
101 Sterling Ct Apt 308
Roseville, CA 95661
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristan willits
1910 Virginia St.
Berkeley, CA 94709
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Yanke
3145 Muir Field Rdq
Madison, WI 53719
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard woodford
111 N Pierce St
Adams, WI 53910
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alice Ciuffo
675 Lewis St
Woodbridge, NJ 07095
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cree McCree
3728 Laurel St
New Orleans, LA 70115
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Corey Mesler
1954 Young
Memphis, TN 38104
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Norma Threadgill
494 Kirkwood Dr.
London, KY 40744
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randy Centner
7919 Jolain Dr.
Cincinnati, OH 45242
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Let us instead make our mark in the world by being at the forefront of exploring and refining renewable energy sources that enhance rather than cripple our beautiful planet.

Sincerely,

Eve Ilsen
1720 Lehigh St.
Boulder, CO 80305
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Irene Brown
144 Taylor Rd
Newland, NC 28657
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Hoffman
1227 Flora Glen Dr.
Sparks, NV 89434
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Keiser
278 Barbara Lane
Daly City, CA 94015
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Timothy Mieyal  
2740 Friar Drive  
Parma, OH 44134
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Skip Radau
1025 E. Alta Vista St.
Tucson, AZ 85719
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Freck
961 Amherst Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90049
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Kennedy
82 Country Club Dr
Elmira, NY 14905
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Strom
4110 N Lincoln Ave Unit 310
Chicago, IL 60618
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Asprooth
20 Netherton Rd.
Rochester, NY 14609
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Foster
13652 W Montana Ave
Lakewood, CO 80228
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrea Reed
6501 Brush Country Rd. #105
Austin, TX 78749
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan MacDonald
280 Headquarters Rd,
Erwinna, PA 18920
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Presky
2515 Alida St
Oakland, CA 94602
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Not only is fracking enormously destructive, its alleged benefit is very short lived. After 10-15 years, once useful land will be a wasteland, contaminated and unusable. You do not have to think too far into the future to imagine the consequences of serious reductions in the amount of clean freshwater available to people and ecosystems upon which we all depend, and the loss of land once used by people and non-human organisms and systems. Please think beyond short-term profits - we really are running out of time and environmental capability to absorb assaults. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kate Showers
920 Mohawk St Apt 123
Lewiston, NY 14092
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suz McLaughlin
670 Crystal Ave.
Frankfort, MI 49635
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Collins
315 N. Main
Pierson Station, IL 61929
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Dahl
10833 Hayden Ave.
New Port Richey, FL 34655
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Michael Reardon
1440 Chapin, Ste 200
Burlingame, CA 94010
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bea Donis
11714 Lakeaston Court Apt. 110
Tampa, FL 33626
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Carrie Smith
4 Redrock Ln.
Pomona, CA 91766
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Carlos Schomaker
6025 Macbeth Ln
Fort Myers, FL 33908
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff Hummel
3814 Sunnyside Ave N
Seattle, WA 98103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bernadette Pila
P.O.Box 17562
Seattle, WA 98127
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Irving
6843 East Harvard Ave
Denver, Co 80224, CO 80224
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Stocker
Box 559
Lagunitas, CA 94938
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Jensen
3824 165th Pl Se
Bellevue, WA 98008
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Delahanty
207 S.E. 172nd Ave.
Portland, OR 97233
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Celima
112 Manbeck Rd.
Bernville, PA 19506
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Toomey
4313 Elm
Lyons, IL 60534
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Bender
34 W. 36th St.
Woodland Park, NJ 07424
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Richardson
93 California St
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Hayworth
Po Box 970628
Ypsilanti, MI 48197
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jesse Baade
1022 S. Lola Ln.
Tempe, AZ 85281
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Christopher Sutler
1000 Pacheco Rd
Bakersfield, CA 93307
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We are already seeing the devastating impact that fracking has on our environment. Please reject applications to export fracked gas.

Sincerely,

Brenda Lee
Nelsonbark Ave.
Lakewood, CA 90712
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Hogan Sherrow
4240 Baker Rd
Albany, OH 45710
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heidi bean
100 Scholz Plaza # 110
Newport Beach, CA 92663
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. If there is excess natural gas and supplies are kept for domestic use, this should benefit US consumers by bringing prices down.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Sabin
1544 Winchell Ct.
East Lansing, MI 48823
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Slayter
3 Pleasant St
West Dennis, MA 02670
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jin Kim
20 Pine Street
New York, NY 10005
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alan Friedman
1908 Stamford Ln
Austin, TX 78703
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Wardell
236 Federal St
Philadelphia, PA 19147
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Margaret Rice
280 Chauncey Ave
Manchester, NH 03104
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Miller
5306 Abingdon Place
Austin, TX 78723
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Andress
2355 Cedar Lane
Vienna, VA 22182
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paige McAdoo
P.O.Box 884671
San Francisco, CA 94188
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Collins
1456 Glenlake
Chicago, IL 60660
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marion Frazier
429 Hart
Bklyn, NY 11221
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Howard Reese
Winding Trails Circle
Ofallon, MO 63366
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is using up our water supplies, polluting groundwater, and destroying communities. We need to dramatically curtail fracking, and perhaps even stop it completely. We definitely should not be taking action which would encourage even more of this suicidal practice. Please deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Joens
2500 Enfield Rd #1
Austin, TX 78703
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Luke Benfey
306 Elsie St
Sf, CA 94110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Glen Goodman
155 East 93rd St. Apt. 10d
New York, NY 10128
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michele Chollet
803 W 68th Terr
Kansas City, MO 64113
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim Pratt
1218 Lisenby Avenue
Panama City, FL 32401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eileen Grace
24360 N Oxford Oval
North Olmsted, OH 44070
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathleen Caffrey
883 Sonoma Ave (Rear)
Santa Rosa, CA 95404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Michelle Sewald
1401 Wewatta St. Unit 206
Denver, CO 80202
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Do we want a world for our grand-kids or not???

Sincerely,

Paki Wright
P O Box 172
Crestone, CO 81131
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brandy Flowers
131 Baridon St
Conway, AR 72034
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Gisbrecht
1517 S Van Ness Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90019
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Blastos
1681 Garden St.
Redlands, CA 92373
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Krause
3396 Paddington
Troy, MI 48084
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Philip Donnelly
105 Circular St.
Saratoga Springs, NY 12866
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Shawn Wilson
8440 Bradley Avenue
Sun Valley, CA 91352
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Karcz
3809 N Ravenswood
Chicago, IL 60613
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maria Jaunakais
216-03 Conner Drive
Chapel Hill, NC 27514
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julia Francis
297 Old Squaw Pass Rd
Evergreen, CO 80439
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phillip Bryant
4842 Se Antelope Hills Dr
Portland, OR 97080
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lauren Katz
406 Walnut Dr.
Streamwood, IL 60107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Glenn Wellman
133 S Flores St
Los Angeles, CA 90048
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Hamilton
6342 N Commercial Ave
Portland, OR 97217
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nehemiah Hankins
1900-6th Ave. Apt. #306
Rock Island, IL 61201
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Amy Gurvis
1518 N Elk Grove
Chicago, IL 60622
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim Gilchrist
2433 Nw Labiche Ln.
Bend, OR 97701
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andy Hudak III
801 Riverlakes Parkway
Whitefish, MT 59937
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Studies have proven that fracking is an unavoidably toxic process that threatens American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Represent this country and the people who live here. Not the oil companies. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

D Ashford
Po Box 507
Hurleyville, NY 12747
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Forbord
1 Lakeside Dr Apt 720
Oakland, CA 94612
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Judi Myers
761 St Joseph St
South Haven, MI 49090
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sue Von Theiss
1385 3rd Street
La Verne, CA 91750
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Zechlin
243 Pine St
Villa Park, IL 60181
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alorie Parkhill
62 Maynard Rd
Sudbury, MA 01776
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bridgid Persephone Newman-Henson
6321 Corgiat Dr S Suite#B
Seattle, WA 98108
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nick Cudzewicz  
2077 Chatham Dr.  
Wheaton, IL 60187
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Hart
579 Waller St.
San Francisco, CA 94117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronald Wasdin
1975 Rada Lane
North Port, FL 34288
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Corey Tapper
97 Java Street
Brooklyn, NY 11222
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine James-McNeill
20201 Blackburn Street
Saint Clair Shores, MI 48080
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Kimsey
815 Sw 9th
Sublimity, OR 97385
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Irene Pendze
308 E Thayer Street
Philadelphia, PA 19134
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jenna Matheny
2522 General Pershing St
New Orleans, LA 70115
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Hayhoe
4211 Morningside Rd.
Edina, MN 55416
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Wilson
7319 Belden St.
Philadelphia, PA 19111
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Von Bork
Po Box 1087
Langlois, OR 97450
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Skibell
1360 N Sandburg Ter Apt 1902
Chicago, IL 60610
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Nicholson
1737 Us Rt 9w Lot 4
Selkirk, NY 12158
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Encouraging "business as usual" is tantamount to national and planetary suicide.

Sincerely,

William Flank
1021 Hardscrabble Road
Chappaqua, NY 10514
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marcia Terry
4866 Wicopee Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90041
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Kirpes
377 Crandall Dr. Ne
Cedar Rapids, IA 52402
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Wilson
1655 Mission St #745
San Francisco, CA 94103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bart Farell
28 Fountain St.
Clinton, NY 13323
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jack Allen
26 S. 3rd St.
Lewisburg, PA 17837
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rick Baumhauer
15 Washington St Apt 5
Milford, CT 06460
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ray Martinez
527 N 5th Ave
Covina, CA 91723
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenneth N & Frances M Olson
15 Trestle Way
Dover, NH 03820
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Kozick
3220 Salal Lane Nw
Olympia, WA 98502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry Nelson
1010 W Richway Dr
Albert Lea, MN 56007
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheila Shearer
1821 Lincoln
Hood River, OR 97031
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Lynch
Street Address
City, FL 32506
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Meyer Jordan
403 W. Michigan Ave.
Pensacola, FL 32505
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tari Nicholson
729 Sterling Dr.
Martinez, CA 94553
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

George Meskus
424 33rd St
Richmond, CA 94804
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marcia Hopkins
713 Beechmont Rd
Lexington, KY 40502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tony fajdiga
1008 W. Castillo
Belen, NM 87002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Love
125 Farkas Lane
Las Vegas, NV 89145
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kimberly Popovich
3384 Whippoorwill Court
Jacksonville Beach, FL 32250
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Silverman
30 Rose Road
West Nyack, NY 10994
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The afterlife is what you leave the children of the earth with when you die.

Sincerely,

Zach Vietze
243 Henry St 7
City, NY 10002
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Carricart
293 Riverside Dr.
Nyc, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard manganiello
Tuazmango@Netzero.Net
City, AZ 85750
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Gayden
1620 Ne 162nd Ave
Vancouver, WA 98684
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Seagal
2450 Ne 209 Ter
Miami, FL 33180
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rita Moore
6 Fern Hollow
Mercer Island, WA 98040
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Br. Ken Homan, SJ
2502 Belmont Ave.
Bronx, NY 10458
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Ben Leipzig-Scott
733 N Formosa Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90046
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Boyer
1969 Lakefield Rd
Cedarburg, WI 53012
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Niranjan Patel
77-32-160th Street
Fresh Meadows, NY 11366
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Cleminshaw
2804 Woodland Avenue
Missoula, MT 59802
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Evan Perkins
2990 Eagle Way Apt 17
Boulder, CO 80301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Elzinga
812 Bennett Ave.
Glenwood Springs, CO 81601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Bolesh
907 Morley Potsdam Road
Potsdam, NY 13676
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Marchant
1633 Madison
Kansas City, MO 64108
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jayne Ritz
506 E. Jefferson St.
Little Falls, NY 13365
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Worley
805 N University Park Loop
Reno, NV 89512
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristen Quan
27320 Manon Ave Apt 20
Hayward, CA 94544
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Darrel Sewell
917 Pasadena Drive
Somerdale, NJ 08083
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Saul Schreier
6 Hancock Place
Somerset, NJ 08873
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Craig Weitzmon
1268 Brookline Ct
Naperville, IL 60563
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mala arkin
Po Box 11988
Honolulu, HI 96828
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Don Cornelius
P.O. Box 1727
Petersburg, AK 99833
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Barbara Hegarty
41-08, 43st
Sunnyside, NY 11104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dimitri Balazs
20604 Powder Horn Rd.
Hidden Valley Lake, CA 95467
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Forrest Hardy
3340 17th Ave South
Minneapolis, MN 55407
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jason Hill
7562 Erath St
Houston, TX 77023
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bob Dube
39 First St
Worcester, MA 01602
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elisabeth Wertheim
4150 Hana Hwy
Haiku, HI 96708
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Nelson-Holmes
6325 Old Log Trail
Kalamazoo, MI 49009
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Greg heist
1667 Slaterville Rd
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jesus Acosta-Hughes
400 W 6th Ave
Columbus, OH 43201
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roy Kiger
1312 Se 25th Terrace
Cape Coral, FL 33904
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Stop screwing up the environment, Mr. President. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dede Johnson
5015 Se Knight St
Portland, OR 97206
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Muriel Halloran
62 Douglas Pike
North Smithfield, RI 02896
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christina BERNARD
1723 Fisher Ave.
Chesapeake, VA 23320
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Joshua Blackfoot
2103 N Erie St.
Toledo, OH 43611
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Humphreys
26 Crescent St Apt 100
Northampton, MA 01060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. To condone such exports is, once again, supporting big business (the 1%) at the expense of American people as well as our soil and water. Please don’t support the poisoning of our people! Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Jurich
12667 N. Peach Ridge Rd.
Athens, OH 45701
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Giardino
953 W. Maple Ct
Louisville, CO 80027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

B Bonfield
1570 Highpoint Dr
Newark, OH 43055
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Wetzell
722 Monroe St
Evanston, IL 60202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Dahl
130 Frontage Road
Iola, WI 54945
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matt Harney
621 N.W. 19th St.
Oklahoma City, OK 73103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Chetkauskas
9 Pleasant Hill Ave
Boston, MA 02126
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michaela Redden  
8 Fraesco Lane  
Norwood, NJ 07648
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Sholtez
6705 Wellington Drive
Derby, NY 14047
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. This would be terrible for the environment and public health. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emma Venish
3517 Mocha Trail
Austin, TX 78728
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert sasser
1767 Hastings Mill Rd
Pittsburgh, PA 15241
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Felicia Bander
3400 S Barrington Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90066
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Meredith Bailey
7711 Ne 175th Street Unit D205
Kenmore, WA 98028
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Rosin
606 Broadway Ave, 511
Santa Monica, CA 90401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

L. Pendleton
241 Pauldine Way
Grants Pass, OR 97527
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Herb Schulsinger
16102 Pocono Street
Valinda, CA 91744
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Scheck
349 Washburn Rd
Spencer, NY 14883
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frances Blythe
555 Morgan Lane
Dixon, CA 95620
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jo' Hills
14 Disher Lane
Germantown, NY 12526
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allison Jones
2107 Van Ness
San Francisco, CA 94109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shereen Smith
11815 Alderpoint Rd.
Garberville, CA 95542
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

L. Johnson
Brenton Ct
Mountain View, CA 94043
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

John collins
2013 Schenectady Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11234
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Windheim
34 Everett St 7b
Concord, MA 01742
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I don’t believe this is the legacy that this administration would like to leave to future generations. I am concerned that our children and grand children will not thank us for this when they have to deal with the terrible impacts of climate change to their health and the environment. We can do better than this.

Sincerely,

Florence Carnahan
5626 State Highway 51
Burlington Flats, NY 13315
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Andrea Duran
3016 W. Prentice Ave. #F
Littleton, CO 80123
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Toler
4055 Eastwood Drive
Jackson, MS 39211
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roger Lohmann
36 Christman Court
Markham, On, WI 53703
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Do ANY ANY ANY of those pushing fracking live near or down wind a mile from fracking sites? I DOUBT it. The government seems inclined to support or allow many many things that increase health problems in this country...for whose sake is that! Whose interest is really at issue here?

Sincerely,

Cassandra Kimble
3558 Nyland
Lafayette, CO 80026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kathrine Anderson
20220 Elm Lane
Escondido, CA 92029
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Williams
318 E. 4th St.
The Dalles, OR 97058
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Traverso
15936 Hamlin
Markham, IL 60428
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Martin Dohmen
1300 Heritage Drive, Apt. 197
Northfield, MN 55057
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Florey
4409 Gordon Ave
Monona, WI 53716
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Louise Orlando
12 Arlington Place
Fair Lawn, NJ 07410
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Craig
1540 Mccoy St
Dallas, TX 75204
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Borok
34 Bridle Rd.
New Milford, CT 06776
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carole Smudin
P. O. Box 123
Bridgewater, MA 02324
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bob Prosser
7974 Evans Rd
Holland Patent, NY 13354
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angela Nielsen
129 Wood End Road
Newton Highlands, MA 02461
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Love katherine
1148 Beverly Road
Jenktown, PA 19046
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elaine Hultengren
1570 Aerial Way S. E.
Salem, OR 97302
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Louis Vuilleumier
4380 Route 6a
Cummaquid, MA 02637
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Carnel
37 Old Farm Road
Levittown, NY 11756
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Johnathan Eshleman
8009 New London Lane
Raleigh, NC 27613
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sergei Sutto
1957 Eastman Avenue
Green Bay, WI 54302
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claire Hartwell
4720 Sw Beech Drive
Beaverton, OR 97005
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian mattson
773 Sun Lane
Novato, CA 94947
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hed Yaron
Eche
Zuri, AL 36544
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gayle Crist
420 Belmont Avenue
Doylestown, PA 18901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Blakely
637 Bangs Rd
Churchville, NY 14428
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah K Tash
4248 - 20th Street, #4
San Francisco, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Zane Taylor
3108 Ne Alberta #7
Portland, OR 97211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Savini
1214 Chapel Road
Monaca, PA 15061
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lucy Hanouille
10508 Walpole Lane
Austin, TX 78739
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Precit
5758 Geary Blvd
San Francisco, CA 94121
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Twentyman
35236 Minuet Drive
Palm Desert, CA 92211
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Rabbi Schein
139 E Mt Pleasant Ave
Philadelphia, PA 19119
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristian Lopez
3348 N. Central Ave.
Chicago, IL 60634
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We need an energy policy that is sustainable, that helps provide for a cleaner, healthier environment.

Sincerely,

Bruce Calabro
32 Church Road
Airmont, NY 10952
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Gregory Johnson
2700 Hearst Ave 8d46c
Berkeley, CA 94720
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pat murphy
Street Address
Storrs-Mansfield, CT 06268
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Martha Vest
63 Fairview Avenue S.
St. Paul, MN 55105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie Nickerson
320 Washington Ave
Kenmore, NY 14217
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Wise
1610 E. Cache La Poudre
Colorado Springs, CO 80909
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tate peterson
6634 Ne Alameda St
Portland, OR 97213
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Let us pursue clean, safe energy sources.

Sincerely,

Barbara Juszkiewicz
600 Doat St.
Buffalo, NY 14211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alan Taylor
10246 N Smith St
Portland, OR 97203
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Lappo
10237 Fernglen Ave., Apt. #203
Tujunga, CA 91042
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerrold Milstein
5007 Lakehurst Lane Se
Bellevue, WA 98006
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Lindsay
282 E 18th
Eugene, OR 97401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kathleen Harder
1375 Berkeley Ave
Saint Paul, MN 55105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kerry Russo
20859 Hollywood
Harper Woods, MI 48225
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Saraphine metis
13 Cnty Rd 6
Grand Marais, MN 55604
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jeannine Broadwell
5430 Waterperry Place
Dublin, CA 94568
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sally Hinshaw
1573 Kirkley Rd.
Columbus, OH 43221
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Enid Futterman
661 Route 23
Craryville, NY 12521
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amber Wheat
1903 Carnegie Lane
Redondo Beach, CA 90278
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Naomi Binzen
P.O. Box 823
Woodacre, CA 94973
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Jones
913 Beaver Bank Circle
Towson, MD 21286
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Rebecca Sundberg
830 Gleason Lane
Langley, WA 98260
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Yao
520xford Rd.
New Hartford, NY 13413
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Grimsley
19381 Vincent Dr.
Oregon City, OR 97045
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

R.D. Peterson, Ph D
Magnolia
Floral City, FL 34436
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cary Anderson
3848 45th Ave S
Minneapolis, MN 55406
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Slote
4310 Beach Ridge Rd
Pendleton, NY 14120
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Whittington
7637 Lindbergh Dr
St. Louis, MO 63117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. You need to SLOW DOWN on this What happened to GREEN ENERGY???

Sincerely,

Mary Pantaleo
7 Black Duck Drive
Center Moriches Ny, NY 11934
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Duran
13 W 4th St
New York, NY 10012
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martin Minard
10440 Pamplona St Nw
Albuquerque, NM 87114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Greeno
19041 46th Ave S
Seatac, WA 98188
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roberta Smith
6545 Cr 110
Salida, CO 81201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adina Parsley
709 W Wiser Lake Rd
Ferndale, WA 98248
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hillary Davis
118541 N. Miller Road
Scottsdale, AZ 85260
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shelley siegel
614 10th Street
Santa Monica, CA 90402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Gershanoff
118 Newton St.
Weston, MA 02493
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Bonar
Pob 1596
Kalama, WA 98625
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lee Trapp
1131 Vincent St
Findlay, OH 45840
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. DO NOT CONTAMINATE OUR ENVIRONMENT!

Sincerely,

Michael Beck
868 Milton Street
Oakland, CA 94607
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.  

Sincerely,  

Nicolas Lubitz  
Deichort 10  
Meppen, CA 90095
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jose hernandez
1951 Ofarrell St
San Francisco, CA 94115
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

M Solomon II
3908 Rauch St
Harrisburg, PA 17109
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Richard Khanlian
2744 Herradura Rd.
Santa Fe, NM 87505
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Meghan Trammell
2085 E. 116th Dr.
Northglenn, CO 80233
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

P Buchanan
945 19 Road
Fruita, CO 81521
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy McKinney
4223 Sw Spratt Way
Beaverton, OR 97007
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken Baer
91 6th Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11217
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Tony Sachs
4065 Oakmore
Oakland, CA 94602
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Enough said; at what point do we curb the obvious and substantial abuse?

Sincerely,

Deborah Gengler
3225 14th Ave Se
Albany, OR 97322
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jason Holtz
3536 32nd Ave. South
Minneapolis, MN 55406
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Six
21 W High St
Middletown, PA 17057
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheila Kolodny
98 Riverside Dr.
New York, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Johnathon Holroyd
6286 Sw Plymouth Dr.
Corvallis, OR 97333
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pl Cupp
1047 Hoomau St.
Wailuku, HI 96793
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

S Mitchell
586 Williamsburg
Wheeling, IL 60090
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Hanson
7630 Leyden Lane
Commerce City, CO 80022
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathryn mohan
17 Blossom Rd.
Suffern, NY 10901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Adler
2015 W Berwyn
Chicago, IL 60625
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elvira Targon
3590 Middle Country Road
Calverton, NY 11933
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Benjamin Axt
435 N. Frederic Street
Burbank, CA 91505
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. GREEN ENERGY NOW. MAKE AFFORDABLE FOR RESIDENTIAL USE TO ALL WITH MASIVE TAX CREDITS AND BUY USA CLAUSE PLEASE.

Sincerely,

Louis Fischer
10s110 Leonard Drive
Willowbrook, IL 60527
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stewart Crank
1421 Bethel Methodist Rd.
Burlington, NC 27217
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elaine Williams  
108 Ampel Ave.  
N. Bellmore, NY 11710
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Orion
1107 23rd Street
Sacramento, CA 95816
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barnie Graca
663 Cattail Rd
Livingston Manor, NY 12758
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Isaac Motola
975 E Union St, #104
Pasadena, CA 91106
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Wagner
6600 Old Zaring Rd.
Crestwood, KY 40014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andra Fischgrund
5200 Waterstone Dr
Boulder, CO 80301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Grace Legates
910 1/2 Vine Street
Chelsea, OK 74016
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jedidiah Morrison
219 Trees Ct
Silverton, OR 97381
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patty Dimech
140 Seabrook Drive
Williamsville, NY 14221
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Shelley vickery
2235 Elizabeth Dr
Brandon, FL 33510
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ralph Mihelich
5301 Wilby St
Shelby Township, MI 48317
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Frack not!

Sincerely,

Joanne Lowery
412 Evelyn Ave.
Kalamazoo, MI 49001
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Needham
5 Manor Place
East Brunswick, NJ 08816
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen furstner
93995 Marcola Rd
Marcola, OR 97454
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martin Weinhous
2898 Lee Pl
Bellmore, NY 11710
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beatriz Halfon
345 Prospect Ave
Hackensack, NJ 07601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Way too much of a risk!!!

Sincerely,

Gayle Dunkelberger
18 Anderson Rd.
Katonah, NY 10536
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Twombly
14014 Moorpark St. Apt 201
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harriet rosenman
965 Eastwood Road
Glencoe, IL 60022
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Delores Edwards  
1858 Cody Road  
St Paul, NE 68873
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Bierhorst
155 Watson Hollow Rd
West Shokan, NY 12494
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis Trembly
880 West 1st St. #301
Los Angeles, CA 90012
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Shelley Adams
2700 Echo Valley Dr.
Little Rock, AR 72227
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Javier Dominguez
243 West 70th Street
New York, NY 10023
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Finch
432 Highland Blvd
Bremen, OH 43107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wil Toole
406 Lincoln St
Dupont, PA 18641
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Nicholas Feltch
58 Maspeth Ave, Apt 3f
Brooklyn, NY 11211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bobbie Hodgdon
18410 Priory Avenue
Minnetonka, MN 55345
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brent Supperstein
3104 Leslie Dr
Cos, CO 80909
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking must be stopped!

Sincerely,

Geoffrey h
486 Greenwich Street
New York, NY 10013
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peg Parham
708 South Elam Avenue
Greensboro, NC 27403
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Michele Caine
401 S 162nd E Ave
Tulsa, OK 74108
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Reilly
30 Cottage Park Road
Winthrop, MA 02152
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Demetriade
1695 Moorhouse
Ferndale, MI 48220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. The climate crisis is already to the point of increasing global average temperatures, which ensures increased frequency and strength of weather events, such as the droughts & storms of 2012. The US is the global leader of emissions of climate disrupting gases, and potential leader of global policies to decrease those emissions. If you do not reject applications to export fracked gas, the climate has virtually no chance, and the US will be responsible for unleashing climate chaos for future generations. Please, protect future generations and stand up to the fossil fuel industry. Please deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lara Wright, MD
1165 Santa Fe Ave.
Albany, CA 94706
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chyrl Russell
28099 Lachen Rd.
Lake Arrowhead, CA 92352
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Birkenshaw
22 Beacon Ave
Newburyport, MA 01950
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jason Cooper
375 Orchard Street
Brattleboro, VT 05301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Thompson
133 Sycamore St.
Cary, NC 27513
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Nicole Van Pelt
5154 N Clark St # 407
Chicago, IL 60640
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Szymanowski
P.O. Box 74
Curtice, OH 43412
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Hecht
509 Pomona Avenue
Albany, CA 94706
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathie Daviau
216 Lexington Drive
Billings, MT 59102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Thomas
214 Old Churchmans Road
New Castle, DE 19720
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff L
1118 Pine Needle Lane
Traverse City, MI 49686
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Thrailkill
426 Martin St
Longmont, CO 80501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ed Immar
632 Washington St
Braintree, MA 02184
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Trent
103 Moya Road
Santa Fe, NM 87508
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ardith Arrington
9538 Phinney Ave N
Seattle, WA 98103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Williams
1623 Military Rd #297
Niagara Falls, NY 14304
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Frances Chapman
107 Broadway
Brooklyn, NY 11211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Filip Tufvesson
694 Metropolitan Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11211
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marty Slade
11 Oak Lane
Killingworth, CT 06419
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Todd Sargent
Po Box 82095
Portland, OR 97282
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Verchot
4905 Osage Dr. Apt. 223
Boulder, CO 80303
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sylvie Asselin
4631 Alla Road
Marina Del Rey, CA 90292
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Capasso
1746 York Hill Rd.
Lincoln, VT 05443
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Freda murray
21 Exchange St 6e
Binghamton, NY 13901
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alyssa Trumper
660 Riverside Drive
New York, NY 10031
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Almoslino
2707 Ne 95th St
Seattle, WA 98115
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roger Knuth
8520 Sand Lake Rd
Harshaw, WI 54529
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Demos
25 Crescent Ave
Peaks Island, ME 04108
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jill Mulford
1221 Arden Street
Longwood, FL 32750
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Schnakenberg
1604 Denniston St
Pittsburgh, PA 15217
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shirley Davis
64 Gardner Road
Orono, ME 04473
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Mitchell
80 Stratford Place, Ne
Atlanta, GA 30342
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James And Kathleen Stark
03529 Rd F-50
Edgerton, OH 43517
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dwayne Hale
9401 N.W. 10 St.
Pembroke Pines, FL 33024
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Hughes Gignoux
201 West 89 Street
New York, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sita Likuski
1640 Stanley Dollar Dr., 1a
Walnut Creak, CA 94595
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vickie Warren
543 E Longfellow St
Spokane, WA 99207
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane McDonald
3609 State St
Erie, PA 16508
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Madelyn DuChene
221 Pennsylvania Avenue
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33312
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The role of government is to do the most good for the most people and the environment for the longest time. By not shipping natural gas overseas you greatly reduce the many related threats to our environment some of which will greatly assist the average American who lives under the threat of both air and water pollution which this form of extraction produces. This will also be an indirect statement in favor of investing in renewable energy sources which could lead to more jobs in the USA.

Sincerely,

Ken crawbuck
37 Blue Camas Lane
Friday Harbor, WA 98250
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victoria Spiers
2124 Mckinley Avenue, Apt#1
Berkeley, CA 94703
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rick Gaffney
6 Fieldstone Rd
W Poland, ME 04291
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha White
3950 N. Lake Shore Dr., #1203
Chicago, IL 60613
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Martin
105 Point Cove Rd
Savannah, GA 31410
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Wes Holing
1661 11th St #A
Oakland, CA 94607
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rev. Charles Grindle
12 Day Street #223
Kennebunk, ME 04043
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Nyanza Gregg
Dekalb
Brooklyn, NY 11205
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Goldman
1949 Livonia Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90034
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Mr. President, Climate change will be the pinnacle issue of your daughters lives. It is time for the United States of America to be a participant and leader in halting the activities that accelerate climate change. I am ashamed of our lack of cooperation and leadership on this global issue. It is time for us to be a good neighbor and be leaders. Fracking releases huge amounts of methane - the most aggressive accelerator of climate change. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice Buton
3058 Slaterville Road
Brooktondale, NY 14817
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Wortendyke
611 North Midland Avenue
Upper Nyack, NY 10960
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Benjamin Fennell
2208 Misskelly Dr.
Raleigh, NC 27612
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Strandtmann
#1 Mary / Pob 182
Maxwell, TX 78656
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Konitshek
"690 Jones Hill Rd, Lot #14"
West Haven, CT 06516
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dave Rawcliffe
1089 Bluebell Drive #1304
Livermore, CA 94551
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carl Ham
117 North Marquette Street, #1
Madison, WI 53704
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Cortesi
Po Box 156
Coon Valley, WI 54623
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Surely much of the gas comes from public lands and the public will be left with the aftermath.

Sincerely,

Christopher Marrs
157 Haada Laas Rd.
Port Townsend, WA 98368
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Robert Shippee
13000 Trinity Ct
Richmond, VA 23233
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Dineen
Katherine Dineen
929 N. Astor St. Unit 203, WI 53202
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Louis Anipen
3211 W. Swann Ave. Unit 1110
Tampa, FL 33609
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Ferguson
1151 Walnut Street
Berkeley, CA 94707
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dewitt Lobrano
6016 Theles Dr
Mobile, AL 36693
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Tony briggs
11025 Kuhlman Rd
Olympia, WA 98513
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Russell Meister
264 Hard Hill Road North
Bethlehem, CT 06751
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lois McDonald
59 Norwood Drive
Gillette, NJ 07933
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Tognetti
52 Fitzgerald Court
Monroe, NY 10950
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arifa Goodman
Po Box 303
San Cristobal, NM 87564
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Manny Diaz
1175 North Blackmoor Dr.
Murrells Inlet, SC 29576
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marijeanne Sarraille
Declines 2 State
Pittsburg, CA 94565
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Dellapenna
2 Fairway Drive
Malvern, PA 19355
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marjorie Engel
3638 Shady Elm Rd
Los Angeles, CA 91604
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Caroline Worthington
80 La Salle Street
New York, NY 10027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dr. Jill Kuhn
1521 Carmela Ct.
Fort Collins, CO 80526
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Abernathy
1625 S. Birch St. #905
Denver, CO 80222
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jana Wells
4215 N Spyglass Cir
Wichita, KS 67226
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Meisenholder
716 Highland Ave.
Manhattan Beach, CA 90266
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Gall
17 Damian Road
Wheeling, WV 26003
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Valery McNally
275 Timber Lane
Boulder, CO 80304
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marcel Poisot
4418 Leeland St
Houston, TX 77023
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Stebbins
241 Grace Ave.
Newark, NY 14513
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Schneider
398a Ninth St.
Brooklyn, NY 11215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heather Westphal
209 Jacquot St Apt 8
Hortonville, WI 54944
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Snodgrass
2960 Silvercreek Rd #127
Bullhead City, AZ 86442
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Unterweger
5 Hanna Lane, Unit 1
Beacon, NY 12508
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. It takes millions of gallons of water to frack just one horizontal well, and there is no good, commercially feasible way, to clean up the resultant wastewater once it has been used in the fracking process. Given the fact that there are many places in our country, let alone across the world, that desperately need water, it is unconscionable to use our water - an invaluable natural resource - in a manner that will make in unusable by us and must, instead, become polluted beyond reasonable expectation of being cleaned up and reusable once again. This is only one aspect of the fracking process that makes it a completely undesirable way to obtain energy. Given the devastation that this process wreaks on the water and air of the communities in which it takes place, not only should we not be exporting fracked gas to other countries while ruining our own country, but no further fracking should be permitted in any of the 50 United States.

Sincerely,

Laurine Fox
215 East 76th Street, #2d
New York, NY 10021
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sara Preisig
911 Summit Dr
Cheney, WA 99004
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alexander Landry
Pob 7625
Portland, ME 04112
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Janos Csoma
12123 Culver Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90066
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicholas Dines
9 North Street, Po Box 773
Box 773, MA 01096
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janis Calais
Po Box 446
Jackson, CA 95642
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tammy Douglas
28-12 36th Street
Astoria, NY 11103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Poling
Stoney Brook Lane
Marlton, NJ 08053
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Meredith Hagie
1242 Dockside Drive
Lutz, FL 33559
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emi Stanley
3822 24th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marvin Verano
1520 Greenwood
Wilmette, IL 60091
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Casella
1900 Vine Street
Los Angeles, CA 90068
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jesse Pires
3447 Sunnyside Ave.
Philadelphia, PA 19129
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Katie Romstedt
2427
Dayton, OH 45342
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Nelson
1135 Willow Green Circle
Eau Claire, WI 54701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Holly Green
2009 I Ave
Anacortes, WA 98221
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Cosby
321 East Main Street
Walla Walla, WA 99362
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Sykes
1331 Dutch Road
Fairview, PA 16415
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Johnny Townsend
10020 59th Ave S
Seattle, WA 98178
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Rodenz
150 5th Ave Se, Apt 4
Spring Grove, MN 55974
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Flo Wilder
P O Box 436
Hancock, ME 04640
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Derek Andersen
11385 Sw Royal Villa Dr.
Tigard, OR 97224
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Leonard
2645 Bardstown Rd.
St. Catharine, KY 40061
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Fairless
76 Liberty Corner Road
Warren, NJ 07059
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Kallas
4125 N Colonial Ave
Portland, OR 97217
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Peter Horn
3969 Natchez Drive
Vestavia Hills, AL 35243
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry Bogolub
1424 Lincoln Avenue
St. Paul, MN 55105
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Whitney Childress
126 Blue Creek Dr.
Dripping Springs, TX 78620
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lian Chang
473 Fdr Drive, Apt.K1505
New York, NY 10002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

G. DeAnnuntis
5502 Houghton St.
Philadelphia, PA 19128
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andre Mirabelli
70 Wooster Street
New York, NY 10012
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Waldbauer
299 S Harrison St Apt 7bw
East Orange, NJ 07018
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Schutzius
3150 Newgate
Florissant, MO 63033
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Sarratt
3438 Coleman Street
Columbia, SC 29205
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lu kovalick
4572 El Lago Ct
Oakley, CA 94561
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Volcko
803 Crow Hill Rd
Skaneateles, NY 13152
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie Carson
60 Cherry Lane
Doylestown, PA 18901
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Colburn
235 Cary Drive
Auburn, AL 36830
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Galen Sjostrom
2882 Humboldt Ave S, Apt. 1
Minneapolis, MN 55408
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeremy Noble
229 Spivey Mountain Road
Asheville, NC 28806
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stella Belikiewicz
141 W 116th St, Apt 3b
New York, NY 10026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronda Good
2315 B Street
Bellingham, WA 98225
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Candice Bauer
1035 Stafford Road
Shortsville, NY 14548
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carla DAVIS
777 Meadowseet Dr
Corte Madera, CA 94925
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Holly Crawford
1609 Cascade Overlook
Peachtree City, GA 30269
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jake Gutman
1100 Via De La Paz
Pacific Palisades, CA 90272
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Pauley
414 Malden Ave. East # D
Seattle, WA 98112
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randy Kisling
2136 Allen Blvd. #2
Middleton, WI 53562
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shanti Colangelo-Curran
733 E Anapamu Street, #9
Santa Barbara, CA 93103
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bj sucidlo
Sandpiper
West Palm, FL 33411
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeri Pollock
590 Buena Loma
Altadena, CA 91001
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sonia West
1909 Jo Mac Rd.
Chapel Hill, NC 27516
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dana McCurdy
18 48th St.
Weehawken, NJ 07086
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karina Salgado
2508 Sw 35th Pl. Apt. 8-B
Coral Gables, FL 33134
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karl M. Levin
20959 Elkwood Street
Canoga Park, CA 91304
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Einar Brendalen
2 Northside Piers
Brooklyn, NY 11249
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Steve townsell
P O Box 2372
Austin, TX 78768
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stuart wexelbaum
144 N 11th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11211
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Gordon
20 Secor Pl Apt 1a
Yonkers, NY 10704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please consider very carefully the future of the planet and the quality of life and health of the people of America.

Sincerely,

Carol Halsey
359 Big John Road
Lyons, CO 80540
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Beatty
2063 Begonia St
Casper, WY 82604
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Stark
108 Fulling Mill Ln
Ridgefield, CT 06877
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Sheridan
P O Box 1223
Mechanicsburg, PA 17055
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dana Callen
1101 National Ave 2325
San Bruno, CA 94066
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Montgomery
240 Camino De Las Huertas
Placitas, NM 87043
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurel Starr
697 Somerset Dr
Golden, CO 80401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Luke Barlowe
109 Coventry Lane
Bardstown, KY 40004
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Teresa Reynolds
1020 Summit Ave
Jersey City, NJ 07307
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Liza West
557 E Tujunga Ave.
Burbank, CA 91501
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Lonnie Petrie
5274 Monte Vista Dr
Colorado City, CO 81019
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Griffith
1601 Loma Alta
Altadena, CA 91001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Salinger
302 Acadia Dr.
Madison, WI 53717
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking pollutes our water. This is a terrible idea. We need protection against companies whose only interest is their own profit.

Sincerely,

Judith Green
Ellis St.
Bellingham, WA 98225
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Norman Haussner
3113 Blazing Star Trail
Cedar Park, TX 78613
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alice Fae
161 Leaming Ave #307
Castle Rock, CA 95248
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Timothy Bridge
1716 N. 125th St
Seattle, WA 98133
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Garrett ribble
979 Clendenning Road
Lindley, NY 14858
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracting in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Earl HUCKLEBERRY
9946 Liberty St. Ext.
Meadville, PA 16335
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Holowczak
7937 W Fletcher St
Elmwood Park, IL 60707
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Gregory Peebles
1134 A Castro
San Francisco, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheila Palevsky
215 W 98th Street
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Morgan Clark
203 Academy St
South Orange, NJ 07079
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mostyn Thayer
2372 Se Grand Drive
Port St. Lucie, FL 34952
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Katz
408 Barton
Evanston, IL 60202
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Meghan McGowan
May
Norton, MA 02766
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Gledhill
Hc 69 Box B8
Embudo, NM 87531
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Brotherton
1209 Monte Sano Avel #11
Augusta, GA 30904
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Galvan
Godfrey
East Thetford, VT 05043
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doug Yeomans
6585 East Webster Rd.
Orchard Park, NY 14127
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jonah Weinberg
2399 Euclid Heights Blvd. #1
Cleveland Heights, OH 44106
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Taylor
6940 Ryan Dr # B
Austin, TX 78757
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael JEFFRIES
16101 Ne 30th Ave
Ridgefield, WA 98642
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Zagray
7910 Twin Hills Rd.
Streetsboro, OH 44241
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Loomba
24 Pleasant Ridge Road
Valhalla, NY 10595
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claudia Whitman
12200 Road 41.9
Mancos, CO 81328
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matthew Iribarne
1953 Ofarrell Street
San Francisco, CA 94115
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristina Thagard  
65 E North St  
Newark, OH 43055
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Anderson
7100 W. 85th. St. #1
Westchester, CA 90045
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Williams
3318 Shoshone St
Denver, CO 80211
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Koelling
492 Alice Drive
Melbourne, FL 32935
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marie Napolitano
290 Manhattan Ave
Hawthorne, NY 10532
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Peggy Cope
2601 Scofield Ridge Pkwy
Austin, TX 78727
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Please decide and base policy on scientific fact, not the hysteria of overwrought environmentalists like Credo activists.

Sincerely,

Gale Ormiston
2117 Utah St.
St. Louis, MO 63118
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Copp
13856 West Waddell Rd.
Surprise, AZ 85379
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Judy Tesch
14096 Fillmore Ave
Pt Charlotte, FL 33981
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joy Virden
155 7th North Street
Syracuse, NY 13208
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

M Guerry
302 East 15th Avenue
Cordele, GA 31015
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carrie weil
1959 Cloverfield Blvd. #217
Santa Monica, CA 90404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Wong
5827 Marshall St
Oakland, CA 94608
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Meagan Cihlar
1309 E 10th St
Merrill, WI 54452
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie jordan
Po Box 643907
Los Angeles, CA 90064
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edwin Philbrook  
11 Proctor Ave  
Latham, NY 12110
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Donnell
104 Avenida De Las Casas
Santa Fe, NM 87506
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Smith
10 Weston Ave Apt 335
Quincy, MA 02170
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Luckowski
113 N Five Pts Rd
West Chester, PA 19380 4732
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heather Seese
15139 Se Powell Blvd
Portland, OR 97236
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlene Root
8634 Friends Avenue
Whittier, CA 90602
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Scallen
22959 Shelburne Road
Shaker Heights, OH 44122
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Singleterry
1508 N Mesa Rd
Belen, NM 87002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol McCarthy
2220 Ramsey Circle
Schaumburg, IL 60194
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anna Blake
8023 S. 113th St.
Seattle, WA 98178
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas that is mined through high volume water and chemical fracking.

Sincerely,

Ira Rabois
213 Tupper Road
Spencer, NY 14883
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Pat Adler
773 South St.
Brattleboro, VT 05301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kelley Burnett
1024 Nw Conklin Ave
Grants Pass, OR 97526
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roy Wright
1477 Us Route 4
Orange, NH 03741
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Fewster
305 West Monument Street
Baltimore, MD 21201
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dalyn ortega
2516 N Longmore St
Chandler, AZ 85224
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Steven hOFFMAN
8528 Park Heights Ave
Baltimore, MD 21208
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Mansueto
1620 Ne 56th St
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33334
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brenda Thacker
1660 Saint Denis St
Florissant, MO 63033
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

David Zello
332c Wimbledon Chase
Chesapeake, VA 23320
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Erlich
4000 Terra Vista Way
Sacramento, CA 95821
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Miriam Olsen
P.O. 417
Rockport, TX 78381
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Besides, didn’t you give the go-ahead for increased gas exploration to benefit our own country’s energy needs?

Sincerely,

Debbie Dominguez
885 Salem St.
Malden, MA 02148
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Steele
5519 E Timberview Ct
Wilmington, DE 19808
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mary Chesterman
461 W 44th St. #5-C
Manhattan, NY 10036
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Silvia Tennenbaum
763 Springs Fireplace Rd.
East Hampton, NY 11937
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sally Elesby
555 Jean St. #430
Oakland, CA 94610
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Schwartz
2049 Flat River Rd.
Coventry, RI 02816
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Coates
4007 Harbor Ridge N.E.
Tacoma, WA 98422
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Fraley
1815 Palma Sola Blvd.
Bradenton, FL 34209
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Monica Bakker
815 Bertsch Drive
Holland, MI 49423
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Lemlin
700 Liberty Drive
Fairfield, IA 52556
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dona Horine
Street Address
City, OR 97302
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Haney
2925 Brookwood Drive
Napa, CA 94558
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurel Campbell
Pobox 868
Harwich, MA 02645
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andy McNutt
5815 Orchard Creek Lane
Boulder, CO 80301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Please do NOT approve any permits to ship any fossil fuels offshore, OR to further develop drilling and distribution resources here. We MUST put all our efforts into noncombustible energy production from now on.

Sincerely,

James Maddox
3495 Tanager Circle
Concord, CA 94520
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kris Brooks
718 S.Balsam Dr.
Elkhorn, WI 53121
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Nora
Po Box 299
Westcliffe, CO 81252
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Sarah Dow
92 Newton St.
Brookline, MA 02445
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurinda Grytness
1608 Fern St Sw
Olympia, WA 98502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Mitchell
520 Second Ave
New York, NY 10016
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rene Ontivero Jr
196 East 13 Street
Hialeah, FL 33010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Rogers
3000 Calle De Alamo Nw
Albuquerque, NM 87104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Jacobson
648 S Pennsylvania St.
Denver, CO 80209
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Williamson
297 Glennie Irvin Road
Semora, NC 27343
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Rodenhiser
150 Lewis Street
Lynn, MA 01902
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roshelle McDevitt
13370 Almond
Fort Myers, FL 33908
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Stop the madness!

Sincerely,

Deborah Doyle
134 Coffee Bluff
Laceys Spring, AL 35754
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Kawa
343 Joel Blvd
Lehigh Acres, FL 33936
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Sheehy
4727 Alpine Dr.
Klamath Falls, OR 97603
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jason Evans
151 S Pleasant Grove Blvd Unit 1
Pleasant Grove, UT 84062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charleen Jaffe
4023 W. Horatio St.
Tampa, FL 33609
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claudia Schaer
221 Seaman Ave. Apt. F14
New York, NY 10034
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Silman
1 Sidney Pl'
Brooklyn, NY 11201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marcia Dier
23053 South Redland Road
Estacada, OR 97023
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mark Maxwell
7033 Ramsgate Pl. #B
Los Angeles, CA 90045
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Dane Williams
4840 Ascot Drive
Atlanta, GA 30319
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dave Moir
2077 Calle Contento
Santa Fe, NM 87505
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy DeLosier
14654 Ford Ave.
Allen Park, MI 48101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Clarkson
680 Northbrook Way
Webster, NY 14580
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adelaide Kent
233 E 69th St Apt 9g
New York, NY 10021
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joshua Gooch
9 Cottage St Lowr
Buffalo, NY 14201
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Don Burns  
250 Rolling Hills Road  
Sedona, AZ 86336
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Georges
8039 North Kilbourn Avenue
Skokie, IL 60076
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jon Shelley
8044 Sw 10th Ave
Portland, OR 97219
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

James Bemis
2720 Pennyl Lane
Rogers, AR 72758
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Penny peters
12203 Maplewood Ave
Edmonds, WA 98026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Robinette
Po Box 5249
Kent, WA 98064
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

There are enough fossil fuels already on reserve to ruin our planet; let’s not speed that up!

Sincerely,

Jonathan Lien
2135 Budd St
Maple Plain, MN 55359
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Andrew somers
4318e.Presidio Rd
Tucson, AZ 85712
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Porter
Po Box 661
Bar Mills, ME 04004
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alan Wilde
Clarksville Road
Princeton Jct., NJ 08550
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Scherer
13 Lake Baldwin Drive
Pennington, NJ 08534
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shoshanna Grunwald
4826 Osage Ave
Philadelphia, PA 19143
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Murdock
4306 Lemon Rd Ne
Olympia, WA 98506
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Richard Landis
500 Glenwood Ave
Williamsport, PA 17701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melany Telleen
418 5th St Apt 1w
Wilmette, IL 60091
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Craghill
Mount Crescent
Halifax, NY 11940
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Wynne
2031 Mills Ave
Cincinnati, OH 45212
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angeline Albright
P. O. Bpx 2326
Cleveland, GA 30528
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jason Kelly
14 Heritage Rd
Columbia, CT 06237
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jan Justice
4604 Rosedale
Austin, TX 78756
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ed rubino
5131 E Whitton Ave
Phoenix, AZ 85018
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joel Dech
240 Broad St.
San Francisco, CA 94112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Zhila sajadi
17552 Gledhill
Northridge, CA 91325
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Natasha Brown
241-06 148th Drive, 2nd Floor
Rosedale, NY 11422
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Coreno
266 Race Street
Berea, OH 44017
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Suzanne Ream
1005 Main St., #1104
Pawtucket, RI 02860
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Guy Seward
121 W Stardust Ln Shelton, Wa
Shelton, WA 98584
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Josephine Girardin
27 Reilly Street
West Islip, NY 11795
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Carolyn Turner
259 River Woods Lane
Burnsville, MN 55337
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Hartwell
57 Cedar St
Worcester, MA 01609
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chloe Lazarus
390 Illington Rd
Kitchawan, NY 10562
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Roxanne Rogers
525 N Harrison St
Cortez, CO 81321
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Man
405 El Faisan Drive
San Rafael, CA 94903
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Check out what fracking has done to cattle ranches in South Dakota. Cows are losing their tails and ranchers are coming down with cancer!

Sincerely,

Greg Delong
6020 Se 55th Blvd
Gainesville, FL 32641
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Brian Flannigan
27922 Avenida Cuaderno
Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90275
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Stoltzfus
209 Mosher Street
Baltimore, MD 21217
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carole Stever
1361 Crocus Circle
Winona, MN 55987
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,  

William La Moy  
4549 Broad Road  
Syracuse, NY 13215
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Reed Heffelfinger
44th St
Minneapolis, MN 55424
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Pat Pire
18 Beach Place
Maplewood, NJ 07040
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Amanda Smock
469 Eastern Pkwy
Brooklyn, NY 11216
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Herb Levin
26181 Paysandu Dr
Punta Gorda, FL 33983
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Javit
100 East 77th Street
New York, NY 10075
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Owens
11806 Brandon Road
Philadelphia, PA 19154
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peggy Weir
52 Knights Lane
Friday Harbor, WA 98250
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jered Cargman
2125 Dellwood Lane
Los Angeles, CA 90077
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Greg Feliu
44 Valley Road
New Rochelle, NY 10804
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Gallagher
1136 First Avenue
New York, NY 10065
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Krucker
2111 E. Adams St
Tucson, AZ 85719
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Ganshirt
48 Fletcher Ave
Lexington, MA 02420
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

John Rhoades
3754 Van Ness Lane
Dallas, TX 75220
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Betty Roche
411 East 53 St
New York, NY 10022
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Steeves
7400 Sandia Glow Ct.
Albuquerque, NM 87122
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn McKenzie
3395 Seven Springs Dr
Sandy, UT 84092
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Edgar
441 Clairemont Ave, Apt 616
Decatur, GA 30030
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We need to protect our world better. The DOE is not being honest about the impact of this decision.

Sincerely,

Shannon McCormick
P.O.Box72
Montreat, NC 28757
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynette Lavin
22742 Brandywine Drive
Calabasas, CA 91302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mike Keller
2504 Belmont Place
Plano, TX 75023
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim OConnell
17 Lead Mine Rd.
Leverett, MA 01054
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Friedrich Aigner
425 Pinewood Lake Dr.
Venice, FL 34285
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

More change we were fools to believe in. Business as usual should have been the 2008 and 2012 mottoes. How much did the gas companies contribute to the Obama inauguration? Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Mills
296 Toni St
Bourbonnais, IL 60914
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Laura Jacobs
814 Broadway
New York, NY 10003
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Corwin
P.O. Box 2192
Petaluma, CA 94953
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Meyer
2201 Gilpin Avenue
Wilmington, DE 19806
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Houston
8515 Brodie Ln; Apt 918
Austin, TX 78745
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pat Mimeau
256 Circ
San Francisco, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Parker
72 Library Street
Chelsea, MA 02150
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Louis Chavez
655 E 187th St Apt 8
Bronx, NY 10458
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Zinn
629 East 24th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11210
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Obie hunt
1150 Grand Concourse
Bronx, NY 10456
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

M Kiser
S’Thland
Lexington, KY 40503
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Lillie
1750 30th St Pmb 348
Boulder, CO 80301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Sobek
P.O. Box 17
Conway, MA 01341
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kevin Todd
3930 Green Forest Pkwy Se
Smyrna, GA 30082
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank C. Benjamin
6011 Olmstead Road
Chittenango, NY 13037
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cecile Dunkleberg
6060 Marrowback Road
Conesus, NY 14435
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Mitchem
7304 Nw 111th St
Oklahoma City, OK 73162
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alan Seiden
51 Sheridan Ave #2
Ho-Ho-Kus, NJ 07423
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marta Daniels
122 Middlesex Ave.
Chester, CT 06412
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. In addition, domestic natural gas prices would increase as America's resources are exported, negating the economic benefit to average citizens. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas!

Sincerely,

Andrew Frey
85 N Holliston Ave #12
Pasadena, CA 91106
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Monarch
26 Warren Street
Hull, MA 02045
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

M. Delatte
220 Quincy
Long Beach, CA 90803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Renewable energy! Renewable energy! Renewable energy! Renewable energy! Renewable energy! Renewable energy! Renewable energy! Renewable energy!

Sincerely,

Donald Holden
14 Brookside Ct
Cartersville, GA 30120
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Cappetta
800 N El Camino Real Unit 205
San Mateo, CA 94401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kathe Williams
4131 Spicewood Springs Rd.
Austin, TX 78759
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim White
3227 Hawks Ridge Pt
Kissimmee, FL 34741
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Rose
265 Poplar Lane
Elizabethtown, PA 17022
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Douglas Berard
5760 Larryan Drive
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Bradford
734 Victoria Ct
Lafayette, CO 80026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arden Kirkland
469 Glasco Turnpike
Saugerties, NY 12477
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ovina Feldman
"13021 127th Dr Ne, G101"
Kirkland, WA 98034
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Jeleniewski
10374 Musa Road
Spring Hill, FL 34608
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Alexander
1300 Lombard St Apt 1610
Philadelphia, PA 19147
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

James Somers
P.O. Box 1081
San Carlos, CA 94070
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Storm
564 62nd Street
Oakland, CA 94609
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Dianne Schure
1 Hazel Rd.
Port Washington, NY 11050
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marina Morrone
46-42 Vernon Boulevard
Long Island City, NY 11101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jill Davine
4047 La Salle Avenue
Culver City, CA 90232
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Robertson
Po Box 321
Palm Beach, FL 33480
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Smith
1670 Leverette St
Detroit, MI 48216
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Frasca
157 Main Street
Cherry Valley, NY 13320
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

L Renz
Street Address
City, NC 28801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roberta Nunn
239 County Route 408
Westerlo, NY 12193
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Struhsaker
2953 Welcome Drive
Durham, NC 27705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Ubsdell
6040 Merriewood Dr.
Oakland, CA 94611
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Cabe
875 Highway 321 N Ste 600
Lenoir City, TN 37771
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is bad for the economy, and a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Cook
Cleveland St.
San Leandro, CA 94577
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Forbis
5910 Lincoln Way Unit 217
Ames, IA 50014
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Brittanie Parsons
910 Ivy Dr
Zanesville, OH 43701
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rick Hughes
511 Ne 132nd St
Vancouver, WA 98685
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Boyce
323 Annapolis Street W.
St. Paul, MN 55118
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Chloe Foxx
535 Birchard Ave
Delaware, OH 43015
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claire Kelly
520 Cash Nichols Rd
Stevensville, MT 59870
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Parks
41 Apple Hill Road
Brewster, NY 10509
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janie Roberts
10794 1000 Road
Fredonia, KS 66736
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Ritter
1454 Wilmot Road
Deerfield, IL 60015
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amye Rosenberg
245 East 25th Street
New York, NY 10010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jay zarowitz
Street Address
Norton Shores, MI 49441
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

D ziegler
Po Box 214
Titusville, NJ 08560
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. It's time to do what is right for our environment and the American people rather than the multilateral money interests.

Sincerely,

Betty Barats
Po Box 1214
Eastsound, WA 98245
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Emily Maline
2715 Harleyhill Dr
Austin, TX 78745
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Blankenship
Sacramento
Ca, CA 95820
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please stand on the right side of history... Facts will be stronger than image in the end.

Sincerely,

Deia Schlosberg
421 S. 11th Ave.
Bozeman, MT 59715
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Autumn Graves
14272 Adam Court
Broomfield, CO 80023
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Tigerman
800 Memorial Dr., Apt. 38
South San Francisco, CA 94080
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Holly Brown
Vista
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

I live in an area where there is a lot of fracking. The local news showed a person’s kitchen faucet on fire because of the gas in the water. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wilfrid Csaplar  
Po Box 126  
Bethany, WV 26032
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tricia Kob
1918 Leicester Way
Fort Collins, CO 80526
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jeff Snyder
655 W. Irving Park Rd
Chicago, IL 60613
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle Benes
13080 Dronfield Avenue
Sylmar, CA 91342
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sally MacLeod
62 Maple St.
Winooski, VT 05404
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Earl Grove
136 W. Noble St
East Canton, OH 44730
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathy Weitzner
590 Contada Circle
Danville, CA 94526
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Bader
32221 S.E. Daphne Court
Boring, OR 97009
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbra Ivy
101 N. 91st Ave #0154
Tolleson, AZ 85353
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sidney Horwitz
587 Brighton Place
Mechanicsburg, PA 17055
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Caelan Borowiec
3629 Baxter Dr
New Kensington, PA 15068
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Max mensing
California St.
Yachats, OR 97498
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Onni Nickle
811 W Weed St
Chicago, IL 60622
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Migdalia Rodriguez
936b Union Ave
Bronx, NY 10459
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Kudriaszow
4507 3rd St Cir W #475
Bradenton, FL 34207
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Chavez
124 Robinson Street
Wakefield, RI 02879
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elisabeth Fiekowsky
Po Box 2476
Sebastopol, CA 95473
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry Vose
10989 -B Glenwood Rd. Sw
Port Orchard, WA 98367
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Lindquist
779 Collier Club Drive
Sebastian, FL 32958
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Van Dinter
12088 W. Tidewater Dr.
Boise, ID 83713
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stuart Blumner
370 1st Ave
New York, NY 10010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leon Van Dyke
2533 Nw 9 Terrace
Wilton Manors, FL 33311
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victoria De goff and family
1916 Los Angeles Ave
Berkeley, CA 94707
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kim French
106 Birch Ave
Woodvillage, OR 97060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karina Black
1023 Forest Ave.
Boulder, CO 80304
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Gilbert
16 Camino Alondra
Santa Fe, NM 87507
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Aleida Saadati-Sohi
4715 Ramsdell Ave
La Crescenta, CA 91214
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Alvin Lindsay
10 East 138th Street
New York, NY 10037
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tomas Zuccareno
275 Deer Trail Ave
Carbondale, CO 81623
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James mohr
3093 S Marissa
Tucson, AZ 85730
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Reimringer
67 Sperry Drive
Henrietta, NY 14467
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna west-yordanov
42-16 Broadway
Astoria, NY 11103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Hopson
11918 Carters Garden Terrace
Chesterfield, VA 23838
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas White
8 Sunset Ridge Ext. Pob 121
Harpswell, ME 04079
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Paul Greco
115 Sandra Muraida Way #736
Austin, TX 78703
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elijah Freestone
4220 Page Place
Loveland, CO 80537
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Esther Goldsen
664b Osage Ln.
Stratford, CT 06614
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. When the entire USA has been turned into a wasteland in order that the gas industry can get a return on its ill-advised investment in fracking, it will be too late. There is no fixing this kind of damage. What ever happened to securing America’s “energy independence?” Why are we exporting our future? Another Big Lie. Leave the gas in the ground.

Sincerely,

Madolyn Crumpton
7307 Hartnell Drive
Austin, TX 78723
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beverly Hanson
14728 Wildflower Ln.
Delray Beach, FL 33446
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristi Smith
16 Harlan Dr
Savannah, GA 31406
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dana Rallis
1910 N.E. 158th Ct.
Portland, OR 97230
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Marie Singh
161 Orient Way
Rutherford, NJ 07070
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Madeleine herron
1570 N Edgemont St #105
Los Angeles, CA 90027
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Carmen Avila
1117 Berkeley Dr.
Glendale, CA 91205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kate Noel
617 Saiken Ave
Pgh, PA 15232
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristena Loy
1262 Ashland Road
Ruffin, NC 27326
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bridget Hanshe
4874 Route 67
East Durham, NY 12423
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helene Donovan
4005 Auken Road
Pensacola, FL 32503
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Patrick Twomey
38 Montell St
Oakland, CA 94611
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Earl Vandervord
330 Chestnut Ave #2
Long Beach, CA 90802
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Marshall
731 Lindsay St.
Gainesville, TX 76240
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sherrill Smith
232 Riverwalk Circle
Sunrise, FL 33326
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kyla Catlett
13 2nd Street
Brooklyn, NY 11231
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Donch
45 May Street #6a
New Rochelle, NY 10801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tina Caliga
4704 Dexter Ave
Fort Worth, TX 76107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stanley Martin
6425 Gilson Ave
North Hollywood, CA 91606
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,
Alexis Vick
1 Karren Pl
Palm Coast, FL 32164
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Warner
2591 Riverside Dr
Cincinnati, OH 45202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristine Parkins
909 Bond Way
Delray Beach, FL 33483
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Stevens
15 Canterbury Way
Marlborough, MA 01752
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Webber
1017 Holly Ridge Rd.
Keswick, VA 22947
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vi Sullivan
3285 Balsam Street
Wheat Ridge, CO 80033
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Joe Baumhauer
270 Rock Ridge Road
Upper Black Eddy, PA 18972
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Nelson
3 Daynard Drive
Canton, CT 06019
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Eli Stickler
6719 Hewitt St.
North Richland Hills, TX 76180
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ron Gerrard
1090 Bia Capassi Way
Henderson, NV 89011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Hughes
63 Schermerhorn St.
Brooklyn, NY 11201
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tico Kelley
920 E50th St
Austin, TX 78751
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Dorman
300 West 108th Street
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gregory Driscoll  
200 Pelton Avenue  
Staten Island, NY 10310
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Van Stee
857 Malabu Drive
Lexington, KY 40502
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda HELFET
901 Eclipse, Main Rd, Green Point
Cape Town, MA 02458
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marianne Kendrick
1617 Santa Fe St
Schenectady, NY 12303
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

A Henderson
146 Newfield St
Buffalo, NY 14207
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Parent
13 North Cir
Windsor, CT 06095
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward McDonnell
3657 E Lydius St
Schenectady, NY 12303
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Jordan
7104 Tulip Street
Philadelphia, PA 19135
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Urban
20 S. Princeton Ave.
Swarthmore, PA 19081
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Alice Gardin
2600 Glen Green St
Los Angeles, CA 90068
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Patti Donzelli
50 Hancock St
San Francisco, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrick Ross
4900 San Miguel St
Milton, FL 32583
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adam Brisben
354 North Avenue 61
Los Angeles, CA 90042
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andre brisson
2149 Florida Soapberry Blvd
Orlando, FL 32828
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Grove
4515 Sandwedge Ct
Leesburg, FL 34748
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

I see no reason why American citizens should be subjected to pollution and other damage from fracking so that a few corporations can get rich selling out resources to other countries. I see no reason why we should suffer the consequences for any corporate pollution. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gail Johnson
4899 Se Salquist Rd
Gresham, OR 97080
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Schlessinger
1074 Sw Cornelia Avenue
Port St. Lucie, FL 34953
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Adams
625 Sand Hill Road
Peterborough, NH 03458
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrick Matheny
500 N Flagler Ave
Flagler Beach, FL 32136
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Now that you're in your 2nd term, you don't have to pander to corporate special interests in the hopes of having their support in your re-election campaign. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Finn Contini
857 Se Stratford Ct.
Bend, OR 97702
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Merrylees Turener
194 Amity Street
Amherst, MA 01002
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Margaret Blanchard
32111 Eastlady
Beverly Hills, MI 48025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris riegert
3755 Millstone Ridge Road
Blacksburg, VA 24060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

First Name last name
Street Address
City, NY 10930
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Heinemann
2826 Swyers Dr.
Hood River, OR 97031
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Lonergan
208 West 23rd Street, Apt. 1109
New York City, NY 10011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marylou Domino
407 Highland Street
Milton, MA 02186
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maggie Smith
611 Agnes Ave
Brielle, NJ 08730
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Erica Wohlers
6511 45th St W
Tacoma, WA 98466
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Keith B Robinson
460 West 147th Street
New York, NY 10031
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ursula George
737 Pin Oak Circle
Van Vleck, TX 77482
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mustaf Djombalic
110 Winham Avenue
Staten Island, NY 10306
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rhea Irvine
1852 Charnelton
Eugene, OR 97401
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Darren Skotnes
4 Harding Ave
Delmar, NY 12054
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Muraski
776 Devisadero St.
Monterey, CA 93940
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bernard Dechant
22 Black Duck Reach
Rehoboth Beach, DE 19971
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Krebs Gordon
2261 East 27th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11229
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Aamer Ali
1300 River Oak Dr
Naperville, IL 60565
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Kamp
1736 Ridgeway Road
Havertown, PA 19083
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Yoder
55211 Township Road 169
Fresno, OH 43824
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. When you see the terms global warming or climate change, you should read them as the elimination of life on Earth. Then, use that reading to rework your priorities.

Sincerely,

John Darovec
9202 68th Avenue East
Bradenton, FL 34202
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Thompson
P.O.Box 179
Mt.Tabor, NJ 07878
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jose Caraballo
Calle Carite 151 Crown Hills
Ny, NY 11220
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Don Doornbos
2466 State Route 12
Chenango Forks, NY 13746
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Taormina
103 Camden Ave.
Johnstown, PA 15904
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Good
3304 114th Drive Ne
Lake Stevens, WA 98258
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Allowing the fossil fuel industry to destroy our environment, health, property values and lives for profit is unconscionable. Let's wake up and stop the actions which cause irretrievable damage and start putting our minds and resources to creating green power sources.

Sincerely,

Mahala Frye  
1805 Nw Circle Dr N  
Poulsbo, WA 98370
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

William Collins
5041 Chambers Creek Lp Se
Olympia, WA 98501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rosey Keseling
8 Woodland Ave
Nutley, NJ 07110
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Griffith
737 Colman St
Altadena, CA 91001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roshan Reporter
2510 Kenilworth
Los Angeles, CA 90039
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Less
100 W. Madison St
Dewitt, MI 48820
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Brandzel
416 Cardenas Dr Ne
Albuquerque, NM 87108
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Smith
101 Captains Way
Philadelphia, PA 19146
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Vinson
3700 14th Ave Se, #154
Olympia, WA 98501
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Martha Schumacher
205 Harrison Ave.
Waukesha, WI 53186
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ricki Lubov
112-20 72 Drive
Forest Hills, NY 11375
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Omin
140 Deer Run
Chappaqua, NY 10514
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrea Saunders
1133 Delaware Avenue
Bethlehem, PA 18015
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Aupperle
357 Mill Hollow Rd.
Las Vegas, NV 89107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kae Bender
42955 Cherbourg Lane
Lancaster, CA 93536
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lee Rowan
123 Nospam
Columbus, OH 43202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George & Lydia saderman
67-66 108th St.
Forest Hills, NY 11375
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I realize that to maintain our status as a world leader it is tempting to go for the short term gain at the expense of future negative consequences. However, in every case where human and environmental health is at risk, we must avoid that temptation.

Sincerely,

Mike schacht
Po Box 151
Concho, AZ 85924
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert McLaughlin
4801 Sheboygan Ave.
Madison, WI 53705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Future generations need our environment to be preserved!

Sincerely,

Heather Katz
10 N Bay Lane
Rome, ME 04963
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barry Cutler
115 Wyndmoor Rd
Springfield, PA 19064
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Joan Weir
900 Wisconsin St.
San Francisco, CA 94107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alicia Fiedler
12325 Limerick Ave
Austin, TX 78758
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Arcudi
1111 12th St Apt A
Santa Monica, CA 90403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Didi D’Errico
P.O. Box 465
New York, NY 10159
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ephrosine Daniggelis
Po Box 61201
Honolulu, HI 96839
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Valerie McAndrews
350 E 87th St Apt B3
New York, NY 10128
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Clairvaux McFarland
1001 14th St. Nw
Rochester, MN 55901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I live near areas where fracking occurs and have seen the impacts to communities. We should be decreasing fracking not accelerating drilling.

Sincerely,

Kristen Brown
477 Amoretti St
Lander, WY 82520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deanna Davis
73 Russell Ave
Beacon, NY 12508
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Obyne  
99 Schoolhouse Rd  
Port Jervis, NY 12771
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Spletzer
2 Grand Canyon Lane
Coram, NY 11727
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lori Arcelay
1151 66th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11219
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Tocco
2200 S. Hobart Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90018
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Lega
20 Prospect Pl
Kearny, NJ 07032
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Munoz
175 21st Ave Apt 205
San Francisco, CA 94121
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Lefever
3552 New Queen St
Philadelphia, PA 19129
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. IS CLIMATE BREAKDOWN NOT AN ISSUE FOR THIS ADMINISTRATION? THE BUCK STOPS WITH PRESIDENT OBAMA. HE KNOWS WHAT'S AT STAKE. DOES HE WANT TO GO DOWN IN THE MINIMAL AMOUNT OF HISTORY WE MAY HAVE LEFT AS THE PERSON WHO KILLED THE PLANET?

Sincerely,

Delia Brey
49 Dunham Pond Rd
Greenfield Center, NY 12833
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edith Bockian
1501 Dorothy Lane
Fullerton, CA 92831
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomasin Alyxander
10044 Brooks Road
Windsor, CA 95492
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Radke
2429 Majestic Drive
Plano, TX 75074
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. NO FRACKING, PLEASE!

Sincerely,

Susan Winsberg
6536 Franklin Ave Apt 1
Los Angeles, CA 90028
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Archilla
954 Euclid Ave
Berkeley, CA 94708
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerry Kvasnicka
4767 College View Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90041
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Paulsen
38 Greystone Road
Malden, MA 02148
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frances Costelloe
1482 Red Mill Rd
Rensselaer, NY 12144
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Felber
5413 State Route 20
Port Townsend, WA 98368
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fred Ippolito
318 Hazel Ave
Delanco, NJ 08075
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Johnson
4899 Salquist Road
Gresham, OR 97080
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Courtney Birkett
5 Grove Ave.
Williamsburg, VA 23185
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Bentley
2232 Shade Valley Rd Apt A
Charlotte, NC 28205
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Mulder
21641 Kilrush Drive
Northville, MI 48167
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Szolnoki
11900 Se Foster Pl
Portland, OR 97266
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Deb Tirone
337 East 13 St
New York, NY 10003
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Roz Forman
222 Long Pond Rd.
Gt.Barrington, MA 01230
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doris McCormick
8999 W Harvard Pl
Lakewood, CO 80227
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Justin Novak
3820 University Avenue
Eugene, OR 97405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rachael Allert
5652 Lancaster Road
St. John, WA 99171
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charmaine Hall
12968 Sw 21st
Miramar, FL 33027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jared Corbett
2 Skylark Court
Tifton, GA 31793
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virginia Johnston
45 Bridge Street
Pellham, NH 03076
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie Hohenfeld
18183 Howe Road
Strongsville, OH 44136
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is an extreme toxic threat to American communities and our climate. We shouldn't do that to ourselves at all. Not using our resources for the USA is even more illogical. Stand up to the old fossil-fuel industry: deny all applications to export natural gas. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Catherine Parker
7406 Forest View Lane
Lake Tomahawk, WI 54539
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Smith
56 K St, Apt 1
Turners Falls, MA 01376
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sjoran Fitzpatrick
21028 Taos Rd.
Indian Hills, CO 80454
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patti Lomont
34428 Deerwood Dr.
Eugene, OR 97405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Linden
501 Branch Crossing Dr.
Covington, LA 70435
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kirk Hughey
6 Old Forge Ct.
Sparks, MD 21152
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Montgomery
26 Union Avenue
Norwalk, CT 06851
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allan Armstrong
200 Aloha Street Apt.14
Seattle, WA 98109
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terry Charleton
21 Koger Road
Trumbull, CT 06611
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melody Hobbins
3008 Hope Valley Rd.
Durham, NC 27707
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Holly Johnson
93 Buckthorn Drive
Littleton, CO 80127
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kenneth West
7328 Sw 184 Place
Aloha, OR 97007
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy orten
808 S Lilac St
Elmwood, IL 61529
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Let's help preserve clean water and clear air for future generations to drink, breathe, and grow.

Sincerely,

Sandra Roberts
132 Northway
Greenbelt, MD 20770
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank Disler
77 W. Jeffery Ave.
Wheeling, IL 60090
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicholas Roby
431 West Upsal Street
Philadelphia, PA 19119
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Friday
5127 Cedar Hills Blvd
Belle Vernon, PA 15012
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott cohen
221 E 50th Street, Apt. 1e
New York, NY 10022
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennetta Clark
19312 Winthrop
Detroit, MI 48235
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Wagner
1114 Bavarian Lane
Bryan, OH 43506
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Kurz
2025 Sherman Ave, #306
Evanston, IL 60201
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Edinberg
57 Paradox Dr
Worcester, MA 01602
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Cervene
7273 S Laredo St
Aurora, CO 80016
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Willis Strickland
120 Riding Lane
Southern Pines, NC 28387
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marcia laris
3065 Middlefield Road
Palo Alto, CA 94306
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Beth Steisslinger
831 N. Sheridan Ave.
Pittsburgh, PA 15206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Sullivan
1231 Sw Kalama Loop
Oak Harbor, WA 98277
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. And while you are at it, start creating incentives for the fossil fuel industry to begin researching and investing in renewable energy - that's where decent, long term jobs will come from and not at the expense of the environment!

Sincerely,

Susan Pixley
83 Huntington Meadow
Rochester, NY 14625
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Faust
364 South Morris Street
Randolph, NJ 07869
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dana Reynolds
210 W Grant St Apt 605
Minneapolis, MN 55403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Kelly
172 Independence Ave.
State College, PA 16801
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Kendall
470 Se Whitetail Lane
Waukee, IA 50263
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rene Lambert
1731 Ward St
Berkeley, CA 94703
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tye block
4037 North Rd
Orangeburg, SC 29118
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy O'Gara
9 Vista Dr.
Rumford, RI 02916
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa McDaniel
5205 S Lincoln Way
Spokane, WA 99224
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claudia Miranda
221 Morning Glory Drive
Lake Mary, FL 32746
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Jumel
4314 Rosedale
Austin, TX 78756
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Scott
231 Hudson Avenue
Hopatcong, NJ 07843
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Schaefer
44 East 21st Street-Apt. 2r
New York, NY 10010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julius Lisi
3402 West Prospect Rd.
Fort Collins, CO 80526
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen mann
177 Heritage Drive
Collegeville, PA 19426
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Shepherd
5195 Sandy Lane
San Jose, CA 95124
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claudia Brandow
2338 Ne Buckwheat Ct
Bend, OR 97701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Evelyn Stern
12367 Deerbrook Lane
Los Angeles, CA 90049
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adam Crume
Po Box 648
Soquel, CA 95073
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim Leed
26 Fishkill Hook Rd
Hopewell Jct., NY 12533
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rodney Aiu
2033 Nuuanu Ave., 14c
Honolulu, HI 96817
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Befumo
388 Great Bend Tpke
Pleasant Mount, PA 18453
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Walter B. Jones
826 Mizell Dr
Montgomery, AL 36116
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert BENDER
102 Lakeview Drive
Royersford, PA 19468
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerry Mylius
1702 Fawn Dr
Austin, TX 78741
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Buscemi
320 7th Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11215
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Webb
2 Butternut Ln
Hanover, NH 03755
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Asia Russell
4953 Catharine St
Philadelphia, PA 19143
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Berke
536 Ninth Street
Brooklyn, NY 11215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please do not allow these permits to go through – we need to protect the environment and our health.

Sincerely,

Toni Vala
Pettom Road
Norwalk, CT 06850
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rick Christensen  
6401 Harlan St  
Arvada, CO 80003
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Steve Rundle
4331 Eagle Lake Drive North
Charlotte, NC 28217
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Wendelken
175 Berry Hill Rd
Syosset, NY 11791
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tyler Sparks
5 Quail Ridge Road
Hyde Park, NY 12538
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kelly Jowett
4420 Sw Admiral Way
Seattle, WA 98116
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Eric Rosenbaum
25 Sunnyside Drive #3c
Yonkers, NY 10705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Blumenthal
2812 Ne 62nd St.
Seattle, WA 98115
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Be brave. Think about our futures. We need clean air and clean water. Those are fundamental – even more fundamental than jobs or energy independence.

Sincerely,

Laurie Strommer
25-86 Hana St
Hilo, HI 96720
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacqueline Berry
Ellet St
Philadelphia, PA 19119
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Coates
Po Box 2632
Mill Valley, CA 94942
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Vopicka
5 Circle Dr.
Rumson, NJ 07760
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Solberg
1211 Archibald Ct.
Northfield, MN 55057
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emerson Spry
420 12th Street Apt. K3r
Brooklyn, NY 11215
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Vosik
440 Wakeman Ct.
Christiansburg, VA 24073
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Conrad
6025 Emma Lane
Colorado Springs, CO 80922
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy D’Ancona
122 Rex Ave
Philadelphia, PA 19118
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lee Margulies
32 Glenridge Ave
Stony Brook, NY 11790
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Danze
3277 Se Lincoln St
Portland, OR 97214
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Russell
2023 Folsom 39
San Francisco, CA 94110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Alexander
6110 Tyne Street
Houston, TX 77007
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melissa Shaffer-O’Connell
3578 E 18 Mile Rd
Pickford, MI 49774
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jesse Paxton
10929 E Firestone Blvd
Norwalk, CA 90650
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Toni Iacovelli
201 Woodland Ave.
Blackwood, NJ 08012
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Blake Kelley
2175 Lakeview Dr Apt 100
Ypsilanti, MI 48198
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claire Hall
27 Dryer Ave
Victor, NY 14564
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. NO NO NO!

Sincerely,

Richard Armstrong
W2841 Pine Ridge Court
Belleville, WI 53508
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shirlene Foydl
40 Valle Vista Ave., Apt. 325
Vallejo, CA 94590
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Cynthia Simms
31637 E. Nine Drive
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Douglas robinson  
401 Riverview Rd  
Swarthmore, PA 19081
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Davis
2004 Phoebe Dr
Billings, MT 59105
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Coralee Popp
2141 Sw Locust
Madras, OR 97741
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Slade
3508 South Marion Avenue
Tulsa, OK 74135
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maxine Goodyear
215-3rd Ave Sw
Independence, IA 50644
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Theodore Stazeski
444 Eureka St
Baker, NV 89311
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emily Lucero
2903 Avenida Alamosa
Santa Fe, NM 87507
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Poole
3724 E 20 N
Rigby, ID 83442
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eleanor Belew
Street Address
Loveland, CO 80538
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sharon Oswalt
1031 S.E. Swofford Lane
Port Orchard, WA 98367
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ryan Weaver
7900 Knox Ct
Westminster, CO 80030
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Turner
20829 12th Ave. West
Lynnwood, WA 98036
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mari Riley
1342 Aberdeen Dr.
Brromfield, CO 80020
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate! Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas!

Sincerely,

Brad Angell
Po Box 4774
Seattle, WA 98194
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shawn Ellison
2504 Walter St
Austin, TX 78702
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Leo Hinkel
4216 Mattos Dr
Fremont, CA 94536
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff franz
1230 Se Morison
Portland, OR 97214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Darcy Hatch
1708 Live Oak
Houston, TX 77003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Barnes
1 Lyon Court
Bloomington, IL 61701
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eileen Lawton
14807 Woodward
Overland Park, KS 66223
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Hayden
217 S. Cleveland Ave.
Louisville, CO 80027
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Eric Beam
165 Sw 97th Ave
West Haven-Sylvan, OR 97225
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jack bubenick
3641 Fries Bay Rd
Loris, SC 29569
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Justin Yost
2302 West Loop 289 Apt. 509
Lubbock, TX 79407
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Rubin
86 Maple Street
Plympton, MA 02367
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jayalalita Branscum
118 First St.
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandy Sweitzer
2066 Mustang Lane
Arcata, CA 95521
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leo Brown
20 Valley Road
Glen Rock, NJ 07452
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stan Fitzgerald
8699 Lomas Azules Place
San Jose, CA 95135
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie Werner
8601 Skyline Blvd
Oakland, CA 94611
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

The purpose of fracking is domestic energy. Don’t export fracked gas of products.

Sincerely,

Keith Kinneberg
1 Liberty Corners Rd
Pine Island, NY 10969
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken Robinson
29 Encantado Loop
Santa Fe, NM 87508
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Harris
1315 Denniston St
Pittsburgh, PA 15217
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gabriel Paavola
6200 East C Ave
Richland, MI 49083
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy MCGROGAN
134 Gov. Johnston Rd
Georgetown, SC 29440
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arthur Bright
7 Observatory Drive
Croton-On-Hudson, NY 10520
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Tiffany Witmer
156 Thunder Hill Drive
Stamford, CT 06902
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Stephen Bailey
130 Mansfield Ave.
Burlington, VT 05401
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrick McCloskey
535 Brookline Blvd.
Havertown, PA 19083
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Francois Teitelbaum
185 East 85th Street
New York, NY 10028
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Loretta Sheridan
35 High Street
Katonah, NY 10536
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Franklin Platizky
3117 Cedar Hill St.
Denton, TX 76209
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Tenney
5332 Elaine Drive
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Lamont
6931 Stonesthrow Cir N
Saint Petersburg, FL 33710
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gwen Sarandrea
576 Wisteria Way
San Rafael, CA 94903
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Patricia Good
431 Snta Fe Ave. Sw
Albuquerque, NM 87102
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Chapey
15 Honeysuckle Lane
Holtsville, NY 11742
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dr. David Farrell
10064 Sw Chickasaw Ct
Tualatin, OR 97062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Jay
6433 Chabot Rd
Oakland, CA 94618
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Gregory
6617 Oasis Dr
Austin, TX 78749
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking will destroy our country & make our lives a living hell! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Winters
24901 Roberts Dr.
Black Diamond, WA 98010
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Dana Bentley
1817 E. Oltorf St.
Austin, TX 78741
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Nystrom
3652 Green Mountain Drive
Livermore, CO 80536
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Sikes
2100 Sanctuary Ct
Virginia Beach, VA 23454
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathy Johnson
70 Meadowbrook Drive
Barrington, NH 03825
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Veach
4848 N Kostner Ave
Chicago, IL 60630
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lucinda Leong
1606 So. Bedford St.
Los Angeles, CA 90035
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. It is clear that you both know and believe this. Now it is a question of where you are going to put your priorities: your career as a shill for the fossil fuel Cos. or the health and future viability of our planet

Sincerely,

Don Thomann
18740 C.R. 3460
St. James, MO 65559
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Whitmer
111 Spanish Oak Rd.
Stephens City, VA 22655
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matt archer
13668 Mckitrick Ranch Rd
Nevada City, CA 95959
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Howard
13175 Kerry Street Nw
Coon Rapids, MN 55448
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sonja Davis
10747 N.E. 2nd Place
Miami, FL 33161
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Russell Comstock
334 Geary Rd S
Lincoln, VT 05443
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Olivia Brooks
758 East 105 Street
Brooklyn, NY 11236
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. What we need to acknowledge is that fossil fuels are poisoning our world and you are in a position, more than any other group, to stop it. The profits made by this industry are unconscionable. Do the right thing!!!!!

Sincerely,

Naomi Bunis
6 Longshore Lane
Bellingham, WA 98229
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doris Smith
1094 Alcatraz Ave. #329
Oakland, CA 94608
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Reita Newkirk
45 Paseo Vista
Santa Fe, NM 87508
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jayashri Wyatt
160-23 84th Dr.
Jamaica, NY 11432
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dan Cross
570 Pineland Dr
Tahoe City, CA 96145
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth butler
1872 S 200 E
Slc, UT 84115
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Bruce Pietsch
126 Broad Meadow Road
Groton, MA 01450
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Sentesy
2710 North Lawndale Ave #2
Chicago, IL 60647
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mara downie
2 Hawthorne Village
Franklin, MA 02038
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Nickol
Box 216
Mt. Morris, NY 14517
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alysha Waters
1466 R Street
Port Townsend, WA 98368
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Thank you!

Sincerely, Derek Gendvil
Las Vegas, NV

Sincerely,

Derek Gendvil
9030 W. Sahara Ave. #360
Las Vegas, NV 89117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Laura Malone
103 Mohawk Trail
Pawling, NY 12564
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Walters
1388 Garrison Street
Lakewood, CO 80215
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Andrea Anaya
14802 Newport Ave
Tustin, CA 92780
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martin And Sharon McGladdery
35310 Edythe Drive
Farmington Hills, MI 48331
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Boag
4016 Haldane St
Pittsburgh, PA 15207
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken Lesem
90 James Ave
Burlington, VT 05408
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Paul ramshaw
3203 Avenue A West
Bradenton, FL 34205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roger Myers
4280 Whitley Rd
Lynchburg, OH 45142
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Sincerely,  

Maureen McCormick  
32 Titus Avenue  
Lawrenceville, NJ 08648
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carrie Rimes
111 N. Summit Dr.
Cabot, OR 97504
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities, THE ENVIRONMENT, and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dr Dorothy Cinquemani
400 Lake Ave Ne
Largo, FL 33771
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Sharf
14348 Riverside Dr.
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Walls
1111 Kodi Cir.
Fairfield, IA 52556
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dick Russo
6 Castlebar Ct.
Madison, WI 53717
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Miller
7 Barbara Ct.
Greenlawn, NY 11740
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Bernhagen
2724 36th Ave
San Francisco, CA 94116
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Please. I strongly urge you to do the right thing for PEOPLE and the land and water supply across the country. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Lemieux
30 Brittania Circle
Salem, MA 01970
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Norm ramsey
2204 Boulevard Rd.S.E.
Olympia, WA 98501
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joshua Hicks
5800 Osuna Rd. Ne
Albuquerque, NM 87109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Annie McDonnell
21 Gordon Ave
Westbury, NY 11590
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristin Austin
15304 110th Pl Ne
Bothell, WA 98011
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Higgins
510 Long Hill Rd
Guilford, CT 06437
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Coffman
206 S Swegles St
Saint Johns, MI 48879
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph attamante
52 Fairmount Ave. Morristown Nj
Morristown, NJ 07960
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken Jacobson
218 S. Suffolk St. #3
Ironwood, MI 49938
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eileen Schimpf
1723 W. Carlisle
Spokane, WA 99205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sergio Celis
3239 Kempton Ave
Oakland, CA 94611
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Agnes Matenos
877 Auburnville Way E6
Whitman, MA 02382
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Garry star
3084 Chancery Pl
Thousand Oaks, CA 91362
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy grossi
5625 Ventura Canyon Ave
Van Nuys, CA 91401
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Colton
4264 Cottage Grove Pky. Se
Cedar Rapids, IA 52403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jude Mattingly
10554 Se Main St Apt 113
Milwaukie, OR 97222
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Miller
6631 S 45th Gln
Laveen, AZ 85339
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael neustadt
35 Birchwood Ave
Sudbury, MA 01776
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrea Chitouras
10 Packard Ave
Somerville, MA 02144
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Breit
204 W 23rd
North Newton, KS 67117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie quanstrom
9625 W Campana Dr
Sun City, AZ 85351
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Galligan
4501 Patterson St
Bridgewater, NJ 08807
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Benson
5024 State Rt. 414
Burdett, NY 14818
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Davlin
327 Overbrook Rd
Baltimore, MD 21212
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Erik Grasso
1340 E28th
Oakland, CA 94606
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kate Boyd
865 Pond Rd
Spruce Pine, NC 28777
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Else
9702 Veterans Dr Sw
Lakewood, WA 98498
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Dale
600 Viridian Dr Apt 323
Lafayette, CO 80026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Betti Iwanski
1258 Osage Street
St. Paul, MN 55117
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Stuart Borroes
6425 Emerson Ave. N
Brooklyn Center, MN 55430
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Gillian Kathleen
230 Ne 2nd Ave, #1
Hillsboro, OR 97124
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vicki Salzman
1437 Josephine St
Berkeley, CA 94703
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Litvak
14 Midhill Dr
Mill Valley, CA 94941
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanne Ziegler
17727 Sr 374
Rockbridge, OH 43149
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Padma Dyvine
39 Huschke Road
Hurleyville, NY 12747
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cecilia Carey
82 Wall St Suite 1009
Nyc, NY 10005
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rick Park
1241 2nd St.
Manhattan Beach, CA 90266
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harriet hunter
781 Zena Rd
Woodstock, NY 12498
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan P. Vessicchio
66 Pope Street
New Haven, CT 06512
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Kutz
31005 39th Ave. S.W.
Federal Way, WA 98023
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gilbert Espinosa
25200 Carlos Bee Blvd.,
Hayward, CA 94542
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lesley Reich
202 Thielpape Rd
Hurley, NY 12443
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Wilder
4905 Rollingwood Court
Garland, TX 75043
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis kowalski
1932 Hafor Dr
Iowa City, IA 52246
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eli Scott
1919 Market St Ste 8
Oakland, CA 94607
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claire Pirie
1625 Woolsey St #8
Berkeley, CA 94703
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth katterhenry
5875 Picardy Dr
Oakland, CA 94605
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kittie Boss
678 Moss Rd
Memphis, TN 38117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken Zafren
10181 Curvi St.
Anchorage, AK 99507
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Philip mchugh
25 Boerum St 13p
Brooklyn, NY 11206
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Tramel
1207 Walnut St
Hays, KS 67601
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. PLEASE TAKE THE RIGHT, FAIR, JUST AND HUMANE ACTION AS URGED ABOVE.

Sincerely,

Mary Ann And Frank Graffagnino
1327 Stanford Rd
Bethlehem, PA 18018
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Hamilton
2412 P V Dr W
Palos Verdes Estates, CA 90274
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Emily Zwaal
1213 Briana Circle
Oxnard, CA 93030
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronal Rowles
13605 Route 235
Beaver Springs, PA 17812
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sagar Patel
88 Ruggles Street
Westborough, MA 01581
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victor Vuyas
1244 Broadway
San Francisco, CA 94109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Derrick Arnelle
54 Milton
Arlington, MA 02474
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Sullivan
198
Fresh Meadows, NY 11365
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Hinely
1510 W. Main St.
Sheridan, OR 97378
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jaoana Dean
16563 Sambroso Place
San Diego, CA 92128
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mihir Bajaj
18 Stonegate Circle
Wilbraham, MA 01095
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a threat to American water supplies and the climate. Methane leaks at fracking sites make natural gas essentially no less greenhouse-gas-intensive than coal. Allowing fracked gas exports would lead to a dramatic increase in the scale of fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Benjamin Sibleman
15817 Ne 90th St Apt H362
Redmond, WA 98052
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Dawnette Davis
26767 Blue Heron Dr.
Grand Rapids, MN 55744
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

E. Frederick Bassett
24747 Hwy. 101s
Cloverdale, OR 97112
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathryn hall
1312 Cedar St
Berkeley, CA 94702
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gail Tanner
18153 Clifton Rd.
Lakewood, OH 44107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dean Shamblen
1108 Dixon St.
Emerson, NE 68733
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Sharp
1218 Knollwood Place
Martinsville, VA 24112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Wood
7212 Westline Rd
Collinsville, TX 76233
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ray Sol
14401 N. 27th Place
Phoenix, AZ 85032
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ronald Sauers
150 Montgomery Street
Highland Park, NJ 08904
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arthur Derbigny
901 Maple Ave
La Junta, CO 81050
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Hutton
639 Mission Hill Rd
Boynton Beach, FL 33435
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Walsh
910 Hayes
Oak Park, IL 60302
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The EPA needs to follow guidelines set by independent science, and not be swayed (bought) by the Oil and Gas Industries. That is NOT protecting the environment!

Sincerely,

Diane Vandiver
530 Princeton Dr
Bolingbrook, IL 60440
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Lipsky
1210 Alki Avenue Sw
Seattle, WA 98116
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kelly Bonin
507 Bush St
San Francisco, CA 94108
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jaime Myers
190 Mansfield Street
New Haven, CT 06511
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Rosenblith
1330 Beacon Street
Waban, MA 02468
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Lindh
436 Newton Av S
Minneapolis, MN 55405
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Patricia Wedemeier
2212 Marilla Street
Dallas, TX 75201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peggy Gwyn
Po Box 294
Corbett, OR 97019
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Christopher Taylor
1841 S King St
Seattle, WA 98144
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicholas Miller
405 E. North Street
Coldwater, OH 45828
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Loosemore
1600 Mcallister Road
Genoa, NY 13071
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carole Mehl
206 Westover Rd
Kansas City, MO 64113
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Saret Tola  
6824 Grines Mill Rd  
Lexington, KY 40515
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Seymour
9326 Cropper Island Road
Newark, MD 21841
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adam Davis
5017 S Saratoga St
New Orleans, LA 70115
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Miriam Israel
9229 4th Ave.Nw
Seattle, WA 98117
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jimmy Carrell
10971 Sw 85th Ter
Ocala, FL 34481
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Dottie Butler
2401 W Bay Isle Dr Se
Saint Petersburg, FL 33705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Harriman
760 122nd Street Ocean
Marathon, FL 33050
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Putnam
2738 Strang Blvd
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

M Whitehurst
541 30th St.
San Francisco, CA 94131
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Maderer
300 Riverside Dr Apt 3d
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Cal Adams
4041 Ne 13th Avenue
Pompano Beach, FL 33064
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rose Ash
519 Virginia St #1
Buffalo, NY 14202
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Westine
6389 Florio St
Oakland, CA 94618
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claire Schram
4251 S Washington St
Englewood, CO 80113
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Jones
530 E. Patriot Blvd., #N282
Reno, NV 89511
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ibrahim Shaheed
10480 West Court
Oakland, CA 94603
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Burke
2550 State Road 580, No. 410
Clearwater, FL 33761
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Howard Wright
14149 Norwich Lane
Orland Park, IL 60467
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities, the environment, and the climate at large. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I was recently asked to donate money for the express purpose of purchasing a movie ticket for Governor Cuomo of New York to see the film, Promised Land, to educate him about "fracking." Do we need to buy you a ticket as well Mr. President?

Sincerely,

Jesse Reyes
58 Menzel Ave
Maplewood, NJ 07040
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chip Waldron
4414 Garnett Street
Austin, TX 78745
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Baron
4695 Larkins
Detroit, MI 48210
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shirley Anstaett
6409 Sw Wentley Ln.
Topeka, KS 66614
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Swami Kavyo
2466 S Dillon St
Aurora, CO 80014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Betty Derricott
710 Glen Creek Rd N W
Salem, OR 97304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ross Huffman-Kerr
916 N E Highland St
Portland, OR 97211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Howe
36735 Se David Powell Rd
Fall City, WA 98024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Noel Blythe
212 Red Bud Drive
St. Charles, MO 63303
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian McGuire
2512 Buttonwood Dr
Jacksonville, FL 32216
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mary Cooper
108 Willis Ave.
Port Jefferson, NY 11777
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marianne Shouse
3507 W 79th St
Prairie Village, KS 66208
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice Cook  
P. O. Box 859  
Mesilla, NM 88046
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robbie Brandwynne
1170 Powell St.
Oakland, CA 94608
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Hambleton
3555 Patton St.
Eau Claire, WI 54701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Millicent Fairhurst
341 East 19 Street, 1/C
New York, NY 10003
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fern Stearney
58 Cobb Ln
Tarrytown, NY 10591
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken Maurice
Treflys, North Road
Caernarfon, AK 99551
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Westin
2625 Dartford Terrace
The Villages, FL 32162a
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Gross
6536 44th Avenue Ne
Seattle, WA 98115
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Goldman
1228 Fetterman
Laramie, WY 82070
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cm Liotta
1600 Campus Rd
Los Angeles, CA 90041
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Beeston
155 Oak Meadow Rd
Mooresville, NC 28115
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thea Fry
4 Lyon Ridge Road
Katonah, NY 10536
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Isler
970 Ordway St.
Albany, CA 94706
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cherlyn PUGH
1620 King Av
Lakeland, FL 33803
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mark Moore
Po Box 260321
Lakewood, CO 80226
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bret Johnson
1613 Conway Street
St.Paul, MN 55106
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rodrigo Dominguez
446 S Tustin St. #16
Orange, CA 92866
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Grant Fujii
5906 N Depauw St
Portland, OR 97203
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

It is known that Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities, water and the climate. To allow fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Feingold
98 Van Cortlandt Park So
Bronx, NY 10463
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Guy Heckert
10706 Preserve Lake
Tampa, FL 33626
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anthony Melo
1015 East 86th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11236
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Don Hudson
2408 Whittier Ave.
Springfield, IL 62704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Brady
138 W. Washington St.
West Chicago, IL 60185
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth kelson
29904 Lee Rd
Evergreen, CO 80439
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Rouse
5316 Se 70th Ave
Portland, OR 97206
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Candace Gabriel
4854 N Tripp
Chicago, IL 60630
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Brunger
624 Leyden Lane
Claremont, CA 91711
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stanley Balgobin
650 Ne 43rd Street
Pompano Beach, FL 33064
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beth Martin
3620 Se Belmont
Portland, OR 97214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Annamarta Dostourian
1970 San Pablo Ave Apt 16
Berkeley, CA 94702
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Todd Tollefson
812 5th Ave N, #404
Seattle, WA 98109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debra Smith
700 Somerset Park Dr Se
Leesburg, VA 20175
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Noah Bragg
35492 Coyote Trl
Locust Grove, VA 22508
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maryann Mantes
908 East South Temple St
Salt Lake City, UT 84102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Smith
3108 Keller Dr.
Joplin, MO 64804
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Neill
640 South Lake Ave. Apt. 101
Pasadena, CA 91106
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

J.J. Van Name
507 Westview St.
Philadelphia, PA 19119
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Scott Colandrea
52 Valley Ave
Walden, NY 12586
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leana Young
2102 La Manda Blvd
San Antonio, TX 78201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Miller
1732 Loney St.
Philadelphia, PA 19111
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jacqueline Akines
1731 W 91st St Apt 3
Chicago, IL 60620
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

L. Trevino
2819 N. New York Ave.
Laredo, TX 78043
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Dykstra
967 Deely Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15217
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan McGraw
5035 Par Dr
Freeland, WA 98249
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Settanni
1314 South Linden Street
Normal, IL 61761
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Abigail Hindson
1524 Ferry Street
La Crosse, WI 54601
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Franki deMerle
620 Ne 168th Av
Vancouver, WA 98684
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Nawara
30585 Vernon Dr.
Beverly Hills, MI 48025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George naused
303 Willrich Circle
Forest Hill, MD 21050
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry Federman
Po Box 68
Palenville, NY 12463
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Spooner
668 D St
Blaine, WA 98230
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Letitia Minor
298 Harrell St.
Memphis, TN 38112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daleth Pyzel
59*235 Ke Nui Rd
Haleiwa, HI 96712
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

SOLAR! WIND! Make more, it will become cheaper!! Come ON! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Goetz
Po Box 7016
Santa Monica, CA 90406
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christina Babst
728 N. Doheny Drive
W. Hollywood, CA 90069
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Money for the few, NOT the health of our land, water and citizens is what this is about. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Geoffry Hergenrader
637 Webber St
Santa Fe, NM 87505
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christina Harris
1508 N Harding Ave
Pasadena, CA 91104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Please stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Diane Carroll
426 Colony
Corpus Christi, TX 78412
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dana Lubin
5846 Coldwater Canyon Ave Apt
Valley Vlg, CA 91607
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would
dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel indus-
try access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maureen Gibson
3335 S Hamilton Ave
Chicago, IL 60608
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debra Berliner
1701 Richcreek
Austin, TX 78757
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Richard Saxon
5505 Ne Rodney Ave
Portland, OR 97211
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Douglas Leathers
131 West Street
Pleasant Gap, PA 16823
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Zamora  
2431 Grant St Apt 10  
Berkeley, CA 94703
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Timberlake
1
Brookings, OR 97415
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Craig Gatter
163 Shawmut Ave
North Haven, CT 06473
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Vieira
75 1/2 Atlantic St.
New Bedford, MA 02740
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Grimley
7963 Kings Hwy S
Zionsville, PA 18092
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin mcnamara
713 Kelly Way
Rio Vista, CA 94571
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gerriann Johnson
161 Fish Hatchery Rd.
Republic, WA 99166
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Herman
9903 Santa Monica Blvd # 942
Beverly Hills, CA 90212
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Garber
320 Smith Dr.
Petaluma, CA 94952
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim Kosier
2259 Oak Ridge Dr
Carson City, NV 89703
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jennifer Kauffman
35 Noble Drive
Shippensburg, PA 17257
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Foulk
6149 Joaquin-Murieta Ave
Newark, CA 94560
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gillian Parrish
1991 Pine Grove Rd
Stanley, VA 22851
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Monique Hitzman
Street Address
City, CA 90401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. What happened to the man of CHANGE? I am so disappointed with your continued support of dangerous energy sources... what happened to alternative??? Like the wind???

Sincerely,

Laura napier
192 11th St. Apt 1
Brooklyn, NY 11215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Lawyer
2844 Henneberry Road
Pompey, NY 13138
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ozy Licano
201 E. 1st St. P O Box 176
Mazanola, CO 81058
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane McCullam
9880 Fairmount Road
Newbury, OH 44065
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Lauman
4874 S Holland St.
Littleton, CO 80123
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pam evans
Po Box 644
Kemp, TX 75143
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Hill
E1251 Channel Pk Dr
Waupaca, WI 54981
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Douglas Engle
268 Sand Shore Rd
Budd Lake, NJ 07828
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Samantha Schlim
17578 E Buchanan Pl
Aurora, CO 80011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paula Berliner
16323 Open View Rd
Ramona, CA 92065
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marijane Mader
8807 Paso Robles Ave
Northridge, CA 91325
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carmen Weeks
7 Riverwoods Dr. Apt. P213
Exeter, NH 03833
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Dylan keane
819 N Edinburgh Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90046
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emily Beraz
901 Sw King Ave
Portland, OR 97205
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

C Michael Brown
1104 Hemingway Drive
Raleigh, NC 27609
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Silvia Revilla
6253 Dougherty Rd
Dublin, CA 94568
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christophe Vacher
Camarillo St
Toluca Lake, CA 91602
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Betty DEAN
Po Box 428
Sterling, AK 99672
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Fox
29365 Kennedy Gulch Rd
Conifer, CO 80433
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Keethler
7717 Lookout Drive
La Jolla, CA 92037
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joel Hurwitz  
83 Elm St  
Leominster, MA 01453
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry McLean
1726 Charlotte Hwy
Mooresville, NC 28115
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Phillips
75 Meher Way
Donalds, SC 29638
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Faith Miller
Po Box 11
Freehold, NY 12431
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Esther GARVETT
10431 Sw 143 Ave
Miami, FL 33186
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Thomas  
4360 South Bench Creek Road  
Woodland, UT 84036
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Mook
1 Timber Run Ct
Madison, WI 53719

CREDO Action
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Louise Malatesta
2929 Garrett Road
Drexel Hill, PA 19026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ayse Yeager
1114 Outer Drive
State College, PA 16801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicole Everling
1639 Sherwood Way
Eagan, MN 55122
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Mooney
3148 38th Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55406
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

David Gaiter
467 Diller Ave
West Mifflin, PA 15122
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Hines
927 Saddlebrook Dr
San Antonio, TX 78245
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Smith
2811 Calle De Sonoro
Santa Fe, NM 87507
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Astrid Jirka
313 Pleasant St.
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kirk Henry
23000 Sussex Hwy #202
Seaford, DE 19973
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leah Conroe-Luzius
105 South 31st St
Boulder, CO 80305
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We need to start saving the planet!

Sincerely,

Peggy Boyd
2429 Bigelow Ln
Baldwinsville, NY 13027
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

James Provenzano
3438 Merrimac Road
Los Angeles, CA 90049
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dani Duran
6920 Hayvenhurst Ave. 204
Van Nuys, CA 91406
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Meade
6333w Glenwood Dr.
Manistique, MI 49854
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gloria Matuszewski
420 So. Palm Dr. #307
Novato, CA 94949
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Pat Bartolomei
980 Cross Creek
Roselle, IL 60172
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Ruble
395 Lindenwood Ave
Akron, OH 44301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanette Oxelson
Street Address
Denver, CO 80211
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Lystrom
28756 Clover Lane
Evergreen, CO 80439
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marguerite slobodian
9218 Magnolia Vourt
Davie, FL 33328
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Grenier
1146 Haeberle Ave
Niagara Falls, NY 14301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Vernon-Jones
309 Lightner Ave.
Lewisburg, WV 24901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tracey Arnold
4235 Pickney Drive
Calabasas, CA 91302
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jessica Ramirez
6621 W. 86th Place
Westchester, CA 90045
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Loconto
30 Tango Lane
Carmel, NY 10512
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Rosenman
4881 Old Post Court
Bloomfield Hills, MI 48301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Pedro Salgado
2423 Chelsea St
Orlando, FL 32803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Basil Matychak
31 Briarcliff Place
Huntington, NY 11743
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harvey Gossard
950 Willow Valley Lakes Dr Apt
Willow Street, PA 17584
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Nicole Lauren
29 Jerusalem Avenue
Wantagh, NY 11793
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cary campbell
Po Box 3788
Wichita Falls, TX 76301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet C. Wright
318 Halvorsen Rd
Friday Harbor, WA 98250
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Solem
5260 Rice Lake Rd.
Duluth, MN 55803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lyle Linder
Pob 114
Franklin, NY 13775
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alison Guzman
21 Trenton St, Apt. 1
Pawtucket, RI 02860
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Wiesner
1544 Bedford St
Stamford, CT 06905
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jesse Moore
15044 W. Bilbo Lane
Terlton, OK 74081
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Francisco Dominguez
2700 Richmond Ave.
El Paso, TX 79930
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margie Cochran
1150 Kiwassa Lake Road
Saranac Lake, NY 12983
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Cindy Sue EICHACKER
32 Hill Street
Patchogue, NY 11772
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Johnson
73 Oakdale Blvd
Pleasant Rdg, MI 48069
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adrian Lawler
Clark Street
Eugene, OR 97402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Gargiullo
17 Glen Oak Drive
East Windsor, NJ 08520
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mara Spang  
88725 Two Mile Lane  
Bandon, OR 97411
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken Deshaies
4521 West Ponds Circle
Littleton, CO 80123
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert A Ethington
13216 N Stevens St
Spokane, WA 99208
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Charland
180 Freeboard Ln
Carolina Shores, NC 28467
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angela Schwartz
2200 Prospect Ave
Evanston, IL 60201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lorrie Godlin
232eagleton Lakes Blvd
Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33418
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Davidsion
416 6th Ave N
Edmonds, WA 98020
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Jacques
22766 Newport Avenue
Prior Lake, MN 55372
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Aimee Cervenka  
1001 S Westcliff Pl  
Spokane, WA 99224
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tomas Maccio
412 Centre Ave.
Upper Nyack, NY 10960
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristen Kendall
1523 Upland St.
Chester, PA 19013
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Genevieve Hirsch
2202 Townes Lane
Austin, TX 78703
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dana Shimizu
587 Rivrside Dr.
Ny, NY 10031
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David McNabb
4249 Howard Dr.
Remus, MI 49340
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mattie Stevens
5079 W College Ave Apt 30
Greendale, WI 53129
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Jacob
1575 Oak
Evanston, IL 60201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marla Dean
344 Ardennes Circle
Seaside, CA 93955
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis Bonfiglio
645 Harbor Ave
Mays Landing, NJ 08330
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Adam Berndt
175 Maplewood St.
Watertown, MA 02472
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

The hydraulic fracture (fracking) of rock formations with a cocktail of vast volumes of precious water and a "who-knows-what" of chemical additives has caused great economic and environmental harm in areas in which it has been allowed. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. As far as I'm concerned, we should NOT ALLOW fracking at all.

Sincerely,

Ronald Walters
610 Morehead Ave.
Greensboro, NC 27401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ed Schroeder
1042 127th Ave Ne
Blaine, MN 55434
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Angelo Macero
113 Stacy Cir
Huntsville, AL 35811
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathy Tinker
5558 Se Oak St
Portland,, OR 97215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Kelly
5611 Brandon Blvd
Virginia Beach, VA 23464
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kyra Legaroff
5113 Panama Ave
Richmond, CA 94804
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Croft
2515 Ocean View Ave #101
Los Angeles, CA 90057
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emily Koleman
630 Poplar Way
Verona, WI 53593
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karl Steel
814 E 13th St Apt 1
Brooklyn, NY 11230
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Freitas
822 Terry Lane
Key West, FL 33040
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gloria Otero
P.O. Box 204
Fair Oaks, CA 95628
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melisa Caprio
3200 Sw 116th Ave.
Davie, FL 33330
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Bosler
3636 Robin Way
Lawrenceville, GA 30044
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen sullivan
30 Smith Rd
Ashfield, MA 01330
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurie Malchow
509 Orange St.
Hudson, WI 54016
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Pursley
7624 Se 37h Pl
Mercer Island, WA 98040
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

James Wills
4306 Charro Lane
Plant City, FL 33565
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fred smith
32915 S.E. Compton Rd.
Boring, OR 97009
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathy Taylor
1940 Wilderness Road
Lancaster, PA 17603
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jay Wolfe
14a Brookline St
Pepperell, MA 01463
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Krassenstein
7617 Fillmore St.
Philadelphia, PA 19111
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kelly Garbato
147 Se 260th St
Plattsburg, MO 64477
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Les Lawrence
51 Ball Farm Way
Wilmington, DE 19808
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heidi Mela
676 Riverside Dr
New York, NY 10031
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matthew Sukkar
80 E. 2nd St.
New York, NY 10003
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Mulcahy
6777 Rolling Acres Ct
Concord, OH 44077
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Carlton-McQueen
4027 Mackland Ave, Ne
Abq, NM 87110
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anthony Gibson
6710 South Claremont Avenue Apt 107
Chicago, IL 60636
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hannah Shields
243 West 21st Street #3d
New York, NY 10011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice Capps
3009 Se Lambert
Portland, OR 97202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Romberger
310 W Nopal Pl
Chandler, AZ 85225
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathie Sekendur
399 W Fullerton Parkway, #15w
Chicago, IL 60614
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Ray Schneider
355 La Madrona Ct
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Pezzlo
5738 Nw 39th Way
Boca Raton, FL 33496
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara McIntyre
467 Highland Ave, Apt B
Collingswood, NJ 08108
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michele Chandler
908 Peggy Lane
Menlo Park, CA 94025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Barbero-Buffa
1036 Quinwood Lane
Maitland, FL 32751
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roger Thaller
1437 Cedar Rapids Drive
Columbus, OH 43228
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Flato
2264 Hidden Pond Lane
Lafayette, CA 94549
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. If we, the citizens of the US, must suffer from the ignored ill-effects of fracking, then we and we alone, not our corporations nor their overseas markets, should have sole access as part of the effort for freedom from dependency on foreign oil/fuel products.

Sincerely,

Jim Schreck
Po Box 726
Emmett, ID 83617
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Delia Surprenant
26107 11th Place South
Des Moines, WA 98198
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara MacDonald
315 Evans Rd.
Zelienople, PA 16063
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frances Lorie
346 East Court Street
Doylestown, PA 18901
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Di Russo
995 Hyde Park Avenue
Hyde Park, MA 02136
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheila haley
133 Wilson Avenue
Rumford, RI 02916
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

First Name last name
Street Address
Raleigh, NC 27606
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kate Sterling
8014 E Glen Rd
Norfolk, VA 23505
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Therese Lung
2 Ware St
Cambridge, MA 02138
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adriana Jaroszewicz
7605 W Manchester Ave. #2
Playa Del Rey, CA 90293
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Billie Hayner
140 Goose Hill Rd
Chester, CT 06412
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Spanos
6507 Moore Dr.
Los Angeles, CA 90048
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Brenda Bryant
895 34th Ave Apt 1
San Francisco, CA 94121
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

What on earth does it take to get through to these greedy fracking companies and the unscrupulous lawmakers who allow them to kill people through the contaminations of the process and ruin the world unchecked. The Mayans implied we are now entering a new phase in the world. Will it be aimed at improving the world by eliminating such destructive forces or will it escalate and expand the present practices and destroy the world? It's also just plain stupid to substantially damage our country to hand over a product to other countries, just for a few people to become incredibly rich here. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dr. Eve Riser-Roberts
2 Paseo Del Caballo
Santa Fe, NM 87508
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jason Laberge
28128 Pacific Coast Highway, #115
Malibu, CA 90265
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daryl MacLaren  
4204 Los Feliz Blvd #4  
Los Angeles, CA 90027
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nadine Lavonne
2031 Nw 59th St Apt 303
Wa 98107, WA 98107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shaurain Farber
2724 Young Ave.
Bronx, NY 10469
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sylvia Kratins
3354 Herrier
Oakland, CA 94602
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Corey Benjamin
970 Menlo Ave #17
Los Angeles, CA 90006
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randall webb
139 Lockwood Rrd
Craryville, NY 12521
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gerry Kaufman
8 Amherst Road
New City, NY 10956
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Bourdette
3434 Sw Corbett Ave
Portland, OR 97239
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Ivsic
1919 Outpost Drive
La, CA 90068
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tamer Khattab
5828 83rd Street
Middle Village, NY 11379
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arthur Friedman
6512 Ellwell Crescent
Rego Park, NY 11374
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen McMahon
4 Quail Hollow Ct
Hawthon Woods, IL 60047
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bob Farrell
6307 Calif Ave Sw
Seattle, WA 98136
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron sa
950 Franklin Rd
Summer Shade, KY 42166
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Merrily Butler
355 West 121 Street
New York, NY 10027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suki Hawley
164 Hall St.
Brooklyn, NY 11205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Madelaine Piel
558 East 87th Street
New York, NY 10128
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Glenn Finch
6489 Dry Creek Rd
Healdsburg, CA 95448
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis Winters
2314 Delancey Place
Philadelphia, PA 19103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ailsa Wu
1306 Trapelo Rd.
Waltham, MA 02451
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randall Heilbrunn
51 Deming St.
San Francisco, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Duane Haataja
1420 Se 16th
Portland, OR 97214
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Beth Wildermann
17333 Bear Creek Rd.
Boulder Creek, CA 95006
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Stuart
6124 S. Cherrywood Cir
Centennial, CO 80121
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Joseph
10137 S Avenue M
Chicago, IL 60617
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Constance Sutton
800 Riverside Dr., Apt 7j
New York, NY 10032
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jamie Polczynski
2305 N Major
Chicago, IL 60639
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Hughes
58 Lyons Rd.
Dudley, MA 01571
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Merle Peek
2329 So. Ogden Street
Denver, CO 80210
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Davis
1721 47th St
Des Moines, IA 50310
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melissa Noel
1128 Linden
Oak Park, IL 60302
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roland Delgado  
6321 Coolidge Street  
Hollywood, FL 33024
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Firouzeh Amirpour
102 Albion Ct.
Novato, CA 94947
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ben Sorensen
201 Wellington St.
Asheville, NC 28806
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Cohen
2952 Ne Hoyt St
Portland, OR 97232
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gretchen Dennison
710 Kenola Ct.
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roberta Schwalbe
45 Riverside Dr.
Wrentham, MA 02093
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Brice Beckham
8261 Norton Ave #2
West Hollywood, CA 90046
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bud See
4118 Woodland Ct.
Grapevine, TX 76051
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eleanor Stolber
792 Triumpe Way
Warrington, PA 18976
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Silvio Fittipaldi
72208 Delaire Landing Road
Philadelphia, PA 19114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claudia Bloom
1623 N. Avoca
Mesa, AZ 85207
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Gwyneth Bowman
2401 Old Greensprings Hy
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Liz Fowler
Ventura Street
Richmond, CA 94805
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fred & Carol Wall
299 Augusta Drive
Hopewell Jct., NY 12533
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Gallagher
23 Vista Road
Wyomissing, PA 19610
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Hawk
94 Hopkins Lane
Orleans, MA 02653
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Holt
2505 Makiki Heights Dr.
Honolulu, HI 96822
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brodie Lockard
183 Pinana St.
Kailua, HI 96734
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cecilia Boyer
113 Council Rd
E Stroudsburg, PA 18302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Marschel
100 Sw 195th Ave Unit 13
Beaverton, OR 97006
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff Livingston
4441 W 61st St
Los Angeles, CA 90043
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Nordeen
4965 Birch Lake Circle
White Bear Lake, MN 55110
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary King  
300 Napa St.,  
Sausalito, CA 94965
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. My old home country in New York state is vulnerable. Please don’t destroy it!

Sincerely,

Ned Gulbran
2833 Mt. St. Helens Place South
Seattle, WA 98144
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rosemarie Amendolia
12 Fuller Dr
Corinth, NY 12822
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracting in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Johnny Hopkins
220 Cowan St
Spindale, NC 28160
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Harvell
460 West 10th Street
San Pedro, CA 90731
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Fracking pollutes/poisons precious clean water supplies, of which we're in short supply in many states affected by extreme drought conditions. (Note: we live in Central Texas.) Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Willis
10914 Long Branch Dr.
Austin, TX 78736
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adam Black
1503 S State St
Chicago, IL 60605
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gail horvath
Horvath
Englewood, OH 45322
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James LAUGHLIN
1815 Delta Av
West Branch, IA 52358
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Alleyne-Chin
Pob370812
Montara, CA 94037
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

James Drago
19 Steven Pl
Coram, NY 11727
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Spadel
218 Grandview Ave
Woodbury Heights, NJ 08097
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sasha Vodnik
215 Henry St.
San Francisco, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jr Powell
257 Belle Vue
Sugar Grove, IL 60554
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allen McCoy
840 Nw 62nd St Apt 201
Seattle, WA 98107
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Jernegan
349 Millaudon Street
New Orleans, LA 70118
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Maldonado
847 Larch Ave
S San Fran, CA 94080
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Schoenau
240 S. Garden Circle
Belleair, FL 33756
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Megha Arraj
220 Main St
Leeds, MA 01053
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Gent
395 Parsons Acres
Ontario, NY 14519
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen McGarry
256 Oxford Street
Rochester, NY 14607
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alba Chitouras
10 Packard Ave.
Somerville, MA 02144
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Max Gibson
963 Olivelgen Ct
Concord, CA 94521
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pat Smith
92-1487 Aliiui Dr Apt F
Kapolei, HI 96707
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kent Gardner
312 Vfw Rd.
Swansboro, NC 28584
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Russell
842 Elting Road
Rosendale, NY 12472
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Yale Schwartz
717 Laurel Ln
Wayne, PA 19087
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Webb
928 Mussel Shoals
Shasta Lake, CA 96019
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Michael Mifsud
P.O. Box 65
Erie, CO 80516
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alex Pirie
7 St. James Ave.
Somerville, MA 02144
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Pride
4406 Crimson Ct
Sugar Land, TX 77479
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom SMITH
1061 West 400 North
West Bountiful, UT 84087
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lala Stanley
567 Corbett Ave Apt 3
San Francisco, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Kerner
50 South 1st. Street Apt.1b
Bergenfield, NJ 07621
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Yamamoto
2416 Pacific Avenue
Manhattan Beach, CA 90266
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Claytor
17910 Kelly Blvd Apt 122
Dallas, TX 75287
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Linda Loose
3350 25th St.
Boulder, CO 80304
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. President Obama - I voted for you and I cannot believe that you will support anything to do with this horrible practice of fracking. Please please do not let them frack!

Sincerely,

Tom Nakashima
932 Meigs Street
Augusta, GA 30904
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marisela Trujillo
Po Box 1026
Chimayo, NM 87522
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rosemary Ellersdorfer
1355 W 13th Ave
Broomfield, CO 80020
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Maurer
3707 West Kilbourn Avenue
Milwaukee, WI 53208
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Peter Williams
3531 W. Medill Ave.
Chicago, IL 60647
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Louisa Satori
2425 Ne Alberta St
Portland, OR 97211
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Renee Harper
577 Kenilworth Ave
San Leandro, CA 94577
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Theresa Ciarmatori
14 Wright Street
Agawam, MA 01001
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phyllis finley
3360 Ocean Drive
Corpus Christi, TX 78411
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lee Jackrel
1501 6th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94122
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Katrina Cotton
3700 Hillside Cv
Round Rock, TX 78681
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Herre
218 E 82nd St Apt 2rw
New York, NY 10028
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arthur mccullough
4980 State Road
Drexel Hill, PA 19026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Bolman
331 Hancock St., 2nd Floor
Brooklyn, NY 11216
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking does serious and possibly permanent damage to our air, water, and local economies. Methane leaks are a serious problem (see Ingraffea and Howarth study, Cornell University) - this greenhouse gas will only make global warming worse. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Wagner
1665 Ellis Hollow Road
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Morris Sandel
1611 Holly Street
Austin, TX 78702
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sam Koentopp
Keeler
Chicago, IL 60646
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katrin Rosinski
30710 Normal
Roseville, MI 48066
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wayne seifried
551 Mobile
Elizabeth, CO 80107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Hudson
8340 Anderson Street
Philadelphia, PA 19118
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chuck Wallner
104 High St.
Winter Haven, FL 33880
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carl Vilbrandt
Po Box 1108 Acp
Salem, OR 97308
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Katie Hale
142 Richardson St
Brooklyn, NY 11211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Chew
8920 N. Lake Drive
Bayside, WI 53217
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Morris
1257 Siskiyou Blvd #99
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Spinello
352 11 Street
Brooklyn, NY 11215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jesse Williams
1525 Marlowe Ave
Cincinnati, OH 45224
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Keeting
Po Bx 330743
Miami, FL 33233
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elena Steving
3824 Larkspur Court
Loveland, CO 80538
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate; its purpose is to merely boot the profits of energy corporations by off-loading the true (ecological) costs onto the public. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carl G Martin
1 Marvin St
Montpelier, VT 05602
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

First Name last name
Street Address
City, WY 82930
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathie Kingett
807 West Road
La Habra Heights, CA 90631
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Lindsay
688 Western Hwy
Blauvelt, NY 10913
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

We simply cannot engage further in Fracking, Mr. President. American communities are put at risk. As are American water sources. So, too is the climate placed in jeopardy because of the toxic threat it poses. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. To do anything less, Mr. President, is to be a part of the toxic threat and problem we are now globally facing.

Sincerely,

Barbara Soutar
628 Springharbor Drive
Woodstock, GA 30188
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Exported natural gas from fracking is even worse, because of the energy expended to liquify it, cool it, and ship it. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Lindsey
20 Rosewood Court
Ballston Spa, NY 12020
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Mitchell
43 Cherry St
Canton, NC 28716
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

It is time we look into the future and quit raping our planet for the profit of the few. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wayne Enos
543 E. Walnut
El Segundo, CA 90245
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joshua Whiteley
8108 N 147th Ave
Bennington, NE 68007
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gailen Keeling
1550 Kenard St Nw
Salem, OR 97304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Theresa Candela
8061 Bernice
Center Line, MI 48015
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laverne WILLIAMS
17117 Strathern St
Van Nuys, CA 91406
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Norma Burnson
6352 S. Lockwood
Chicago, IL 60638
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Newell
1648 Brightwaters Blvd. Ne
Saint Petersburg, FL 33704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Chittenden
14 Underhill Rd
Mill Valley, CA 94941
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Cooper
2099 Ridge Rd
Schenectady, NY 12302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wayne Snow
2990 South Cook Street
Denver, CO 80210
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Callison
24110 Oakmont Way
Auburn, CA 95602
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George shelley
1522 Sw 13 Ct
Ft Lauderdale, FL 33312
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim Limberg
1910 Cartwright St
Irving, TX 75062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Gallagher
1404 N Gardner St Apt 3
Los Angeles, CA 90046
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Rodrick
8718 Mollys Court
Wilmington, NC 28411
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Lycans
6731 E 39th St
Tucson, AZ 85730
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Corinne mcwilliams
6325 Ne Lessard Rd
Camas, WA 98607
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Corgiat
4748 Marietta Lane
Junction City, WI 54443
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eli Fuller
421 Buffalo Rd.
Brooktondale, NY 14817
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Hotaling
11 Woodycrest Road
Saranac Lake, NY 12983
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Crowley
850 Swandyke Drive
Castle Rock, CO 80108
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elaine Livingston
1403 Glenwood Rd
Vestal, NY 13850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Marshall
1975 San Jose Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94112
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn hirsch
1545 Passaic Place
North Brunswick, NJ 08902
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Moore
8688 Otis Dr
Arvada, CO 80003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mikki Chalker
119 Prospect St
Binghamton, NY 13905
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katie Mimnaugh
210 W. Washington
Champaign, IL 61820
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Faraklas
105 Bill Of Rights Way
Downingtown, PA 19335
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Showalter
20731 Forestwood
Strongsville, OH 44149
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tarek Hijaz
600 North Fairbanks Court, Unit 1802
Chicago, IL 60611
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Mc Eleney
123 Reservoir Rd. Pob1069
Norris, TN 37828
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Wisleder
1328 Wood Mill Dr.
Springfield, IL 62704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Bloch
Box 9144
Denver, CO 80209
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bob Hennessey
51 Lauren Way
Franklinville, NJ 08322
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randy Katzen
9841 Rainleaf Court
Columbia, MD 21046
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Naacy Richardson
1770 Ingram Rd
Penn Yan, NY 14527
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim Mashburn
110 Stoneacre Curve
Peachtree City, GA 30269
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Albert Steib
1930 Metcalf Road
Shelby, NC 28150
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Heron
10941 Sproul Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90064
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beth Probeus
24503 Los Alisos Blvd. #267
Laguna Hills, CA 92653
To Whom it May Concern:

The oil and gas giants have been bamboozeling the American Public and Congress for decades! Uhm... Massive amounts of toxic chemicals and potable fresh water mixed together into a slurry and pumped into the earth... gee... sounds like nothing could happen here... uh huh... Are you that stupid? And the use of Potable Fresh Drinking Water is a CRIME!!! In case you have been living under a rock lately - America and the rest of the world is running out of fresh potable drinking water. How is this sensible and wise to use up our drinking water? And YES, These poisons have entered our drinking water supply. Even the Aquifers are being poisoned. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Sciscenti
1225 Calle La Mirada
Santa Fe, NM 87507
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julene Weaver
5201 22nd Ave Ne #201
Seattle, WA 98105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Craig davis
7525 Nw 61 Terrace #602
Parkland, FL 33067
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Trumpener
447 S Summit St
Iowa City, IA 52240
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terry Horowit
118 Pinehurst Avenue
Albany, NY 12203
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrick Hansen
450 College Dr.
Ventura, CA 93003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frederick Taylor
466 Dowd Ave.
Canton, CT 06019
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alexis Moore
899 Sw 12th Ave
Boca Raton, FL 33486
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Denis Perez
1303 253rd Street
Harbor City, CA 90710
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kate Blessing
3925 Ne 45th St. #311
Seattle, WA 98105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Irma Ross
Street Address
City, CT 06854
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Megan Wood
900 Eastbrooke Lane
Rochester, NY 14618
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kaitlin Faudie
2858 Gravel Ridge Dr.
Rochester Hills, MI 48307
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terence McFadden
2014 Cloverfield Blvd, Apt 11
Santa Monica, CA 90404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hayne Iii Palmour
2707 N. Mayview Road
Raleigh, NC 27607
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arikka Finn
8751 South Toledo Ave.
Tulsa, OK 74137
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terry rand
23 Falls Bashan Rd
Moodus, CT 06469
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harry Wohlsein
14724 Se Linden Ln.
Milwaukie, OR 97267
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joy LEET-MULLINS
1401 Copper Glen Dr
Lexington, KY 40514
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine coco
41 Strawberry Lane
Newington, CT 06111
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert H. Feuchter
175-20 Wexford Terrace, Apt 11h,
Jamaica Estates, NY 11432
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dwight Jones
1335 Egret Ave
Ventura, CA 93003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Routledge
823 N Beverly Glen Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90077
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. It will also drive up prices at home, which would hurt our fragile economy. And it will not produce nearly the number of jobs that renewables like, solar, wind, wave/tidal can produce.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Langmuir
73 Garfield Ave
Easthampton, MA 01027
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maureen Ackerman
1719 Peachwood Court
Finksburg, MD 21048
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Savitz
49-31 Browvale Lane
Little Neck, NY 11362
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sylvia rabb
5500 Nw 69th Ave
Lauderhill, FL 33319
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Richards
1810 W Cervantes St
Pensacola, FL 32501
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Timothy Parker
4001 Oakmore Road
Oakland, CA 94602
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leanne D’Andrea
4278 S. Monarch Way
Salt Lake City, Utah, UT 84124
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roberta Drake
2036 S Delaware St
San Mateo, CA 94403
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elena Hvizd
University Ave
Shutesbury, MA 01072
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melissa Fredricks
2136 Bluebill Street
Green Bay, WI 54311
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank Chi
1225 Sw 104th Ct
Miami, FL 33174
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerry Wray
1002 Mayfair Rd
Champaign, IL 61821
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mariel Wallace
4077 Bluestone Rd
Cleveland, OH 44121
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the Understandably, fracking is a complex process to comprehend. In the light of climate change, what lessons have we learned about massive projects jumping into action? BP ignored and screwed us for decades with their hurried and sloppy attempts to go for greed rather than safety. Too many reports indicate the same has already happened in the case of fracking. What standards are being set? Why so many kicking off at one time without stringent standards including halting the project if violations occur. Please slow down and deliberately and mythodically think through the benefits, dangers, rules of accountability, and the fragility of our planet. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Denise Baumann
99 Blenheim Road
Columbus, OH 43214
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mariette Roy-Franco  
1305 Robert Ave  
Lehigh Acres, FL 33972
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Boogaart
235 N Lindy St
Zeeland, MI 49464
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary MacPherson
1436 Mohican Drive
Pittsburgh, PA 15228
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claire Melton
3008 Silverleaf Dr
Austin, TX 78757
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

K Nelson
24453 Tangerine Ave.
Port Charlotte, FL 33980
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shirley Hall
4031 Cedar Island Rd E
Jacksonville, FL 32250
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Harralson
3629 Lankershim Blvd
Studio City, CA 91604
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mitch Marcus
72-35 Kessel St
Forest Hills, NY 11375
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Jensen
13163 Fountain Park Drive # 107
Playa Vista, CA 90094
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Merrie Saniat
1311 Pennsylvania
Coeur D'Alene, ID 83814
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Please stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peg Thompson
7790 S Wellington St
Centennial, CO 80122
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kari-Jo Hanson
4440 - 3rd St. S.
Moorhead, MN 56560
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christina Knapp
15 Southbourne Rd
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Vedder
400 East Main St.
Frankfort, KY 40601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Brooks
5275 S. Washington Street
Littleton, CO 80121
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Zimnie
424 S. Sleight St
Naperville, IL 60540
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Ann Smith
Maryknoll Sisters
Maryknoll, NY 10545
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marisa Menicucci
809 Gary Ave
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lynnette Hazard  
833 Mill Rd  
East Aurora, NY 14052
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dale Naramor
604 Sibley Lane
Marshall, MI 49068
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Mowbray
324 Lexington Avenue
Nashua, IA 50658
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Irene beinor
143 Craig Ct
Manteno, IL 60950
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Vlahides
77 Hermann St
San Francisco, CA 94102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lian Amber
1310 Kenwood Ave
Austin, TX 78704
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis Fayant
16471 Sw 297th Ter
Homestead, FL 33033
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peggy Wagner
1503 Faircrest Sw
Canton, OH 44706
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Rebecca Hennessey
140 Crane Hill Road
Storrs, CT 06268
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sherry Roser
P.O. Box 988
Midway, UT 84049
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

I live in New York near the Pennsylvania border so I have seen firsthand the great damage being done to our communities by fracking. What we can’t see is even more frightening. This activity threatens our water supply and the health of the local populations. It will also accelerate climate change which is already resulting in extreme weather events. Can we really afford to have more storms like Hurricane Sandy? Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra stein
11 Cornell Walk
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Greenberg
20980 Olivo Way
Boca Raton, FL 33433
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dawn Martin
5937 E Calle Principia
Anaheim, CA 92807
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Allen
438 East Avenue
Watertown, NY 13601
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eileen Miller
5843 Marsh View Ct.
Fitchburg, WI 53711
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ramona Maiolino
4555 Cottman Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19135
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dr. Alexander Cannara
2043 Sterling Ave.
Menlo Pk., CA 94025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Penelope Porter
447 S Stone Ave.
Tucson, AZ 85701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Caren Schulman
1102 W Columbia Av
Chicago, IL 60626
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Rickabaugh
1256 Ne 69th
Seattle, WA 98115
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gitanjali Hursh
Se Flavel St
Portland, OR 97206
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Deveny
533 Fenby Farm Road
Westminster, MD 21157
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dave Anderson
2735 Benvenue Avenue
Berkeley, CA 94705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Livia Frank
41 Park St.
Brookline, MA 02446
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larissa Gula
312 S Bouquet St Apt 1
Pittsburgh, PA 15213
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marybeth Michelson
131 E. Green St
Ithaca, NY 14850
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adam Victor  
1107 Pacific Ave  
Bremerton, WA 98337
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hazel Paul
James Steet
Philadelphia, PA 19137
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Timothy Miller
11226 Newcastle Way
Bellevue, WA 98006
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beth Dhennin
11709 Tulip St. Nw
Coon Rapids, MN 55433
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Moorman
1220 Borgstrom
Ypsilanti, MI 48198
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Minor
644 S. Pam Ave.
Saint Charles, MO 63301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joann Ramos
64 Fiume St
Iselin, NJ 08830
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Alan Christensen
4472 31st Ave N
St Petersburg, FL 33713

CREDO Action 5437
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Constance Sutton
877 The Alameda
Berkeley, CA 94707
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Carroll Henry
1605 Oak Street
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matthew Blair
2442 Nw Market St. #88
Seattle, WA 98107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jenny church
1410 Walt Arney Rd
Lenoir, NC 28645
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Nathan Duin
3527 Garfield Ave
Minneapolis, MN 55408
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alice Meshbane
Po Box 272847
Boca Raton, FL 33427
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marie M collins
Po Box 4540
Crestline, CA 92325
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alan Mallams
147 Mkings Hwy, Rr 3
Hackettstown, NJ 07840
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Schneider
431 Ridgewood Road
Township Of Washington, NJ 07676
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Clair Touby
113 Forest Hill Ave.
Saranac Lake, NY 12983
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn coleman
435 Tributary Lane
Windsor, CT 06095
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheila Rutledge
27w325 Hoy Rd
Warreenville, IL 60555
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maria-Luise Rager
700 Thunder Road
Brevard, NC 28712
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Zelman
6055 Jumilla Ave
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cindy Crawford
22640 Erwin St.
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marylou Streznewski
22 Brook Drive
Furrlong, PA 18925
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Smith
16413 Andiron
Whittier, CA 90604
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Allocco
451 Maple Shade Rd
Middletown, CT 06457
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Helen Sandoval  
3155 W45th Ave  
Denver, CO 80211
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marcia Poole
2512 Regent St. #3
Berkeley, CA 94704
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sk Riley
475 S. Oakland Avenue
Pasadena, CA 91101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary neuendorf
1933 Rockland Drive Nw
Salem, OR 97304
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dd Dorvillier  
140-42 Second Avenue  
New York, NY 10003
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sean Johnson
7200 Quimper Lane
Austin, TX 78749
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. NO WAY! No way should you allow our beautiful country to be destroyed [AND FRACKING DOES DESTROY] and then sell it off to others. Where are these alternatives? No, no, no! It is betrayal of the worse sort.

Sincerely,

Mary Christian  
7007 Garnet Hill Lane  
Humble, TX 77346
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Krupka
20 Duhamel Ave
Charlestown, RI 02813
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Clayton Murray
10526 Dayton Ave. N.
Seattle, WA 98133
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Henry
104 Roebling St
Brooklyn, NY 11211
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Weinberger
401 S Beverly Glen Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jenifer Schramm
217 32nd Ave S
Seattle, WA 98144
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Dwyer
25-41 30th Road
Astoria, NY 11102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jessica Baron
35 Se 70th Ave
Portland, OR 97215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edgar Tobachnik
47 Westwood Road
Yonkers, NY 10710
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joshua Maizel
73 Pear St
Tinton Falls, NJ 07724
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kara Barton
4451 Kensington Rd
Los Angeles, CA 90066
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Bowers
433 Ngeneva St Apt#2
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christina M.
100 Overlook Terrace #616
New York, NY 10040
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gail Heylmun
2816 N 26th St
Boise, ID 83702
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzette Lemrow
638 Bua Dr
Temple Terrace, FL 33617
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phillip Gallo
4586 Forsythia Way Apt 232
Ooltewah, TN 37363
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. There is abundant evidence that hydrofracturing results in contaminated water, poisoned earth and air and serves only to enrich the industry and destroy our health and environment. Do not permit the expansion of this industry.

Sincerely,

Marya Bradley
11 Price’S Lane
Rose Valley, PA 19063
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Nakos
226-21 Kingsbury Avenue
Oaklang Gardens, NY 11364
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Kirker
6614 Phaedra Court
Eldersburg, MD 21784
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lorraine Beck
107 Seelye Drive
Burnt Hills, NY 12027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jake Anderson
132 High St
Winston-Salem, NC 27101
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara gillies
3620 N. Troy Street
Chicago, IL 60618
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Glorye Wool
53 W Jackson Blvd Ste 901
Chicago, IL 60604
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy burch
4044 Sw 4th Street
Plantation, FL 33317
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shirley Adams
209 Kedzie St. #2a
Evanston, IL 60202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Ona
17142 Palisades Cir
Pacific Palisades, CA 90272
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Small
4600 Mueller Blvd Apt 303
Austin, TX 78723
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Massari
7 Ridgeland Manor
Rye, NY 10580
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Cinnamon
1395 Arona Drive
Sparks, NV 89434
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Tedesco  
4611 3/4 W. Jefferson Blvd.  
Los Angeles, CA 90016
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Larry SUKUT
2391 Garfield Ave Sw
Port Orchard, WA 98366
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Francois errandonea
148 Bucknell Trail
Hopatcong, NJ 07843
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice McCray
2260 E. Stillman Lane
Salt Lake City, UT 84109
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Travis Johansen
311 Stratford Place #23
Bloomongdale, IL 60108
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Maghakian
175 Ridgeview Terrace
Hercules, CA 94547
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Jones
2409 Lynnwood Dr
Columbia, MO 65203
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hector Salazar
14502 Roundstone Ln
Houston, TX 77015
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Kiefer
136 Morse Road
Montpelier, VT 05602
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie McNaughton
926a Tainter St
Menomonie, WI 54751
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adrienne Hochberg
717 S Us H'Way 1 Unit 1002
Jupiter, FL 33477
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Dita Obler
318 Brookline St
Cambridge, MA 02139
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruby Layson
867 Chestnut Drive
Frankfort, KY 40601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sam Rogers
2120 Euclid
Napa, CA 94558
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Walther
1814 Marsh Rd
Wilmington, DE 19810
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marlene Powers
1820 E Wood Lane
Mount Prospect, IL 60056
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Pearson
443 Westgate Ave
Saint Louis, MO 63130
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bobbi Farrell
2678 St Johns Bluff Rd Apt 502
Jacksonville, FL 32246
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Zartler
30 Juniper Cir
Jamestown, RI 02835
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Beverly
7344 127 Ave Se
Newcastle, WA 98056
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Artemis Asproyerakas
1322 W. Ohio St.
Chicago, IL 60622
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Violi
23 Cedar Ledges
Putnam Valley, NY 10579
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maria mongiat
13 Reade St.
Milford, MA 01757
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julianna Dickey
2107 Spaulding Avenue
Berkeley, CA 94703
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Walsh
P.O. Box 429
Brooklyn, MI 49230
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Josh Lubarr
P.O. Box 74
Belmont, MA 02478
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claire Jackson
4104 W Norma Ave
Tampa, FL 33611
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

April lane
105 Kalispell Avenue
Whitefish, MT 59937
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Lenox
3856 Henley Dr
Pittsburgh, PA 15235
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Strassell
2877 Kassy Lane
Chino Valley, AZ 86323
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Violetta Argueta
24 Landing Lane
West Windsor, NJ 08550
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anthony Scardaci
3483 Liner Creek Rd
Clyde, NC 28721
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Watson
14105ne 30th Pl
Bellevue, WA 98007
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

James Jennings
300 Kenyon St. Nw
Olympia, WA 98502
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Weiss
615 Se 32nd Ave
Hillsboro, OR 97123
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Neustadter
279 Hamilton Place
Hackensack, NJ 07601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mackenzie Reed
1440 Colby Drive
Glendale, CA 91205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maryann weidenhammer
618 Culver Hill Rd
W Pittston, PA 18643
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Raymond eliggi
1155 Jefferson St.
Red Bluff, CA 96080
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Douglas Phillips
Po Box 44910
Kamuela, HI 96743
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Black
6541 Bellhurst Lane
Castro Valley, CA 94552
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susanne slauenwhite
528 74th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11209
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John And Shirley DeSimone
Street Address
Richmond, VA 23225
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shanna Rose
547 Clay St. Apt. B
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nan Corliss
10300 Morris Rd
Minneapolis, MN 55437
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jay Coppi
37 Ontario Avenue
Staten Island, NY 10301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim McNelis
106 Beedle Circle
Pittsburgh, PA 15236
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Fisher
4721 15th Ave Se
Lacey, WA 98503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Abigail Bline
20 Fayette Street
Concord, NH 03301

CREDO Action 5539
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Duggan
178 High St
Andover, MA 01810
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Ellis
3839 Kingsland Ct
Saint Louis, MO 63116
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Becky Geiser
4607 Hinson Place
San Diego, CA 92115
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marie DeBonis
20 Wendell Street #21e
Hempstead, NY 11550
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Keven Johansen
2074 Michigan Ave.
Salt Lake City, UT 84108
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Merla Haskin
811 E Main Street
Manchester, MI 48158
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Young
Po Box 3085
Corrales, NM 87048
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry Maas
2525-15th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rusty Walker
21426 Golden Dove
Spring, TX 77388
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Uhrie
329 Stackpole St. Lowell, Ma
Lowell, MA 01852
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara campbell
43 Clifton Blvd
Binghamton, NY 13903
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Paul Sternberger
No 419
Greenbrae, CA 94904
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Simeon Redmond
596 W. King Rd.
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Greed and private economic gain should not override the obvious need to actively protect the global environment.

Sincerely,

Donald Leap  
5854 Se Flavel Drive  
Portland, OR 97206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Brucker
4706 Nw 23 Terrace
Gainesville, FL 32605
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.  

Sincerely,  

Janine Moore  
47 Silver St.  
Waterville, ME 04901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Todd WILSON
2103 Case Dr
Bloomington, IL 61701
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ben Starr
32 Rogers Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11216
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheryl Hallmark
2240 E. Montecito Ave.
Phoenix, AZ 85016
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff Yoches
335 West 21st Street Apt 4fe
New York, NY 10011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Bentivegno
208 Haddon Hollow Court
Middle Island, NY 11953
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julia Morgan
234 Rachel Carson Way
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah beck
400 Decatur Avenue
Peekskill, NY 10566
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marie Foose
1140 Veale Ave
Martinez, CA 94553
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jeff Sievert  
731 Fulton Street  
Philadelphia, PA 19147
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Beck
293 Perkins St
Oakland, CA 94610
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Rothe
18 Guilford Ct
Morris Plains, NJ 07950
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Cavanagh
3195 Powder River Drive
Eugene, OR 97408
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Wood
545 Burnett Ave #305
San Francisco, CA 94131
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Extraction of natural gas by hydraulic fracturing (fracking) is a toxic threat to American communities and the burning of natural gas contributes to global warming. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Please protect our air and water quality. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Funk
1055 Nw Innis Arden Dr
Shoreline, WA 98177
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a potentially toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please?

Sincerely,

Tom Martin
2513 Twin Peaks Road
Mariposa, CA 95338
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Neil Hastings
5020 S. Washington St.
Englewood, CO 80113
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

E Kasowitz
20 Waterside Plaza
New York, NY 10010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erik Schmid
6 Staymen Place
Glenwood, NJ 07418
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ki Coulson
3656 S Bentley Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90034
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie Jenkins
12 Waddington Ave
West Orange, NJ 07052
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beth Mansbridge
149 Cedar Ridge Circle
St. Augustine, FL 32080
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Stutman-Brickey
865 College Ave.
Bexley, OH 43209
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carl Price
345 E St
Los Angeles, CA 90231
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dagmar Wolf
5903 N. Campbell
Chicago, IL 60659
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marcia Thayer
5300 Nw 61 Court
Ocala, FL 34482
Re: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking has caused earthquakes in Ohio. Nowhere should be safer than Ohio, but fracking is too dangerous even there. And considering the glut – we don’t need more natural gas...

Sincerely,

Susi Holloway
1841 Hopkins Av
Norwood, OH 45212
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Justin Uhr
414 W 121st St, Apt 45
New York, NY 10027
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Cicco
2915 Euclid Heights Blvd.
Cleveland Heights, OH 44118
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Woody Griggs
1605 Stonewood Ct
San Pedro, CA 90732
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen O’Gorman
209 Vine
Portland, OR 97212
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jan Bird
59929 Lakeshore Dr.
Joseph, OR 97846
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alan Hoeffler
5926 E Dallas St
Mesa, AZ 85205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jon spar
1408 Lobo Ct Ne
Albuquerque, NM 87106
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Millie Colquitt
27 Dogwood Dr.
Brandon, MS 39042
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Timothy Silver
8721 Santa Monica Blvd. #347
Los Angeles, CA 90069
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Crowley
526 Kappock St.
Bronx, Ny, NY 10463
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Lorusso
185 Crystal Pond Road
Eastford, CT 06242
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. It is well past time to get on with enviromental clean-up of our air and water. Why wait until it is too late and look back on another poor fossil fuel decision to hold us back with expensive clean-up efforts before we can even begin to see our true future in wind and solar?

Sincerely,

S. Butler
5971 Parkway Dr
Nanaimo, B.C., WA 98345
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Pearce
17 Cliff Drive
Bristol, RI 02809
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Claus
998 Linwood Ave.
St. Paul, MN 55105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

The rush to frack natural gas reserves is simply exploitation: Reap the profits while leaving property owners and the public to clean up the mess. It is the same business model that Wall St now implements: engage in high risk behavior, privatize the gains, socialize the pain. The environmental impact of fracking is currently undisclosed and un-regulated. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Blake
506 Merrybrook Ct
Clemmons, NC 27012
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marcelle Bessman
4417 Port Arthur Rd
Jacksonville, FL 32224
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Courson
14633 W 69th Pl, Arvada. Co
Arvada, CO 80004
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beverly Waczek
57 Sprain Brook Road
Woodbury, CT 06798
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Eric Wiener
3399 State Route 82
Ancramdale, NY 12503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hermina Kann
1628 Ne Coburn Dr.
Mcminnville, OR 97128
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna & Dan LaSota
3416 Alsace Pl
Blasdell, NY 14219
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Becky Lucas
10390 S Sierrita Mtn Rd
Tucson, AZ 85736
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stuart Basden
820 N Lasalle Blvd
Chicago, IL 60610
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Susan Proietta
1820 Napfle Ave
Phila, PA 19111
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeremy goldstein
Portland
Portland, OR 97213
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fred Dick
11 Robin Circle
Madison, WI 53705
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

James Smiley
10625 Culpeper Ct Nw
Seattle, WA 98177
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Giantomasi
73-1304 Awakea Street
Kailua Kona, HI 96740
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancee Volpi
4439 Annandale Drive
Stockton, CA 95219
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Nelsen
1016 Kains Ave
Albany, CA 94706
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthis McMath
12350 A V Way
Boonville, CA 95415
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lorie Rajput
9106 Penny Bridge Court
Midlothian, VA 23112
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ben Huberman
641 Espanola Way
Miami Beach, FL 33139
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Shultz
Pobox 377
Cliff, NM 88028
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Morgan
327 24 Th At
Dunbar, WV 25064
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Max Macrae
33 Oberlin St
Worcester, MA 01610
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce Paterson
151 Fairway Drive
North Kingstown, RI 02852
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Rynders
2109 Lamberton Creek Lane
Grand Rapids, MI 49505
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to communities and the climate here in Western Pennsylvania where our congressman is the biggest fracker. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Thompson
3124 Midland Drive
Erie, PA 16506
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Allen
41 Sycamore Court
Calumet City, IL 60409
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Horn
11811 Goldenbrook Drive
Chesterfield, VA 23832
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Tracey Richardson
15425 Vanowen St.#11
Van Nuys, CA 91406
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Benton Elliott
1313 Lincoln St Apt 605
Eugene, OR 97401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Anderson
525 Glacierview Drive
Youngstown, OH 44509
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jason Stein
N15962 High St
Powers, MI 49874
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Dziedzic
441mt Eden Rd
Kirkwood, PA 17536
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Derrell Chambers
221 Lake Dr
Kensington, CA 94708
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Grietje Laga
712-B Camino Militar
Santa Fe, NM 87501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Douglas Wetzel
4105 122nd St. Ne
"Marysville, Wa", WA 98271
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Pollock
208 17th St. Ne
Cedar Rapids, IA 52402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce Foster
10572 Wilkins Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brett Jensen
2029 El Cajonita Dr.
La Habra Hts., CA 90631
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  
  Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.  
Sincerely,  
Vera Warren-Lee  
10416 Bayou Pl  
Diamondhead, MS 39525
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eileens Sopanen
Po Box 92
Espanola, NM 87532
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

No one is looking at the long-term health consequences of fracking, whose toxic releases threaten our communities as well as the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Lichterman
574 48th St., Apt. 401
Oakland, CA 94609
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joann Pettersen
27 Colonial Dr.
Montpelier, VT 05602
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sydney Dunlap
106 Richard Drive
Leesburg, VA 20175
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Clare
8523 N Main St
Kansas City, MO 64155
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shane McCune
Mccune
Manhattan, KS 66502
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Todd Wolf
460 Us Hwy 46
Parsippany, NJ 07054
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pierina Provenzano
120 Channingville Rd, 2c
Wappingers Falls, NY 12590
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Conley
705 Indian St.
Belle Fourche, SD 57717
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claire Davidson
536 Adams St Apt 5
Albany, CA 94706
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Colleen Higgins
106 Olney St
Providence, RI 02906
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Lipson
5 Hilltop Drive
Mount Holly Springs, PA 17065
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fred Orlansky
720 Fort Washington Ave. #3e
New York, NY 10040
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Anna Lind
822 Clayton Street #7
San Francisco, CA 94117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ryan McDuffee
646 W Sagebrush Dr
Louisville, CO 80027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lara Shields
99 Glen Farm Rd
Temple, NH 03084
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

David Fiaz
26342 Cherry Hill Rd. Apt 105
Dearborn Heights, MI 48127
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wayne Steffes
2187 Wisconsin Avenue
Redding, CA 96001
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Pott
3907 Edgemont
Wichita, KS 67208
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Brandt Crowe
3726 South Lewis Court
Lakewood, CO 80235
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathy Gendron
3747 Senasac Ave
Long Beach, CA 90808
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janis Miller
24489 Crescent Street
Woodhaven, MI 48183
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Stratton
29 Sandy Beach
Vallejo, CA 94590
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Witness what has happened in 2012 in Louisiana when gas drillers hit a salt mine, and created a ten acre sink hole, displacing 300 people in 100 residences. Ask Governor Bobby Jindal about that. Once again the public, not the company, is going to have to clean up the mess. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bob Krasen
566 Blenheim Rd
Columbus, OH 43214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Lyons
9330 Maduro Lane
Atascadero, CA 93422
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gerald Moriarty
115 Greycliff Dr
Live Oak, TX 78233
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alana Bryant
2746 Kahawai Street
Honolulu, HI 96822
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beverly Cole
650 Mountain Meadows Rd
Boulder, CO 80302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amanda Fanniff
495 Connecticut St
San Francisco, CA 94107
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dave Searles
607 E. 2nd Avenue
Brodhead, WI 53520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Menneg
52 Alban St
Boston, MA 02124
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Stauber
305 Aajker Creek Road
Bozeman, MT 59718
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Allow other countries to imperil their own Public Water Supplies but not ours.

Sincerely,

Gary Barton
2555 Bartlett Street
Cincinnati, OH 45214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wendy Jayko
10621 Cottoneaster Way
Parker, CO 80134
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rose Licata
91st St
Howaed Beach, NY 11414
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Krista Mahoney
5600 Morena Way
Sacramento, CA 95820
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dianne Salyer
663 Brigadoon Blvd.
Sequim, WA 98382
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Schuyler Hoyt
298 Al Harvey Rd
Stonington, CT 06378
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jan Miller
P.O. Box 514
Minneapolis, MN 55480
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Not enough is known about fracking. The results already seen are sufficient to halt operations until we have put all the safeguards in place. Let’s look before we leap!

Sincerely,

Anthony Byrne
41 S Naperville Blvd
Naperville, IL 60540
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lazaros Hassos
96 Ledgewood Circle
Rochester, NY 14615
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry Forman
1241 W Hillsdale Blvd
San Mateo, CA 94403
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary carlson
5501 Key Street
Dallas, TX 75205
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Cherubin
219 Vauxhall St
New London, CT 06320
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Morgan
10 Cherrywood Court
San Pablo, CA 94806
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Tim Guinee
65 Tooley Drive
Stone Ridge, NY 12484
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roger Bau
Street Address
City, OH 43324
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Rosenblatt
305 W 98th St Apt 5es
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gordon Thomas
61 Foster Road
Barton, NY 13734
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Peter Supersano
2244 Escalera Way
Reno, NV 89523
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bradley Highberger
P.O. Box 703
Stowe, VT 05672
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. This is just what is wrecking our environment and destroying the health of those affected most—children and the elderly. Please stop this fracking insanity.

Sincerely,

Shelagh Mayhew
779 Horn St.
Washington, MO 63090
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terri Weinstein
1417 Medina Ave.
Coral Gables, Fl, FL 33134
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a TOXIC THREAT to American communities. It is a THREAT to the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. STAND UP to the fossil fuel industry. DENY all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diana Goodman
123 Mendosa Ave
San Francisco, CA 94116
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Demetria Leavitt
139 2nd Nh Tpke
Antrim, NH 03440
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne McAnna
8413 Cockney Drive
Austin, TX 78748
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maureen Cauthen
2815 Ocean Pkwy, 6i
Brooklyn, NY 11235
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carell Wallace
6207 Tournament Trail
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Lalonde
22 University Terrace
Athens, OH 45701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Taylor
Po Box 3023
Eldorado Springs, CO 80025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carmel Kooros
400 Argyle Rd Apt Rh7
Brooklyn, NY 11218
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alyce Hobson
2135 Stenton Ave 1st Fl
Phila, PA 19138
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Noel Levy
11 Windsong Court
Baltimore, MD 21208
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mirra Rose
1606 Halama St.
Kihei, HI 96753
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Ress
200 James St Apt 405
Edmonds, WA 98020
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim Bradshaw
16430 Teton Dr
Lockport, IL 60441
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Robinson
506 E Wopsononock Ave
Altoona, PA 16601
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Finkelstein
517 Old Gulph Road
Narberth, PA 19072
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Fasnacht
4006 113th Avenue Sw
Olympia, WA 98512
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alice Aylesworth
185 W Calthrop Ave
Syracuse, NY 13205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paula Rodriguez
111 Glenview Drive
Belleville, IL 62223
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gregory Michel
105 Spier Avenue
Allenhurst, NJ 07711
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Michel
952 Sw 7th Street
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33315
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan VanMeakins
419 Gerry Drive
Loveland, CO 80537
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Hudnall
5300 Tegan Road
Elk Grove, CA 95758
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine GRIFFIN
568 B Heritage Village
5, CT 06488
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Reisinger
603b Country Club Rd
Vestal, NY 13850
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Tim Faul
1730 Creamery Rd
Quakertown, PA 18951
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gloriajean Berberich
346 Foch Blvd
Minneola, NY 11501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Barrymore
Po Box 227
Shingletown, CA 96088
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lars Henrikson
7956 34th Ave Sw
Seattle, WA 98126
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis Hewitt
222 24th Court, Sw
Winter Haven, FL 33880
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Williams
2129 Market Ave North
Canton, OH 44714
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeremy Ehrlich
209 Hayes St
Seattle, WA 98109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

First Name last name
Street Address
City, PA 19440
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Kleih
2915 Via Toscana Unit 102
Corona, CA 92879
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maureen piper
1730 Rosewood
Port Townsend, WA 98368
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Keep any energy produced in the US for the US to end reliance on foreign energy sources. Work toward domestic energy independence. Thank your for hearing my voice.

Sincerely,

Virginia Hitchcock
1639 Peregrine Point Court
Sarasota, FL 34231
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Attar
4048 Fairview Dr
Berkeley Springs, WV 25411
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virginia Collins
102 Georgia Way
San Leandro, CA 94577
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matt Kelly
116 North Shore Road
Petersburgh, NY 12138
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Ann Johnson
1496 Lake Robin Circle
Munford, AL 36268
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Karp
720 Greenwich Street 3j
New York, NY 10014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Hauser
1825 S. Jersey Way
Denver, CO 80224
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Scenna
Street Address
Palm Harbor, FL 34684
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joselynn Burton
41 Grandview St Apt 801
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Ruffin
1916 South 6th Street
Minneapolis, MN 55454
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

E.R. Adams
P.O. Box 296
Dexter, MI 48130
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Walter Drisdell
2357a Woolsey Street
Berkeley, CA 94705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Seserman
7527 Glendevon Ln Unit 805
Delray Beach, FL 33446
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Hamada
10254 176th Ave Ne
Redmond, WA 98052
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Don’t we know better than this?

Sincerely,

Sheree Bala
16334 28th Ave Ne
Shoreline, WA 98155
United States Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rusty Briggs
17299 Beaver Springs Dr
Houston, TX 77090
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Dolly
1426 Westvale Ave.
Akron, OH 44313
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Conner
257 Rocky Ridge Dr
Helena, AL 35080
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ann Rust
797 Hart Street
Dighton, MA 02715
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gerald Gouge
110 Segrest Circle
Athens, GA 30605
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ian Shelley
50 Sw 97th Ave
Portland, OR 97225
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Elaine
7601 Eagles Flight Lane
Fort Myers, FL 33912
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mc Buch
2323 Regency Place
Henrico, VA 23233
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Altman
392 Central Park Wet
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ekkehard Staehle
2319 Harris Ave
Key West, FL 33040
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Elsinger
189 Tom Ave., Apt. A
Ephrata, PA 17522
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Bentien
400 4th St
Troy, NY 12180
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Rudick
1008 Park Rd Sw
Sunset Beach, NC 28468
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Michael Smith
35 Open Range Rd
Barnardsville, NC 28709
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phoebe Miller
3257 Heritage Cir
Hendersonville, NC 28791
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Warren
656 Sand Hill Rd
Asheville, NC 28806
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Biggs
920 Southmoor Dr. Unit 205
Virginia Beach, VA 23455
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margo Willmes
7565 45th Ave Sw
Seattle, WA 98136
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Anderson
1140 E. Timber Ridge Rd.
Prescott, AZ 86303
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dan Magee
1120 Loch Lomond Circle
Watkinsville, GA 30677
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Boroch
924 W. Orange Grove Ave
Burbank, CA 91506
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Ausfahl
600 Watson Ln
Littleton, CO 80123
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julia Larson
41 Yacht Lane
Daly City, CA 94014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eamon Gallagher
42 Winter Street
Auburn, ME 04210
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Hughes
23 Running Creek Circle
Rochester, NY 14623
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melda Montgomery
17340 Ne Woodland Lp
Yamhill, OR 97148
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Brill
2111 E Beverly Road
Shorewood, WI 53211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen McMahon
15 Hillcrest Blvd
Ypsilanti, MI 48197
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Kruse
5404 N 50th Ave
Omaha, NE 68104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joann Mariano
400 West 43rd St., Apt. 22f
New York, NY 10036
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. You have no right to mess with all these lands in the United States destroying us and giving in to the oil companies that wish to keep us addicted to this energy.

Sincerely,

Beatrice Sauve
7554 Laverne Ave. S.
Cottage Grove, MN 55016
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Same goes for coal exports. Coal fine particulates are now known to contribute substantially to global warming. Let’s be responsible for our actions. Lead the way to a sustainable economy.

Sincerely,

Richard McCaffrey
Pob 86
Ester, AK 99725
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Durango Mendoza
2207 S. Anderson
Urbana, IL 61801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Bourke
32 E Elm St
Central Islip, NY 11722
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marie Bernache
14150 Wunderlich Drive # 501
Houston, TX 77069
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beverly Nolan
200 Plymouth Place
Merchantville, NJ 08109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

King Ave
Dayton
Oh, OH 45420
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marcia Swarm
204 N Front St
Franklin, PA 16323
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jessica Winfrey
2434 Se Lincoln St
Portland, OR 97214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hannah Bloch
2 Gregory Lane
Acton, MA 01720
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Audrey Burdett
Rilman Rd., N.W.
Atlanta, GA 30327
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elaine Baker
1745 136th Avenue
San Leandro, CA 94578
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doris Holdaway  
5507 E. 15th Ave.  
Spokane Valley, WA 99212
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jenna Teague
415 Promontory Terrace
San Ramon, CA 94583
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lilyana Srnoguy
2124 Rouse Ave. # 10
Bozeman, MT 59715
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy B Newman
8414 Timber Fair
San Antonio, TX 78250
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Ozawa
497 Monterey Blvd
San Francisco, CA 94127
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Voet
4235 Kehr Rd
Oxford, OH 45056
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Olson
21-51 27 Street
Astoria, NY 11105
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tina Hickman
9401 Nagel Dr
Denver, CO 80229
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shawn Onsgard
213 Taaffe Place #306
Brooklyn, NY 11205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Greg Schwartz
355 Octavia St
San Francisco, CA 94102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Daum
16 East 96th Street #5a
New York, NY 10128
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eileen Swopes
9902 N Farm Rd 239
Strafford, MO 65757
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristen Walser  
1711 Wildflower Way  
Bozeman, MT 59715
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Thomas
1046 S. Trenton Ave.
Pittsburgh, PA 15221
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrick Almonrode
681 Ocean Ave Apt 7e
Brooklyn, NY 11226
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Annette Bernard
9 Temi Rd
Framingham, MA 01701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please also make natural gas extractors liable for contamination of drinking water and streams.

Sincerely,

Logan Perkins
305 E. Bayaud
Denver, CO 80209
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Luis vidal
7931 Sw 36 Terrace
Miami, FL 33155
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

John Dodge
163 Fairview Ave
Homer, AK 99603
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Kellermann
116 Collindale Nw
Grand Rapids, MI 49504
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

I really mean this!!! I am in total favor of criminalizing fracking! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen wahlund
28 Our Road
Woodstock, NY 12498
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Thomas Karwaki
7139 N. Macrum Ave
Portland, OR 97203
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Goodness
270 E Highland Ave #515
Milwaukee, WI 53202
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Brigmon
1284 Lakeview Canyon Road
Ashville, AL 35953
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jocelyn Jackman
19 Fairchild Place
Buffalo, NY 14216
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lyn Page
10606 Nw 21st Ave
Vancouver, WA 98685
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Rogers
28029 133rd Ave Sw
Vashon, WA 98070

CREDO Action 5805
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Hardin
1500 Ne 15th Av #441
Portland, OR 97232
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Homanich
316 Prospect St
Binghamton, NY 13905
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Bungarz
P.O. Box 30227
Walnut Creek, CA 94598
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ae De Witt
Po Box 13673
Atlanta, GA 30324
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Yvette Schultenover
31167 Cimarron Trl
Grand Rapids, MN 55744
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Vanek
5713 Michigan Ave
New Port Richey, FL 34652
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Hermes
714 Meadow Ln.
Libertyville, IL 60048
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Havlish
2134 S 17th St
Philadelphia, PA 19145
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maureen McKeon
220 Stone Rd.
Dayville, CT 06241
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lucy Sexton
675 Hudson St
New York, NY 10014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shirley Van Deraa
W230 Kings Way
Sherwood, WI 54169
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Bennett
Po Box 6135
Raleigh, NC 27628
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Dielman
1515 Fourth Street
Baker City, OR 97814
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Korovilos
1975 Theodore St.
Trenton, MI 48183
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Bratcher
5 Lanza Ct
Hot Springs Village, AR 71909
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle Taylor
Po Box 376
Easton, ME 04740
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marianne Shaw
165 Esmeyer Drive
San Rafael, CA 94903
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Scheckler
3050 Hawks Nest Ln
Draper, VA 24324
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Shelby Knutson
1217 Ne 117th St
Miami, FL 33161
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Shurtleff
384 Hazel Avenue
San Bruno, CA 94066
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Estill
2097 Iuka Ave.
Columbus, OH 43201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Buddy Georgia
Pob 394
Walla Walla, WA 99362
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kari Dyrdahl
2670 County Road I
Mounds View, MN 55112
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat. FOR ONCE Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sylvia Wahl
1426 Hanshaw Rd
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pat Lukensmeyer
3849 E. Broadway
Tucson, AZ 85716
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Victoria Wilson
4116 S 19th St
Omaha, NE 68107
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic, GO TO WHERE THE FRACKING IS IF YOU DO NOT BELIEVE THE SCIENTISTS AND THE PEOPLE WHO CAN NO LONGER DRINK THEIR WATER.

Sincerely,

Antonia Shouse
116 Westbourne Lane
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard House
3382 Goshen Road
Newtown Square, PA 19073
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim Coleman
730 Pennsylvania Ave Apt 612
Miami Beach, FL 33139
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Augustine Roth
9513 Clark Street
Philadelphia, PA 19115
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Ancowitz
105 Rockland Ave #7
Mamaroneck, NY 10543
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roberta Gold
640 Riverside Drive
New York, NY 10031
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.  

Sincerely,  

Van Flanagan  
613 Riverview Drive  
Franklin, TN 37064
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dan Sherburne
6810 Pershing Ave.
St. Louis, MO 63130
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Samuel Roberts
407 Blaker Dr
East Greenville, PA 18041
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sabrina Guo
Bayberry Way
Sugar Land, TX 77479
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Alan Hochberg
9479 N Belfort Circle
Tamarac, FL 33321
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Blake
1117 Park Manor Dr.
Orlando, FL 32825
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chelsea Kinsman
2052 Madison Av
New York, NY 10035
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Cocke
212 Commons Way
Chapel Hill, NC 27516
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Greg King
255 18th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Cromeans
3805 W Alabama St Apt 9107
Houston, TX 77027
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurie Kittelson
6315 Paris Av N
Stillwater, MN 55082
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Trisha Davis
2620 N Carr St
Tacoma, WA 98403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Before we consider expanding the demand for fracked natural gas, the gas industry must be held accountable for containing fracking fluids. It is not acceptable to put the cost of disposal on the backs of the people whose drinking water and lands are contaminated by the effluent. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. The export of fracked gas benefits upper-income stock holders and industry executives at the expense of local governments and land owners. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Camille Hall
7175 Nw Mountain View Dr
Corvallis, OR 97330
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Blackman
6241 Crescent Park W.
Los Angeles, CA 90042
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Segura
611 E. Taylor Lane #G
Salt Lake City, UT 84107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We import fossil fuel. We should not even consider exporting fossil fuel until all the countries needs are met.

Sincerely,

Eugene D. Alexander
1147 Galway Ct.
Hummelstown, PA 17036
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gabrielle Harradine
140 Valle Lindo St.
Malibu, CA 90265
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chad Clark
180 Moss Way
Oakland, CA 94611
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzette Ippolito
210 20th Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15215
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emily Feingold
1699 Laguna St
Concord, CA 94520
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joy Hutchinson
865 52nd St
Oakland, CA 94608
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lenny Cavallaro
201 Washington Street
Groveland, MA 01834
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dean La Barge
50 Stonington Drive
Pittsford, NY 14534
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Johnson
8924 Owahgena Road
Manlius, NY 13104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Luck
115 George Lamb Rd
Leyden, MA 01337
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jon Powell
2000 Baity Hill Dr., #326
Chapel Hill, NC 27514
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Steinberg
251 W97th St
Ny, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tusi Gastonguay
121 Willow St.
Florence, MA 01062
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Fortunak
7120 Ivystone Ave So
Cottage Grove, MN 55016
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Meier
7 Cherry Ct
Appleton, WI 54915
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Henning
728 Wayne Lane
Chico, CA 95926
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Floyd Back
2954 Lower Gabriels Creek Road
Mars Hill, NC 28754
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fran Kelly
23303 Edsel Ford Ct
Scs, MI 48080
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Marra
109 Anderson Ave
West Haven, CT 06516
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Linda Drake
1309 Vienna Lane
Madison, WI 53718
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Conner
335 Woodside Dr
Shelby, NC 28150
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Fox
24722 Watt Rd
Ramona, CA 92065
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roberta Cook
5911 Graywood Circle S.E.
Mableton, GA 30126
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Goodkind
23 Ridgefield Pl.
Biltmore Forest, NC 28803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Prince
7 Ave Vista Grande
Santa Fe, NM 87508
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gerald Martinez
3502 Ladoga Ave.
Long Beach, CA 90808
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claudia coping
811 Grand Blvd., #304
Kansas City, MO 64106
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dale Shuller
150 Cooks Glen Rd
Spring City, PA 19475
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathy Daniels
15358 Se 23rd St
Bellevue, WA 98007
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arlene Camp
1001 Tecumseh Way
Scotia, NY 12302
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Taryn Miyashiro
1144-C Kumukumu St.
Honolulu, HI 96825
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Betsy Brown
2314 Ravenna Rd.
Ravenna, OH 44266
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Walsh
250 E. Bort St.
Long Beach, CA 90805
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Chris McCarty
4748 S Ocean Blvd
Highland Beach, FL 33487
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff Beck
3224 Purdue Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90066
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brad Miller
316 S Madison
Anthony, KS 67003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sharon Daly
213 Windermere Blvd
Amherst, NY 14226
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Barr
1363 Arbordale Road
Wynnewood, PA 19096
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter powers
2 Van Woert St
Oneonta, NY 13820
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Thornton
2280 Floyd Ln
Concord, CA 94520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Fish
5345 37th Ave So
Minneapolis, MN 55417
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Keeran
147 Hutton St.
Jersey City, NJ 07307
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Hamilton
1 Maverick Rd. Apt. 7
Woodstock, NY 12498
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melanie Vasa
209 Pine Street
Boonton, NJ 07005
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Erika Martinez
83-19 Lefferts Blvd Apt 2c
Kew Gardens, NY 11415
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Farekian

4512 Vista Largo

Torrance, CA 90505
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Byron D. Molix
2604 W Broadway
Columbia, MO 65203
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Cruce
2000 Emerson Street
Denver, CO 80205
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ae petrilla
Pob 306
Roosevelt, NJ 08555
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Guillermina Aguirre
7307 Eliot Street
Westminster, CO 80030
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Abraham
1067 Ponder Creek Rd
Mars Hill, NC 28754
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lorraine Lee
2011 Birchwood Drive
Norristown, PA 19401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sternau Welsh
403 Napa St
Sausalito, CA 94965
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Hurwitz
Mommyleigh@Aol.Com
City, NJ 07661
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Pierce
1888 Linda Vista
Turlock, CA 95380
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Lamborn
55 West End Ave, 5l
Ny, NY 10023
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Harden
540 E Santa Clara
Ventura, CA 93001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Lipton
392 Central Park West
Nyc, NY 10025
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pauline Augustine
145 Sullivan St.
New York, NY 10012
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Josephine Hansen
2401 Pennsylvania Ave, # 17b27
Philadelphia, PA 19130
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Hopkins
3586 Chiefs Ct Ne
Salem, OR 97305
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Bevsek
3312 Queen Anne Way
Colorado Springs, CO 80917
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Krista Fischler
20 Big Hallow Rd
Lake Georger, NY 12845
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Joe cross
20 Green Rd
E Montpelier, VT 05651
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nikki Nafziger
339 Thomas Ave
Vallejo, CA 94590
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlotte Wharton
4479 Northshore Dr.
Port Charlotte, FL 33980
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Hopkins
6 Peck Ave #62b
Rye, NY 10580
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Carey
3931 Woodcliff Rd
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gaetano Rizzi
10111 86th Avenue
Richmond Hill, NY 11418
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Luehrmann
223 N Guadalupe Street
Santa Fe, NM 87501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Curtis L. Hughes
8211 Via Hermosa
Sanford, FL 32771
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Heneri
3119 W Commodore Way Apt 2d
Seattle, WA 98199
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stefanie Hedrick
7418 Preakness Stakes Lane
Charlotte, NC 28215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Van Dusen
1212 Sw Clay St., #219
Portland, OR 97201
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken Mauney
4012 Anier Ave
Durham, NC 27703
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheilagh Creighton
285 Scenic Road
Fairfax, CA 94930
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kat Coriell
817 Stackpole Rd
Durham, ME 04222
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Tulpo
6337 Piping Rock Rd.
Madison, WI 53711
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Darwin Frauenholtz
5463 Lower West Branch Road S.E.
West Branch, IA 52358
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rodney Hytonen
109 Pine Drive
Pennsboro, WV 26415
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Selling Fracked gas overseas prior to ensuring the safety of this technology is both irresponsible and reckless. Don’t sell off our water future for fossil fuel industry profit. Clean and safe water is more precious than any money! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Arnold
541 Nova Way
Madison, WI 53704
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Aaron Comsia
11588 Arrow Point Dr Ne
Bainbridge Island, WA 98110
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities, precious water supplies and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rosemary Maziarz
1702 S 3rd Pl
Saint Charles, IL 60174
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Bullock
4500 N Magnolia
Chicago, IL 60640
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vinny And Sandy vanacore
1101 Duncan Circle #104
Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33418
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debra Brackett
1329 16th Avenue #2
San Francisco, CA 94122
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dr. James L. Rowland, Ed.D.
1210 Nw Nye
Pullman, WA 99163
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jeffrey
34 E Summit Ave
Midland Park, NJ 07432
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Samson Brock
811 E Bridger Ave
Las Vegas, NV 89101
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Williams
5334 Lindley Ave Unit 219
Encino, CA 91316
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Raquel Alva
2304 Perkins Lane
Redondo Beach, CA 90278
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Garcia
28 Huntington Circle
Pueblo, CO 81005
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Walt Flom
1714 E Cathedral Rock Drive
Phoenix, AZ 85048
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Yuki Mathias
931 57th St
Oakland, CA 94608
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Leanne Iscaro
3875 Garland St
Wheat Ridge, CO 80033
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Connie Craig
133 E Rosedale Ave
Milwaukee, WI 53207
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Strickler
1208 Bristol Blvd
Ocean Springs, MS 39564
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Baker
Street Address
Lexington, MA 02421
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cecelia Benelli
1009 E Carroll St
Macomb, IL 61455
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lucian Spalla
10078 Shumaker Drive
Girard, PA 16417
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erin Willett
5725 N Sunflower Pl
Tucson, AZ 85743
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terry King
515 Grand Ave. #A
Mancos, CO 81328
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elaine Tokarski
2687 Roundtree Dr.
Troy, MI 48083
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Maria Mejia
10213 N W 52 Lane
Doral, FL 33178
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Gentilini
2454 Meadow Glade Drive
Hilliard, OH 43026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking should be banned. Develop and promote renewable resources.

Sincerely,

Dana Locke
5221 James Ave
Oakland, CA 94618
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stacieann Taylor
870 Williams Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11207
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bradley Kershner
44 Weld Hill St Apt 1
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Kimmel
3318 Bracken Fern Dr
Harmony, FL 34773
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Odilia Leal-McBride
805 Orchard Drive
Lufkin, TX 75901
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Glidden
419 Briar Road
Bellingham, WA 98225
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Meany
5672 North Shore Drive
Duluth, MN 55804
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Hart
23 Collins Terrace
Central Square, NY 13036
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kieran Wilson
5675 Bear Stone Run
Ovideo, FL 32765
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Vikram Sikand
39 King Avenue
Weehawken, NJ 07086
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Soda
44 E Lake Forest Pkwy
Lancaster, NY 14086
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Burgeson
11945 87th Pl N
Maple Grove, MN 55369
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Waltzer
1509 Squire Lane
Cherry Hill, NJ 08003
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Rice
3010 E Mabel
Tucson, AZ 85716
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Fumea
3070 22nd Street
San Francisco, CA 94110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Goodhue
4132 W Pyracantha Circle
Tucson, AZ 85741
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jule Garrison
Pob 931
Daleville, AL 36322
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rachel Lowther
143 Central Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11221
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth A. Taylor
19215 Houle Creek Road
Frenchtown, MT 59834
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Brophy
20 Wills Ave.
Stanhope, NJ 07874
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Liz Battaglia
28 Days Ave.
Selden, NY 11784
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Utich
60495 Shawnee Lne
Washington Twp, MI 48094
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Mace
527 College Road
Lake Forest, IL 60045
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice Saxton
123 Juniper Rd
Placitas, NM 87043
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

G M
532 Germain Street
New Orleans, LA 70124
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Graham Mathes
2720 E Roy St
Seattle, WA 98112
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Daub
1503 S. Lincoln St.
Spokane, WA 99203
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Cyrus Martin
2440 S Quebec St
Denver, CO 80231
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrick Liner
191 Carnelian Way
San Francisco, CA 94131
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Noam Eisen
507 S 41st St.
Philadelphia, PA 19104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Jacobs
5509 Brandon St
Greendale, WI 53129
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gavin Thorinson
6632 71st Ave Ne
Marysville, WA 98270
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stacy Nisperos
4213 W Olive
Fullerton, CA 92833
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Rose Derbyshire
P.O. Box 48
Grafton, NY 12082
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

C Sondheimer
Erer Woodberry Dr.
Bryans Road, MD 20616
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul moore
1 Randall St. #3
Waterbury, VT 05676
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Leavitt
1244 South Florence Pl
Tulsa, OK 74104
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Amberge
506 Spencer Rd
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sam Brady
3713 Hunter'S Isle Dr
Orlando, FL 32837
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Wilsnack
2903 Walnut Street
Grand Forks, ND 58201
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alejandro Munoz
2053 Nw 78 Ave
Miami, FL 33122
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sithfredo Rivera
5844 N Moody Ave
Chicago, IL 60646
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Nathan Bigger
1310 Castalia Dr.
Cary, NC 27513
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Monica Gilman
25525 S. Laura Ln
Estacada, OR 97023
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rick Cofer
Po Box 142
Black Diamond, WA 98010
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maryne Shephard
1063 Beacon St
Brookline, MA 02446
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tora Klassen
9750 Greenwood Avenue, Apt #304
Seattle, WA 98103
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Emmel
2006 Glencoe St.
Wheaton, IL 60187
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Moore
20550 Nalle Road
N. Ft. Myers, FL 33917
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Alston
4602 54th Street
Lubbock, TX 79414
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Tyler
798 South Plain Street Apt. 550
Ithaca, Ny, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Seitz
2 Brook Trail
Croton-On-Hudson, NY 10520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

M French
2509 Lancaster Ct
Hayward, CA 94542
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Templeton
1878 San Jose Ave Apt A
San Francisco, CA 94112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Simmons
159-1 Glenora Gardens
Rochester, NY 14615
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please rethink that program. It is bad enough that we waste precious water and risk the pollution of our environment. It is still a fossil fuel and adds to global warming.

Sincerely,

Arvin Blakeney
2300 E Geddes Ave # C
Centennial, CO 80122
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heather Karlson
Po Box 8371
Santa Fe, NM 87504
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle Gregg
W2415 Cty Hwy B
Sarona, WI 54870
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pt Dixon
1706 Deerwood
Louisville, KY 40205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teresa Reinhardt
730 Se Bell Ave.
Corvallis, OR 97333
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gail Bedinger
1175 Vintage Dr.
Rio Vista, CA 94571
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Timothy Dobbins
1255 Page Street, #7
San Francisco, CA 94117
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Galton
106 Black River Road
Myrtle Beach, SC 29588
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Arturo Hernandez
6750 Sw 39th Ter
Miami, FL 33155
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Goscilo
2584 Zollinger Road
Columbus, OH 43221
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Wagner
201 Iron King
Durango, CO 81301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dave Gordon
133 Bergen St.
Bklyn., NY 11217
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Wiggins
157 Main St
Gardiner, NY 12525
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thu Huong Vu
Street Address
City, TX 77498
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Dutra
1127 Munich St
San Francisco, CA 94112
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Kester
74 Stony Brook Drive
Stamford, CT 06902
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrick Wilson
510 Greene Ave Apt 4
Brooklyn, NY 11216
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sebastian Maselli
3330 Heather Lane
Oceanside, CA 92056

CREDO Action 6030
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Derek Howell
1555 Vine St. Apt 377v
Los Angeles, CA 90028
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ray Rodney
Po Box 184
Woodacre, CA 94973
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Penny Nichols
16566 Butts Canyon Road
Middleto N, CA 95461
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

E. Magid
14 Crestwood Drive
Maplewood, NJ 07040
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Abie Mazon
822 S Fir Ave # 1
Inglewood, CA 90301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Just say "Frack NO!"

Sincerely,

Douglas Hart
8 Grove Street
Putnam Valley, NY 10579
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Grace Tortora
78 Memphis Ave.
Staten Island, NY 10312
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Manley
2346 S 119 E Ave
Tulsa, OK 74129
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry Beard
4047 Woodside Ln
Hubertus, WI 53033
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jamini Davies
127 East Sycamore Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15211
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dara Nix-Stevenson
Po Box 1021
Greensboro, NC 27402
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacque Damon
7839 Bear Drive
Missoula, MT 59802
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lis Harris
15 Claremoent Ave. Apt.32
New York, NY 10027
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff Hoffa
Rt. 219n
Renick, WV 24966
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. You have promised to do something to stop climate change. This can be one, as the process if "fracking" releases methane gas. I'm sure you are aware that methane contributes to global warming and climate change.

Sincerely,

Emily Pearlman
115 Central Park West
New York, NY 10023
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Morris
2305c Ashland Street #295
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Chris Uzdavinis
2810 N. Paulina St Unit 2w
Chicago, IL 60657
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Frieder
4 Twain St.
Baldwin, NY 11510
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shawn Haussermann
211 Willett Ave
South River, NJ 08882
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
David Applegate
5912 1/2 San Vicente Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90019
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Michael Caruso
176 Sw Hemlock St
Dundee, OR 97115
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Deckman
709 Folly Hill Rd
Kennett Square, PA 19348
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alison Johnston
15 Issaquah Dock
Sausalito, CA 94965
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerry Johnson
13934 Steepleview
Lemont, IL 60439
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Conti
1027 4th Ave
Longmont, CO 80501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sonia Liskoski
7 Mary St.
Kennedy Twp., PA 15108
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shannon Meckley
138 Apache Trl
Carbondale, CO 81623
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Howard Masin
813 Bordeaux Ct
Manchester, MO 63011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Betsy Neaves
1555 Merrill St, Spc 83
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Durant
22 Jackson Ave
Mystic, CT 06355
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elsa H
Riverside Drive
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Singer
310 W 93 St
New York, NY 10025
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Please stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas!

Sincerely,

Peter Roth
2925 Glenwood Dr Apt 220
Boulder, CO 80301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Van Elsberg
32455 S.E. Belfils Rd.
Estacada, OR 97023
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doug Atkinson
Barnes Creek Rd.
Owego, NY 13827
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

First Name last name
Street Address
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Rizzo
47 Southgate Drive
West Seneca, NY 14224
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Poels
631 Carey Ave.
Wilkes Barre, PA 18702
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jena Reid
43245 Corte Argento
Temecula, CA 92592
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Erika T.
Po Box 2313
Rolla, MO 65402
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dave DeGeorge
3013 Barry Rd
North Port, FL 34286
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jennifer Schenker
1521 Bridford Pkwy Apt 10a
Greensboro, NC 27407
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. It’s poisonous!

Sincerely,

Carol Montana
80 M. Gilles Road
Grahamsville, NY 12740
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Baxendale
28w625 Lester St.
West Chicago, IL 60185
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Curry
103 Nw Lancer Lane
Pullman, WA 99163
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Beling
35138 N. Rand Hill
Ingleside, IL 60041
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matthew delaune
17220 Via Chiquita
San Lorenzo, CA 94580
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Dansberry
Street Address
City, KY 41017
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Floris Mikkelsen
5722 Keystone Pl North
Seattle, WA 98103
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary levine
37 King St
New York, NY 10014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce R. Farber
2874 Jackson Street
San Francisco, CA 94115
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Hogue
15720 W. Boca Raton Rd
Surprise, AZ 85379
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lois White
1299 Williams Drive
Shrub Oak, NY 10588
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Lofgren
3334 Quincy Ave.
Madison, WI 53704
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shelley buonaiuto
13866 Pin Oak Rd.
Fayetteville, AR 72704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan MacBryde
300 State St.
Albany, NY 12210
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Betsy Vozary
15316 Clifton Blvd
Lakewood, OH 44107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jessica Hart
909 Greenwood St, Apt 2d
Evanston, IL 60201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrea Kehoe
1027 Dogwood Trail
Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Graham Simmington
6189 Mapleridge Dr
Flint, MI 48532
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleenley Kirk
42 Union Ave
Nutley, NJ 07110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

When I wrote you before to express my absolute rejection of fracking as a tenable process because it poisons water, land, and the atmosphere, contributing greatly to cancer in humans and climate change which is affecting all living things. You wrote back that you were interested in getting as much natural gas out of the ground as possible. Now I am writing again. PLEASE RECONSIDER AND STOP SUPPORTING THIS DISASTROUS PROCESS! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Meyer
Po Box 1631
Alameda, CA 94501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Reb Ponser
Po
Centerbrook, CT 06409
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

S Weiss
5320 S Ingleside Ave
Chicago, IL 60615
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Jacobs
115 W Front St Ste 3
Perrysburg, OH 43551
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Gray
263 Hoke Ave.
Oceanside, NY 11572
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tammara Wickson
3021 Brockport Rd Apt. B
Spencerport, NY 14559
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brenda fox
1006 Hollywood Ave
Oakland, CA 94602
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eunice Hafemeister
3845 17th Ave S
Minneapolis, MN 55407
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Philip Giles  
340 S Lemon Ave #9295  
Walnut, CA 91789
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Lamont
11922 Tennessee Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90064
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Dalton
9240 Sw Wilshire St
Portland, OR 97225
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lou Dematteis
3 Juri St.
San Francisco, CA 94110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sam Smith
2710 E 75th Pl
Chicago, IL 60649
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kate Weiss
513 N Plum Ave
Bozeman, MT 59715
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Schille
20893 2nd Place Sw
Normandy Park, WA 98166
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslee Shutes
5842 Grand Traverse Ln
Portage, MI 49024
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Houser
834 N Mentor Av
Pasadena, CA 91104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Helms
4660 N River Rd
Oceanside, CA 92057
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dan Dampier
1428 Landover Ave.
Deltona, FL 32725
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ueli Stadler
831 4th Street
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Fossil fuel is just not good for the planet, no matter how profitable it has been. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Patterson
2912 Ne 43rd St
Vancouver, WA 98663
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rosemary Coffey
916 Bellefonte St
Pittsburgh, PA 15232
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Rossi
1408 Wayne Ave.
South Pasadena, CA 91030
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lee Maloy
106 Claremont Dr
Lansdale, PA 19446
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Hermanns
354 Castleton Ave
Staten Island, NY 10301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacob Shulman-Ment
68 Edgars Lane
Hastings-On-Hudson, NY 10706
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Szucs
97 Denow Road
Lawrenceville, NJ 08648
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lori Knight-Whitehouse
482 New Hempstead Rd
New City, NY 10956
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mel Jordan
5037 McIntyre Circle
Austin, TX 78734
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Homonnay
7902- H South Lake Drive
Dublin, CA 94568
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Suzanne Reinhold-Shor
15 Vantage Ct.
Port Jefferson, NY 11777
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Isabel Clark
3020 N Ballas Rd.
St.Louis, MO 63131
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Manjot Pannu
181 Fernwood Drive
Moraga, CA 94556
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Norma Sharff
409 4th Ave. N.E.
Oelwein, IA 50662
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

A Schwab
33 Slmbr Crns
Weston, CT 06883
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellyn Ward
272 Clinton Place
Hackensack, NJ 07601
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Garvey
234 Horizon Ave Apt 5
Venice, CA 90291
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Valerie Watts
4829 Whitsett Avenue Unit 302
Valley Village, CA 91607
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Monroe
41-43 39 Place
Sunnyside, NY 11104
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Huber
Po. Box 19785
Johnston, RI 02919
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Don’t destroy our country for short term profits! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dean Silver
1035 Timberline Ter
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank Swart
135 Woodward.
Otisville, MI 48463
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Neiman
60 Seaman Ave #5g
New York, NY 10034
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Harrison
212 West 105th St.
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Herzstein
42080 Miranda St.
Fremont, CA 94539
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Becky Fernette
14345 Blue School Road
Fennimore, WI 53809
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Faith Greaves
255 N. Sierra St.
Reno, NV 89501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Nafziger
17383 Peace Ln
Bow, WA 98232
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Brian Dilts
225 Ardmore Ave
Ardmore, PA 19003
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rhonda Patern
1275 East 51st Street
Brooklyn, NY 11234
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mary Sommer
31 Arrowwood Place
Malta, NY 12020
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Clifton Ware
535 Locust Hill Lane
Knoxville, TN 37920
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Until hydraulic fracturing (fracking) has regulations and enforcement thereof that prevent the pollution of our groundwater and exploitation of our citizens, it must not continue. Doing anything to allow further development of this unsafe and unjust extraction method is directly contributing to the destruction of our most precious and unrecoverable natural resources: the environment, and our families. No more fracking. It’s simple.

Sincerely,

Ari Daniels
856 Hacktown Rd
Keswick, VA 22947
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. PLEASE!

Sincerely,

Laura Elias
4300 Cedar Ave S
Minneapolis, MN 55407
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Askins
Street Address
Chicago Park, CA 95712
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlie Guzman
358 S 2nd St.
Brooklyn, NY 11211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Stavisky
8422 Cactus Creek
San Antonio, TX 78251
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Fishkin
1742 Fell
San Francisco, CA 94117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Murphy
111 Main St
La, CA 90012
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Just as important, we must get away from carbon-based energy.

Sincerely,

Michael Robinson
255 Cabrini Blvd., Apt. 5a
New York, NY 10040
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sue Morgan
2306 Tiffin Rd
Oakland, CA 94602
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

B. L. Melton
1611 Longfellow Rd
Orange, TX 77630
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nayeem Aslam
135 Elk Trl
Carol Stream, IL 60188
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Heckman
3050 Pheasant Creek Dr Apt 107
Northbrook, IL 60062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Lavinch
6201 Swallow Drive
Harrison, MI 48625
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Johnson
1717 Huntington Dr. #1
South Pasadena, CA 91030
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Miriam Spencer
Po Box 1763
Bellevue, WA 98009
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Richart  
1645 W. Jarvis  
Chicago, IL 60626
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Knoll
8554 Brookside Glen Dr
Tinley Park, IL 60487
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jenny salazar
251010 Bear Valley Rd
Tehachapi, CA 93561
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bharat Ratra
3700 Stratford Terrace
Manhattan, KS 66503
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James dildine
6705 Trail West Road
Loveland, CO 80537
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Niedermayer
605 W Crestland Dr
Austin, TX 78752
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Christian Schlepuetz
247 Clinton Avenue
Oak Park, IL 60302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Cole
1820 Newland Court #313
Lakewood, CO 80214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lori Eltzoltz
814 Ne Orchard Dr
Lees Summit, MO 64063
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Dawson
1500 Sw Park Ave #527
Portland, OR 97201
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Sally Russ
Po Box 100
Woodstock, NY 12498
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Wilson
7095 Hollywood Blvd. #457
Hollywood, CA 90028
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Weissburg
1601 Molitor Rd
Belmont, CA 94002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate! Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. PLEASE stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Ceallaigh
5012 Shoalwood Avenue
Austin, TX 78756
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Ross
10589 E. Ralph Alvarez Pl.
Tucson, AZ 85747
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Glen Brennan
804 W 180th St Apt 7
New York, NY 10033
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Billingham
40 Bradford Rd
Weston, MA 02493
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Avaine Strong
709 Texas Ave
Monroe, LA 71201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nance Hikes
143 Westbridge Dr
Berea, OH 44017
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ms K Riley
630 E Mission
Spokane, WA 99202
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Hoard our coal, oil, and natural gas reserves for ourselves. Expect other countries to do the same over the next 3 to 5 years.

Sincerely,

Anthony Gresham
9205 Lyndonway Dr
Richmond, VA 23229
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer LaBar
232 Petunia Court
San Marcos, CA 92069
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adele Reynolds
5929 Beach Drive Sw
Seattle, WA 98136
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Stern
6102 Se 22nd Ave.
Portland, OR 97202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cj Petermann
1193 Market St
Gloucester, NJ 08030
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Cooluris
58 West Portal Avenue #138
San Francisco, CA 94127
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Davie
1131burgoyne Avenue
Fort Edward, NY 12828
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Greg Brown
2301 Collins Ave. #403
Miami Beach, FL 33139
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Garret Hammond
4439 Stanley Ave
Downers Grove, IL 60515
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephanie SCHOENFELD
8524 Desoto Ave #51
Canoga Park, CA 91304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Earl Scheelar
2322 Roosevelt Ave.
Berkeley, CA 94703
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janie Martinez
14210 Bateau
Cypress, TX 77429
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anya Zardonis
418 Clearwater Avenue
Nashville, TN 37217
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Peter O'Connell
1307 S 36th St
Philadelphia, PA 19146
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We need CLEAN energy HERE, not fracking that will only benefit the oil/gas industries. INVEST IN CLEAN ENERGY, NOT FILTHY FRACKING!!

Sincerely,

Paula Witt
245 Tiffany Rd.
Norwich, NY 13815
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

It's time to put the health and safety of our citizens and the environment above the greed of Big Oil. It's time we changed our thinking about our need for more and more of the things which ultimately will destroy us. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Morgan
730 Juniper Dr
Santa Fe, NM 87501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I’m just not ready to ignite my drinking water as yet. Let’s concentrate on wind power instead.

Sincerely,

Joe Davis
4816 Stonehill Drive
Raleigh, NC 27609

CREDO Action
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James heitler
2565 Powell Avenue
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kirk Dangler
341 E.90th St. Apt. 1
New York, NY 10128
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Valen
1745 Laurel Ave
Saint Paul, MN 55104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karla Huard
Po Box 591
South Barre, MA 01074
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Patricia Pearson
3015 Yellowood Ct
Durham, NC 27705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Duncan Conley
45577 Knockeyon Lane
Great Mills, MD 20634
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beth Stafford
3813 Farhills Drive
Champaign, IL 61822
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michel Dumas
6767 Gilman St
Garden City, MI 48135
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Cynthia Watson
6034 Watson Rd
Wesson, MS 39191
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Nadeau
4237 Verona Road
South Euclid, OH 44121
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shambie Cooper
412 Dorset Drive
Cocoa Beach, FL 32931
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Renee Masiello
131 Briarcliff Lane
Holliston, MA 01746
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Katz
535 Valley Park Road
Phoenixville, PA 19460
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathie Books
167 West 21st Avenue
Oshkosh, WI 54902
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beverly Boling
Bboling2204@Yahoo.Com
7450 Willowchase Blvd., TX 77070
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Reginald Miller
3190 Carver Drive
Fort Valley, GA 31030
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kari Rohr
4143 Rosewood Place
Riverside, CA 92506
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Lindstrom
3200 Se Palmquist Rd Unit 2
Gresham, OR 97080
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Greg Mitchell
219 Baker St.
Petaluma, CA 94952
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Franco Ortega
2128 Se Hawthorne Blvd #31
Portland, OR 97214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Ater
532 Appeldoorn Circle
Asheville, NC 28803
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin McDonald
95 Hillside Ave.
Livingston, NJ 07039
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karl bean
3 Apple Ct.
Mt. Sinai, NY 11766
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Rebar
2800 Deer Creek Dr
Parker, CO 80138
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Nelson/Snyder
P.O. Box 3020
Taos, NM 87571
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Sincerely Lisa Lichterfeld Maine

Sincerely,

Lisa Lichterfeld
4 Big Sky Lane
Waterville, ME 04901
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jamie Tomek
215 S Cuivre St
Bowling Green, MO 63334
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beth Seibel
1323 Foxboro Drive
Monroeville, PA 15146
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Dino Nartea
381 Half Moon Lane, Unit 315
Daly City, CA 94015
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Anne Wilkinson
24722 Oxford
Dearborn, MI 48124
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie Byrnes
5729 Avenida La Mirada, Nw
Albuquerque, NM 87114
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Lynch
11221 Slaughter Creek Dr.
Austin, TX 78748
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Halliburton
3430 9th Drive
Baker City, OR 97814
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Boyd A Davies Jr
669 N Armour
Wichita, KS 67206
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David & Donna Lloyd
2230 Harbor Pointe Pl
Palm Harbor, FL 34683
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon McDonald
8410 Se Flavel Street
Portland, OR 97266
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Cantrell
27202
Vancouver, WA 98682
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Webber
1217 Silvius Ave
San Pedro, CA 90731
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Ford
22 Saddleback Ridge Road
East Nassau, NY 12062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anna Browder
22 Irving Ave
Providence, RI 02906
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Domino
363 Northfield Ave
West Orange, NJ 07052
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sybil Carrillo
806 Marin Ave
Mill Valley, CA 94941
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Guy Jacob
Po Box 037207
Elmont, NY 11003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

It seems as if big oil and gas have the Obama Administration in their pockets. That’s one of the reasons I almost didn’t vote for him: his pretty lousy environmental record. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melinda Ramsey
265 Melinda Ln
Monticello, FL 32344
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terence King
108 S Portland Ave 4a
Brooklyn, NY 11217
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pam MCGRANER
429 Lombard Rd
Columbus, OH 43228
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pat Peters
4011 Sw 43rd Ave
Portland, OR 97221
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Preston Sahabu
4343 Roosevelt Way Ne
Seattle, WA 98105
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lorraine D. Johnson
4858 S. Kenny St.
Seattle, WA 98118
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Eckel
9 Shepard Rd
Norfolk, CT 06058
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Raymond Keeling
762 Panorama
Milford, MI 48381
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Geene Abadan
17 Wood Chase Lane
Kinnelon, NJ 07405
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. President Obama, what are you thinking? Fracking is dangerous!

Sincerely,

Lisabeth Sockness  
5133 E. Lower Stump Road  
Hereford, AZ 85615
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,
Roy Barr
2978a Nm14
Cerrillos, NM 87010
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Tracey Jain
367 Bergen St.
Brooklyn, NY 11217
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rosemary Debellis
429 Thornell Road
Pittsford, NY 14534
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Benno Walle
10441 13th Ave Ct S
Tacoma, WA 98444
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce Frohn
425 Congress Ave
Oshkosh, WI 54901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Bluebaugh
1051 E. 88th Ave.
Thornton, CO 80229
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anthony Motta
1544 E Douglas
Gilbert, AZ 85234
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Walker
1247 Rustic Road 3
Glenwood City, WI 54013
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Martin Rieder
142 North Broad St
Norwich, NY 13815
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dana Kelley
210 Grayling Ave
Narberth, PA 19072
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Particularly at a time when many folks complain about the high price of energy in the United States, it makes very little sense to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tel Jensen
Post Office Box 436
Woodland, WA 98674
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolee Buck
116 Church St
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric weiss
5655 Carrizo Rd
Atascadero, CA 93422
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan nygard
Po Box 5822
Berkeley, CA 94705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Gross
915 N. Oakland
St. Johns, MI 48879
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dana Astmann
257 Saint John St
New Haven, CT 06511
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matthew Lipschik
1780 E. 13 St.
BKlyn., NY 11229
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Walter Kleine
3267 Hollis
Oakland, CA 94608
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Monasky
7895 Little Mountain Rd.
Mentor, OH 44060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sammye C Greer
583 Aberfelda Dr.
Springfield, OH 45504
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Wheeler
3337 Octavia
San Francisco, CA 94123
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karl Horstmann
120 Third St.
Scotia, NY 12302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurie Doig
6 Howes Ave
Stamford, CT 06906
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

We shouldn’t have to continue fighting fracking. It murders all life forms in its path. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Andersson
2424 79th Ave Ne
Medina, WA 98039
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Colette Riethmiller
16490 45th Ave. N.
Plymouth, MN 55446
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim Oblak  
3948 N Sweet Bay Ct.  
Wichita, KS 67226
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Neal Yanoff
6 Windsor Court
Lansdale, PA 19446
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Deborah Hall
726 Clayton St.
San Francisco, CA 94117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Brauser
200 West 79th Street
New York, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Beverage
4226 Brookside Ave
Cincinnati, OH 45223
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jill Gregoire
2552 Center Rd
Novato, CA 94947
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Carl
1337 N Broad St
Lansdale, PA 19446
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lauren Swaim
None
Little Rock, AR 72205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. It contaminates ground water, consumes massive amounts of water that cannot be spared, nor at present cleaned up, makes farmland useless, as in many parts of Pennsylvania, and causes leakage of significant amounts of natural gas into the atmosphere where this gas is some 30 times as great a greenhouse absorber as CO2. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Lorand
1351 Tomah Dr.
Mt. Pleasant, MI 48858
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stefanie Throckmorton
406 Hawaii Ct
Iowa City, IA 52246
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Rocha
20 Nye’S Lane
Acushnet, MA 02743
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wendy Goldner
931 Sage Trail Rd
Yakima, WA 98901
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Geri Gajewski
29 Ashton St
Scarborough, ME 04074
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Caroline And David Fromson
1245 Arrow Wood Dr
Brea, CA 92821
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bonny Kahane
780 Greenwich Street
Ny, NY 10014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Gonzales
8209 Endeavot Cir
Austin, TX 78726
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice Mackanic
52 Sheffield St.
Jersey City, NJ 07305
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Rob Thalmann
2100 Silver Se
Albuquerque, NM 87106
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Kruehl
139 Hillsdale Rd.
Union Grove, NC 28689
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary McKinney
3101 Park
Singer Island, FL 33404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Hiawatha Rhyans

9112 Fremont Ave N
Seattle, WA 98103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna garrison
22658 Felicia
Spicewood, TX 78669
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Kelly
43 Coppermine Village
Flemington, NJ 08822
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Mertig
3490 Esquire Dr.
Murfressboro, TN 37130
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brenda Diaz
16436 Bridlewood Circle
Delray Beach, FL 33445
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a potential toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Protections for the public in Pennsylvania are very weak. We cannot protect our communities from the added truck traffic, air and water pollution, and social problems that fracking is bringing.

Sincerely,

Brenda Hameister
1590 Brush Valley Road
Centre Hall, PA 16828
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alice King
501 39th Ave Ne
St Petersburg, FL 33703
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Rogers
121 Old Center St
Middleboro, MA 02346
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Taylor
721 N 138th St
Seattle, WA 98133
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doug Matheson
6708 Cottage Ave.
Klamath Falls, OR 97603
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Beckett
1 Harding Lane
Ashland, MA 01721
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joel Isaacson
1417 Spruce St Apt G
Berkeley, CA 94709
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Do not allow fracking anywhere!

Sincerely,

Kathleen Hopkins
671 Vernon St Apt 305
Oakland, CA 94610
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Norman Dobrowski
12349 Leafy Tree Lane
Jacksonville, FL 32258
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Greenslade
2709k Oak Road
Walnut Creek, CA 94597
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Russell Knapp
300 E Sawyer St
Eastpoint, FL 32328
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emil Costa
1003 Pritchard Place
Newtown Sq, PA 19073
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Tsai
2403 Ne 7th Ave
Portland, OR 97212
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Georgia Neill
Po Box 806
North Truro, MA 02652
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Watts
48 South Park St. Apt 203
Reno, NV 89502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sara Bradshaw
75 Clinton Ave
Saint James, NY 11780
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Luis Lerma
2443 N. Palo Hacha Drl
Tucson, AZ 85745
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arnold Walter
76 Shamrock Drive
Lackawanna, NY 14218
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Cruden
550 Woodhill Dr.
Saline, MI 48176
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanne duggan
646 Edna
San Mateo, CA 94402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Resa Boydston
1236 Sw Belle Terrace #3
Topeka, KS 66604
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Candice Shaffer
701 Long Rd.
Waitsfield, VT 05673
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kryssa Schemmerling
411 Vanderbilt St
Brooklyn, NY 11218
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christy Lee-Engel
9410 44th Place Ne
Seattle, WA 98115
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Craig Soule
11953 Sw Horny Hollow Trail
Terrebonne, OR 97760
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Clifford  
43 Cowan Cove Rd  
Asheville, NC 28806
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Lecture
1114 Heizer Street
Great Bend, KS 67530
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marisol Ruiz
13413 S. Avenue N.
Chicag, IL 60633
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Dunyak
231 St Marys St
Phoenixville, PA 19460
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Breusch
30 Caldwell Street
Huntington Station, NY 11746
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Annette Defranza
701 Bond Rd
Port St Lucie, FL 34953
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. See my letter in the Jan 28 issue of the Nation magazine.

Sincerely,

Carol Gloninger
9 Coves End Lane
Sag Harbor, NY 11963
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Hoyt
1631 Ne Broadway Street
Portland, OR 97232
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Marchand
321 Donaldson St
Highland Park, NJ 08904
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Please DON'T Frack!

Sincerely,

David Bodner
8179 Bluffview Drive
Manlius, NY 13104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. georgia gillespie
40 w. oneida st. baldwinsville, NY 13027

Sincerely,

Georgia gillespie
40 W. Oneida St.
Baldwinsville,, NY 13027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Samantha Lubrani
2674 W. 232nd St.
Torrance, CA 90505
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brooks Kline
2610 Iris Ave #104
Boulder, CO 80304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Benjamin Stout
1175 E 4045 S
Salt Lake City, UT 84124
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shane O’Bryan
2013 Eastern Pkwy
Louisville, KY 40204
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Saja
1335 Williamswood Drive
Raymond, MS 39154
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barry swank
3267 Wildwood Drive
Medina, OH 44256
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Prance  
156 Hampshire St  
Cambridge, MA 02139
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Inge Jacobsen
14 Poplar Ave.
North Brunswick, NJ 08902
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rick Stanley
4038c Keanu St.
Honolulu, HI 96816
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Douglas Trotter
4551 Ne Skidmore St
Portland, OR 97218
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Schneider
2029 Tulip St
San Diego, CA 92105
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phillip Caler
4144 Donnelly Rd
Jackson, MI 49201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judi Bachrach
49 Cricket Rdg.
Bearsville, NY 12409
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Domin
133 E. Clay St. Lancaster
Lancaster, PA 17602
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Owen
2053 Newport Rd
Ann Arbor, MI 48103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary De Spirt
73 Endicott Drive
Amherst, NY 14226
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Tiers  
402 N. Chaparral Way, P.O. Box 472  
Crestone, CO 81131
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Louise Angelis
3804 Kiess Drive
Glenview, IL 60026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diana Kalos
911 Harte Street
Montara, CA 94037
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris McGatha
16014 Windermere Drive
Pflugerville, TX 78660
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fern Edison
560 West Saugerties Road
Saugerties, NY 12477
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Wasserman
3030 Park Avenue
Bridgeport, CT 06604
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Berry
92 Horatio St., #5f
New York, NY 10014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Jones
P.O. Box 1938
Port Townsend, WA 98368
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vm Ortiz
6811
Nyc, NY 11379
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Ponisciak
30 Nottingham Drive
Willingboro, NJ 08046
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Daniels
14860 David Dr
Fort Myers, FL 33908
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Aggie Monfette
3521 Hillside Dr
Royal Oak, MI 48073
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Doering
4666 Lincklaen Road
Cazenovia, NY 13035
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Aaron Czeizinger
722 Abbotts Pond Rd
Greenwood, DE 19950
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Leong
695 Arbor Dr
San Leandro, CA 94577
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Georgia Roelof
Po Box 497
Cross River, NY 10518
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. LNG exports are a threat to our energy security, would inflate domestic energy prices, and would precipitate a race to the bottom in global environmental standards.

Sincerely,

Michael Terry
503 West Rustic Road
Santa Monica, CA 90402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Dunham
2045 Parkdale Ave
Glenside, PA 19038
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tori Johnston
2521 34th Ave S
Minneapolis, MN 55406
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eleanor Rosenthal
530 Presidio Ave
San Francisco, CA 94115
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jasmine Wolf
653 Flanders Rd
Coventry, CT 06238
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ogden & Elisabeth Brandt
15 Goodrich St
Canton, NY 13617
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Goldman
420 E 64
Ny, NY 10065
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan McGowan
1078 Bird Bay Way
Venice, FL 34285
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith baker
32 Widdows Lane
Carbondale, IL 62902
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Dawson
279 Oconomowoc Pkwy.
Oconomowoc, WI 53066
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alan Frankel
18 Upper Joclyn Ave
Framingham, MA 01701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Murphy
2 Granada Drive
Clifton Park, NY 12065
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lois Way
905 South Jennings Ave #2308
Fort Worth, TX 76104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Keiser
623 Henry'S Crossing Road
Cresco, PA 18326
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frances Andrews
2459 Bucklebury Rd
Davis, CA 95616
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shirley McNulty
223 N. Cherry St.
Gardner, Ks. 66030, KS 66030
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Lynch
10 Dow Ave
Arlington, MA 02476
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angelica Estrada
671 W Ray Rd Apt C
Chandler, AZ 85225
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Guthrie
944 Summitville Drive
Webster, NY 14580
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. JUST DO NOT DO IT.

Sincerely,

Nancy Chandler
432 Eldridge Ave.
Mill Valley, CA 94941
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Connie Thomas
3790 San Remo Dr.
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

First Name last name
Street Address
City, MA 01760
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Parrish
593 Dorothy Ave
San Jose, CA 95125
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Robinson
486 Brooklyn Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11225
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Tyson
2907 Bob O Link Rd
Flossmoor, IL 60422
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. If we frack it it stays here!

Sincerely,

Stephen Leone
29 Ridge Road
Smithtown, NY 11787
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terri Driscoll
1470 Bottle Bay Rd
Sagle, ID 83860
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking is very destructive. It threatens the properties of neighbors who don’t agree to it, and it ruins water supplies that we need now and in the future. Please, please, please say NO to this gift to companies who have no interest in anything but short-term profits! Thanks,

Sincerely,

L. M. Lonon
Po Bx 186
Boone, NC 28607
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Rob Hoffman
102 Hyde Park Ave # 1
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ilene Thompson
468 E. Boyds Rd.
Carmel, NY 10512
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Jongsmna
8724 51st Ter E
Bradenton, FL 34211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marshall Mahone
2212 Crystal Lake Circle
Macon, GA 31206
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathe Donlan
836 Nantasket Ave.
Hull, MA 02045
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terry Crossland
703 South Shore Drive
Lake Waukomis, MO 64151
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Brewin
2244 Summer St
Berkeley, CA 94709
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vanessa Rudin
300 13th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Schminke
219 Main Street
East Hardwick, VT 05836
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ilyssa Silfen
517 Oakland Avenue
Staten Island, NY 10310
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Giamanco
3315 Juanita St
San Diego, CA 92105
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jack Wilson
827 Ne 5th St
Delray Beach, FL 33483
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Diehl
1118 Fowler River Rd
Alexandria, NH 03222
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Joshua
17531 Kingsbury St
Granada Hills, CA 91344
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Juliana Cyman
18805 Sw Melvista Dr
Hillsboro, OR 97123
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Peter Sullivan
74 Barrett St. Unit 308
Northampton, MA 01060
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Christopher Russell
7602 12th Ave Ne
Lacey, WA 98516
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gerald Richard
600 Park Blvd
Austin, TX 78751
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gloria Schulz
3316 Brittan Ave Apt 17
San Carlos, CA 94070
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Rebecca DeVitalis
17265 Nih35
West, TX 76691
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Howard Palmer
22721 Furton Street
St. Clair Shores, MI 48082
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ernie Hartt
13388 Tiverton Rd
San Diego, CA 92130
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Owen
340 Silverlode Drive
Aspen, CO 81611
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Folden
Po Box 51792
Albuquerque, NM 87181
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Missimer
1606 26th Circle
Anacortes, WA 98221
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beverly Beck Glueckert
636 Toole Ave
Missoula, MT 59802
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Sincerely, Margaret Holbe

Sincerely,

Margaret Holben
213 N. Congress Street
Newtown, PA 18940
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Yovino
56 Carol Street
Lynbrook, NY 11563
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Hess
1620 45th Ave. S.W.
Seattle, WA 98116
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Prisca Gloor
4055 Coolidge Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90066
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roslyn Kaye
267 Sutherland Rd
Shushan, NY 12873
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Campion
322 W. Dudley Ave
Westfield, NJ 07090
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Bixby
P.O.Box 608
Corte Madera, CA 94976
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carl Zimmerman
6339 Lenaking
Las Vegas, NV 89122
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elise A Tollner
12 Charles St. #5-C
New York, NY 10014
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Candace Taubner
1015 Washington Ave
Pelham Manor, NY 10803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Fowler
3814 Divisadero St.
San Francisco, CA 94123
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

John K Erskine
2333 Eagle Dr
Holland, MI 49424
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Bruce
36 Sharon St
San Francisco, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheryl Kaplan
1457 North Catalina Avenue
Pasadena, CA 91104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Harris
763 Esplanada Way
Stanford, CA 94305
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Sanders
11915 Mattox Court
Saint Louis, MO 63131
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

I own property in the Finger Lakes Region of New York State and am fearful that greedy people will over rule science and common sense and some day allow fracking in that beautiful area of the US. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Kath
1039 Moseley Road
Fairport, NY 14450
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susi Brothers
4832 Sw Wembley Pl
Beaverton, OR 97005
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking pressure on NY State will ruin the Finger Lakes district, and destroy one of the most beautiful and serene American Landscapes. We need to delay the exploitation of these resources many years, until the science and technology of hydrofracking closer to perfected.

Sincerely,

Dene karaus
7135 Suncrest Dr
Lynchburg, VA 24502
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beth Caron
23404 Liberty Bell Terr.
Boca Raton, FL 33433
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Dyer
1209 Copley Place South
Haddonfield, NJ 08033
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I live in an area where fracking sites are very close by. The drinking water is terrible now. Local farmers have had fields ruined. How can humans live without water and food? Don't bother, you can't possibly answer that to anyone's satisfaction. We are the frogs in hot water already and this is sending up the temperature again, just slowly enough that we forget we are being boiled alive. Metaphorically in this case. I see no reason to export energy that we can use here to replace dirty coal and oil fuels.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Stumpf
107 Southwood Dr
Uniontown, PA 15401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Gestewitz
490 Nw 43 Ave.
Coconut Creek, FL 33066
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ethel Leider
5187 Robino Circle
West Palm Beach, FL 33417
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Cannell
25 Park St
Manchester, CT 06040
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dana zimnie
4206 Se 76th Ave
Pdx, OR 97206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kate Linker
227 West 17th Street
New York, NY 10011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol caton
290 River Road
Grand View, NY 10960
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Whitman
3322 Holland
Erie, PA 16504
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jose Almaguer
200 E. 84th St.
New, NY 10028
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carole Ellison
36 Harbor Oak #31
Tiburon, CA 94920
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Wanninger
1714 Melrose Street
Rockford, IL 61103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

I want the US to go SOLAR Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Rodgers
215 Middle Fork Lane
Berkeley Springs, WV 25411
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Forsberg-Smith
802 Jones Drive
Ann Arbor, MI 48105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beth Giles
1021 Westchester Rd
South Park, PA 15129
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angela Gantos
344 Blackfield Drive
Tiburon, CA 94920
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Katy Hannah
1000 University Place
Newport News, VA 23606
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nick Evans
Hayden Park
Santan Valley, AZ 85143
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Albert Ahronheim
222 E. 80th Street
New York, NY 10075
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeannie Williams
6003 Crown Way
San Antonio, TX 78239
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Katz
2617 Fenwick
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Danny Johnson
7910 North Point Blvd
Winston Salem, NC 27106
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Wightman
224 E. Floral Ave.
Arcadia, CA 91006
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We should be as clever as the oil-exporting countries, and keep our gas reserves as RESERVES for the future, when they can be tapped more safely and much more profitably.

Sincerely,

Ralph McGrew
9 Hickory Road
Binghamton, NY 13905
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. If we have to do this to our environment, then at least, let it be for OUR consumption ONLY!!!

Sincerely,

Sue Ford
4672 Mourning Dove Dr.
Merritt Island, FL 32953
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane James
706 Huffmanmill Rd. Apt#D-3
Burlington, NC 27215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allison Ross
Lawrence Rd.
Richmond, VT 05477
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ana Tomblin
7245 N Newell Ave
Portland, OR 97203
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Philip Johnson
8 Oak Street
Great Barrington, MA 01230
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Valentin
101 Saint Marks Place
Ny, NY 10009
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Lewis
20807 E Spring Ranches Rd
Grass Valley, CA 95949
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Roy
One Rahway Road
Burlington, MA 01803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Scoville
3142 James Way
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Gary Bennett
1436 Toledo St
Bellingham, WA 98229
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adina Roskies
1538 Barker Rd
Post Mills, VT 05058
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Harlan
12915 Atkins Circle Drive
Charlotte, NC 28277
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Phil Coleman
7960 Glenway Dr.
Dallas, TX 75249
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Schecter
6260 99th St.
Rego Park, NY 11374
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Cook
208 Pointe Circle N
Coram, NY 11727
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Rothman
143b Heritage Hills
Somers, NY 10589
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virgina Ritz
1848 8th St
Cuyahoga Fls, OH 44221
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lucy Sheffield
319 Longwood Dr
Haddonfield, NJ 08033
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Please stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Louis Agnew
3112 N Dousman
Milwaukee, WI 53212
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Agar
313 Princess Lane
Stroudsburg, PA 18360
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Casas
713 Morehead Ave
Greensboro, NC 27401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim Hadley
140 Flora Ave
Walnut Creek, CA 94595
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking can also contaminate individual's wells and they have no recourse.

Sincerely,

Beatrice Delph
3567 Winston Churchill Dr.
Dayton, OH 45432
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anita Capshaw
2301 Swing Dr
Louisville, KY 40299
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amanda Stinchecum
39 Remsen St. #3a
Brooklyn, NY 11201
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David wallin
5995 Oceanside Drive
Melbourne Beach, FL 32951
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Eltgroth
22585 Fable Rd
Saint Augusta, MN 56301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marta Del Campo
408 Wonston Ct Apt. # 3
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa & Paul Tucker
30 Briar Hill
Williamsburg, MA 01096
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Nancy Colton
128 Ne 193rd St.
Shoreline, WA 98155
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Dame
63 Park Ave
Saranac Lake, NY 12983
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Sward
23 Dowitcher Way
San Rafael, CA 94901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Loan Tran
3030 Hope St
San Jose, CA 95111
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hope Punnett
6635 Wissahickon Ave
Philadelphia, PA 19119
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allen Eickstaedt
120 Spartan Drive
Columbia, SC 29212
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christina Marcus
7 Emily Ct.
Medford, NY 11763
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edwin Michael
405 Cottonwood Lane
Hurst, TX 76054
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Green
7101 N. Norton Ave.
Gladstone, MO 64119
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Snyder
21cornflower Lane
Levittown, PA 19055
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacqueline Glasthal
350 Ocean Parkway
Brooklyn, NY 11218
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Douglas Langenau
52 Davis Rd.
Salt Point, NY 12578
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Vasile
131 Odell Clark Place
New York, NY 10030
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joy Varner
1222 Hillside Drive
Carlisle, PA 17013
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Trainor
1832 N 105th St.
Mesa, AZ 85207
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary James
240 N Third St
Lewisburg, PA 17837
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Lape
1355 Kentfield Road
Chico, CA 95926
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Lawroski
3030 Zarthan Ave S
Minneapolis, MN 55416
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Chu
40881 Valero Drive
Fremont, CA 94539
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roni Feierstein
264 W. Montgomery Ave. Apt. 404
Haverford, PA 19041
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Feldblum
560 El Camino Real # 1204
Naples, FL 34119
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Sullivan
555 W. 52nd St.
New York, NY 10019
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathy Austrian
16 Germain St
Burlington, VT 05401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Schruender
135 N Pepper Ave Spc 17
Rialto, CA 92376
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the global climate. Not only is fracking a short-sighted, non-sustainable fuel, but it is a real threat to water. In the US fracking is lowering an already depleted water table in North Dakota (where the true balance sheet of state income, community and global costs have yet to be published). If allowed, fracked gas exports will dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Allee
7425 N Portsmouth Ave
Portland, OR 97203
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shiva Mahabir
4688 Kingston
Dearborn Heights, MI 48125
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hale Medeiros
8633 La Mesa Blvd
La Mesa, CA 91941
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Joslen Letscher
41120 Fox Run Rd
Novi, MI 48377
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter lehnert
N4710 Birch Lane
Iron Mountain, MI 49801
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn ladner
1970 Benita Dr
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We need scientific studies in this country to inform us of the side-effects of fracking on our air, water, and homes. To export fracked gas will only accelerate a procedure and an industry that is exempt from clean air and water acts.

Sincerely,

M.R. Swenson
Po Box 7006
Denver, CO 80207
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Stgemke
174-6 West Chestnut St
Kingston, NY 12401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Philip Crawford
115 Clifford Terrace
San Francisco, CA 94117
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gladys Carrasquillo-Tavares
48 Orient Way
Rutherford, NJ 07070
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shannon Neckes
13198 Sw 91 Pl
Miami, FL 33176
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothea Bowers
1 Tokay Court
Randallstown, MD 21133
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeannine Brown
15 Stone St. Unit N
Beverly, MA 01915
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gisela Newbegin
7747 Clinton Rd
Deforest, WI 53532
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Zaha
446 Moore Avenue
St Charles, IL 60174
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mollie Reddington
126 Nm 217
Tijeras, NM 87059
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maria Politzer
1145 Linda Vista Ave
Pasadena, CA 91103
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Robert Newhouse
50 W. Kelly Rd.
Newbury Park, CA 91320
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Smith
12 Standish Rd
Ellington, CT 06029
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Altman
4 Adam Ct.
Oyster Bay, NY 11771
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Butch Drury
P. O. Box 9306
Richmond Heights, MO 63117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

A.J. pierre-louis
3493 Middletown St
Port Charlotte, FL 33952
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We must protect our water and air. Fracking is not proven safe or healthy for anyone but the producer's wallets. Don't sell out our future.

Sincerely,

Pam mather-cathy
25 Forest Ave
Middletown, NY 10940
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heidi Mitchell
Po Box 204
Teasdale, UT 84773
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Hudson
2552 Indy Lane
Wenatchee, WA 98801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Annette Bouchard
356 Minot St
Colorado Springs, CO 80916
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tracy perlich
West St
Petaluma, CA 94952
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rose Troyer
204 Berlin Way
Morrisville, NC 27560
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce D Burleigh
608 Imperial Drive
O'Fallon, MO 63366
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Eric Zivnuska
131 Embarcadero West #3224
Oakland, CA 94607
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gerald Morris
40 N Kingshighway Blvd Apt 15l
Saint Louis, MO 63108
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lissa Coleman
3051 Glendale Ave.
Redwood City, CA 94063
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tanya Beyer
715 W. 2nd Street
Duluth, MN 55806
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bob And Mary Place
394 Allview Road
Westerville, OH 43081
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vicky Bauer
2804 Gillis Rd
Mount Airy, MD 21771
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Downing
5218 Horton
Mission, KS 66202
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kerry Kuhn
419 Springsouth Rd.
Schaumburg, IL 60193
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allison Ferrari
252-14 63 Avenue
Little Neck, NY 11362
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephan Nance
494 Shamrock Ave
Eugene, OR 97404
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Herbert Coles
136 Beach 117th Street Apt 201
Rockaway Park, NY 11694
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kelli Gilbert
10855 Kitty Drive
Conifer, CO 80433
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

A Caroline Hotaling
598 Humboldt Street # 11
Brooklyn, NY 11222
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

I strongly urge that you do not authorize the pending permits for setting up facilities to ship natural gas overseas. Evidence is building that the combined activities for fracking and certainly for conversion of natural gas to the liquified state so that it can be exported, result in worse green-house gas emissions than even coal. We have just experience Super Storm Sandy and other devastating weather this past year which result from climate change. We must halt the increase in greenhouse gases.

Sincerely,

Josephine Larose
21 White Oak Bend
Rochester, NY 14624
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter butterworth
634 Olmstead St.
San Francisco, CA 94134
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Fry
3022 Edwards Street
Alton, IL 62002
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marian Eisner
9722 Palmer Circle
Bloomington, MN 55437
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fran Randall
7900 W Suzette Ln
Flagstaff, AZ 86001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank C. G
Virginia Ave
To, IL 62341

CREDO Action 6565
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Stebbins
1525 Sw Brooklane Drive
Corvallis, OR 97333
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joel Gatón
274 Broad Avenue
Fairview, NJ 07022
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike SHUNNEY
236 Cedar St
Rockland, ME 04841
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maria Elena Martinez
2901 W. 45th Street
Austin, TX 78731
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shirley Allison
699 S. Zinnia Ct.
Lakewood, CO 80228
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet McConaughey
N8144 Lasalle Circle
Oconomowoc, WI 53066
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keren Abra
143 Judson Ave
San Francisco, CA 94112
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stuart Cotton
16 Saybrook Road
Framingham, MA 01701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Rose Calabrese
Valley Glen
Valley Glen, CA 91401
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Etienne
1426 Old Bay Rd
Johnsburg, IL 60051
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gail Fanarjian
3216 W Tacon St
Tampa, FL 33629
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Kraus
8913 Hedge Maple Rd
Charlotte, NC 28269
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristin Kreiger
903 Centinela Ave.
Santa Monica, CA 90403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Allen
102 West 2nd Street
Scio, OH 43988
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lloyd Canfil
3682 Mississippi St.
San Diego, CA 92104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tony Menechella
1431 Stage Coach Rd
Frankfort, KY 40601
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Kenschaft
56 Gordonhurst Avenue
Montclair, NJ 07043
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lauri fritsch
647 Meakanu Lane #503
Wailuku, HI 96793
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eizo Nishiura
1244 Coplen Dr Sw
Los Lunas, NM 87031
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

William Soronen
3955 Saddlewood Court
Las Vegas, NV 89121
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Armstrong
551 West Melrose Street
Chicago, IL 60657
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Faulk
901 Lark Court
Novato, CA 94947
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Valerie Frescura
508 Lincoln Ave. #24
Alameda, CA 94501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stella Zahn
5433 Leary Ave. Nw Unit 501
Seattle, WA 98107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mattea LeWitt
1425 Locust Street, Apt. 7c
Philadelphia, PA 19102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Koss
27314 Mayfair
Trenton, MI 48183
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linds Tate
499'Frazer Road
Monticello, KY 42633
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lauren McDonnell
30 N Clay St
Dravosburg, PA 15034
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Judge
71 W 3rd St
Ronkonkoma, NY 11779
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Haider
501 N. Clinton Street, Unit 905
Chicago, IL 60610
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Finnigan
9 Division St
New Hamburg, NY 12590
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Dobronyi
601 North Wheeler Avenue
Inverness, FL 34453

CREDO Action 6597
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wilma Roche
42040 Holden Creek Lane
Springfield, OR 97478
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marcy Farrell
3607 Greystone Dr Apt 611
Austin, TX 78731
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angela Bellacosa
4249 9th Ave. Ne, Apt. 1
Seattle, WA 98105
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edith Gieg
80 Lyme Rd. #328
Hanover, NH 03755
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ed Doyle
411 No Middletown Rd
Media, PA 19063
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Fazio
35 Carlton Terr.
Bloomfield, NJ 07003
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Carrie Wilpolt
43 Oak Hill St
Pepperell, MA 01463
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Chillemi
1200 Hawk Ridge Rd
Lafayette, CO 80026
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Timothy Cummings
13294 W 113th St.
Overland Park, KS 66210
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Omar Ghonim
7326 N Wilbur Ave
Portland, OR 97217
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrea Ivey
1305 Amsterdam Avenue
New York, NY 10027
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. WE–THE WORLD–MUST START SHIFTING TO LESS DESTRUCTIVE ENERGY SOURCES.

Sincerely,

Nancy Brothers
Pob 391
Callicoon Center, NY 12724
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emily Stern
2225 28th St
Astoria, NY 11105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ralph Jull
2232 42nd Ave Se Unit 772
Salem, OR 97317
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dara Wolfskill
390 Lake Pointe Drive
Middle Island, NY 11953
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Pohl
Melrose St
Chicago, IL 60618
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Szymanski
635 Rr962 East
Round Mountain, TX 78663
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen LePoer
11 Nagog Hill Rd
Littleton, MA 01460
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keven Forrest
22 Irvington Drive
North Chili, NY 14514
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jessica jacobson
Po Box 19492
Kalispell, MT 59904
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerry Wells
6855 Hwy 290 East Apt.#415
Austin, TX 78723
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marie Sisco
5 Sisco Lane
Little Falls, NJ 07424
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fiona Priskich
575 Beresford Gardens
Swan View, CA 90210
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Louise Weldon
7700 Mccallum St
Philadelphia, PA 19118
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Croissant
120 Perkins Avenue
Vallejo, CA 94590
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Walton
338 West 49th Street
New York, NY 10019
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Giles-Straight
1195 Cimarron Drive
St. Louis, MO 63132
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Suzanne Leduc
89858 Knight Rd.
Elmira, OR 97437
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carita O’Connor
5051 Tripoli Ave.
Los Alamitos, CA 90720
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tracy Ransome
123 Kelp St
Manhattan Beach, CA 90266
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis Sullivan
1107 So. Aspen St.
Savannah, MO 64485
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sherry Ramsey
66 Crow Hill Road
Freehold, NJ 07728
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Timothy Shanahan
10470 Falcon Avenue
Fountain Valley, CA 92708
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Grace Padelford
10618 Ayres Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90064
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Smith
1803 Palo Duro Rd
Austin, TX 78757
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Korich
5825 E Hawthorne St
Tucson, AZ 85711
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gianna Abondolo  
5434 Burlingame Ave.  
Richmond, CA 94804
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diana Cancel
3304 Stonebrook Drive
Sanford, FL 32773
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol beatty
1515 Hidden Terrace Ct
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jo blanchard
18 Delaware Ave
Hudsonfalls, NY 12803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Tedesco
808 Fieldstone Terrace
Wyckoff, NJ 07481
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Geoff Taylor
8701 Poplar Bridge Rd
Bloomington, MN 55437
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Chally
828 Purvis Rd
Sunrise Beach, MO 65079
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Juanita O'Hara
719 Washington St.
Oregon City, OR 97045
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allison Cox
25714 Wax Orchard Rd Sw
Vashon, WA 98070
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve morris
6004 Metropolitan Plz
Los Angeles, CA 90036
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Fellows
1360 Lombard St.
San Francisco, CA 94109
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Halimah Allah
2271 N. Lake Ave. #6301
Altadena, CA 91001
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jag Alexeyev
100 W 89th St Apt 6i
New York, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrick Hollis
2110 Pickering Rd
Phoenixville, PA 19460
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Michener
417 S University Bvld
Denver, CO 80209
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Ray
15 Guerrero St., Apt.1
San Francisco, CA 94103
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Nagel
8 Clay Ct.
Rhinebeck, NY 12572
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Vinson
238paramount
Buffalo, NY 14223
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barry Guthrie
7980 Alleghany Rd.
Corfu, NY 14036
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim Holbrook
177 Caitlin Drive
Birdsboro, PA 19508
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle Valenti
15754 Sw 98 Street
Miami, FL 33196
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

S Nelson
3480 Lawndale Ln N
Plymouth, MN 55447
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alex Swansen
6899 County Rd B
Pittsville, WI 54466
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrea Field
4552 N Claremont
Chicago, IL 60625
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Hamilton
9087 Tioughanack Rd.
Canastota, NY 13032
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Luz Garcia
7637 Valley Green Dr.#202
Las Vegas, NV 89149
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gh Soto
954 Park St
Alameda, CA 94501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Gillaspy
9115 W Euclid Ave
Littleton, CO 80123
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Ernest Capeci
5031 38th Street
Long Island City, NY 11101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrea Fenwick
601 Highland Dr.
Bellingham, WA 98225
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

With all things considered why should we as a Country Export any form of Energy that we Already Know We Will Need at some point in the Future which could Only be replaced by Importing it? We all know that the halfway point of All Known Worldwide Sources of Adequate Quality Oil was passed a few years ago while the Earths Population Continues to Explode which Creates and Causes Even More Consumption of Energy. Tar Sands are Not Adequate Quality Oil so if they are included in any Statistics about Oil Supply they Must Be Subtracted. Meanwhile Natural Gas is agreed by all to be a clean energy source when it is used but the Big Issue is How Much Damage, including unseen damage, is being caused by the Practice of Fracking? This Means that we as a Country would be taking all of the risks that come with the process of Fracking including the practice of pumping enormous amounts of untested, unknown, and unregulated toxic waste into the Earth Without Getting any of the Benefit of the Natural Gas itself. Underground sources of fresh clean water called aquifers are at risk of being seriously polluted which is Absolutely irreversible when it happens. The process of Fracking also includes using very large amounts of water which is a Finite Resource of Absolute Necessity that is already in shortage in many parts of Our Country with even more areas that are at Serious Risk of experiencing Water Shortages. Large Regions, and even Our Country as a whole, are far closer to a Crisis Caused by the Lack of available Clean Water than almost all Americans Understand. Underground water provides millions of Americans with their Household water and for some it is the Only Available Source for their clean water. Exporting Natural Gas is a Negative, a Loss of Energy and a Waste of Water for All Other Americans who will Not Profit from it and Who are Not Demanding that Even Larger Profits Comes Before what is Best for All Americans. Other Serious Problems have appeared that are believed to be caused by Fracking and these must Be Measured and Studied instead of the ongoing Gambling with Our Fresh Water Supplies. Exporting Natural Gas means the United States would be taking All of the known and unknown Risks of Fracking and shipping all of the Benefit of the end Product to Other Countries. This Is Insane. Why would we as a Country Do This? The Question becomes Who Will Receive the Most, or Almost All, of the Benefit from Making This Choice and Who Will Pay an Unknown and Potentially Enormous Price? There is Only One Reason that this type of Insanity is being Sold to All Americans as Something Good when in Truth by All Measure it Will Only Benefit the Already Very Wealthy and it Will Do So At The Potentially Enormous Expense of All Other Americans- AGAIN! Do you really want even more of this now common Benefit and Risk Model that some time ago became a Daily Corporate Business Practice? If you want an example of How the Disparity of Wealth in Our Country has become so massive this is just one. This is the Wall Street Business Model where the Vast Majority of All Americans takes all the Risk without even knowing it and end up Suffering the Dire Consequences from It while the Already Very Wealthy Take All of the Profit and All of the Wealth for Themselves and Themselves Only. There Is One and Only One Reason Why We are being Sold the idea that Exporting Natural Gas is a Good Thing and that reason is because it is More Profitable for the Very Few. As an Export it may pay reduced, or very little if any in Taxes because it is an export who some will claim automatically makes it a good or great idea. I am sure there are more reasons why Exporting American Energy is More Profitable or they wouldnt be doing it. Do you Accept the Idea that All of Our Nations Natural Resources are Not Our Nations Natural Resources but are instead Owned by and Belong to Only the Very Few Very Wealthy to do with as However They Wish without Regard to How This Affects the Lives of All Americans? This is another clear cut example where even greater Profits for the Very Few Trumps what is Best for All Americans if we Allow This to happen AGAIN!

Sincerely,

Rory Athearn
1955 Arapahoe Street #511
Denver, CO 80202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allen Lowe
560 E 1st St.
Lowell, OR 97452
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brenda Scheffler
112 Valmar
Little Rock, AR 72205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dave Currall
5424 S. Miami Blvd
Durham, NC 27703
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Owen Wolf
156 S 358th St
Federal Way, WA 98003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Matthews
20342 Pleasant Valley Rd
North San Juan, CA 95960
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Streight
8167 Sw Hearthside Ct
Portland, OR 97223
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Hunziker
3215 Foundry Place #101
Boulder, CO 80301
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets.

Sincerely,

Anne Cassebaum
3469 Amick Road
Elon, NC 27244
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elisse Antczak  
560 Lancer Court A2  
Depew, NY 14043
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Lewandoski
7737 Cahill Ave E
Inver Grove Hts, MN 55076
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim Pollak
12400 Sir Francis Drake Blvd.
Inverness, CA 94937
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Paulson
22710 Canyon Terrace Drive
Casto Valley, CA 94552
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrea Finlay
220 E Okeefe St Apt 8
East Palo Alto, CA 94303
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Prescott
1234 Fremont Ave
Los Altos, CA 94024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie De Guzman
111 Helene Road
Valley Cottage, NY 10989
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Perez
545 W Luray Street
Philadelphia, PA 19140
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mavis Harris
12 Beehive Rd
Accord, NY 12404
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Nabeel Zabak
15921 Buccaneer Ln
Houdton, TX 77062
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Howard Spivak
6825 Will Rogers Drive
Fair Oaks, CA 95628
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Bourgault
2933 Willamette St. 8
Eugene, OR 97405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Trent Gaylord
4275 Knoll Ave
Oakland, CA 94619
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dan Smith
171 West Chelten Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19144
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Five million gallons of water per frack—that is what is used in the rotten practice of squeezing hard-to-get gas from our deeply punctured and fractured mother earth. My latest notice from the Denver Water Dept. says, "We're still in a drought...so we need to fix every leak and reduce indoor water use". However, the fossil fuel industry gets to terminally pollute and forever remove from the water cycle MILLIONS AND MILLIONS OF GALLONS OF WATER. This and other well documented fracking-caused-environmental-horrors like methane released from fracking wells, are being perpetrated so that we can ship gas to China where all our jobs have gone, with the help of more subsidies given by our bought-off politicians. Fracking is horrible at every level...local, national and planet-wide. At this point any help you give to the fossil fuel industry is a crime against humanity and the planet.

Sincerely,

Kathy Hamilton
4209 Perry St.
Denver, CO 80212
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph DeNatale
61 Crescent Hill Ave
Arlington, MA 02474
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kate Washton
19 Overlook Road
Hastings On Hudson, NY 10706
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emily Goldberg
2023 Milwaukee Ave
Minneapolis, MN 55404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Sarppo
13 14th Av Sw
Saint Paul, MN 55112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Henry Brisen
Street Address
New York, NY 10019
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine James
1111 Mt. Whitney Way
Santa Maria, CA 93454
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Beth Kraft
118a Oliva Court
Novato, CA 94947
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sadie Cooper
303 Mina Lane
Pacifica, CA 94044
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. PLEASE FACILITATE NEW SCIENCE,(Quantum Physics,Nanotechnology,Wave motion, etc.),SOLUTIONS to our Economic, Energy and HEALTH WELLBEING. END the very practice of FRACKING as quickly and cleanly as possible FOR the GREATEST GOOD for all. THANK YOU!!

Sincerely,

Barbara Hibner
3330 Loyola Ct.
Boulder, CO 80305
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Damaris jarboux
825 Mohawk
Boulder, CO 80303
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Zafra Miriam
1513 Acton Street
Berkeley, CA 94702
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gerry Allen
6778 E. Panorama Lane, F-2
Denver, CO 80224
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Rogovin
32 Philips St.
Arlington, MA 02474
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan richeson  
76 Presford Dr.  
Shirley, NY 11967
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Kushner
4 Lore Lane
Red Hook, NY 12571
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maurice Pinsker
1635 W Roger Rd
Tucson, AZ 85705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lillian Hanahan
25 Arroyo Lane
Novato, CA 94947
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristen Sapyta
1112 Thelin Court
Batavia, IL 60510
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Owens
128 Oxford Lane
North Wales, PA 19454
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cari Wright
1330 *Th Ave
Two Harbors, MN 55616
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Josh Kendle
524 N Burrowes St, Apt 3
State College, PA 16803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brent McCoy
3355 Wilshire Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We are STILL releasing prehistoric trapped carbon into the atmosphere, and it needs to stop. Requiring energy companies to move to renewable energy sources only makes sense. Leaving the sequestered CO2 in the ground where it belongs does, too.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Kutalek
27999 Creekside Ln
Evergreen, CO 80439
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Burke
130 N Garland Ct
Chicago, IL 60602
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Rebecca Edvalson
45 Garden Street
Albany, NY 12209
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Crandall
2050 W Sr 89a
Cottonwood, AZ 86326
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Read
51 Averill St.
Topsfield, MA 01983
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Sands
2000 N Court St. #14c
Fairfield, IA 52556
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff Spahn
7 Crestview Ct.
Bayport, NY 11705
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shamus Thornton
1219 Amador St
Vallejo, CA 94590
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pam steen
106 22nd St Ne
Bradenton, FL 34208
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandy Gantose
65 Adams Street
Berea, OH 44017
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dee Kruse
600 Soltis
Clairton, PA 15025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Meghan Van Vleet
795 Utica Ave
Boulder, CO 80304
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael W. ellison
4 Chapel Drive
Savannah, GA 31406
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thaddeus Anders
"11830 Darlington Ave., Apt. #4"
Los Angeles, CA 90049
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Jo Williams
1337 Perico Pointe Circle
Bradenton, FL 34209
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Miguel Liriano
1711 112th Ave Se
Lake Stevens, WA 98258
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

D. Drumm
72 Degrow
Anchorage, AK 99501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Douglas Campbell
1180 Supple Cir
Pueblo, CO 81006
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen O'Connell
P.O. Box 16
North Sandwich, NH 03259
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Eileen Horany
1913 Shadow Trail
Plano, TX 75075
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mitchell Tingiris
Po Box 2751
Syracuse, NY 13220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alla Sobel
600 Hudson St Apt 3a
Hoboken, NJ 07030
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary weber
1213 Woodside Street
Hartland, WI 53029
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Kaake
93 Olean Street
Angelica, NY 14709
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Don Watts
2400 Walnut Blvd
Walnut Creek, CA 94597
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jenna Peterson
12 Juniper Ct
Fairfax, CA 94930
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Vanderburgh
72 Glen Eden Ave
Oakland, CA 94611
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Zohreh Noorian
7 Excelsior Lane
Sausalito, CA 94965
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Krabill
3302 Tulane Ave
Iowa City, IA 52245
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristina Chiko
6914 Bentley Ave.
Darien, IL 60561
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Craig
10283 Edgecliff Drive
Sandy, UT 84092
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Busey
1835 E. Mt. Hope Rd.
Manheim, PA 17545
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John balsano
20135 Keswick St
Winnetka, CA 91306
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alice Pan
38105 Granger Ave
Union City, CA 94587
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Wright
557 S Coronado Street
Los Angeles, CA 90057
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Rand
17 Josies Path
Milton, NY 12547
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia McWilliams
321 Woodland Avenue
Manorville, NY 11949
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Parr
2916 Nw 10th Ave
Broward, FL 33311
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Joan McGinnis
4868 Las Floras Ct
Elkton, FL 32033
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. This is an extreme way of obtaining fossil fuel & the harm it causes has been well documented. I am under the impression that our current administration is committed to green solutions for our energy needs, such as solar, geo-thermal & wind turbine. There simply is no logical reason for supporting fracking in order to obtain natural gas or any other fuel.

Sincerely,

Fay Harrison
13439 Nw Ford Rd
Gaston, OR 97119
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Holly Evans
5031 Dominick Spur
Minnetonka, MN 55343
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Camille Shandle
719 West 180 Street
New York, NY 10033
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sue McHugh
900 Euclid St. # 306
Santa Monica, CA 90403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debbie Tremel
20 Denville St.
Barnegat, NJ 08005
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Lombard
2 Morrow Lane
Groveland, MA 01834
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Dentan
318 Beard Avenue
Buffalo, NY 14214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Schoenberg
188 Willow Glen Rd
Red Hook, NY 12571
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Seligman
8000 Agarita Drive
Austin, TX 78737
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Hermes
12 Ramon St.
Sonoma, CA 95476
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Sirois
555 Blabla St.
Studio City, CA 91604
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Betty Emarita
4830 Oakland Avenue
Minneapolis, MN 55417
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Andrew SOKOLOF
3220 91st Street
East Elmhurst, NY 11369

CREDO Action
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank BURGER
2606 Arbor Dr Apt 222
Madison, WI 53711
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Lipfert
42 W 69th St
New York, NY 10023
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicholas Reigle
2047 Shadow Ferry Rd.
Charleston, SC 29414
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Gick
6300 Montgomery Blvd. Ne
Albuquerque, NM 87109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heriberto Rodriguez
533 County Hwy 18
Mount Upton, NY 13809
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kelley Havens
482 Esther St
Costa Mesa, CA 92627
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Germany is now experiencing huge sink holes and many facts point toward FRACKING... Please do NOT destroy our water table.

Sincerely,

Sally Renn
3934 Ne 157th Place
Lake Forest Park, WA 98155
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jamie McCabe
4276 Cascade St Unit B
Bozeman, MT 59718
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

S Sluma
24475 Mabray
Eastpointe, MI 48021
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Simpson
5185 S. Slauson Avenue
Culver City, CA 90230
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Zachary Hudson
2980 Sinks Canyon Rd.
Lander, WY 82520
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Sears
320 Canyon Ridge Dr
Richardson, TX 75080
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrea Stewart
8868 Dunham Rd.
Litchfield, OH 44253

CREDO Action 6774
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adeline Griffin
1640 Rogers Ct.
Wa;; Township, NJ 07719
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sarah Blumenstein
1582 Church St
Stevens Point, WI 54481
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Wilson
8331 Hwy 115
Pocahontas, AR 72455
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Mowell
610-G San Gabriel Ave.
Albany, CA 94706
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda petrulias
23 Silvia Drive
Cazadero, CA 95421
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Inna Abramova
7925 Romaine Street
West Hollywood, CA 90046
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David levin
815 Buck Lane
Haverford, PA 19041
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jesse Spears
5212 Bandera Creek Trail
Austin, TX 78735
Corporate America has lied through the centuries to get what they want, and what they want is more wealth, to hell with the consequences. We cannot allow them to create another Love Canal situation. They told everyone it was totally safe, back then. Look at what they did to Love Canal, and the people whom lived nearby. They are lying now. Anyone with an ounce of sense, that pays attention to the environment, can see the devastation it causes/ has caused. Just look at the places where they have already done so. Huge open ponds, full of toxic fracking chems (trademarked no less, to keep us from knowing how deadly it is), that are wrecking the lives of the people in the communities. NO EQUIVOCATION. NO FRACKING!

Sincerely,

Rick Myers
420 B Ave Nw
Cedar Rapids, IA 52405
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Prince
725 Essex Ct. #192
Hayward, CA 94544
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle Anderson
1607 E 50th Pl
Chicago, IL 60615
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Archie Gress
2610 Sherwood Ln.
Austin, TX 78704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Walker
4841 N. Broad Street Apt. 2
Philadelphia, PA 19141
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cory Bauman
1765 E. 1700 S.
Salt Lake City, UT 84108
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maria Bainer
31 Hilarita Ave.
Mill Valley, CA 94941
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fred Murhammer
5136 30th Ave
Woodside, NY 11377
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. It poisons well, kills wildlife, and sometimes causes fire to come out of a kitchen water faucet. Plus, can we afford to use millions of gallons of clean water for every drilling? Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lee Bartell
7 East 14th St., #927
New York City, NY 10003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dee Emrich
2205 River Ridge Rd.
Arlington, TX 76017
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ingrid Jones
629 Porter
Moberly, MO 65270
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Nancy Tollefson
6902 Prairie Drive
Middleton, WI 53562
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Whitney
12005 123rd St. W.
Taylor Ridge, IL 61284
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

First Name last name
5844 Sw 45th Ave.
Portland, OR 97221
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shelley Rorvick
2712 Oakland Ave S
Minneapolis, MN 55407
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacob Titus
Po Box 243
Arapahoe, NE 68922
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Wellner
212 Logan Street
Frankfort, KY 40601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mina Meyer
3735 Albury Ave.
Long Beach, CA 90808
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Dancs Arthur
20752 Medley Lane
Topanga, CA 90290
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Yefim Maizel
5025 Diamond Heights Blvd
San Francisco, CA 94131
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Ingulsrud
3645 Marshall Ave.
Carmichael, CA 95608
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carole Mathews
220 Highlands Ridge Place Se
Smyrna, GA 30082
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ian Souter
2216 Wildwood Rd.
Manilla, IA 51454
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Arack
19 Tiburon St
Napa, CA 94559
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Gary
252 So M St.
Cottage Grove, OR 97424
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alex Coleman
633 E 6th St Apt 3e
New York, NY 10009
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sam & Martha Todd
8801 Brigadier Lane
Mint Hill, NC 28227
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Colleen Corrigan
1032 Ferncliff Road
Remsen, NY 13438
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Livia McAllister
515 East 89th Street
New York, NY 10128
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anthony Munger
169 Gilbert Mills Rd
Phoenix, NY 13135
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virginia Krutilek
921 Broadway
Alameda, CA 94501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Garvey
3225 Weldon Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90065
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Grossman
1512 E.56th St
Minneapolis, MN 55417
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Andrew Higgins
4303 Gillham Rd.
Kansas City, MO 64110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. FRACKING IS BAD FOR EVERYONE, EXCEPT THOSE MAKING MONEY OFF OF IT AT EVERYONE ELSE’S EXPENSE!

Sincerely,

Lisa Oldham
10720 Dwight Street
Chippewa Lake, MI 49320
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Alcibar
5150 Sw Baird St
Portland, OR 97219
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Vieira
12 Avichi Knoll
Novato, CA 94947
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gita Devi
2475 Altay Road
Rock Stream, NY 14878
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gordon MacDonald
14451 Stahelin
Detroit, MI 48223
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Spinella
100 Prospect Place
Brooklyn, NY 11217
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Baronda Bradley
7450 Queensbury Cir
Fort Worth, TX 76133
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Zoe Harris
Box 265
San Anselmo, CA 94979
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rita Paulin-Alexander
1269 W Kimra St
Meridian, ID 83642
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Svetlana Stoykova
86 Bowdoin Street
Medford, MA 02155
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barb mesesrknecht
N82 W18325 Independence Ln
Meno. Falls, WI 53051
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Peterson
1125 N 55th St
Lincoln, NE 68504
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Grieco
2227 Patriot Way
West Greenwich, RI 02817
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lou Licc
Po Box354210
Palm Coast, FL 32135
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Carkeek
1514 Cass Street
Omaha, NE 68102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis Smith
4931 Karls Gate Drive
Marietta, GA 30068
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorah Shuey
582 Swanton Rd
Davenport, CA 95017
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Smith
716 Densley Dr
Decatur, GA 30033
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronnye Davies
199 5th Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11217
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erica Sohl
Thomas Rd
Ashland, MA 01721
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robin Kallman
634a Fillmore St.
San Francisco, CA 94117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anna Norcross
91 West Highland Avenue
Melrose, MA 02176
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frederick Mackey  
1650 S Albion St Apt 207  
Denver, CO 80222
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Henry
5313 Brandenbush Court
Columbus, OH 43228
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Taylor
17 Amber Court
Poughkeepsie, NY 12603
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lauren Schiffman
P.O. Box 1331
El Cerrito, CA 94530
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Fay
3120 Nw 13th Street
Delray Beach, FL 33445
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Gordon
911 Redman
Duncanville, TX 75137
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Malucelli
33096 Mcvicker Ct
Arlee, MT 59821
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Miller
284 Lafayette St. #4c
New York, NY 10012
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shawn Owen
1318 S 73rd East Ave
Tulsa, OK 74112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. PLEASE, BEFORE IT IS TOO LATE!

Sincerely,

Cynthia Dantzic
01- President
Brooklyn, NY 11215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Candice Allen
221 Pacific Ave
Alameda, CA 94501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. You are entering a black hole with consequences beyond anyone imagination. Is the profit worth the chance?

Sincerely,

Howard Sher
4223 Van Buren St.
Hollywood, FL 33021
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank belcastro
285 North Grandview
Dubuque, IA 52001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Theresa Beasley
P.O.Box 236814
Cocoa, FL 32923
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lori Feeley
56valley Lane
Chappaqua, NY 10514
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lila Osborne
24 Monarch Dr.
Wichita, KS 67220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Francis
370 Rainbow Drive
Sedro Woolley, WA 98284
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katheryn Shields
5034 Sunset Drive
Kansas City, MO 64112
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maura Ellyn
52 Canal Road
High Falls, NY 12440
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

P wilkins
1215 Granby St
Aurora, CO 80011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bob DePillis
Po Box 2314
Benicia, CA 94510
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Stephanie Shine
104 Music Lane
Ponderosa, NM 87044
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Glenn
3509 Lisa Lane
Lakeland, FL 33801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Doody
21 Clayton Place
Albany, NY 12209
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Sanders
1577 Winnetka Rd
Glenview, IL 60025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is more damage than good!

Sincerely,

Lisa Lomauro
9 Fawn Ridge Road
Lebanon, NJ 08833
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Garrick Stephens
201 S. Aparejo Street
Marfa, TX 79843
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martin Mendelsohn
303 Brooke Avenue, #203
Norfolk, VA 23510
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Sabine
1930 Locust St.
Napa, CA 94559
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia St August
1104 Columbine St.
Wenatchee, WA 98801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Shedd
4554 Wentworth Ave
Minneapolis, MN 55419
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
William Belardi
129 Lake St
San Francisco, CA 94118
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diana Philip
25 Temple St.
Newburyport, MA 01950
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lilian Robinson
171 Clover Hill Dr.
Vineyard Haven, MA 02568
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ashley Byrd
3211-B Cardinal Creek Circle
Bentonville, AR 72712
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

J. Belcastro
68 Crocus Avenue
Floral Park, NY 11001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Wamby
1140 Asturia Ave
Coral Gables, FL 33134
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Chris Hyche
717 Poinciana Dr
Gulf Breeze, FL 32561
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebekah Daniels
1886 31st Ave
San Francisco, CA 94122
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Stringer
1 Hillcrest
Pueblo, CO 81004
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Please deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanna Freerksen
320 Stanton Rd #135
Mobile, AL 36617
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arnold Rotkin
4440 Campbell Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90066
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Taylor
9123 Acuff Ln.
Lenexa, KS 66215
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Devin TRUE
10050 Burnet Ave
Mission Hills, CA 91345
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nick Frayser
712 W South Park Blvd
Broken Arrow, OK 74011
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Franklin Hudson
2204 Cadiz Cr.
Austin, TX 78741
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Smith
1427 Cortland Rd. W.
Charlotte, NC 28209
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kevin Blackmon
304 Northampton Circle
Fort Walton Beach, FL 32547
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marie Drummond
303 Westlake Drive
West Lake Hills, TX 78746
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Gregory
3538 Ne 86th St
Seattle, WA 98115
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jennifer Mann
5109 Shagbark Dr
Durham, NC 27703
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Adams
25409 Shelley Place
Stevenson Ranch, CA 91381
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

H Taylor Lamborn
876 Freemansville Rd
Reading, PA 19607
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ed Fiedler
12325 Limerick Ave
Austin, TX 78758
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Merlin Thpmson
3630 6th Ave #518
San Diego, CA 92103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beatrice Moreno
422 East Mistletoe
San Antonio, TX 78212
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beth Ann Thompson
1545 San Francisco St
Redding, CA 96001
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Louis Nielsen
81 Grotto Ave
Providence, RI 02906
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pete Delorenzo
131 Monroe Street 1st Floor
Garfield, NJ 07026
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heidi Hickman
6312 N Macarthur
Irving, TX 75039
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Esser
108 Tiercel Court
Cary, NC 27518
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Kovel
28 Babcock Ave
Silver Creek, NY 14136
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nathaniel Queen
545 West 126th Street
New York, NY 10027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Davis
336 El Portal Way
San Jose, CA 95123
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter M
680
Mt. Prispect, IL 60056
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Craig Cochran
60 West 23rd Street
New York, NY 10010
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fernando Silva
None
SetBal, SC 29102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Belichick
637 Plum Street
Novato, CA 94945
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Darci Andresen
495 Elwood Ave. #6
Oakland, CA 94610
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Crothers
495 Albion Ave
Cincinnati, OH 45246
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rita Webber
6131 Case Avenue
North Hollywood, CA 91606
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vicki Clark-Reeves
5735 Genoa Way #1-107
Aurora, CO 80019
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ben Sawyer-Long
19010 Gliddon St
Castro Valley, CA 94546
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeannette allan
80 Guion Place
New Rochelle, NY 10801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karna Johnson
3835 Saxon Dr. S.
Salem, OR 97302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Mitchell
27 Mount Vernon Avenue
Mount Vernon, NY 10550
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kelly whitford
Po Box 2012
Port Aransas, TX 78373
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Frank Kozyra
Street
City, CT 06111
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Evelyn och  
803 S Negley Ave  
Pittsburgh, PA 15232
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Fonoroff
1403 Georgetown Dr.
Batavia, IL 60510
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cliff Layman
2057 Clearwater Pl.
Chula Vista, CA 91913
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa McClaskey
7931 Solitude Dr
Westerville, OH 43081
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Harris
200 W. 93rd Street, #6c
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara & Greg Ciapponi
1125 Dillon Drive
Napa, CA 94558
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marc Woersching
P.O. Box 4471
Valley Village, CA 91617
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Asher
333 East 79th Street 14-S
New York, NY 10075
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Berggren
8 Suffolk Ave
Maplewood, NJ 07040
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Zini
810 6th St. Nw
Maple Lake, MN 55358
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

G hsich
2709 Belvoir Blvd
Shaker Heights, OH 44122
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacqueline Weller
2719 W Water Ave
Denver, CO 80219
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Elana Halberstadt
6 Amelia Street
Montclair, NJ 07042
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Bowers
14814 Perthshire Rd #258
Houston, TX 77079
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Without question, hydraulic fracturing is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hugh Carola
617 Spring Valley Rd.
Maywood, NJ 07607
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrea Rabel
1 Gallo Court
Lawrenceville, NJ 08648
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Dixon
Po Box 44102
Detroit, MI 48244
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Libman
1120 Madre Vista Road
Altadena, CA 91001
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Curtis Glenn
3509 Lisa Lane
Lakeland, FL 33801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lizette Pena
1632 Bradley Court
Boulder, CO 80305
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please do the right thing for our country/our planet and reject applications to export fracked gas. If you will not then prove to the American people that there is no negative effects.

Sincerely,

Jerilyn Hall
4233 Nw Arrowood Cir.
Corvallis, OR 97330
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanann Francis
720 Seneca
Seattle, WA 98101
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Moorehead
13790 Duncan Run Rd
Galena, OH 43021
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rachel Wales
10740 S. Kilpatrick Ave., #1ne
Oak Lawn, IL 60453
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roger Silva
115 Henry Street
Brooklyn, NY 11201
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Nakonecznyj
2 Chesterwood Circle
Shillington, PA 19607
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helon howard
4415 Cedar Flat Rd
Williams, OR 97544
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie O’Dwyer
20009 S. Forest Hill Drive
Oregon City, OR 97045
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Apryl Mefford-Hemauer
2524 5th Street
Santa Monica, CA 90405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Marrero
367 Rockaway Pkwy
Valley Stream, NY 11580
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James & Ann Ellen Tuomey
Hc 74 Box 22605
El Prado, NM 87529
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Burgess
2064 Lernhart Street
Napa, CA 94559
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gerald And Linda Gillihan
5109 W. 159th Terr.
Overland Park, KS 66085
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Wamsley
128 Remuda
Liberty Hill, TX 78642
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teresa Vasey
81c Jansen Circle
Saint Paul, NE 68873
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Poole
7532 Strader Road
Summerfield, NC 27358
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary McCreary
1240 West 6th Street
Loveland, CO 80537
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gayathri Ramanathan
115 2nd Ave S Apt 607
Minneapolis, MN 55401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rain Fordyce
215 Clayton Pl Nw
Bainbridge Island, WA 98110
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurie Loeb
318 Garfield Ave
Carbondale, CO 81623
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim clark
Po Box 842
Lakeside, MT 59922
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bernadette Belcastro
68 Crocus Ave.
Floral Park, NY 11001
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Haggard
925 Cadron Gap Rd
Conway, AR 72032
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Sletteland
639 11th Street
Richmond, CA 94801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sara Townsend
7073 Castle Creek Way
Rio Linda, CA 95673
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Lawler
52715 Day Road
La Pine, OR 97739
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joel fremonde
1440 Walnut Str. Apt. 1411
Allentown, PA 18102
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mha Atma S. Khalsa
1536 S. Crest Dr.
Los Angeles, CA 90035
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cortney Murphy
1920 Old Forty Foot Road
Harleysville, PA 19438
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine M.C. Money
5 Douglas Drive
Long Valley, NJ 07853
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Connie Haack
14 Lee
White Plains, NY 10606
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Izabella Dabrowski
11805 Eubank Dr
Austin, TX 78758
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Chasson
2145 Mcgee Ave
Berkeley, CA 94703
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kristian Borysevicz
440 Tenth Ave. #4fn
New York, NY 10001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Wasko
4408 Locust St., Apt. 1r
Philadelphia, PA 19104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Nattenberg
12 Heartwood Ct
San Rafael, CA 94901
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ernst Maeurer
4420 N Piedras St
El Paso, TX 79930
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heather McLarty
4757 N. Figueroa St.
Los Angeles, CA 90042
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Parrett
167 Daytona Avenue
Holly Hill, FL 32117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carla Behrens
904 Little Leaf Court
Longmont, CO 80503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marsha Zoback
9902 Third Avenue, 5f
Brooklyn, NY 11209
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Juanita Gerber
300 Dartmouth Tr.
Ft. Collins, CO 80525
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Danda Sweetwater
337 Nw Bailey Ave.
Hillsboro, OR 97124
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bryan Hopper
7051j Aloma Ave
Winter Park, FL 32792
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Hawkins
1126 Olympic Ave.
Bremerton, WA 98312
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Poole
201 Gerritt Street
Philadelphia, PA 19147
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Bossoen
3306 Summertime Lane
Culver City, CA 90230
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew C
110 Ne 57th
Seattle, WA 98105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kadija Johnston
735 Ramona Ave
Albany, CA 94706
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alberta Goshorn
14155 Hill Valley Road
Mount Union, PA 17066
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerome Roberts  
8250 E, Harvard Av. #9106  
Denver, CO 80231
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Sprague
3224 Biscay Ct. Nw
Olympia, WA 98502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

STOP!!! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Krueger
200 West 20 Street
New York, NY 10011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Mayer
314 Milroy Street Nw
Olympia, WA 98502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hellyn Pawula
P.O. Box 839
Seahurst, WA 98062
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Monica Divane
101 Daniel Low Terrace
Staten Island, NY 10301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jill Colwell
2266 Norwic Place
Altadena, CA 91001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Gutierrez
630 Haverkamp Dr
Glendale, CA 91206
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Kramer
209 Mohawk Cir
Superior, CO 80027
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Kalovsky
W8333 North Shore Dr.
Onalaska, WI 54650
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randy Gilbert
439 Melrose Ave.
Decatur, GA 30030
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of, and demand for, fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The excuse given for the immediate need for fracking is that "we have a current demand for this fuel & to supply it will help make us energy independant." If this is the excuse given for the need to frack our trap rock for natural gas, then why should we allow these companies to export what we need here? There is absolutely no reason to export fracked natural gas, except to stoke the insatiable greed of the oil & natural gas industry.

Sincerely,

H. Dennis Shumaker
402 W. Market St.
Marietta, PA 17547
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Sullivan
550 E.Comstock Ave
Glendora, CA 91741
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George NASEEF
1107 Carter Drive
Rockaway, NJ 07866
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Holcomb
7140 Railroad St.
Cadmus, MI 49221
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Peha
5317 Carmelynn Street
Torrance, CA 90503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alix Dobkin
Po Box 761
Woodstock, NY 12498
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Sallie Shippen
756 14th Way Sw
Edmonds, WA 98020
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Betteridge
19675 S Fischers Mill Rd
Oregon City, OR 97045
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Henry Montague
122 New Cedar Lane
Hamilton, NJ 08610
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Weinstock
4072 E. Ridgeview Dr.
Davie, FL 33330
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Hilleary
E.13105 Boone Ave.
Spokane Valley, WA 99216
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sherri Ellis
230 Rachel Carson Way
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Dennehey
1411 N Hickory Ave
Arlington Heights, IL 60004
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Stop already with the fossil fuels. And stop already with the tax breaks/subsidies for the oil companies. Yikes.

Sincerely,

Laurie Jones
38942 Dexter Road
Dexter, OR 97431
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Winnie Chin
1625 Sacramento St Apt 4
San Francisco, CA 94109
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marcie Rose
3824 Brilliant Dr
Los Angeles, CA 90065
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Johnson
13 Champions Circle
Branchburg, NJ 08876
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phil Wells
114 Belmont St
Somerville, MA 02143
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marsha Beck
10023 North Quinault Court
Spokane, WA 99208
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helene Meeks
908 Pope Way
Hayward, CA 94545
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Uta Fellechner
969 N. Randolph St.
Philadelphia, PA 19123
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Willa Rose
8530 South Estes St.
Littleton, CO 80128
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fred Mather
2255 Myrtle St.
Madison, WI 53704
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Wilkinson
5000 26th Ave. S.
Seattle, WA 98108
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ray Coffman
12803 W. Roanoke Place
Morrison, CO 80465
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susanne Lipp
5025 E. Pacific Coast Highway
Long Beach, CA 90804
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Justin Laurion
11 Chandler St
Boscawen, NH 03303
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ed Gould
3323 N. Paulina, #3e
Chicago, IL 60657
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Audrey Byrd
23860 Edinburgh
Southfield, ND 58033
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kea Martin
Box 862
Santa Monica, CA 90406
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Penny Favale
8115 Miles Road
East Amherst, NY 14051
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Pavese
1986 Windsor Dr
N Palm Beach, FL 33408
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kirk Chamberlin
330c Stewart Ave
Rock Hill, SC 29730
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alison Denning
Po Box 519
Mt Baldy, CA 91759
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bev Abbey
2246 Emerald
Morro Bay, NH 03442
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronald Lane
13653 E. Yale Ave
Aurora, CO 80014
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

I believe that fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Probyn gregory
10877 Deliban St
Tujunga, CA 91042
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Mendenhall
804 J St
Davis, CA 95616
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Velma Wagatsuma
355 Serrano Dr. #8d
San Francisco, CA 94132
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Angelosanto
202 Franklin Street
Stoneham, MA 02180
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rev. Rick Freeman
Po Box 28251
Portland, OR 97228
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katelyn Patatsos
9 Marilyn Crt Watsonia
Melbourne, KY 41091
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Delfina nahrgang
20 West 64th
New York, NY 10023
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Rylance  
1797 Hess Blvd.  
Columbus, OH 43212
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacob Carter
27 Crescent St Apt 4
Northampton, MA 01060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Greene
20735 Sw 98th Cr
Tualatin, OR 97062
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Peloquin
320 East 18 Street
Brooklyn, NY 11226
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dina Johnson
8640 Quarles
Maple Grove, MN 55311
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Panila
124 Bajina St
Pars, NJ 07054
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gerald Carpenter
53 Johnson Ave
Plattsburgh, NY 12901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Wonder
1320 Addison St. B313, Berkeley Ca
Berkeley, CA 94702
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pik-Shan Ko
2395 Sw Scenic Dr
Portland, OR 97225
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Olivia Beltran
22 Belle Ave #5
San Anselmo, CA 94960
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debra Kosky
908 Sands Ln.
Camano Island, WA 98282
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jan Mcain
1143 Narcisse Creek Road
Colville, WA 99114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim Dereszynski
8405 Se Taylor St
Portland, OR 97216
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michele Bonk
3299 Secret Lake Trail
Cool, CA 95614
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle Bennett
1823 Powell St
San Francisco, CA 94133
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peg Keyes
515 Greenbush Road
Ferrisburg, VT 05456
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff Beck
1551 9th Ave # 2
San Francisco, CA 94122
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Maynard
6400 Betty Cook Dr
Austin, TX 78723
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanne Ciazinski
609 St.George Rd.
Danville, CA 94526
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Goldstone
309 W.97th St.
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teresa Ridley
33-65 14th Street #4c
Long Island City, NY 11106
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alexis Padilla
1207 W Dolores St
Wilmington, CA 90744
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debbie Lyman
34 Beaver Peak Road
Heron, MT 59844
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terence Craig
442 Mangels Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94127
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Taylore Sinclaire
Po Box 10339
Costa Mesa, CA 92627
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Justin J
155 E Delanty Rd
Shelton, WA 98584
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Pittle
369 3rd St Ste B
San Rafael, CA 94901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Stetler
203 Dorn Ave Apt C
Everett, WA 98208
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Morgan
45 Surrey Chase Dr
Social Circle, GA 30025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Toni Lightner
1912 South Forest Hill Place
Danville, CA 94526
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marla Rabinowitz
3581 Petaluma Blvd. N.
Petaluma, CA 94952
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julia Peters  
Street Address  
Portland, OR 97211
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Fary
W7466 County Road J
Fort Atkinson, WI 53538
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn von Scheele
2851 22 Ave W
Seattle, WA 98199
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Eichenholtz
5129 Tehama Ave
Richmond, CA 94804
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Timothy Dichiara
4711 Sw 244th St
Vashon, WA 98070
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim Vila
731 N Griffith Park Drive
Burbank, CA 91506
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margean Kastner
1767 Robin Knoll Ct.
Saint Louis, MO 63146
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ashia Gripentrog
1717 W Green Tree Rd Unit 203
Milwaukee, WI 53209
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dan Touse
4771 State Route 5
Vernon, NY 13476
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roy cravens
210 Alamogordo Dr
City Victoria, TX 77904
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Douglas Benedict
2211 21st Street
Santa Monica, CA 90405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kuuipo fong
3237a Castle St
Honolulu, HI 96815
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lea mac leod
239 Princeton Ave.
Amherst, NY 14226
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joshua Calistro
7218 W 91st St
Los Angeles, CA 90045
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Macaluso
1540 York Ave
Nyc, NY 10028
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Johnson
6786 Pembroke Rd.
San Antonio, TX 78240
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Oakes
14625 Portland Ave So
Burnsville, MN 55306
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Showalter
15607 Sw 85th Lane
Miami, FL 33193
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mani White
224 Acton Pl
Oakland, CA 94606
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Noyes
26 Tantasqua Shore Dr.
Sturbridge, MA 01566
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Meredith Alexander
500 Westdale Ave
Swarthmore, PA 19081
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lesley Heller
150 West End Avenue 9c
New York, NY 10023
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Bloch
3717 Utah Place
Saint Louis, MO 63116
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diana Denisoff
8435 Spring Drive
Forestville, CA 95436
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Holly Hall
31621 Corte Rosario
Temecula, CA 92592
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Thomas
4353 Don Tomaso
Los Angeles, CA 90008
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Wall
37 Round Top Rd.
Campton, NH 03223
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Luiz Perez
35 Oyster Shores Rd.
East Hampton, NY 11937
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Celia Murray
113 E 36th St
Vancouver, WA 98663
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paulette Simmons
1430 Nw Terracegreen Pl
Corvallis, OR 97330
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rab Berry
40 Carlton Street
Brookline, MA 02446
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia bentley
133 Council Oak Loop
Waleska, GA 30183
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Miriam Abramowitsch
3009a Brook St.
Oakland, CA 94611
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Ferreiro
35 Green Hill Rd.
Bellingham, WA 98229
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wil Bowers
4342 Gentry Ave Apt 12
Studio City, CA 91604
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Mitchell
402 Ne 190th Pl.
Shoreline, WA 98155
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James McGrath
694 Eastbrooke Ln
Rochester, NY 14618
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robin Haine
14a4 Jefferson Terrace
Saratoga Springs, NY 12866
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary baugh
Po Box 917
Kemah, TX 77565
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate.

Sincerely,

Petra Berger
605 J. David St Se
Salem, OR 97306
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lorraine Leduc
P.O. Box 1254
Los Angeles, CA 90025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angela Munoz
268 Euclid Ave. #7
Oakland, CA 94610
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Wilson
1112 Tennant Way
Longview, WA 98632
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia McMahon
483 Brainard
Detroit, MI 48201
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Mattes
5305 E. 30th Pl.
Tulsa, OK 74114
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William ralbovsky
508 Hidden Falls Rd
Tully, NY 13159
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martin Smith
Po Box 46401
Seattle, WA 98146
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Politicians frequently talk about making the United States independent of foreign oil; that suggests that we should keep the fossil fuels in the United States instead of exporting them and then importing other fossil fuels. What we should is BAN FRACKING! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.  

Sincerely,  

Dorothy Sanchez  
948 G Street, Salida, Co  
Salida, CO 81201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Blake Viola
282 Granada Ave
Long Beach, CA 90803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Graf
1216 Bradbury Ln
Austin, TX 78753
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vera Dekova
11748 Mayfield Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90049
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rita Decker
9158 Locust Street
Elk Grove, CA 95624
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marese Shea
3204 S Oneida Way
Denver, CO 80224
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Louise Fjeld
1273 Washington Ave.
Loveland, CO 80537
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lori Hawkins
9821 S. Foxhill Cir.
Highlands Ranch, CO 80129
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Fairbanks
One 2
Portland, OR 97214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Ferguson
504 19th Street S.E.
Salem, OR 97301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lee Zimmerman
308 Prospect Place 4b
Brooklyn, NY 11238
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken Hedges
8153 Cinderella Pl.
Lemon Grove, CA 91945
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jo-Ann Savoia
1952 Loma Vista St
Pasadena, CA 91104
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Marcus Romano
16 High Meadow Dr
El Prado, NM 87577
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Chmilewski
4307 Briarwood Rd
Louisville, KY 40207
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Fahey
Po Box 490
Frisco, NC 27936
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebekah Mitter
1368 Glengary Drive
Glendale Hts, IL 60139
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jessica Alvarez
3146 Ivy St
Los Angeles, CA 90034
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sarah Thomas
1025 New York St
Lawrence, KS 66044
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Macek
3400 Snyder Ave
Nyc, NY 11203
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Timothy Green
18 Egret Way
Mill Valley, CA 94941
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maria Magana
1290 Hillcrest Drive
Burlington, WA 98233
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jason Vonn
4367 Woodview Drive
Sarasota, FL 34232
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dee Randolph
336 Mission Serra Terrace
Chico, CA 95926
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elaine Coleman
116-80 Cuy R.Brewer Blvd.
Jamaica, NY 11434
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Benek
3831 Prestwick Ln Se
Olympia, WA 98501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edmond Leach
711 Mill St. #7
Springfield, OR 97477
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dianna Posner
Pmb 4006 P.O. Bx. 257
Olympia, WA 98507
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Yvette Fernandez
45-09 97st
Corona, NY 11368
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lucy Paschke
27103 Matheson Avenue #206
Bonita Springs, FL 34135
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Joannides
1106 Manito Dr
Fox Island, WA 98333
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Bell
914 N. Strode
Independence, MO 64050
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Monique Quistorff
29808 County Road 29
Browerville, MN 56438
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julia Adams
2056 Washington Rd
Waldoboro, ME 04572

CREDO Action
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John McNally
1453 Nelson Dr
Richmond, CA 94803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Ames
17500 Kingston Way
Castro Valley, CA 94546
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Carol Gossard
10010 N 95th Drive Unit B
Peoria, AZ 85345
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Hamilton
1618 Belasco Ave
Pittsburgh, PA 15216
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Shrider
25925 Narbonne Ave.
Lomita, CA 90717
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Penny French
66 Tobey Rd
South China, ME 04358
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeri Font
Catalina
Redondo, CA 90277
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Crispin Jordan
8 Parkton Rd
Boston, MA 02130
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Szabo
8511 Reading Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90045
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Garrison
1312 S.E. Olvera Place
Gresham, OR 97080
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Beal
Old Post Office
Laredo, TX 78040
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Emily Sagovac
14913 Paddock Drive
Wellington, FL 33414
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Martin
1839 Orchard St
Eugene, OR 97403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bj Sutton
86 Pine
Seattle, WA 98101
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Benders
430 Quincy St. Topfloor
Brooklyn, NY 11221
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dale Zavadovics
5120 Mildred St
Wayne, MI 48184
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Meryl Pinque
397 Odlin Rd
Bangor, ME 04401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Keltz
3008 Brookrun Drive
Jamestown, NC 27282
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Hussey
P.O. Box 86
Delhi, NY 13753
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brett Mayen
658 Park Place Apt 2
Brooklyn, NY 11216
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Zoe Friedberg
318 Sprague Road
Penn Valley, PA 19072
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gail Caswell
839 Post St. #208
S.F., CA 94109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carlos Collazo
968 Sherman Avenue 4d
Bronx, NY 10456
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Russell
4408 Samar Street
Beltsville, MD 20705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah "AbdulRahim, Ph.D."
16204 Oakhill Road
East Cleveland, OH 44112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Glen Bejamin
140 Court Street Apt 209
Portsmouth, NH 03801
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Beth Tessler
275 Voyager Dr
Vallejo, CA 94590
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicole Maschke
4802 Gedeon Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44102
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Craven
25 Meredith Ave.
Rochester, NY 14618
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Spanos
13 Merriman Road
Newark, DE 19713
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We need to move away from fossil fuels!

Sincerely,

Patricia Vendryes
173 Main Street
Groton, NY 13073
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Horner
80 Beaver Lake Circle
Ormond Beach, FL 32174
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Porter
927 Mulberry Mill Road
North Wilkesboro, NC 28659
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arthur Arnold
234 Lyman Dr
Torrington, CT 06790
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jay Josephson
1477 Brown Hollow Rd.
Corning, NY 14830
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Rolfe
209 W. Mill St
Horseheads, NY 14845
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Duris
1025 S. Windsor Ct
Waukegan, IL 60085
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Francis Probst
17699 E. 1000th Ave.
Effingham, IL 62401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mardi Kendall
1903 Broderick St #4
San Francisco, CA 94115
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacquie wall
6565 McCallum Blvd
Dallas, TX 75252
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Redder
196 Willow Tree Rd
Milton, NY 12547
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Caroline Kipling
44 Belmont Street
Abington, MA 02351
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eliz neiman
5509 South Bend Rd
Baltimore, MD 21209
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marcelle Carreau
1 Old Princeton Rd. Cutoff
Hubbardston, MA 01452
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

S. Joshua Mendel
2592 Quenston Rd.
Cleveland Hts, OH 44118
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. FRACKING KILLS !!!

Sincerely,
Rose Garden
840 Tremont Ave.
Lexington, KY 40502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anish Dube
45 Ayrault St. #9
Newport, RI 02840
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Russell Warner
5044 Hancock Hwy
Equinunk, PA 18417
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandy Sobanski
358 Est 19th Street, 4r
New York, NY 10003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan McDonald
1246 Evergreen Drive
Bridgewater, NJ 08807
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jen H
Email Only
Email Only, FL 32405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Singer
444 East 66 Street
New York, NY 10065
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking should be done safely, but equally important it should be done ONLY to serve domestic usage. Export, while endangering our environment is completely unacceptable. Do not let corporate profits rule. Thnaks

Sincerely,

Tom Aversa
115 Fisher Rd
Unity, ME 04988
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Loos
9038 Townsendville Rd
Interlaken, NY 14847
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edmund Wright
2512 16th. Ave. W.
Bradenton, FL 34205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Whidby
206 Woods Run
Knightdale, NC 27545
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jon Hinkle
2747 Blairstone Ct
Tallahassee, FL 32301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pat Courtney
50 Park Terrace West
New York, NY 10034
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis Bellone
339 Jefferson Avenue, Apartment C
Brooklyn, NY 11216
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gloria Paoli
Eastchester
Ny, NY 10709
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dolores Celentano
180 Fingerboard Rd.
Staten Island, NY 10305
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Schmidlein
46 Skylark
Bloomingburg, NY 12721
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Cox
826 S. Hobart Blvd. Apt.306
Los Angeles, CA 90005
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dieter Ruf
P.O. Box 336
Windham, NY 12496
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Schwartz
488 Woodbridge Road
Rockville Centre, NY 11570
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Rory Nix
7225 Shoup Ave
West Hills, CA 91307
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Pilon
4181 Sr 104
New Haven, NY 13121
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Isabelle Rawich
Pob 945
South Fallsburg, NY 12779
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Fulton
22 W Rittenhouse St
Philadelphia, PA 19144
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Stasiak
7675 S. Algonquian Way
Aurora, IN 46037
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Mellen
90 Lasalle St 10f
New York, NY 10027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrick Golub
Potomac Drive
Basking Ridge, NJ 07920
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virginia Phillips
2105 Natchez Drive
Ennis, TX 75119
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Simek
903 49th Ave. Dr. W
Bradenton, FL 34207
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lauren McLachlan
410-1 Plattekill Ardonia Rd.
Wallkill, NY 12589
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Evelyn Evans
751 Hill St
Defuniak Springs, FL 32435
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis Nicholson
22 Wendy Court
Jackson, NJ 08527
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Swaim
1900 Black Lake Blvd. Sw #Aa2
Olympia, WA 98512
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Onofrey
96 Gilbert St
Framingham, MA 01702
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Lucas
171 N Calle Del Lago
Green Valley, AZ 85614
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rene Maloney
5883 Shoreham Drive
Lake View, NY 14085
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Cushman
125 East 87th Street
New York, NY 10128
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Wingersky
1100 Clark Road
East Montpelier, VT 05651
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Tomasini
3133 Emmet Street
Madison, WI 53704
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth MacFarland
2130 The Plz
Schenectady, NY 12309
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynne Elmlinger
405 Fairway Drive
Oakland, MD 21550
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dawn Mogren
1129 S. Pine St.
York, PA 17403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Murnik
50 Federal St.
Portland, ME 04101
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Collins
5909 Hathaway Lane
Chapel Hill, NC 27514
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Sanchez
1100 E. Imperial Ave. #D
El Segundo, CA 90245
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Merrill Marsh
107 Hilltop Lane
Branchburg, NJ 08853
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marc Lessard
10 Magrath Rd
Durham, NH 03824
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Kennedy
858 Deer Ridge Ct.
Villa Hills, KY 41017
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ryan Buckner
407 Reid
Marion, NC 28752
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jared Furtado
15 Dory Street
Jamestown, RI 02835
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randall Wambold
4435 Circle Dr.
Bethlehem, PA 18020
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Greenwald
588a 19th St.
Brooklyn, NY 11218
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leah geo
3520 Highland Dr
Island Lake, IL 60042
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

The city of Beijing in China is a good example of the air quality we can expect if we do not start addressing these issues today. We need to secure our energy needs but we do not need to be exporting energy. We must be the leaders in developing alternative energy as a way to end fossil fuel use. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maryl Mendillo
2969 Rte 34b
Aurora, NY 13026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Gumienny
1199 County Highway 126
Amsterdam, NY 12010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank Wilcox
700 E. Monroe St.
Little Falls, NY 13365
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robin Wright
Po Box 25
Greenville, WV 24945
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Sebastiano
2114 Columbia Ave
Atco, NJ 08004
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Gavin Lamb
6509 Barnsbury Court
Dallas, TX 75248
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mona White
1245 Reber Rd
Willsboro, NY 12996
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth hotchkiss
268 Town Lane
Amagansett, NY 11930
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Paige Harrison
215 West 90 Street, #3a
New York, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Sullivan
1144 Taughannock Blvd.
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Ann
2244 Oregon Ct
St. Louis Park, MN 55426
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane White
1131 Apalachee Woods Trl
Buckhead, GA 30625
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Voss
1135 Saint John Dr
Pearland, TX 77584
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Davis
63008 Red Dike Rd
Coos Bay, OR 97420
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Thatcher  
25 Vespa Ln. Apt A12  
Yarmouth, ME 04096
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Sterner
1760 Country Rd
York, PA 17408
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Douglas brown
5a Bay View Sq.
Rockland, ME 04841
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Lewis
91 S. Placid Hill Circle
The Woodlands, TX 77381
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Young
1535 Yeckley Rd
Hastings, MI 49058
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Klein
Riverside Dr.
Glendale, CA 91201
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rosemaie Sawdon
1201 Harvest Ridge Lane
Blacksburg, VA 24060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a threat to our water resources here in New Mexico. It requires much too much water in the extraction process and is not recovered. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Lake
6 Nambe Trail
Corrales, NM 87048
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry Hawkins
364 E 7th Ave
Durango, CO 81301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilee Nagy
1075 Brookhouse Lane
Gahanna, OH 43230
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Alloway
11814 Basile Road
Philadelphia, PA 19154
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Char schumann
1020 Gull Ct
Palatine, IL 60067
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Noelle Newell
20 Ground Pine Lane
Easton, CT 06612
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Smith
101 Orchard Avenue
Grand Junction, CO 81501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harold Zarember
5 East 82 Street
New York, NY 10028
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vijay Panchal
990 Peachtree Industrial Bl #2784
Suwanee, GA 30024
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Don’t frack the climate! It’s the only one we’ve got!

Sincerely,

Paul Lauenstein
4 Gavins Pond Road
Sharon, MA 02067
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Nicolas Gold
6531 Westfield Ct
Martinez, CA 94553
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angela Caputo
69-07 Caldwell Ave
Maspeth, NY 11378
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth mccue  
5654 Church Road  
Saxapahaw, NC 27340
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Mishler
2588 Loving Road
Morganton, GA 30560
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Zislis
216 Silverbell Ct
West Chester, PA 19380
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff Kirkpatrick
1325 Bigler Drive
Glenshaw, PA 15116
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

A bush
7 Shelley Ct
Smithtown, NY 11787
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Gerry Gianutsos
52nd Street
Sunnyside, NY 11104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deb Harkrader
211 Coles Farm Dr.
Afton, VA 22920
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet George
Po Box 764
Pismo Beach, CA 93448
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Coker
4 Pond View Road
Cape Elizabeth, ME 04107
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nguyen Dong
Markgrafenstr. 89
KLn, IA 51063
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mitchell Riggs
11 Lakeside Drive
Middle Island, NY 11953
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lucia Lermond
341 West 24 St
Ny, NY 10011
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Georgia Smith-Fay
P.O. Box 2314
Orleans, MA 02653
To Whom it May Concern:

There are many reasons for hydrofracking: more jobs, lowering prices at the pump more energy for a growing population, etc. All reasons to increase energy consumption*. There is only one for not doing so: we should not be putting more carbon dioxide into Earth’s atmosphere. For those well-meaning citizens who fail to see the absolutely clear evidence clearly showing that the carbon dioxide content of the atmosphere is having a drastic impact on our lives, safety, and finances: it is immediately obvious in greater intensity, frequency, and occurrence of rogue and more violent storms, etc. Those storms come at odd seasons of the year, at previously calm-weather locations. The Arctic ice is melting: rapidly. Ocean currents are changing, along with widely spread plant and animal life reduction. The temperature change not only affects storms and life, it also affects ocean depth, thus increasing for two reasons: melting ice expansion due to depth. Already, Ocean losses include wildlife, fish, vegetation. Economic losses will do us in if Mom Nature doesn’t. Reports from reliable scientific analysis of possible human impact on climate change were well documented forty and more years ago. Those forecasts could have been written based on observations made last week. Why not develop more fossil fuels? Because we cannot afford to increase carbon dioxide emissions. Period. In fact, we are way past the time when an all-out, national effort (to go to war) is needed to initiate a 1930s type national program to change as quickly as possible to green fuel sources. Peter E. Black, Syracuse, NY

Sincerely,

Peter Black
712 Ackerman Ave
Syracuse, NY 13210
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peggy Jacobs
18 Fresno Drive
Plainview, NY 11803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Byknish
Custer Orangeville
Masury, OH 44438
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ana Victoria Fantin
Rua Leandro Teixeira, 240, Bloco 3 Apto 104
SO Paulo, CA 90210
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

R Wells
442 S. Alexandria Ave #1
Los Angeles, CA 90020
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Daniel Gold-Kessler
200 N. Lasalle
Chicago, IL 60601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Madeline Perkins
1644 Greasy Creek Rd.
Bakersville, NC 28705
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nick morrison
289 W. New England Ave
Worthington, OH 43085
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Scott
15930 Bayside Pointe West #703
Fort Myers, FL 33908
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah McNaull
2521 West Danby Road
West Danby, NY 14883
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Trina Taylor
1311 Bayshore Drive
Haslett, MI 48840
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Rose Curtis
128 Harris Rd
Charlottesville, VA 22903
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rallert
3533 S. Sandusky Ave.
Tulsa, OK 74135
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jimmy Voegeli
N7302 Hwy 69
Monticello, WI 53570
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Valerie Carlisle
83 Mountain Road
Pleasant Valley, NY 12569
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Navidi
931 Clinton St. #508
Philadelphia, NY 10107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Neal Sirwinski
3816 Carlisle Blvd Ne
Albuquerque, NM 87107
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Miller
Po Box 184
Brasstown, NC 28902
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Justin Small
5-B Notre Dame Street
Westfield, MA 01085
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Walters
62 University Place
Staten Island, NY 10301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tina Stanton
217 East Sylvan Avenue
Rutledge, PA 19070
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sara Taylor
48 Pinkham Rd
Lee, NH 03861
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lydia negron
371 East Rd.
Belford, NJ 07718
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Latham
51 Village Court
Berlin, MA 01503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Reba Gutin-Hassett
371 Fort Washington Ave, Apt 6e
Ny, NY 10033
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Howard rubenstein
32245 Scone
Livonia, MI 48154
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Caitlin Finlay
720 N Aurora
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Kaleel
360 Hancock Lane
Davison, MI 48423
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Huff
21708 Nw 131st Place
High Springs, FL 32643
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul McNamee
5 Manning St
Burlington, MA 01803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Riley
308 Tudor Drive
Cape Coral, FL 33904
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Signorella
491 Wagonwheel Gap Rd.
Boulder, CO 80302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Michael Craner
115 Rising Hill Lane
Chester Springs, PA 19425
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Konstantin Goranovic
42 Bow St
Stoneham, MA 02180
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlotte Shnaider
30 Oak Lane
Staunton, VA 24401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Parkinson
Po Box 451
Hopedale, OH 43976
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Wood
2842 Lee Road
Shaker Heights, OH 44120
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Summer Laplante
692 S. Monroe St.
Xenia, OH 45385
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lori Del Negro
2927 Summit Ave
Highland Park, IL 60035
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pam Bisbee
W334n7710 Stone Bank Road
Oconomowoc, WI 53066
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Fish
22 Hop Brook Road
Brookfield, CT 06804
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet morrison
1620 Tom Coker Rd
Labelle, FL 33935
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lori Smith
2266 Howell Mill Road Nw
Atlanta, GA 30318
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Liz kilburn
374 Fletcher Farm Rd
Bloomingdale, NY 12913
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Nicholas
316 Haddonfield Dr.
Syracuse, NY 13214
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Pam Nolan
2601 Rice Rd
Edinboro, PA 16412
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Sincerely, Margaret Beattie 663 Canyon Road Santa Fe, NM 87501

Sincerely,

Margaret Beattie
663 Canyon Road
Santa Fe, NM 87501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roseanne Russo
713 S Settlers Cir
Warrington, PA 18976
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martin Aurand
333 S. Highland Avenue #301
Pittsburgh, PA 15206
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Edward Waldmann
1011 Montrose St.
Philadelphia, PA 19147
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gordon Osse
410 Bent River Rd Apt 8
Clarkdale, AZ 86324
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

John Dirr
9 Shade Tree Lane
East Patchogue, NY 11772
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry Rollings
Street Address
Kansas City, MO 64110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. I am very worried that we will do permanent damage to our water supplies in this misbegotten effort to find new sources of fossil fuels. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Horowitz
6544 Darlington Rd
Pittsburgh, PA 15217
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matt Gordon
28 River Rd.
Stony Point, NY 10980
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

The Fracking Industry has demonstrated its inability to conduct its business safely. Until it does so, we should NOT allow it to expand and make more money by polluting our communities and damaging our environment. In addition, America should focus on using our resources to power a push for clean sources of electricity rather than cashing in on a short term business goal.

Sincerely,

Daniel Ozdowski
5207 Sky Lane Dr
Durham, NC 27704
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Snell
Po Box 473
Gallatin, TN 37066
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Armitage
7400 S State St
Midvale, UT 84047
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lucy Duncan
3947 Gayle Ave
San Antonio, TX 78223
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Politis
23 74th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11209
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shawn Lewis
11703 Main Rd
Akron, NY 14001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia miller
3752 N. Hermitage Rd. #198
Transfer, PA 16154
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim Amlong
2445 4th Lane Sw
Vero Beach, FL 32962
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The world’s energy needs can be met through other alternatives like solar and wind. But our WATER has no alternative substitute. So clearly we cannot continue fracking for energy at the expense of our most important resource, WATER.

Sincerely,

Thomas Wilson  
1778 Patterson Road  
Marietta, NY 13110
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Markell
59 Northbourne Rd.
Boston, MA 02130
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

V FRANKIE
Street Address
City, NJ 07701
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kelli Sheftic
45 Isle Of Palms Drive
Murrells Inlet, SC 29576
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Mark Tortoriello
2156 W Bowler St
Chicago, IL 60612
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beverly Plaviak
111 No Mail Please
Tallahassee, FL 32312
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beth Hartwell
Po Box 1536
Hood River, OR 97031
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Allen
8552 Golden Ridge Rd
Lakeside, CA 92040
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Weiner
1549 Grove Way
Concord, CA 94519
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacoba Van Sitteren
3402 Glenview Ave
"Austin," TX 78703
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Michael S Tickman
108 Sebastian Drive
Oxford, PA 19363
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Theiss
4584 Fawn Crossing
Bridgewater, VA 22812
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terry Moore
3001 Santa Clara Ave.
Alameda, CA 94501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fred Mursu
1570 Perry Lake Rd.
Ortonville, MI 48462
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. In these years of hot dry summers the amount of water used in fracking should also be a major concern. Our good clean water goes down the well and horribly polluted water comes back up the well.

Sincerely,

Ellen Asbell
247 Mountain Mary Road
Boyertown, PA 19512
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shirl Levesconte
602 Robinwood
Yellow Springs, OH 45387
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dave Alexander
10459 Artesia Blvd #92c
Bellflower, CA 90706
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Zachary Totz
17372 Collinson
Eastpointe, MI 48021
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Drew schmieding
2307 Walter Dr
Ann Arbor, MI 48103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Crockett
2892 E. Carr Canyon Rd.
Hereford, AZ 85615
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Shubert
37 Alcott Street
Acton, MA 01720
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

A Alfrey
Po Box
White City, OR 97503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Spierling
1246 Nelson
Chicago, IL 60657
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lara Boudreaux
2301 Pearl Street, Unit 33
Boulder, CO 80302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Isaacs
1725 Clark Ave
Placentia, CA 92870
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrick Nugent
35 Quince Landing
Franklin, MA 02038
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victoria Papp
83-E Edgewater Park
Bronx, NY 10465
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Darlen Buraczewski
15330 Old Cc
Maribel, WI 54227
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kay Doost
1618 Marionstreet
Greensboro, NC 27403
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Haney Jones
10207 Windmill Road
Fairhope, AL 36532
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mark MacAdam
3131 29th St Apt 4h
Astoria, NY 11106
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sherry Katz
933 Spruce St.
Berkeley, CA 94707
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Rouse
561 Killian Hill Rd.
Lilburn, GA 30047
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Neiser
128 St Andrews Place Dr
Columbia, SC 29210
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adrian Van Buskirk
613 Breen Dr
Champaign, IL 61820
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Y. Bramwell
45 Park Lane
Staten Island,, NY 10301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Martin Baxter
6253 Marbut Farms Trail
Lithonia, GA 30058
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peg futrell
6963 Gillis Way
Gainesville, VA 20155
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fabio Maretti
2613 Copley Lane
Orlando, FL 32806
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Veronica Stathos
Veronicastathos
New York, NY 11746
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Toni Serrant
1439 East 93 Street
Brooklyn, NY 11236
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Rattner
91 Schwarz Boulevard
Lake Hopatcong, NJ 07849
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dwyane Johnson
2113 S 4th
Maywood, IL 60153
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jamie Brann
22711 E 29th St Ln Ct
Blue Springs, MO 64015
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Preizler
6 Shade Tree Ct
Madison, WI 53717
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Hawkins
8050 Germone Rd
Sebastopol, CA 95472
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Also take into consideration the unbelievable amount of our precious resource, water, that it takes to frack and the tons of chemicals that poison the earth.

Sincerely,

Ann Lucas
3416 Osage Dr Nw
Salem, OR 97304

CREDO Action
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicole Melville
1220 W 6th St Ste 504
Cleveland, OH 44113
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret heinikel
9010 Sandrock Rd
Eden, NY 14057
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Breese
755 Echo Road
South Charleston, WV 25303
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Caroline LANE
150 25 72nd Rd
Kew Gardens Hills, NY 11367
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maureen nixon
722 Bernice Court
Toms River, NJ 08753
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Rain
12 Pineridge Place
Delmar, NY 12054
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Otto Gutenson
13121 Orrison Rd
Lovettsville, VA 20180
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rob Milburn
2751 W. Giddings St. 3w
Chicago, IL 60625
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrea Pernick
6505 Sw 92 St
Miami, FL 33156
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Sheridan
32 Church Ave Apt 103
Germantown, NY 12526
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Texas already has many water issues and pollution issues, please stop the degrading of our environment and local infrastructure.

Sincerely,

Mona Kandeler
7731 Broadway A5
San Antonio, TX 78209
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice Hines
519 S Prairie Street
Bethalto, IL 62010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marsha Ladin
6835 Burns St
Forest Hills, NY 11375
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Neil Starr
144 Maricopa Dr
Los Gatos, CA 95032
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Royal Tettemer
618 Kimball St
Philadelphia, PA 19147
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pedro Mallol
30-06 29th Street, Apt. 3c
Lic, NY 11102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tara Reedy
128 Johnston Ave. Fl. 2
Cohoes, NY 12047
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Schur
1261 E 1st St
Long Beach, CA 90802
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Cisney
3265 Utica St.
Denver, CO 80212
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Bossert
609 Dundee Ln
Holmes Beach, FL 34217
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Bates
68 Pond St
S Weymouth, MA 02190
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bebb Stone
P. O. Box 37
Schoharie, NY 12157
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alma Bill
1900 W. Park Dr.
Huntington, IN 46750
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Botero
30 Gillette Street
Milford, CT 06460
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Barnett
515 E Wilson St
Ely, MN 55731
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Falco
6505 Kalua Road #104
Boulder, CO 80301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Adam Smith
451 Cannon Green Dr
Goleta, CA 93117
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roberta Belideau-Hee
365 Bronx River Road
Yonkers, NY 10704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Aggie Lukaszewski
535 Bellevue Dr.
Oakland, CA 94610
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Leblanc
531-A Dolores St.
Santa Fe, NM 87501
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Page
412 W High Street
Geneva, NY 14456
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mel Stanfill
(Not Relevant)
Champaign, IL 61820
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Barbara White
221 Ulysses St.
Pittsburgh, PA 15211
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gayle Jones
3444 Airport Rd.
Waterford, MI 48329
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Cornely
3 Cliffrose
Littleton, CO 80127
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nathan Bock
3675 Krameria St.
Denver, CO 80207
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlie Henrich
104 W. 1st St.
Mansfield, OH 44902
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

What the hell is going on here? Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jef Schultz
P.O. Box 151
Gualala, CA 95445
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Krier
3534 West Highland Blvd.
Milwaukee, WI 53208
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrick Doss-Smith
3959 27th Av. S.
Minneapolis, MN 55406
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Curtis Scheib
P. O. Box 773 Salida Co
Salida, CO 81201
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lorraine Stepchin
25 Chestnut St
Groveland, MA 01834
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Henry Twombly
350 Arroyo Pinon Dr.
Sedona, AZ 86336
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Herrod
182 E 95
New York, NY 10128
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. More study needs to be done to confirm recent reports on methane release. If industry demand jumps, as it will if we begin to ship overseas, then we will be accelerating global warming at a time when we must be reducing it.

Sincerely,

Bill Worzel
214 W. Main St
Milan, MI 48160
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Sincerely, Soule Leiter PO Box 9 Clay NY 13041

Sincerely,

Soule Leiter
Po Box 9
Clay, NY 13041
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. You have seen the proof of what fracking is doing to the water supply of hundreds even thousands of American citizens....brown drinking water...water that stinks of methane...and water than can be lit on fire!!! with the amount of methane it contains. And that's just what we can SEE with the naked eye! NO NO NO to more fracking!

Sincerely,

Susan madley
2305-C Ashland Street #279
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Kaswan
1900 University Blvd. #4009
Brownsville, TX 78520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alex Ellram
138 Riverview Road
Schoharie, NY 12157
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Whatever the reason, fracking should be diminished not increased. It causes just way too much environmental damage.

Sincerely,

Marcine Wilson
1104 W. Leclaire Rd.
Eldridge, IA 52748
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

First Name last name
Street Address
City, MA 01094
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Renate Bernstein
927 37th Street Ne
Cedar Rapids, IA 52402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bettina bruning
675 Water St.
New York, NY 10002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Byland
Pobox 2566
Hyannis, MA 02601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Ploscowe
23 Colonial Road
Rochester, NY 14609
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy barber
14 Eagle Point Road
Bath, ME 04530
U.S. Department of Energy  

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  

To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. This is the biggest threat to our environment ever! It's time to reconsider all fracking! Our water resource is to important to risk for the monetary greed of a few! 

Sincerely,  

Mark Haskell  
10000 E. Waddell  
Cornville, AZ 86325
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The water waste and resulting toxicity of the water used is another reason to stop fracking.

Sincerely,

Dennis Smyth
6892 W Eldorado Pl
Lakewood, CO 80227
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Brown
4314 N. Sacramento
Chicago, IL 60618
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice Browning
2606 35th Ave West
Bradenton, FL 34205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorion Schlund
31 Verleye Avenue
East Northport, NY 11731
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rachel Hill
80 Boylston St
Boston, MA 02116
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karyn Grunwald
5 Eleanor Lane
Roosevelt, NJ 08555
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronald L. Moore
2348 Springsbury Rd.
Berryville, VA 22611
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Fuller
17945 Homewood Avenue
Homewood, IL 60430
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Fuller
1389 Rambler Rd
Roseville, MN 55113
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marsha Howard
120 Cabrini Blvd #22
New York, NY 10033
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Parker
1519 Spyglass
Palm Springs, CA 92264
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Serbousek
6885 Holland Road Nw
Bremerton, WA 98311
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leah Culkar
1719 Tall Pine Circle
Safety Harbor, FL 34695
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Burgeson
40 Ridge Circle
Stratford, CT 06614
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Bain
145 Park Ln
Rochester, NY 14625
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

J.T. Smith
113 S Main St
Dublin, PA 18917
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leonora Nelson
3732 Mt Vernon Ave
Oceanside, CA 92057
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Sellnow
701 S Charles Ave
Naperville, IL 60540
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Kelley
2 Mallard Landing
Saratoga Springs, NY 12866
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sean Daughtry
17 Washington Street
Peabody, MA 01960
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Plowman
1552 W Irisado Cir
Mesa, AZ 85202
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claudia rannikar
300 2nd St East
Sonoma, CA 95476
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Sullivan
2332 Edgerton
University Hts, OH 44118
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sidney Wechsler
5650 Una Del Drive
Rapid City, SD 57702
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matthew Inkster
146 Key Avenue
Wheeling, WV 26003
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carl Oliveira
3333 164th St Sw # 1913
Lynnwood, WA 98087
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Noah colin
13606 Se Frank Ave
Boring, OR 97009
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Gaumer
2316 Tamarack Drive
Champaign, IL 61821
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Casino
5616 N. Kenmore Ave
Chicago, IL 60660
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen O’Keefe
214 Londonderry Dr.
Wilmington, NC 28411
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Johnny Jones, Jr.
3523 24 Th Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55406
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Carnahan
550 East 12th Avenue
Denver, CO 80203
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pauline stdenis
150 East 18th.Street 8p
New York, NY 10003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lauren Titchener
Po Box 12101
Portland, OR 97212
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Corson
808 Driggs Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11211
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Blanchard
1901 Brinton Manor Drive #201
Pittsburgh, PA 15221
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maureen Kuntz
1207 N Barnes St, Plant City, Fl
Plant City, FL 33563
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vaughn Shirk
2513 Buchenhorst Rd.
State College, PA 16801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Willson
2014 Evans Avenue
Cheyenne, WY 82001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Omdalen
5051 Shellamie Drive
Eau Claire, WI 54701
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Alex Walker
91 Mather Road
Stamford, CT 06903
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Shawn Garcia
974 Temple Drive
Pacheco, CA 94553
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cindi Allen
239 V-Hill Rd.
Edgewood, NM 87015
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melissa Crutcher
841 Lincoln Ave
Louisville, CO 80027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia patelzick
10975 Sw 74th Ave
Portland, OR 97223
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Louis Allstadt
18 Main St
Cooperstown, NY 13326
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill & Tesse Donnelly
708 Forest Ave.
Oak Park, IL 60302
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tanya Bergstrom
2277 Woody Creek Cir
Loveland, CO 80538
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Liz wassell
Po Box 156
New Paltz, NY 12561
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sydney Siebert
10815 E. Caribbean Lane
Scottsdale, AR 72631
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adrian landon
47 W 85th St
New York, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

If you’re going to allow this environmentally-unsound practice to continue, at least keep that gas at home to address our energy needs rather than allowing profit-oriented corporations to ship it away. We can’t be "energy independent” (whatever that’s supposed to mean) if we go to extremes in extracting fossil fuels just to ship them overseas.

Sincerely,

Frank Wissler
695 Hillcrest Dr.
Spring Branch, TX 78070
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Higgins
431 Locust Dr
Maggie Valley, NC 28751
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

PLEASE DON’T DO THIS. Take a good look at what fracking is really doing to local communities and families and our water! This is a terrible idea, and is not worth any temporary jobs that come of it. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicole Schildcrout
115 Market Street
Amesbury, MA 01913
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Rogers
608 Aiken Ave
Rock Hill, SC 29730
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Geoffrey Williams
P. O. Box 1062
La Quinta, CA 92247
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Pressman-Cooper
366 Union Street
Brooklyn, NY 11231
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fred Varnal
1465 22nd Ave.
Seattle, WA 98122
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randy Dunn
482 E. Bexley Court
Highlands Ranch, CO 80126
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joshua Dewe
1396 Elmwood Avenue
Rochester, NY 14620
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Exports of natural gas should not proceed until the industry has accepted standards and regulations to reduce the release of toxins and methane into the surrounding environment.

Sincerely,

Bill Pierson
2801 Ocean Park #256
Santa Monica, CA 90405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marie Reid
2304 Quail Run
Bullhead City, AZ 86442
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Environmental pollution – leading to ... climate change ... environmental destruction ... contaminated US air and ground water ... US health risks – clearly make the consequences too extreme and the benefits too small by comparison. Take the hard decision and decline these applications.

Sincerely,

Donald W. Henderson
20 Woodlane Rd
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. I urge you to advocate for a global carbon tax. We need a community of trading partners committed to effective action to curb global warming. With your leadership, we can lead on this issue. There is no more important issue. If we get this wrong, all else is imperiled. Exporting natural gas makes no sense on a global scale. A carbon tax would make that evident, but in the meanwhile, I support limits on exports.

Sincerely,

Joel Gagnon
2353 Spencer Road
West Danby, NY 14883
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James "Oppenheimer, USA, Ret."
146 Roosevelt Road
Hyde Park, NY 12538
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.  

Sincerely,  

Thomas Frank  
33 Black Dog Rd.  
Bar Harbor, ME 04660
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Atwood
10641 S Hale
Chicago, IL 60643
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to the American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Todd mueller
139 Ave.D
New York, NY 10009
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking's a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Gebhardt
43 Smith St
Glen Cove, NY 11542
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elyse Greenhut
491 Pheasant Run
Louisville, CO 80027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Nielsen
210 Noel Road
Broad Channel, NY 11693
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Justin Knutesen
523 Starr Ave.
Eau Claire, WI 54703
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jaime myers
190 Mansfield St
New Haven, CT 06511
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Viall
8108 Hamilton Mill Drive
Chattanooga, TN 37421
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alan Whittaker Sr.
825 Bowers Rd.
Mansfield, OH 44903
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrea Kontrath
33 Fairview Street
Palmer, MA 01069
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hendrick Serrie
636 Mecca Drive
Sarasota, FL 34234
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Holmes
7654 W. Peterson Ave.
Chicago, IL 60631
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robyn Matra
505 E. 82nd St
New York, NY 10028
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Keats
27 Jeffrey Road
Springfield, MA 01119
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Zac Vohs
1738 Sumac St
Longmont, CO 80501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Valerie Field
68 Park Place
Sea Cliff, NY 11579
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrick McGee
61 Morris Avenue
Athens, OH 45701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter yackel
17710 348th Av., N.
Plymouth, MN 55446
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vanessa Stferle
Biberacher Str. 63
Ochsenhausen, NM 88416
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stan Kanter
620 S. 2nd St
Mt Horeb, WI 53572
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Mangold
155 Bull Road
Washingtonville, NY 10992
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a TOXIC THREAT to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. PLEASE stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. To whoever is reading this, please consider this plea. You know what the right thing to do is - so stand up for it, no matter the obstacles! Thank you!

Sincerely,

Joshua Vana
1630 Indian Trail Rd
Keezletown, Va, VA 22832
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lewis McGregor
P.O. Box 2006
Hope, ME 04847
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlotte Lundemo
597 Warrior Trail
Jackson, MS 39216
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kyle Hall
18243 W3rd. Ave. #2
Golden, CO 80401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Leonis
8176 Wycliffe Dr.
Cincinnati, OH 45244
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Morris Crowe
450 Bowen Street
Longmont, CO 80501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Walsh
255 West Neck Rd.
Huntington, NY 11743
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bertha Kriegler
527 Plymouth Ave
Schenectady, NY 12308
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jason weingartner
713 W Longview Ave
Littleton, CO 80120
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Neri
2305 Hartranft St
Philadelphia, PA 19145
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry Bynum
2590b Grimm Rd
Addy, WA 99101
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roger Vest
1686 Robert Martin Rd
Catawba, NC 28609
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Freund
2 West Gorham Street, Apt 206
Madison, WI 53703
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bridgett Paul
520 Jackson St Se
Albuquerque, NM 87108
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brandi Cooper
427 Beach Ave.
Prescott, AZ 86303
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roger Hannah
268 W. Country Walk Drive
Round Lake Beach, IL 60073
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Lonne Martinec
505 Joyce
Houston, TX 77009
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paula Greeno
103 Blue Granite Ct
Chapel Hill, NC 27514
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gideon Fraenkel
3615 Romnay Rd
Columbus, OH 43220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. This is a time for the country to promote renewable and sustainable energy; not energy that will bring further destruction to our health, environment and collective well-being.

Sincerely,

Michael Heller
1100 West Chester Pike
West Chester, PA 19382
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Dent
1803 Ridgecrest Dr. Se
Albuquerque, NM 87108
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Silvey
9263 78th Pl
Seminole, FL 33777
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Tezla
1876 Yorkshire Avenue
Saint Paul, MN 55116
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

I don't think we can afford to allow fracking exports.

Sincerely,

Ian Smith
674 Morse Ave
Sunnyvale, CA 94085
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julia Imbarrato
P.O. Box 325
Newfane, VT 05345
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dana Lobell
4778 18th Street
Boulder, CO 80304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Rachel Sadlowski
123 Quinn Street
Naugatuck, CT 06770
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia McKenna
419 Thomas Ave
Forest Park, IL 60130
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Toni Deslaurier
188 Birch Hill Road
Bethel, VT 05032
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert McDonough
6 Chester Lane
Farmingdale, NY 11735
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marie-Odile Fortier
1125 Connecticut Street
Lawrence, KS 66044
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Leider
1014 Orange Grove
South Pasadena, CA 91030
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kurt Toriello
517 West 121st Street
New York, NY 10027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Wiggins
1705 Sarkesian Dr
Petaluma, CA 94954-4515
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Cordero
2814 Lilac Street
Longview, WA 98632
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Adams
554 S. 51st Court
Renton, WA 98055
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. THEY MAKE THE PROFITS, WE GET THE CANCERS

Sincerely,

Mary Leitch  
526 Reed St  
Philadelphia, PA 19147
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emil Oatfield
3525 Twenty-Third Street
San Francisco, CA 94110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Strickland
30135 Yellow Brick Road
Valley Center, CA 92082
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronald Belter
3346 Santa Rosa Drive
Gulf Breeze, FL 32563
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Don't let money over the climate threat to the planet and the U.S.

Sincerely,

Tom George
112 Rogers Rd
Orange, CT 06477
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mj Faris
27800 Ursuline
St Clair Shores, MI 48081
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Scheer
2327 26th Ave
San Francisco, CA 94116
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Clancey Callaway
4503 Sudbury Road
Atlanta, GA 30360
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ted Neumann
Po Box 465
Altamont, NY 12009
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrea Peters
2555 78th St. E.
Inver Grove Heights, MN 55076
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Flink
923 Del Ganado Rd.
San Rafael, CA 94903
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Garfunkel
200 Park Lane South
Minnetonka, MN 55305
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Sorensen
333 W. North Ave.
Chicago, IL 60610
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Capron
31 Lafayette Ave
Titusville, NJ 08560
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Let’s get real about protecting the environment. We do not have time on our side. Penelope Sobering

Sincerely,

First Name last name
Street Address
City, FL 34237
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Aryeh Frankfurter
205 Ellsworth St
San Francisco, CA 94110
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We must protect our people and natural environment over the export of fracked natural gas. It may bring in more money to our gas and related companies, but what will it do to our communities, our infrastructure and our water? You talk about reinvention. Let’s reinvent a cleaner energy that supports our natural environment.

Sincerely,

Barbara Anger  
109 Park Pl.  
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

In a time of demonstrated climate change and at a time when 1/2 to 2/3 of our country is in a drought situation, fracking makes no sense. Moreover, to say that this harmful energy practice will solve energy problems, is a fallacy. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vivienne Lenk
C/O 251-31 42nd Avenue
Little Neck, NY 11363
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia eisenberg
194 Macbeth St..
Rochester, NY 14609
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie Jensen
11795 Sw Tualatin Road #20
Tualatin, OR 97062
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dianne Yonan
2464 Plywood Rd.
Gaylord, MI 49735
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rino Casella
10 Regent Street
Hicksville, NY 11801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barry Plaxen
297 Stone Schoolhouse Road
Bloomingburg, NY 12721
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Trapido
185 East 85 St
New York, NY 10028
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle Pitt
4505 Se Windsor Ct.
Portland, OR 97206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicholas Kydon
154 Center Rd
Frankfort, NY 13340
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mel Hoit
603 E. Brentwood Dr.
Spokane, WA 99208
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heather Shaw
2041 Ashby Ave Unit B
Berkeley, CA 94703
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacqueline Mackaben
852 7th Street
Beaver, PA 15009
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Louisa Sullivan
Street Address
Seattle, WA 98125
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Miyares
265 46th St.
Pittsburgh, PA 15201
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harriet Allen
6218 18th Ave Sw
Olympia, WA 98512
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Fracked gas is mostly methane, a potent greenhouse gas that leaks from natural gas wells, pipelines, and other infrastructure. Recent research suggests that methane emissions from fracked natural gas operations are so high that fracking may be worse for the climate than coal. (Jeff Tollefson, "Methane leaks erode green credentials of natural gas," Nature, January 2, 2013) Furthermore, exporting fracked gas would increase domestic prices, giving utility companies an incentive to use coal-fired power plants - which are beginning to be phased out, largely due to the low price of natural gas - and increasing U.S. carbon emissions overall. (Craig Segall, "Look Before the LNG Leap," Sierra Club, November 2012) A world that runs on natural gas is a world wracked by climate chaos and extreme weather. We need to move away from fossil fuels, not make massive investments in new infrastructure that will lock us into dirty fracked gas for years to come. For the United States, 2012 was the hottest year in recorded history. A slew of climate change-driven disasters—including deadly Superstorm Sandy—underscored the dangers associated with unchecked climate change. It’s time for President Obama to answer the call of history and stand up to the fossil fuel industry—starting with blocking fracked gas exports.

Sincerely,

Linda Jeub
1224 Trevanion St.
Pittsburgh, PA 15218
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roseann Divicino
7528 High Pines Ct.
Port Richey, FL 34668
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Goad
1976 Twain Ridge Dr.
Lexington, KY 40514
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pedro Zapata
6781 Ne Rosebay Dr
Hillsboro, OR 97124
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Stoffregen
Hc 42 Box 515
Busby, MT 59016
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Criswell
1902 Louise Sw
Albuquerque, NM 87105
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janette Matthews
2623 Brighton Ave.
Kansas City, MO 64127
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking Pollutes !!! GIVE A HOOT DON”T POLLUTE !!!

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Dean
330 Heart Springs Rd
Dripping Springs, TX 78620
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Schink
2 Horseshoe Bnd
Portola Vally, CA 94028
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nick Berezansky
Nick@Acererpographic.Com
Ridgewood, NJ 07450
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Valerie delahaye
131 South Wilton Place
Los Angeles, CA 90004
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Sibley
1186 Trestle Glen Rd.
Oakland, CA 94610
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Hopkins
213 Mayo Ave
Vallejo, CA 94590
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brandon Hall
1401 Erin St. Apt. 183
Monroe, LA 71201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heather Biernat
Rt 7
Palestine, TX 75803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jo Hamby
1036 Seville Dr.
Clarkston, GA 30021
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adine Cathey
127 Airport Road
Minticello, KY 42633
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Stelios Kraniotakis
12406 25 Rd
Flushing, NY 11354
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Weir
6159 Morgan Rd. E.
Battle Creek, MI 49017
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Appleton
5977 S. Pearl St.
Centennial, CO 80121
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Landress
242 Montclair
Corpus Christi, TX 78412
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Agatha aleniak
259 Cottage Ave
Williamsport, PA 17701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jon Gebers
10735 W Tufts Dr
Littleton, CO 80127
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Craig Klawuhn
15 Mayfield Road
Asheville, NC 28804
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Hardwicke
704 Kipling Dr
Columbia, SC 29205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nadya Schmeder
1901 York St.
Napa, CA 94559
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Frankel
117 W 17th St Apt 6b
New York, NY 10011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Hudnall
5300 Tegan Road
Elk Grove, CA 95758
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roberta Denieu
1523 S Danube Way
Aurora, CO 80017
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

L. G. Franklin
Beacon Street
Brookline, MA 02446
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Garber
Po Box 326
Landing, NJ 07850
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Polsky
3414 Emerald Oaks Dr
Hollywood, FL 33021
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary C Fleege
43 East 13th Ave
St. Paul Park, MN 55071
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Schoppet
505 Pottsville St
Lykens, PA 17048
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Bennett
72 Center Street
Ramsey, NJ 07446
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matthew Gillespie
102 Inman Street
Cambridge, MA 02139
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katharine Kagel
121 Don Gaspar Street
Santa Fe, NM 87501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul R Maiden Mueller
216 2nd Ave E
Luck, WI 54853
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Lane
4955 Twin Lakes Rd. #59
Boulder, CO 80301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sean Smith
283 Whitchurch St.
Murrells Inlet, SC 29576
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dawn Czapski
9801 Amigante Dr Ne
Albuquerque, NM 87111
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Clare Ritchie
32 Whalers Lane
Salem, MA 01970
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arthur Whitman-Boadley
142 Dominga Ave
Fairfax, CA 94930
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nanc Evoniuk
4449 Saltillo Street
Woodland Hills, CA 91364
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erika Detota
370 Paulison Ave
Passaic, NJ 07055
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Gilbert
16 S. Stuyvesant Dr.
Wilmington, DE 19809
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Hydro-fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas!!

Sincerely,

Leigh O'Brien
5364 David Gray Hill Road
Geneseo, NY 14454
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Taffany
475 Camino Don Emilio
Santa Fe, NM 87507
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Michael Lampi
2667 170th Ave Se
Bellevue, WA 98008
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dave corlew jr
20 Twin Mountain Dr
Queensbury, NY 12804
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lakshmi Hackett
3251 E Maplewood Ct
Centennial, CO 80121
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Giese
1520 Bryn Mawr Ave
Mt Pleasant, WI 53403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Maki
128 Bessemer Street
Ishpeming, MI 49849
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fayaz Kabani
240 Ponte Vedra Drive
Columbia, SC 29206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lori Gibson
1465 Camino Redondo
Los Alamos, NM 87544
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Schmidt
600 Newbridge Rd.
East Meadow, NY 11554
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Robert Moore
325 Myrtle Street
Glendale, CA 91203
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Save our environment!

Sincerely,

Jc Bower
1904 Gary St
Sumner, WA 98390
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Scott
1006 E Applegate Dr
Austin, TX 78753
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking for our own use is fine, but we shouldn't export fracked gas.

Sincerely,

Karlene Gunter
472 French Rd.
Rochester, NY 14618
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen McLaughlin
1699 N Terry St #190
Eugene, OR 97402
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Rock
1939 Gerritsen Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11229
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and our planet’s climate - did you know that exporting fracked gas, which requires a carbon-intensive process of liquefying it, cooling it to -260 degrees Fahrenheit, and shipping it, produces 20%-30% more CO2 than burning gas in the US? Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Mueller
7247 Ne 171st Ln
Kenmore, WA 98028
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sara Manning
1827 Kirkham Street
San Francisco, CA 94122
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leahanne Lammers
306 Hawks Wind Rd
Goldendale, WA 98620
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is going in the WRONG direction! Taking more carbon & methane out of the ground for energy use will hasten our demise as the world warms even faster. We should NATIONALIZE our hydrocarbon assets, not allow the gas industry to sell them to the highest bidder on the world market! If you care about the nation’s future, then BAN fracking because it is NOT in our best interest and will make our future “darker” than it already will be given projections of a 5-7 degree F rise in temps. over the next 100 years. Fracking = Suicide

Sincerely,

Richard Averett
Po Box 177
Otego, NY 13825
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle Anderson
2301 Cypress Drive
Saint Paul, MN 55125
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claudette Allegrezza
93-43 220th St.
Queens Village, NY 11428
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emily Collins
336 7th St.
Brooklyn, NY 11215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tiffany Hutchins
45685 Hwy. 72
Stevenson, AL 35772
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Jenkins
3305 Bader Ave.
Cleveland, OH 44109
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Brzezinski
399 38th Street
Oakland, CA 94609
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tiana Lelley
Street Address
City, CO 80631
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suaan Graver
860 Sooy Place Rd.
Vincentown, NJ 08088
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phelps Holloway
Po 452
South Hero, VT 05486
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shelley Simcox
12921 Nw Canyon Trail
Bremerton, WA 98312
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carlos uanini
1072 Folsom St
San Francisco, CA 94103
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheila Bunting
1203 Searle Drive
Normal, IL 61761
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Catherine Williamson
7214 Lindell Blvd
St Louis, MO 63130
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alfred Sweenie
1358 Washington St.
Weymouth, MA 02189
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Ristig
2040 N. Cleveland Street
Orange, CA 92865
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Kirby
11432 Sw 78th Circle
Ocala, FL 34476
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Bivins
3710 Dunoon Court
Apopka, FL 32712
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mikki Weidman
213 Waterford Way
Lebanon, PA 17042
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Camille Johnson
8501 Old Sauk Rd, Apt 304
Middleton, WI 53562
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Georgia Allen
933 Putnam Ave., Apt. 1
Brooklyn, NY 11221
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrick Eggleston
9 Conifer Lane
Amherst, NH 03031
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Tillman
1200 78th St.
North Bergen, NJ 07047
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Becky Martin
12225 Tanglewood Lane
Pickerington, OH 43147
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anthony Taddeo
246 Mott St Apt 21
New York, NY 10012
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joann Meaney
Po Box 1465
Albany, OR 97321
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Z.Vijay Director
Po Box 970
Black Mountain, NC 28711
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Rafferty
P.O. Box 66745
Portland, OR 97290
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jessica Klein
517 North 75th
Seattle, WA 98103
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank Konigsberg
7919 Sunset Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90046
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heather Nania
607 E Meyer Blvd
Kansas City, MO 64131
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Bradley
4 Madison Circle
Greenfield, MA 01301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paige McNamara
4610 Locust
Bellaire, TX 77401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Guy Hollyday
719 Field St.
Baltimore, MD 21211
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matthew Richardson
1855 Green St
San Francisco, CA 94123
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerri Hill
12460 N. Third St.
Parker, CO 80134
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheli Winkler-Groschen
1201 W. Washington St.
Champaign, IL 61821
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking appears from many scientific reports to be a bad idea. It pollutes the atmosphere with global warming gases and can damage water resources. Please inform the public of scientific opinion and then poll them to determine the common good on this issue. Do not violate the common good in the service of special interest groups for whom short-term profits overrule the welfare of the nation in the long run. Sincerely, William McConochie, 2493 Lincoln Eugene, Or. 97405

Sincerely,

William McConochie
Testmasterinc.Com, And Politicalpsychologyresearch.Com
Eugene, OR 97405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We need a thorough study of fracking before we do any more gas drilling to disclose the dangers that fracking presents.

Sincerely,

Robert Campbell
116 Jean Danielson Dr
"Greentown, Pa", PA 18426
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Singer
358 Chambers Road, #55
Horseheads, NY 14845
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Hill
1801 Blue Mount Road
Monkton, MD 21111
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gina Crumbliss
2613 Monarch Dr.
Austin, TX 78748
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Czaja
29645 Rosslyn
Garden City, MI 48135
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Lovelace
Po Box 245
Wilkeson, WA 98396
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chenell Young
18961 E 44th Pl
Denver, CO 80249
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angie Rhinier
412 Se 16th St Apt 5
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33316
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Mr. President, You have a last chance to rethink our energy plan to increase global warming and sacrifice billions of gallons of clean water to permanent toxic waste. Please stop the Fracking. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Landry Wildwind
532 Balra Drive
El Cerrito, CA 94530
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Too many bad things are happening because of fracking.

Sincerely,

Kim Meyer
2602 W 48th
Austin, TX 78731
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacquelyn Howard
521 Harold Ave Ne
Atlanta, GA 30307
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Meyerson
1747 Harding Street
Enumclaw, WA 98022
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Barron
10 West 35th Street
Chicago, IL 60616
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Liviu Rusu
14 E 4th St, #605
New York, NY 10012
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Houchen
2419 Sw Richardson St.
Portland, OR 97239
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edie Cowan
37 West 69th Street Apr. 5f
New York, NY 10023
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Paupst
7
Scotia 12302, NY 12302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to the environment and its surrounding communities. We do not yet know the effects it will have on an already slippery slope of global warning. Allowing fracked gas exports is suicide for the United States. Please deny the fossil fuel industry any further power over exporting and force them to discontinue this poisonous process. By encouraging this practice you are signing a death wish upon generations to come. There are other options. Using less fossil fuels energy, although it might take some getting used to, is one. These short-sighted companies are concerned about profit, not about the well-being of the citizens of this planet. sincerely, elana pereira
726 14th st sf ca 94114

Sincerely,

Elana Pereira
726 14th St #2
Sf, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Sewell
441 East 12 Street #3c
New York, NY 10009
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanne Tyler
16 Seaside Circle
Newport Beach, CA 92663
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Timothy Davis
531 Dolphin Dr
Pacifica, CA 94044
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gavin Wuttken
685 Little Loop Dr
Port Angeles, WA 98362
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce And Paula Foreman
5318 N Frace St
Tacoma, WA 98407
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

M. Diane HODSON, PhD, JD
4344 52nd Ave S
St. Petersbug, FL 33711
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Aaron Pape
9876 Thornbury Way
Highlands Ranch, CO 80129
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elaine McAuliffe
132 Elmont Road
Elmont, NY 11003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff Cox
2522 Old Hwy 99 S. Rd. #35
Mount Vernon, WA 98273
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marian Scena
179 Highland Ave.
Somerville, MA 02143
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Okechukwu Anagbor
2333 Loreto Drive
Fort Worth, TX 76177
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Cobb
70 S. Broadway
Tarrytown, NY 10591
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Lawrence
3917 Ne 109th St
Seattle, WA 98125
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Diamond
13201 Stoneyridge Lane Sw
Port Orchard, WA 98367
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jayne Simmons
2310 Sw Willow St
Seattle, WA 98106
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce Miller
239 Waverly Place
New York, NY 10014
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andreas Lange  
VolksgartenstraE 20d  
Leipzig, ME 04347
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victor Azanza
1720 Easthill Place Nw
Olympia, WA 98502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Monique Kourdae
6100 Torreon Dr Ne
Albuquerque, NM 87109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Packer
49 Bell Circle
Port Jefferson, NY 11777
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

The only reasons many people support fracking are because of the possibility of lower fuel costs at home and not having to depend on mideast oil. Allowing fracked gas to be exported eliminates both of these benefits. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Who suffers and who benefits from allowing fracked gas to be exported?? Do you represent the people of this country or the multi-national corporations that could not care less about America? Please stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Steve Dickman
1404 Livingston Pl
Vestal, NY 13850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roslyn Kalifowicz-Waletzky
706 East 81 Street
Brooklyn, NY 11236
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Benvenuti
19 Commonwealth Ave
Haverhill, MA 01830
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacqueline Menard
840 Mt. Moro Rd.
Villanova, PA 19085
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Margason
3635 Turnberry Cir
Santa Rosa, CA 95403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Horace Berry
Private
La Mesa, CA 91941
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

C.S B
Geneva Loop
Brooklyn, NY 11239
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roald And Ruth Kverndal
9102 Fortuna Drive
Mercer Island, WA 98040
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Mainland
1017 Bel Marin Keys Blvd.
Novato, CA 94949
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicole Safer
392 Locke Road
Groton, NY 13073
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Hanna
48 Mulberry Circle
Staten Island, NY 10314
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Valentino
14921 S.E. 309 St.
Kent, WA 98042
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Oh frack! With the global climate change, is humanity really fracked!? Seems like not a good thing to sign permits to frack us even more. Please do not sigh the those fracking fracking permits!

Sincerely,

Lee Wimberly
4523 Ne 6th Court
Renton, WA 98059
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

P.A. christensen
3407 Se 136th Ct
Vancouver, WA 98683
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jack Miller
7952 West Third Street
Los Angeles, CA 90048
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Polly Coombs
103 Indian Hills Trail
Louisville, KY 40207
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Sokol
29140 Justamere Ave.
Val Verde, CA 91384
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Mahoney-Watson
15127 Quarry Rd
Lake Oswego, OR 97035
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Metcalf
509 N. Prospect Manor Ave.
Mount Prospect, IL 60056
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicole Freund
103 Minnetonka Ave
Absecon, NJ 08201
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Rygiewicz
1425 Lucy Lane
Madison, WI 53711
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sherry Evans
6811 Garonne Ct
West Jordan, UT 84084
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Bucknam
Po Box 231
Oceanside, OR 97134
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Slattery
1250 W Glenlake Ave
Chicago, IL 60660
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mollie Landers
102 Cottage Ave
Williamsport, PA 17701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nona Rutter
541 Ferdinand Ave.
Forest Park, IL 60130
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kelly Morrison
40 Paddock Way
Trappe, PA 19426
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Williams
4360 Baychester Ave
Bronx, NY 10466
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Grabowski
45 Pocono Drive
Pittsburgh, PA 15220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ed Colton
1072 Evalena Road
Castle Rock, CO 80108
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Berle Clemensen
7683 E. Park View Drive
Tucson, AZ 85715
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Darrell Blobaum
1131 Steinman St
Dixon, IL 61021
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Peete
281 Sudden Valley Drive
Bellingham, WA 98229
To Whom it May Concern:

ANGA is not our friend... What the Frack? Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Kale
623 N. Harper Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90048
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Rosseland
2 Clifton Park
Melrose, MA 02176
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virginia Rovnyak
6861 Castleberry Court
Crozet, VA 22932
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Ford
401 N. Townsend Street
Morganfield, KY 42437
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Ryan
622 West Patterson #502
Chicago, IL 60613
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Owecke
Street Address
City, WI 54661
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Portman
14841 County Road 91b
Woodland, CA 95695
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bob Kennedy
1738 Blake St.
Denver, CO 80202
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erin Strauss
3531 15th Ave. S.
Minneapolis, MN 55407
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We need fuel and we need a healthy environment. Any fracked gas that we get should be kept for our own use.

Sincerely,

Brett Robert
1295 Nw 87th Avenue
Coral Springs, FL 33071
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katie Spurlock
665 Pine Street
San Francisco, CA 94108
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arnold Peinado
299 Shadow Mopuntain Dr.
El Pso, TX 79912
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Loretta Brogan
212 Prospect St
Shreveport, LA 71104
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dave Seaborg
188 8pomar Way
Walnut Creek, CA 94598
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The profits from this environmental disaster needs to be allocated to the environmental repair from it.

Sincerely,

Don smith
1609 Mendota Street
Madison, WI 53704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Do not believe this to be a viable way.

Sincerely,
Christy Dukewich
5509 Silentbrook Ln., Rolling Meadows, IL 60008

Sincerely,

Christy Dukewich
5509 Silentbrook Ln.
Rolling Meadows, IL 60008
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Louis Arzano
19 Commerce St #14
New York, NY 10014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leigh Sands
24659 Mill Creek Lane
Denton, MD 21629
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce Cotter
2568 Laurel Ridge Drive
Decatur, GA 30033
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

June Kramer
7 Alberta Dr
Kinnelon, NJ 07405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Waterhouse
1852 Fuller Rd.
Newbury, VT 05051
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elyn Stubblefield
1365 York Ave
New York, NY 10021
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Schillingowski
1109 S 39th St
Manitowoc, WI 54220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Cook
3817 Alexandria Drive
Austin, TX 78749
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Hill
141 Lansdale
Fairfax, CA 94930
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lori Proos
58 Old Post Rd
York, ME 03909
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank Tonhazy
215 W 78th St #1b
New York, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Toni garmon
103 Honeysuckle Trl
Dawsonville, GA 30534
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Why are we endangering american health so a few individuals can make some bucks exporting a prehistoric energy source? Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Welgos
1081 Woodland Church Rd
Wake Forest, NC 27587
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gail Worth
P.O. Box 2863
Palos Verdes, CA 90274
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Caraballo
432 S. Julian Street
Naperville, IL 60540
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Remund
16253 Kearney Ct.
Brighton, CO 80602
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce Raby
5624 Murdock Ave.
Sarasota, FL 34231
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ian Maurer
2731b Nob Hill Ave N
Seattle, WA 98109
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristin Michael
7717 44th Avenue Sw
Seattle, WA 98136
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arlene Smith
407 Country Lane
Narberth, PA 19072
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rob Nettles
3416 Broadway #4
Everett, WA 98201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peri Beller
1086 Aileen Street
Oakland, CA 94608
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronald Warren
3041 E Chevy Chase Dr
Glendale, CA 91206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I personally do not like burning water and fracking screws up the water... Don't perpetuate this practice....

Sincerely,

Gerald Devane
39 Bud Field Dr
Palm Coast, FL 32137
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Dunavan
P.O. Box 167
Glen Haven, Co, CO 80532
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Annie Riley
1488 Goodrich Ave.
Saint Paul, MN 55105
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Petra Thombs
159 Columbus Ave
Valhalla, NY 10595
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Salman
91391 Donna Road
Springfield, OR 97478
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christina Gilman
2901 S Adams St
Seattle, WA 98108
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Ward
5845 Lauder St.
Pittsburgh, PA 15207
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry Kull
19221 136th Place Se
Renton, WA 98058
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terry Peterson
667 Thorn Street
Imperial Beach, CA 91932
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nelson Bock
2437 Downing St.
Denver, CO 80205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen belli
Street Address
City, PA 18612
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sean Frenette
4803 Ne 78th St
Portland, OR 97218
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Lemna
206 E 7th St
New York, NY 10009
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Anderson
16 Louise Luther Dr
Cumberland, RI 02864
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

John Dixon  
109 Bellevue Circle  
Jacksonville, AR 72076
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. These stop-gap measures only prolong our misery and feed multinational profits. Change already!

Sincerely,

Rich Landini
303 Inez St
Missoula, MT 59801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacqueline Osterlh
7730 Chantilly Drive
Dublin, CA 94568
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Doherty
2362 E. York St.
Phila., PA 19125
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Lorna Sumaraga
2540 Loomis Ct
San Jose, CA 95121
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Blair
1118 Walnut St
Elmira, NY 14905
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pat Rossi
1596 Krumroy Road
Akron, OH 44306
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Charles Phillips
139 Millbrook Rd
Hardwick, NJ 07825
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Johnson
1893 Saginaw St., S.
Salem, OR 97302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jan Shea
26785 S. Meridian Rd
Aurora, OR 97002
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary & Niels Schulz
2658 Holler Road
Virgil, NY 13045
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maggie Phillips
212 W Summit St
Ann Arbor, MI 48103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marcie O'Brien
3400 Vinton Ave Apt 209
Los Angeles, CA 90034
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda DETONNANcourt
10455 Gulf Beach Hwy
Pensacola, FL 32507
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anthony Parisi
8 Pschorn Lane
Hillsborough, NJ 08844
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Johnson
401 5th Street Se
Montgomery, MN 56069
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Racheal Hernandez
7305 98th Ave A
Kenosha, WI 53142
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Mills
264 W1 Sammamish Ne
Bellevue, WA 98008
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Hall
2401 Overlook Hill Court
Louisville, KY 40205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Enid Folger
7 Captain Drive
Emeryville, CA 94608
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kurt Stein
25489 Cass Line Rd.
Akeley, MN 56433
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Bradley
36 Crosby Avenue
Brewster, NY 10509
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

C. Yee
P.O. Box 2278
Sacramento, CA 95822
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Aaron Pinsker
2365 Panorama Ave.
Boulder, CO 80304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Hicks
2999 E Ocean Blvd, #1740
Long Beach, CA 90803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gerard F. Gaudin
P O Box 191
Metairie, LA 70004
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Kellogg
12918 Ne 136th St
Kirkland, WA 98034
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Bachhuber
10561 Se Idleman Rd.
Happy Valley, OR 97086
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carl May
814 Sierra Street
Moss Beach, CA 94038
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Fradkin
60 Union Ave
New Rochelle, NY 10801
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

K. Wolfsong
113 Holyoke Street
Easthampton, MA 01027
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Awilda Castro
1222 Locust Street
Reading, PA 19604
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richita Anderson
10 Downing St., #2a
New York, NY 10014
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kirsten Dumford
2039 Crinella Drive
Petaluma, CA 94954
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debbie YOUSEF
12147 Lakeland Rd Spc 53
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathy Pregmon
373 Upland Way
Drexel Hill, PA 19026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Justin Saegusa
3803 Wabash Avenue
San Diego, CA 92104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Donahue
7286 So Yosemite St
Centennial, CO 80112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Neste
4437 Garden Club St.
High Point, NC 27265
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Stringer
383 East 17th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11226
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Farkas
145 Romford Court
West Cheser, PA 19380
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emery Szmrecsanyi
459 Moran Rd
Grosse Pointe Farms, MI 48236
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Newman
204 Milltown Rd
Wilmington, DE 19808
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Krakora
216 Lochwood Lane
West Chester, PA 19380
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Loraine Ferrara
76 Newton Ave
Braintree, MA 02184
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Katz
2970 N. Lake Shore Dr., #11e
Chicago, IL 60657
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alan Jasper
110 Hampton Way
Merrick, NY 11566
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jared Mednick
929 Pine Street
San Francisco, CA 94108
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We must do all we can to REDUCE climate change, not encourage processes that add to it and pollute our waterways and ground. Alternative Energy is our future, not the support of any form of fossil fuel.

Sincerely,

Susan Spengler
620 E. Kenilworth Ave.
Palatine, IL 60074
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Annalisa Osterhout
8124 Cicero Mills Road
Cicero, NY 13039
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to the American people, our communities and certainly our climate. By allowing fracked gas exports, the demand for fracking in the USA would only increase, creating a demand for more drilling sites in pristine and less populated farm areas. This is not acceptable. Air pollution forced on our people and their drinking sources will only increase the load on our health care system and the tax dollars that support it. Don't give our country away to the fossil fuel industry for consumption by huge foreign markets. It's time to push for green energy and increase the job force in solar and wind energy sectors. Please, stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Rossin
13 Alpine Drive
Lake Hopatcong, NJ 07849
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis Ryan
230 20th St S
Lacrosse, WI 54601
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Kinard
5 Twin Oaks Dr.
Montvale, NJ 07645
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debbie de la Houssaye
925 Moss
New Orleans, LA 70119
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

John Elias
250 Ne 25 Street
Miami, FL 33137
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alvin Gross
1600 Vine St. 211
"Los Angeles, Ca.", CA 90028
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Firth
2419 W. Bijou St.
Colorado Springs, CO 80904
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Collin Schaetzke
7260 Export Ave.
Port St. John, FL 32927
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gavin McStay
161 East 110th Street, Apt 8g
New York, NY 10029
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matthew Fracassini
579 W 215 St #3f
New York, NY 10034
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Zabawski
18 Peterboro Dr.
Northport, NY 11768
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathie Weiss
Po Box 421458
Atlanta, GA 30342
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carrie Landreth
1424 Washington St
Lake In The Hills, IL 60156
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Susan Bissonnette
Po Box236
Bearsville, NY 12409
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurie Krieger
124 Brookings St.
Medford, MA 02155
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Yard
109 Smith Street (Po Box 58)
Harvel, IL 62538
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Evelyn Fitzgerald
12 S. Midland Ave.
Nyack, NY 10960
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terri Schroeder
1642 Sonnet Dr
Grapevine, TX 76051
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jenni Stepp
24307 Magic Mountain Pkwy #240
Valencia, CA 91355
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Mehoudar
687 Santa Rosa
Berkeley, CA 94707
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vera Loewer
636 Montezuma Drive
Pacifica, CA 94044
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marc Hanning
1000 Julie Ln
Mollala, OR 97038
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Maddola
120 N Lambert St
Philadelphia, PA 19103
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erika Brandon
1561 Stone Hedge Dr Ne
Keizer, OR 97303
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Albano
2546 W Hutchinson St
Chicago, IL 60618
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking uses many toxic chemicals. Without environmental review, President Obama, you’re mortgaging the future of your daughters. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and implement real environmental oversight for fracking.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Hetzel
11439 Clayton Rd
San Jose, CA 95127
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet RUSSO
Po Box 6767
Nalcrest, FL 33856
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terri Sutton
3081 Golden Rain Road
Walnut Creek, CA 94595
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lorree Gardener
9810 Dempsey Ln Sw
Olympia, WA 98512
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mia D
2723 19th Ave
Oakland, CA 94606
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Lincoln
27 Gleason Street
Medford, MA 02155
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kris Raatz
1819 Discovery Village Ln.
Gold River, CA 95670
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elise mandel
615 Headley Ave.
Lexington, KY 40508
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Veltrie
3601 Lindell
St. Louis, MO 63108
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jill Paulli  
N269 Hartman Rd.  
Brodhead, WI 53520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fay Bracken
Po Box 1422
Pisgah Forest, NC 28768
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sara Lucas
2340 Sw Pickford St
Corvallis, OR 97333
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

James Fucci
210 Stonehaven Trace
Pelham, AL 35124
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank Shoufer
3731 Brilliant Place
Los Angeles, CA 90065
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Miller
13331 Moorpark St. Unit 206
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Ellis
1218 115th St Ct Nw
Gig Harbor, WA 98332
OK, I have the canned opinion below from Credo action but seriously - IF YOU GUYS ALLOW FRACKING IN MONTEREY COUNTY WHATSOEVER I WILL MAKE IT MY MISSION IN LIFE TO TAKE EVERYBODY INVOLVED DOWN!!! It is a seriously UN-understood process and we have enough problems with water here and I have heard that fracking requires an EXTREME amount of water to force the crap out of what is a VERY delicate environment... PLEASE we HAVE to use SOLAR and WIND, not gas, I know that BP and Chevron and Shell OWN our government but in this case PLEASE don't do it, i am BEGGING you to listen to me, you don't KNOW what the consequences are! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wendee Marcotti
637 Spencer St
Monterey, CA 93940
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Norman Williams
2509 Toulouse Drive
Austin, TX 78748
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Nicodemus
2710 Danube Dr.
Sacramento, CA 95821
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Sanjour
944 President Street
Brooklyn, NY 11215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Burns
2719 Williamsburg Circle
Auburn Hills, MI 48326
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tawni Luckenbach
3505 S Fiske
Spokane, WA 99223
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Hayman
1001 Eason St
Austin, TX 78703
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sue Smith
1107 Mayfair Place
Rockford, IL 61107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bob Hammond
4735 18th Place South
Salem, OR 97302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Wilgus
205 N Ogden Av
Columbus, OH 43204
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wilson Ross
590 5th Ave
San Francisco, CA 94118
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Curtis And Jane Hoffman
6747 Lupton Dr
Dallas, TX 75225
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Wade
758 Park Place Loop
Hood River, OR 97031
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Luelaine Griswold
17 Barley Mow Run
New Hartford, NY 13413
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brianna Costello
24 Edgehill Drive
East Haven, CT 06512
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gilbert Covarrubias

"2809 Willow Ridge Dr, Garland,Tx"

Garland, TX 75044
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cyndi Clough
7504 E Indianapolis St
Wichita, KS 67207
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harry Taylor
1901 Brandon Cir.
Charlotte, NC 28211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Mardesich
27 Quarry Rd
San Rafael, CA 94901
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virginia ault
2829 A Hilliard Rd
Richmond, VA 23228
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lois Pinetree
444 Neptune Avenue #8g
Brooklyn, NY 11224
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Vos
10969 Matinal Circle
San Diego, CA 92127
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Honour Horne-Jaruk
544 Corona Ave Apt D
Dayton, OH 45419
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeremie Gordon
2611 Corabella Pl
Cedar Park, TX 78613
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Mayeda
5416 Shenandoah Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90056
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ray Dixon
440 Franklin St
Napa, CA 94559
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ernette Schultz
215 East Beaumont Road
Columbus, OH 43214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Jackson
5240 Joseph Campau
Detroit, MI 48211
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Ramey
65 Gates St
San Francisco, CA 94110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sara Reese
2011 Rolling Rd.
Cortez, CO 81321

CREDO Action 7966
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Carl
1318 W. King Rd.
Malvern, PA 19355
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cameron Thomas
734 W. Wilshire Dr.
Phoenix, AZ 85007
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sean Slattery
2934 N Ridgeway
Chicago, IL 60618
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Christie
5734 Enchanted View Ln
Waunakee, WI 53597
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mara eaton
3554 Dover Stt
Los Angeles, CA 90039
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Levitt
1935 Waters Edge St
Ft Collins, CO 80526
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patte Gustafson
37884 Peterson Rd.
Auberry, CA 93602
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Hydraulic fracturing remains largely unregulated and there remain serious questions about its ramifications for groundwater sources and air quality. While burning natural gas is cleaner than coal, fracking still features the use of fossil fuels for energy production and thus contributes to climate change, which this country must still address more adequately. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Perz
1941 Nw 36th St
Gainesville, FL 32605
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edmund Pierce
1824 Union St.
Schenectady, NY 12309
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary joyce
1056 Hollywood Ave
Salt Lake City, UT 84105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Murray
855 W Dillon Rd F302
Louisville, CO 80027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alice Grow
1421 Elmira Road
Newfield, NY 14867
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Howard LaMell
270 Marin Blvd
Jersey City, NJ 07302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vivian Rosenberg
100 West Ave. E-6
Philadelphia, PA 19046
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pam Thomas-Hill
12711 Delsantos Street
Houston, TX 77045
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jessica Lee
17434 Covello Street
Lake Balboa, CA 91406
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Marhefka
177 Lillie Hill Rd.
Apalachin, NY 13732
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Louise Lipsey
75 San Marino Dr.
San Rafael, CA 94901
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Ray
6904 Shareith Dr
Louisville, KY 40228
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Monique Yeaton
840 Massachusetts Ave Apt 7
Arlington, MA 02476
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Westcott
465 Rockingham St
Rochester, NY 14620
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,  
Faye Soares  
5744 Juarez Road  
Pollock Pines, CA 95726
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nathan Haley
6219 Ne Circle Drive
Kansas City, MO 64118
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Axel Soto-Rivera
Urb. Rio Canas, 2786, La Salle St.
Ponce, PR 00728
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Lafontaine
1270 Main St
Haverhill, MA 01830
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Lion-Storm
719 Pershing Drive
Walnut Creek, CA 94597
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carrie O’Boyle
297 Pennington-Titusville Road
Pennington, NJ 08534
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Haley Sherrill
485 Utica St.
Denver, CO 80204
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Louise Legun
629 Main Street
Blandon, PA 19510
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doris Ludicke
129 Seafarer Lane
Ocean Pines, MD 21811
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Lob
197 East 8th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11218
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Morgan
704 Kings Highway
Moorestown, NJ 08057
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Simpson
3280 Sw 170th Ave Apt 208
Beaverton, OR 97006
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Doyle
34 Cobblestone Lane
Ramsey, NJ 07446
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Wd Bushnell
502 Ord Drive
Boulder, CO 80303
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victoria Burns  
127a Stuart Ave  
Norwalk, CT 06850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Taylor
630 Darlington Circle
Atlanta, GA 30305
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victoria Golden
1911 Buena Vista St
Bakersfield, CA 93304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rita Glasscock
1443 Bishops Lodge Road
Santa Fe, NM 87506
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Strickholm
115 Orchard Road
Demarest, NJ 07627
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allen Strous
11339 Spangler Road
Circleville, OH 43113
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Goodlin
34 Challenger Court
Walkersville, MD 21793
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Schile
2455 E. Broadway Rd. #72
Mesa, AZ 85204
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward GALLAGHER
P. O. Box 460756
Aurora, CO 80046
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randall Gloege
343 North Rimroad
Billings, MT 59102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The gas industry cannot say that this is making America energy independent if they are actually selling it to other nations. What they are really doing is poisoning this country and it's citizens to make a profit overseas. It's wrong all the way around.

Sincerely,

Cathy Ellis
274 Murtagh Hill Rd
West Chazy, NY 12992
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Yakas
924 Dwight St
San Francisco, CA 94134
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jon Cohan
Po Box 63
Fortine, MT 59918
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Vidt
849 Sleepy Hollow Road, Apt K
Pittsburgh, PA 15234
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kyle Elston
31155 Sunbird Way
Oak Creek, CO 80467
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debbie Camp
1715 Martinique Dr.
Mansfield, TX 76063
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janver Derrington
383 Elk Range Road
Carbondale, CO 81623
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jillian Hussey
6409 Bridge Road, #102
Madison, WI 53713
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Guy Hydrick
3703 Concordia Rd.
Columbia, PA 17512
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sally Bookwalter
20893 Eastwood Ave
Fairview Park, OH 44126
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deb Padilla
617 Concord Pl
So St. Paul, MN 55075
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rosemarie Miller
P. O. Box 9 - Flowing Springs Road
Birchrunville, PA 19421
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marie van Dijk
600 London St.
Castroville, TX 78009
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Plowman
62 Cimarron Valley Dr
Little Rock, AR 72212
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joshua Carrig
80 Damon Road
Northampton, MA 01060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please stop fracking, it is dangerous for all concerned.

Sincerely,

Betty Almand
10 Clarendon Ave.
Avondale Est., GA 30002
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vicky Simmonds
3912 Ne 56 Ave
Vancouver, WA 98661
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Zeno Trocchi
292
Providence, RI 02906
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shannon Moore
903 N 178th
Shoreline, WA 98133
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Ward
3894 S Miner St #2
Milwaukee, WI 53221
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Natalie George Head
912 La Brea Dr. #1
Inglewood, CA 90301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Think about your grandchildren & others. IF fracking and its potential problems become endemic in America - then its too late. Study more and then decide!

Sincerely,

David Olson
8930 204 Th St E
Prior Lake, MN 55372
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hugh Lawrence
3481 Sitio Borde
Carlsbad, CA 92009
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We need to focus on renewables and energy conservation for us and our grandchildren and the animals.

Sincerely,

Kate Sparrow
350 Mountain Road
Union City, NJ 07087
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Haskin
12034 15th Ave Ne
Seattle, WA 98125
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debbie Donnelly
2231 Pleasant Drive
Catonsville, MD 21228
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alan McAllister
5000 Butte St Lot 72
Boulder, CO 80301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Braggiotti
160 Linden St
Rochester, NY 14620
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Yvette Goot
641 Palmer Lane
Chewelah, WA 99109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Falkenberg
2206 S Zenobia St
Denver, CO 80219
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randall Keith
422 Font Blvd.
San Francisco, CA 94132
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheri chalfant
4030 Floyd Hwy S
Floyd, VA 24091
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katie Zukoski
1884 Humboldt Rd
Chico, CA 95928
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roberta Best
2242 So Hobart Bl
Los Angeles, CA 90018
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Garianne Farrish
124 Meadowlark Loop
Lafayette, LA 70508
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Howard Herskowitz
172 Santa Rosa Ave
Oakland, CA 94610
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Maginel
20601 Maggie Lane
Tamms, IL 62988
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Douglas Meddaugh
2901 Columbia St
Vancouver, WA 98660
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Salme Armijo
2 Allegro St
Blue Diamond, NV 89004
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

It is the duty of the federal government to protect our water! Water is far more valuable and important than Oil or natural gas. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn K Allen
307 Red Rock Road
Santa Fe, NM 87502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Gwyn
711 Royal Palm Ave
Clewiston, FL 33440
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela McKinstry
6189 Valley View Rd
Oakland, CA 94611
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Barrett
520 Leetes Island Rd
Branford, CT 06405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Steele
927 Coral Way
Coral Gables, FL 33134
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Barker
417 Woodland Ave.
San Rafael, CA 94901
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Monica Keady
3 Hillside Ct
Darien, CT 06820
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Mathews
20-65 26th Street Apt. 1a
Astoria, NY 11105
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Clark  
316 11th St., @210  
Honesdale, PA 18431
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anthony Iacono
1024 Avenue W
Brooklyn, NY 11223
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Boles
412 Echo Hill Dr.
Ballwin, MO 63021
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paula Hartgraves
5050 Hacienda Dr. Apt. 1937
Dublin, CA 94568
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. If you are serious about doing something about climate change, you will not encourage fracking.

Sincerely,

Mary L. Johnson
301 Warwick Rd.
Winchester, NH 03470
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Guy Vaccaro
3s118 Timber Dr
Warrenville, IL 60555
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey L. Williams
1 Manor Lane
West Hartford, CT 06107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Sullivan
6351 Reubens Drive
Huntington Beach, CA 92647
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Stadolnik
118 Hudson Road
Stow, MA 01775
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Kirby
4000 Gypsy Ln
Philadelphia, PA 19129
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Franklin
14 Ponce St.
Portland, ME 04101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheila Krstevski
3357 Peter Lane
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Brinn
326 Nature Dr
Cherry Hill, NJ 08003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Riley
Po Box 28891
Santa Ana, CA 92799
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Enid Havens
9858 26 Ave Sw
Seattle, WA 98106
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Larkin
13 Waverly Drive East
Edison, NJ 08817
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Pelc
116 Rockwood Rd.
Newtown Square, PA 19073
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Dalbec
7126 Vineland Pl
Boardman, OH 44512
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Billie Schadt
12500 Huston Street #104
Valley Village, CA 91607
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Moon
416 Hickory Ln
San Rafael, CA 94903
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Laitala
181 Pine St
Lake Linden, MI 49945
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chuck Donegan
231 N. Evergreen Dr.
Selden, NY 11784
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pauline Nager
47 Kingfisher Rd.
Levittown, NY 11756
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Loren Ford
Po Box 1204
Manzanita, OR 97130
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Redman
11 Audubon Lane
Madisonville, LA 70447
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lindsey Walters
601 N Iris Ct
West Peoria, IL 61604
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking destroys the land that is meant to sustain our children’s future.

Sincerely,

Margaret Ennis
570 Maple Shade Road
Middletown, CT 06457
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Mangum
147-44 225th Street
Rosedale, NY 11413
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alef de Ghiz
3221 Hill St
Los Angeles, CA 90007
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Ramos
3737 N. Howard Ave.
Fresno, CA 93726
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Turchin
2625 Hewlett Avenue
Merrick, NY 11566
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Holubek
7060 S. Brighton Ct. #102
Woodridge, IL 60517
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Please do the right thing. All eyes are upon you. Thank you! As we save the planet, we save ourselves. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Norton
1814 East Shore Drive
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Glanzberg
466 Briarwood Circle
Hollywood, FL 33024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cindy Lang
12335 Lacey Drive
New Port Richey, FL 34654
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Rebecca Wassell
1377a Commonwealth Ave, Apt. 1
Boston, MA 02134
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

This is privatizing profits of oil and gas to the fracking industry, but socializing the environmental costs and destruction to we-the-people. It is BAD economics. Please don’t do it. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Dritt
13 Concord Greene Unit 4
Concord, MA 01742
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Durfey
134 Erickson Ct. N.
Billings, MT 59105
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Owens
1104 3rd St Nw
Austin, MN 55912
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Michael Prince
6749 Bear Ridge Road
Lockport, NY 14094
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Stop raping the Earth for profit!

Sincerely,

Kathleen Moss
12632 Ne 144th St. Apt. F104
Kirkland, WA 98034
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Roberts
N 6893 Hunters Ridge Road
Delavan, WI 53115
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Regina Epley
445 Ned Marsh Road
Salisbury, NC 28146
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gina Gatto
18755 Crest Ave
Castro Valley, CA 94546
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kymberly Brown
332 East 15th Street, 1c
New York, NY 10003
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandy McNeal
507 Monticello Ave
Upper Chichester, PA 19014
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Smith
708 Calvert Avenue
Clinton, SC 29325
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rita butler
4645 Cliff Ave
Louisville, KY 40215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Silberman
340 East 63rd St. #1c
New York, NY 10065
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claudia Reynolds
76 Dogwood Forest Rd.
Crawfordville, FL 32327
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maria Teresa Saenz Robles
1108 Heberton Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Don Parsons
Street Address
City, CO 80435
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellie-Rose Wilder
177 Nelson Way
Sebastopol, CA 95472
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alan Morgenstein
530 Elkins Ave
Elkins Ave, PA 19027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Allely
Po Box 390
Lacey’S Spring, AL 35754
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Clayton
104 Clinkscales Road #512
Columbia, MO 65203
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Hamilton
137 Stanwood Ln
Manlius, NY 13104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Stern
11 Riverside Drive
New York, NY 10023
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Heaney
4436 Pleasant Valley Ct
Oakland, CA 94611
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jondavid Shetler
Unit 7057, 375 Church St.
North Adams, MA 01247
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rachel Folsom
132 High Street
Amherst, MA 01002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve McBride
3041 N. 85th Pl
Kansas City, KS 66109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Henry Wiggs
817 12th Ave
Minneapolis, MN 55414
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Evalyn Segal
1524 Golden Rain Rd.
Walnut Creek, CA 94595
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurence Buxbaum
450 Ramey Street
Carlinville, IL 62626
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Hopson
206 Mill Court
Durham, NC 27713
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shirley Cameron
4059 I Donald St.
Eugene, AZ 85614
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jolia Koo
2724 Rio Lempa Drive
Hacienda Heights, CA 91745
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Louise Rozos
401 E68th St
New York, NY 10065
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Monica Marsh
240 Avenida Vista Montana #1f
San Clemente, CA 92672
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karl Greinig
1008 Timberlea Drive
Palatine, IL 60067
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Raymond Dido
12465 Hawke Rd.
Columbia Station, OH 44028
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William J gawne jr
416 Loudon Rd.
Riverside, IL 60546
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Janet Monell
1004 Oak Dr
Durango, CO 81301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Aaron Koral
3121 N Swan Unit #153
Tucson, AZ 85712
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Norma Odell
9 Lakeshore Terrace
Chico, CA 95928
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

L. Parker
11527 Hwy 99
Everett, WA 98204
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane LeDuc
95 Church St
Harwich, MA 02645
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sylvia Lambert
P.O. Box 78
Interior, SD 57750
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nathalie Camus
8624 Palermo St
Hollis, NY 11423
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim Meier
4033 Cherry Street
Cincinnati, OH 45223
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Entenman
188 Nw 3rd #106
Gresham, OR 97030
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Cloud
298d Cape Labelle
Tonasket, WA 98855
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Keith
Po Box 3484
Crested Butte, CO 81224
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Sheldon
950 Humboldt Rd
Brisbane, CA 94005
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stanley Murashige
1864 Sherman Ave Apt 6ne
Evanston, IL 60201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shirley Orliner
3201 Captain'S Way
Jupiter, FL 33477
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please follow up effectively on President Obama’s inaugural pronouncements about acting to stem climate change. His statement probably received more applause by the people in attendance than any other part of his speech. Please show that Obama meant what he said by rejecting fracked gas exports.

Sincerely,

Arnold Frogel
340 West 28th Street, #21j
New York, NY 10001
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alexandra Prim
52 Kelly Road, Apt. 1
Cambridge, MA 02139
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Sherman
16 Rockledge Ave., Apt 6 C 1
Ossining, NY 10562
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ethan Fein
652 West 163 Street
New York, NY 10032
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alexes Shuman
42720 196th St Se
Enumclaw, WA 98022
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Doug Mishler
2588 Loving Rd.
Morganton, GA 30560
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arthur Cavicchio
7097 Stoney Trace Ln
Erie, PA 16510
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randall Coloni
145 Farrell St
Madison, WI 53714
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Bale
315 S. Sterling Rd
Elkins Park, PA 19027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maria Mcmahon
9880 Hammocks Blvd
Miami, FL 33196
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa White
1206 West 51st Street
Kansas City, MO 64112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Patricia burson
61172 B Kepler St
Bend, OR 97702
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jivka nikolova
580 Mills Way
Goleta, CA 93117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

April Leggett
116 Afton Lake Rd
Afton, NY 13730
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Laurian Rhodes
566 58th St.
Oakland, CA 94609
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate, poisoning our air, our water, our Earth. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

I. Steele
Po Box 1133
Olathe, CO 81425
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

In your inaugural speech you promised to fight climate change. You can start here by rejecting the permits to ship natural gas overseas. If you do not, we will know that this promise was an empty one. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Hogan
P.O.Box 4015
Salem, OR 97302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Anne mcfadden
8 Summer St
Hampden, ME 04444
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marla Bottesch
P.O.Box 458
Norridgewock, ME 04957
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the greedy fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all self-serving applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Will H
3144 Broad
Eureka, CA 95501
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Tummino
King St Extension
Wilmington, MA 01887
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Tova Moreno
273 81st St Apt D2
Brooklyn, NY 11209
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lara Sallee
1438 Lafayette St. Apt. 2
Alameda, CA 94501
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Joy
157 Saddlebrook Ln
Florence, KY 41042
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Peterson
P.O. Box 953
Petaluma, CA 94953
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Penny J. Beebe
P.O. Box 102
Freeville, NY 13068
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Clay Chase
797 W 29th Ave #2234
Denver, CO 80202
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Haeckel
1733 W Irving Park Rd, #509
Chicago, IL 60613
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lauren Graham
"1105 Larkin Street, #224"
San Francisco, CA 94109
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edie Bruce
1116 King Drive
El Cerrito, CA 94530
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bryce Allman
2816 Grove St
Sarasota, FL 34239
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Wimberley
770 W. Imperial Ave., #74
El Segundo, CA 90245
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Leeder
1697 Canberra Dr
San Jose, CA 95124
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marisa Nelson
21 Glen Ct.
Sausalito, CA 94965
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian putman
615 Heartwood Hill
Boulder Creek, CA 95006
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Young
5709 189th Ave E
Lake Tapps, WA 98391
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Francis Burke
16107 Deer Crest
San Antonio, TX 78248
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Huff
770 Wakina Loop Se
Ocean Shores, WA 98569
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Wendy Novick
258 Karen Dr
Orange, CT 06477
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Epstein
1900 Goss St. Apt # 212
Boulder, CO 80302
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Grace Hardie
5990 Buena Vista Avenue
Oakland, CA 94618
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Betty Meikle
3053 N. Camino De Oeste
Tucson, AZ 85745
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shana Budd
14635 W. Auburn Ct.
Lakewood, CO 80228
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Hintsa
3015 10th St.
Boulder, CO 80304
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ralph rough
24921 Muirlands Blvd
Lake Forest, CA 92630
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christian Leiva
248 Corbett Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Blake Rothschild
561 Fairbanks Ave.
Oakland, CA 94610
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Rosser
1574 Gulf Road
Point Roberts, WA 98281
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Camille Tschaggeny
14235 Sw Wildhorse Wy
Beaverton, OR 97008
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kjersten Gmeiner
2513 Ne 115th St
Seattle, WA 98125
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tony cimo
10 Parsons St
San Francisco, CA 94118
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mariko Wheeler
410 E. Cherry Ave.
Flagstaff, AZ 86001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katharine Wert
Po Box 116
Dundee, OR 97115
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Katz
6880 W 91st Court Apt 5102
Westminster, CO 80021
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Olivia Eielson
6817 Colton Blvd
Oakland, CA 94611
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Foley
15 Woodbine Ave.
Stony Brook, NY 11790
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Marjorie bernoudy
2108 Kerry Hill Dr
Fort Collins, CO 80525
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lillian Brooking
3965 52st
Woodside, NY 11377
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Abigail Wright
22111 Calvert St. #112
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Todd Dell
980 N 3rd
Aspen, CO 81611
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Canepa
716 East 11th Street
New York, NY 10009
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking risks damaging water supplies, and contributes to global heating. Fracking is bad enough, but fracking for export would mean even more damage. It would be in addition to other exports, not a substitute. To avoid disaster, humanity must leave over 2/3 of known reserves of fossil fuel in the ground. As a start, please ban fracking for export.

Sincerely,

Richard Stallman
379 Cardinal Medeiros Av
Cambridge, MA 02141
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Gina Scarnati
24 Butternut Court
Wilmington, DE 19810
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Silvester Mars
Long Street
Washington, WA 98004
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim Gundlach
96 Hillcrest Rd
San Carlos, CA 94070
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Beal
405 N Gardner
West Frankfort, IL 62896
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jovi Geraci
15 Haven Ct
Nyack, NY 10960
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Regina Thompson
2455 Wright Ave.
Pinole, CA 94564
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Hinson
1411 So. Nielson St
Gilbert, AZ 85296
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Taggart
1930 Brae Burn Drive
Corona, CA 92882
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Zoah-Henderson
3904 Cedar St #B
Eureka, CA 95503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margie bendor
435 Atlantic Street
East Northport, NY 11731
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alan Hudalla
23975 Bulrush Drive
Merrifield, MN 56465
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Anderson
2044 Isabel St
Los Angeles, CA 90065
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

B Soltis
690 Hopewell Rd
Downingtown, PA 19335
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charity Guido
7 Maple Ave #4
Haverhill, MA 01830
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Renny Young
1009 Cayuga St. #2
Santa Cruz Ca, CA 95062
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Libbey
379 Ripka St., #3b
Phila., PA 19128
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Chaffin
Po Box 2653
Vashon, WA 98070
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Kifney
Box 48
Mendenhall, PA 19357
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Lodico
1106 El Camino Real 5
Burlingame, CA 94010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Jaffe Holmes
22 South Ferris Street
Irvington, NY 10533
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bradley Thomas
2903 N Mcdowell St
Charlotte, NC 28205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Camin
16502 Fallkirk Dr
Dallas, TX 75248
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy McCorkle
89 Westwood Lane
Kerrville, TX 78028
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I can’t think of anything more disastrous for our nation. Please don’t do it!

Sincerely,

Jean Dowell
5014 Riverwatch Drive
Cincinnati, OH 45238
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Youngquist
Po Box 835
Ogunquit, ME 03907
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We need to begin now in our efforts to curb the impacts of climate change. I watched the innaugual yesterday. You are taking this country in my view many of the right directions. I am very proud of you in so many ways. You spoke of climate change and its impacts. This is a great place to draw the line. Please do not sign off on these megaprojects to send natural gas over seas. Continue to promote solar and wind. There is a picture taken from outer space that shows Western North Dakota lit up by gas flares. Let's find a way to capture that gas and use it here. These gas and oil corporations need to solve that first before sending any gas over seas. Respectfully submitted, Larry and Nancy Dolphin Our address if 54769 180th Street, Austin, Minnesota 55912

Sincerely,

Larry Dolphin
54769 180th Street
Austin, MN 55912
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pablo Griffith
18659 Fieldbrook Street
Rowland Heights, CA 91748
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Anika Paris
314 Stuyvesant Ave.
Brooklyn, NY 11233
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Hefferon
1615 26th Street
Cuyahoga Falls, OH 44223
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Baumer
Box A, University Library
Providence, RI 02912
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Adam
7520 Planters Loop
Bryan, TX 77808
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Davis
1340 Drift Rd
Westport, MA 02790
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Youngs
100 Pamela Lane
Newark, NY 14513
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christy fermoile
4602 Canyon Ridge Ln.
Reno, NV 89523
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

First Name last name
1135 Bromfield Terrace
Manchester, MO 63021
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Corinne Palmer
1140 Franklin Street
Melrose, MA 02176
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lj Soddano
290 Glasco Turnpike
Saugerties, NY 12477
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dave Wehner
1046 Hc 3
Tucson, AZ 85739
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristine Stevens
216 C Bonaventure Rd.
Savannah, GA 31404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We need to focus on alternative energy sources and stop reliance on fossil fuels. Fracking endangers the environment and does little to address climate change. Do not continue to support industry at the cost of the environment. Suzanne Ripley

Sincerely,

Suzanne Ripley
2914 Meadow View Road
Falls Church, VA 22042
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kate Shinn
Green Tree Ln
Bear, DE 19701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Suzanne Buckman
P.O. Box 95457
Seattle, WA 98145
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Hannaford
5718 Wainwright Avenue
Rockville, MD 20851
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Tesch
35 Spencer Ave
Somerville, MA 02144
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff White
1376 Longhope Rd
Todd, NC 28684
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jody Condon
133 Powerhouse Rd
Chittenden, VT 05737
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Walter Carter
7001 Seaview Ave.
Seattle, WA 98117
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Pfister
12824 Peach Lane
Cordova, MD 21625
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kirsten Strom
877 Spring Ave Ne
Grand Rapida, MI 49503
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The DEP is NOT partial and they are not giving ALL the facts. There are no safe compromises; water and air MOVE and eventually get to everyone, including your children; these toxic waters can NOT be filtered or rendered drinkable ever again and your great great grandchildren will never know what it is like to turn on the tap for a drink or take a swim in a beautiful lake or pond! PLEASE SAY NO TO FRACKING/ Hydraulic Fracturing

Sincerely,

Pati Nigro
60 Terra Rd
Saugerties, NY 12477
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Coleen Gowans
21-55 34 Avenue
Astoria, NY 11106
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Ford
239 Oak Hill Rd
Tannersville, PA 18372
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ethan lipman
12171 Beach Blvd #504
Jacksonville, FL 32246
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Jagels
Box 252
Ironia, NJ 07845
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Mathews
2111 Washington St
Holliston, MA 01746
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Howard Goldstein
400 Ft. Washington Avenue
New York, NY 10033
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Levine
23-19 31st Ave., 2r
Astoria, NY 11106
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Parks
11 West Prairie Dawn Circle
The Woodlands, TX 77385
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nils Paulson
20 Tiffany Place
Brooklyn, NY 11231
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Castilli  
1116 Kearney  
Denver, CO 80220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kayleen devier
1030 Canyonview
Sagamore Hills, OH 44067
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle Sanville-Seebold
85 N. Peters Ave.
Fond Du Lac, WI 54935
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mari McShane
333 Lucille St
Pittsburgh, PA 15218
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Let's not let the disaster happen and then say stop fracking. Water is necessary for sustaining life.

Sincerely,

Rae Frisch
513 Main Street
South Amboy, NJ 08879
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Bohart
7451 4th Ave Ne
Seattle, WA 98115
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brenda Miller
2724 Spenser Ct
Northbrook, IL 60062
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lainie Cooke
57 West 75th Street
New York, NY 10023
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pj b
5606 Chelwynd Rd.
Halethorpe, MD 21227
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Holland
50 Brookstone Court, Unit L
Durango, CO 81301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emerson S. Tjart
80 W. Baltimore Ave., C-517
Lansdowne, PA 19050
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I live in Mansfield, PA. We have seen the beginning of gas development in our area. Our water tables are already depleted to the point that new businesses cannot be approved unless they can provide their own water sources. Please do not expand the fracking industry even more. I am not totally opposed to fracking, but I am concerned that we have not done enough studies on long-term effects.

Sincerely,

Sharon Breitenbeck  
Po Box 98  
Mansfield, PA 16933
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vance Garry
129 Main Street
Topsfield, MA 01983
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marguerite Demos
900 N. Dickel Street
Anaheim, CA 92805
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Dameron
1245 North Hill Drive
Lincolnton, NC 28092
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nathan Ensign
68245 Modalo Rd
Cathedral City, CA 92234
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arlene Forward
8 Hampton Hill Ct.
Huntington, NY 11743
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adrienne Saddler
422 West Rock Ave
New Haven, CT 06515
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Natalie Leske
1014 W Willow Street
Chippewa Falls, WI 54729
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nils Pearson
83 Woodhill Road
Newtown, PA 18940
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gregory Tutko
Peninsula Rd.
Tarpon Springs, FL 34689
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Roylance
1899 Camino Lumbre
Santa Fe, NM 87505
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virginia ELLIOTT
7645 Meyer Hill Rd
East Otto, NY 14729
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Garduno
20224 83rd Ave W
Edmonds, WA 98026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Somers
4902 21st St Apt 2l
Long Is City, NY 11101
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Cort
7483 Spy Glass Ct
Boulder, CO 80301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Warner
2056 W. Hwy. 154, #12
Santa Ynez, CA 93460
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pauleanne Pruneau
7820 Jamesford Rd
Baltimore, MD 21222
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Sprinkle
1123 Allen Rd
Hiddenite, NC 28636
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Johnson
743 N Loma Vista Dr.
Long Beach, CA 90813
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Cowen
5 Dancing Rabbit Ecovillage
Rutledge, MO 63563
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Mason
9 Bush Chapel Rd.
Aberdeen, MD 21001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paula Kim
366 Thayer St
Providence, RI 02906
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

As a person who drinks the water and breathes the air, I urge you to deny all applications to export gas that is the product of hydraulic fracturing. It’s bad enough that this potentially dangerous practice is being used to provide natural gas for our own citizens, but to allow it for exports just increases the amount of fracking and the danger—with no benefit to anyone but the oil and gas industry. Please reject applications for exporting fracked natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis Whitehead
1865 Van Horn Rd.
Jackson, MI 49201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victor Stamboulian
105 W 77th St
Ny, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Haber
412 W Green St
Urbana, IL 61801
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Deborah Chase
165 Ogunquit Rd
Cape Neddick, ME 03902
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Dieckmann
298 Greene Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11238
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Saulter
400 Meadowmont Village Circle
Chapel Hill, NC 27517
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alissa Eckstein
106 Smiths Knoll Ct
Cary, NC 27513
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gail marsico
19135 Us 19 N
Clearwater, FL 33764
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Wynbeek
3705 Senna Drive
Rockford, MI 49341
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Raymond
3026 Silky Dogwood Trail
Apex, NC 27502
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janis Zane
420 Ivy Lane
Glen Mills, PA 19342
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Fairfield
5557 Marshall St.
Oakland, CA 94608
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harry Kingslow
1946 Morrison Ave
Union, NJ 07083
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dee Boyle-Clapp
940 Chesterfield Road
Florence, MA 01062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Nosbaum
2800 Elliott Avenue
Seattle, WA 98121
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Blacknight
410 W Wilmington Ave
Surf City, NC 28445
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ben Greenberg
3125 Tibbett Ave Apt 11
New York, NY 10463
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Hoffmann
Po Box 32
West Yellowstone, MT 59758
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cindy Schlosser
221 W 16th St
Florence, AZ 85132
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Nevins
3507 County Road 17
Hartsel, CO 80449
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike hartjes
2176 Meadowbrook Way
Wausau, WI 54403
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. WHAT ABOUT SOLAR ENERGY, WIND POWER. IT DOES NOT WREAK HAVOC ON THE LAND!!!!

Sincerely,

Micky Ladziak
288 Pleasant View Dr
Lancaster, NY 14086
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bridget Wilson
2401 East Sixth St. #2030
Austin, TX 78702
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We need alternative sources of energy – not more of the same fossil fuels, and definitely not processes as fraught with difficulties as fracking – if we are going to address the environmental and climatic problems we face. More natural gas is really not the answer, especially when extracting it poisons water resources.

Sincerely,

Laurie Olson Williams
4144 44th Ave. S.
Minneapolis, MN 55406
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Judd
4460 Ikena Place #37
Kalaheo, HI 96741
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Kacir
1720 Harding Blvd
Norristown, PA 19401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Cupple
1656 Sanderson Ave
Scranton, PA 18509
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fran Daggett
3117 Se Tindall Cir
Portland, OR 97202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Theresa McGarry
1515 Osceola St.
Johnson City, TN 37604
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paige H.B.
Summer Street
Northampton, MA 01060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Gliva
713 Mulford St
Evanston, IL 60202
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Monica Mayer
2826 Oakville Place
Oviedo, FL 32765
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

The health and environmental risks of fracking are substantial, but even if those were negated, America should use its energy resources here. Let’s become energy independent, not energy exporters at the expense of our own economy and ecosystems. Don’t pursue profit from fracking; let’s make clean energy profitable and efficient.

Sincerely,

Erin Taylor
2805 Bell
Denton, TX 76209
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Ryan
1020 Kingston Rd Apt 5k
Mount Shasta, CA 96067
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emma Bratton
6507 Copper Ridge Drive
Baltimore, MD 21209
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Douglas & Irene Best
1411 Bragg St.
Lima, NY 14485
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thollem McDonas
Po Box 459
Alcalde, NM 87511
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Brand
17 South Main
Branford, CT 06405
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anthony Pellecchia
693 Blue Hill Rd
River Vale, NJ 07675
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Kensicki
3728 Congeniality Way
Raleigh, NC 27613
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to U.S. communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Barfield
814 Powers St
Baltimore, MD 21211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicole Cogar
6337 Jonquil Ln
Ypsilanti, MI 48197
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leo Waters
22 High Street
Sharon, MA 02067
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanna Finley
250 St Marks Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11238
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Walt Barlow
709 Cramer Ave.
Lexington, KY 40502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Becky Breeding
Po Box 672569
Chugiak, AK 99567
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Doreen Miller
3 Manor Farm Road
Staatsburg, NY 12580
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rosalba Escoto
447 Foxworth Ave
La Puente, CA 91744
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Delores Kraut
9 Mallow Ln
Levittown, PA 19054
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kiu Leung
3303 Glacier Ridge Road
Middleton, WI 53562
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Rominger
140 S. Oakhurst Dr.
Salisbury, NC 28147
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bea Soss
91, Rue Haxo
Paris, TX 75020
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Nolan
Follen Rd
Lexington, MA 02421
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Brown
2360 S. Knox Ct.
Denver, CO 80219
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. There is too much we do not know about the facts and consequences of fracking. Exactly what chemicals are involved and what impact they have on communities and the environment. In addition, methane is a more potent greenhouse gas than CO2—expanding this market will lead to greater global warming consequences. I understand that natural gas is currently a part of our move toward energy independence, so the domestic market has some roll to play (though hopefully a temporary one). But allowing sales to foreign markets does not improve energy independence, it only lines the pockets of an already wealthy industry. Please restrict this practice to domestic needs, and only for as long as there are not better greener replacements.

Sincerely,

Scott Halberg
302 Knollwood Dr
Hudson, WI 54016
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Gilman
1199 Old Stage Rd.
Woolwich, ME 04579
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Funk
681 N 18th St
San Jose, CA 95112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I live in an area being considered for (if not already approved for) fracking. Methane or drilling chemicals leaked into the aquifer my well draws from would ruin my well and the wells of thousands around me. Please review this practice and treat it as if a fracking site were being considered near your drinking water supply!

Sincerely,

Charles Grimes
41301 Ann Ct
Parker, CO 80138
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Rinaldo
336 Mountain Rd
Union City, NJ 07087
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Clifford Johnston
Street Address
City, PA 16858
Re: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Givens
Pier 1
Baltimore, MD 21202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

First Name last name
Street Address
City, CO 80207

CREDO Action 8361
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mika Nash
4 Vale Drive
Essex Junction, VT 05452
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

M Tokar
856 N Hermitage
Chicago, IL 60622
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dana Turner
2251 27th Ave
San Francisco, CA 94116
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlie Houchins
10543 Central Valley Road Nw
Poulsbo, WA 98370
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Austin Goodman
1350 West Ohio Ave
Denver, CO 80223
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Elliott
2601 Sweet Gum Dr
Hillsborough, NC 27278
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne McWhite
9708 West 70th Place
Arvada, CO 80004
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Autumn Carlton
12800 Moorpark Street
Studio City, CA 91604
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gretchen Masters
15503 Highway 145
Dolores, CO 81323
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie Udaykee
1906 N. Center St.
Crest Hill, IL 60403
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marc Ruffolo
2550 Balboa St.
San Francisco, CA 94121
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Goldstein
312 Windsor Dr.
Iowa City, IA 52245
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michele King
438 W Spruce St
Fayetteville, AR 72703
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Ross
46491 Monte Drive
Hammond, LA 70401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Myra Scroggs
2450 S. Weaver
Springfield, MO 65807
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Brad Hahn
1065 Jefferson St Se Apt 3
Hutchinson, MN 55350
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Gilman
60 Bull Mine Rd.
Chester, NY 10918
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Brown
211 8th Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11215
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Betty Kenny
2060 Charlton St., #2088
West St. Paul, MN 55118
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Bellows
2705 Wisconsin Ne Albuquerque, Nm
Albuquerque, NM 87110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The price gas fetches on the world market today, even if the profits were paid in taxes and used for cleanup, would not make up for the harm it likely is creating.

Sincerely,

Jose Lorenzo
8530 Sw 149 Ave #915
Miami, FL 33193
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Demmler
5 Park St
Centereach, NY 11720
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ordides davis
Street Address
City, NY 11203
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amanda Summers
4452 N. Ashland
Chicago, IL 60640
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Anna Manuel
1747 Mcallister St. #10
San Francisco, CA 94115
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jaime Norton
300 Lower Travis Gulch
Blackhawk, CO 80422
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We’re ready to move forward on so many fronts in this country... Let us move forward in our commitment to the health of our environment!

Sincerely,

Sarah Smith
25 S Leonardi St
St Augustine, FL 32084
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

A. Pinheiro
2439 Bay Meadows
Pleasanton, CA 94566
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sally Freeman
202 West 24th St
Ny, NY 10011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ms Marold M Murray
47 Rush Ave
Binghamton, NY 13903
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michele Vance
18463 Blueberry Ln Se
Monroe, WA 98272
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Fochs
22500 Se 56th St. #12-202
Issaquah, WA 98029
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dana Joslyn
2248 East Emerson Ave
Salt Lake City, UT 84108
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kathy Bilicke
1550 Sunset Plaza Dr
Los Angeles, CA 90069
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gina Tassone
650 Corcoran Ave, Apt 46
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barry Linan
10928 Townley Dr
St Ann, MO 63074
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl mckinney
Street Address
City, CO 80817
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Dare
1309 Masonic Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Trish Glenn
920 Venezia Ave
Venice, CA 90291
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eedy Nicholson
804 Centre Street #1
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mindy Yanish
44 Lily Pond Lane
Katonah, NY 10536
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sally Morton
133 Judith Lane
Valley Stream, NY 11580
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Naomi Garvey
21 Phillip Rd
Derry, NH 03038
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice Meyer
Po Box 6939
Avon, CO 81620
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marsia Powers
5764 Chicopee Ave.
Encino, CA 91316
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Holly Tyson
911 Merrybell Lane
Kennett Square, PA 19348
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Annie Krochmalny
57b Lionel Ave
Waltham, MA 02452
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cael Warren
661 Grand Ave #10
Saint Paul, MN 55105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Cardoza
5013 Osullivan Dr.
Los Angeles, CA 90032
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leone Batte
6456 London Groveport Rd.
Grove City, OH 43123
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlene Breedlove
1340 Astor St.
Chicago, IL 60610
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eileen Kelleher
39 Willow Dr.
New Rochelle, NY 10805
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. I thought we needed all our resources here? We (humans) can’t afford to keep burning fuels. We have to leave it in the ground and find another way.

Sincerely,

Gina Glassgold
348 Albany St
Ferndale, MI 48220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jorge Rafael
1326 S. Highland Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90019
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emma Lloyd
1013 Ross Dr.
Champaign, IL 61821
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Neal Buchman
961 Swan Street
Foster City, CA 94404
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Goodyke
4026 N Colonial Ave
Portland, OR 97227
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Citrin
180 Campus Dr
Arcadia, CA 91007
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Gibson
3838 Reed St
Wheat Ridge, CO 80033
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Kibler
13181 B South Rd
Glade Park, CO 81523
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Cunningham
2008 Ponderosa Lane
Prescott, AZ 86305
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mckenzie Culberson
954 Charles Allen Dr Ne
Atlanta, GA 30309
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rose Geddes
4326 Bellaire Ave
Studio City, CA 91604
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Levine
145 River St.
Kent, OH 44240
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Kennedy
6115 Collington Ct.
Harrisburg, PA 17112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Heimbach
873 Memorial Ave. Apt. 1
Williamsport, PA 17701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Manny Mayor
16135 Compton Palms Dr.
Tampa, FL 33647
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laird Rickard
1419 40th Ave
Oakland, CA 94601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nathan Marineau
2212 W Bannock St
Boise, ID 83702
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Aron Shevis  
302 Windsor Pl  
Brooklyn, NY 11218
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Barnett
2514 49th St Sw
Lehigh Acres, FL 33976
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Stephanie Warren
2 Oak Park Dr
Alameda, CA 94502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Maisonneuve
1956 E Orange Grove Blvd
Pasadena, CA 91104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Moss Henry
1864 Dorado Ct.
Santa Rosa, CA 95403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vici DeHaan
645 Emporia
Boulder, CO 80305
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John McKenzie
1671 Beech Street
St. Paul, MN 55106
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diedre Hauptfuehrer
9 Peckham Rd
Poughkeepsie, NY 12603
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Holsey
6330 Golden Star Place
Columbia, MD 21044
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ceil Roeger
6501 Almeda
Houston, TX 77021
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Robert Butler
He1 1a437
Lackawaxen, PA 18435
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol saliba
802 Cynthianna Ave. #4
Charlottesville, VA 22903
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Walter Dietrich
429 Summerlea Dr.
Fayetteville, NC 28311
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Knudson
P.O. Box 2046
Walla Walla, WA 99362
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Raha
5 Tudor City Place
New York, NY 10017
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is being sold to us guaranteeing "energy independence" – which it will NOT do if we export it. We can only be energy independent if we use our own resources here at home. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Or stop touting fracking as an "energy independence" tactic. Call it what it is: a whopping windfall for Big Energy corporations.

Sincerely,

Debra Ames
171 Erie St.
Brockport, NY 14420
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

D. Edward Emenheiser
174 Wakulat Lane
Traverse City, MI 49686
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Hansen
4455 Albright Dr
Holladay, UT 84124
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Hardy
1 Oxford Ct.
Matawan, NJ 07747
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gail Stevenson
2333 N. Neva Avenue
Chicago, IL 60707
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Neisha bassoff
256 Beards Holllow Rd.
Richmondville, NY 12149
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom McGreevy
7 Adams Court
Waterbury, VT 05676
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joshua Steele
11641 Valley Spring Lane #208
Studio City, CA 91604
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hank Kaspar
1380 Cedar Ave.
Napa, CA 94559
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristina Fukuda-Schmid
11250 Garfield Ave.
Culver City, CA 90230
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Higby-Hand
348 Quarry Rd
Salem, NY 12865
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marlene Yallup
481 Butler Rd.
Wapato, WA 98951
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rita Cannestra
2837 S Aurene Circle
West Allis, WI 53227
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Harris
55785 Lost Rider Loop
Bend, OR 97707
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Gill
743 Oxford Drive
Huntington, WV 25705
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roy Fultun
10941 Strathmore Dr Apt 45
Los Angeles, CA 90024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elaine Swaine
49 Pickford Ave.
Buffalo, NY 14223
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie Cassidy
534 East 83rd Street
New York, NY 10028
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

David Goldberg
141 east 3 street
New York, NY 10009
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Mattys
4681 15th St
Detroit, MI 48208
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Dixon
1793 San Pablo Dr
San Marcos, CA 92078
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Philip Quadrini
256 Donahue St.
Sausalito, CA 94965
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We need to stop pursuing dirty energy solutions. At some point we will run out of oil and gas. The time is right for us to choose a new, clean direction.

Sincerely,

Elaine bitzel
498 Eureka Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Regina Krebs
2530 Flowing Springs Road
Spring City, PA 19475
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim Androlia
125 Pinehurst Rd.
Darlington, PA 16115
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim Taylor
3021 S Jay St
Denver, CO 80227
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cory Huff
11220 Henge Dr
Austin, TX 78759
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Dettmann
128 Park Avenue
Kalispell, MT 59901
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan cline-risk
5834 Buffalo
Van Nuys, CA 91401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gilliam Hicks
137 Hickory Glen
Madison, MS 39110
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Bartley
6273 Gay Topaz
Columbia, MD 21045
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amanda Boulton
205 Lippincott Ave
Riverton, NJ 08077
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julia Pietruszewski
19 Gallagher Lane
Pleasant Valley, NY 12569
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leanne Grossman
4744 El Centro Ave
Oakland, CA 94602
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nalani Ford-Peden
1618 21st Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94122
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patty Navarrete
P.O. Box 2251
Taos, NM 87571
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Neil McQueen
13609 Moro
Corpus Christi, TX 78418
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry kIMBALL
1467 Red Feather Rd.
Cotopaxi, CO 81223
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Egger
3126 College Avenue #P
Berkeley, CA 94705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Jacobi
35 Dyer Ave
Emerson, NJ 07630
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Lebens
3402 41st Ave Sw
Seattle, WA 98116
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emily Rose
12197 Sycamore Terr Dr
Cincinnati, OH 45249
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katie harding
1551 Kenlyn Drive
Longwood, FL 32779
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Moreover, the DOE (Department of Energy) should know better. Contamination of our groundwater and watertables are not the only threats posed to our communities. EARTHQUAKES (increased seismic activity) ARE A HIGH RISK! Recall if you will, in 2012 earthquakes were generated as a (consequent) result of "fracking" near Youngstown, Ohio, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, the State of Colorado, and elsewhere in the U.S.; signifying that "fracking" is not a safe procedure to employ by gas and oil companies in their search for natural gas. Gas and oil companies are not to be trusted in their claims that they employ safe procedures, and that they are in effect exploiting Nature for the sake of greed and/or "big profits." Scientists (geologists) CANNOT predict exactly WHEN earthquakes will occur, and moreover, the magnitude of a "small earth tremor" and/or "tremors" thus far is not to be trusted; and that much stronger magnitude "quakes" being generated is a very likely probability; as "fracking" can serve as unwanted and undesirable CATALYSTS and SYNTHESIS for future human induced, frequent seismic activity.

Sincerely,

John Grillo
3 Marsh Lane Apt. 21
Orono, ME 04473
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helga Preinesberger
11340 Parkside Rd
Chardon, OH 44024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jo Rod
4235 Eisenhower Court
Ames, IA 50010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jan Campbell
Po Box 103
Elkton, FL 32033
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Lavorgna
24 N State Rd Apt C
Springfield, PA 19064
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

L. Jorgensen
180 Se 20th Ave.
Deerfield Beach, FL 33441
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

This is a back-door opening to this dangerous and climate-changing industry. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. And while you're all at it, end the subsidies for oil and natural gas!!

Sincerely,

Laura Leonelli
5048 11th Ave
Sacramento, CA 95820
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn lake
1867 Camino Lumbre
Santa Fe, NM 87505
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roberta Parrish
8096 Powderbrook Ln
Springfield, VA 22153
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Schnorr
3165 N Rifle Rd
Rhinelander, WI 54501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tibor Incze
2175 Evergreen Park Drive
Reno, NV 89521
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

I FIND THIS UTTERLY DEPLORABLE AND WITHOUT CONSCIENCE. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Stone
1608 Von Phister St
Key West, FL 33040
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the global climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States. Giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets is not going to solve our or their long-term energy needs. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. No application should be approved without stringent safety and environmental standards and semi-annual spot inspections. The EPA and OSHA should have the necessary clout to close any facility within 90 days of report/inspection results demonstrating non-compliance with Federal, State, county, and city regulations.

Sincerely,

Nia Corlach
2390 State St
Salem, OR 97301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sam Youssefinia
14630 Highland Rdg
San Antonio, TX 78233
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Morgan Starchild
3390 Sw 20 St
Ft Lauderdale, FL 33312
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a proven toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Why should we bear the toxic effects so other countries can have fracked gas exports? Exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Greene
806 Francis Av
Columbus, OH 43209
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Tischhauser
4555 Kings Canyon Dr
Greeley, CO 80634
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Garcia
239 Linwood Ave
Paterson, NJ 07502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Wilkinson
5118 De Longpre Avenue, #314
Hollywood, CA 90027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Lautrup
14747 N. Court 5
Effingham, IL 62401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sally King
1014 Upshur St. N.E.
Washington, DC 20017
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan WRIGHT
22 Rice Spring Lane
Wayland, MA 01778
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Bacon
37 Grand View Ter
San Francisco, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bibi Prival
145 Atlantic Ave Apt 2
Brooklyn, NY 11201
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shamaine Henry
140 18 Burden Crescent #503
Briarwood, NY 11435
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Albury
6770 Sw 50 Ter
Miami, FL 33155
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sally Sparhawk
Po Box 5390
Snowmass Village, CO 81615
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ekaterina Danilova
1820 E 13th St Apt 1m
Brooklyn, NY 11229
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Zoe Goorman
383 Lovell Ave
Mill Valley, CA 94941
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We need to be focusing on sustainable renewable energy sources with which to lower the need to export fracked gas for an income. Fracking is a very unhealthy practice, adding methane to our already damaged environment. NO EXPORTING FRACKED GAS SUPPLIES. Please think long term vs. short term!

Sincerely,

Robin Di Georgio
3702 Point Lawrence Road
Olga, WA 98279
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheri Reaves
1806 Redman Avenue
Spanish Lake, MO 63138
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Brettin
1446 Greenbrier
Seattle, WA 98177
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Shields
1407 Spring Hills Dr
Spring, TX 77386
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Weinstein
7702 16th Ave Nw
Seattle, WA 98117
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Hoffman
1280 Fairfield Drive
Boulder, CO 80305
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joshua Valdes
326 Alexander Ln
Basalt, CO 81621
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary A. McKenna
135 West Gorgas Lane
Philadelphia, PA 19119
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roger Lavigne
1761 Se Cascella Ct
Port St Lucie, FL 34952
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Annah James
652 West Broadway
E, OR 97402
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wendy Wilson
10940 Quinn Ave So
Bloomington, MN 55437
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Brunner
174 Warner Rd.
Norwich, NY 13815
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Stewart
8920 Shady Vista Ct.
Elk Grove, CA 95624
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Kolsky
87 Glen Road
Brookline, MA 02445
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bernice Mennis
446 Sly Pond Road
Fort Ann, NY 12827
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Edwin H. Shaul
64491 Mt. Glen Road LaGrande, OR 97850

Sincerely,

Edwin Shaul
64491 Mt. Glen Road
LaGrande, OR 97850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Carolan
P. O. Box 124
Bayside, CA 95524
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlotte Manning
630 Broadway St
Venice, CA 90291
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matthew Stolz
12801 Fair Oaks Blvd Apt 223
Citrus Heights, CA 95610
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Cherry
6685 W. Burnside Rd. #310
Portland, OR 97210
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Juliet Gumbs
203 West 98 Street
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brenda Cox
1815 Nw Flanders St Suite L103
Portland, OR 97209
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacqueline Strzesak
5 Holly St.
Salem, MA 01970
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Elberth
155 Main Street Apt # 301
Saugerties, NY 12477
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Bruestle
260 Lamar Ave #808
Pueblo, CO 81004
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Louann Ballew
16541 Redmond Way Pmb 207c
Redmond, WA 98052
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Depue
8238 Se 11th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Garcia
4 West 109th Street
New York City, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Avram Bell
2050 E Huntingdon St
Philadelphia, PA 19125
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Hale
Po Box 5851
Santa Fe, NM 87502
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deirdre Young
173 Patterson St.
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Frey
22143 Elbow Lake Road Se
Yelm, WA 98597
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dani Duke
2819 Brookside Dr.
Iowa City, IA 52245
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ben Martin
49 Showers Dr A340
Mtn View, CA 94040
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,  

Nick Lovgren  
8609 Via Mallorca Unit B  
La Jolla, CA 92037
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Loch
421 Sussex Ave.
Spring Lake, NJ 07762
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicholas Martielli
4934 State Hwy 5
Fonda, NY 12068
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

C crawford
Midway Ave.
Riverton, NJ 08077
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.  
Sincerely,  

Greg Wasserman  
1431 Eastland Drive  
Oregon, OH 43616
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Torchia
16234 Ne 2nd St
Bellevue, WA 98008
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Diantonio
19 Kristen
Mantua, NJ 08051
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brittany Jones
15001 35th Ave
Lynnwood, WA 98087
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I live in an area where there is fracking. There have been too many area ruined and water taken from streams as well as explosions and leaks.

Sincerely,

Constance Kozel
121 Lake Street
Dallas18612, PA 18612
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Linda Bahr
2600 Ne Minnehaha St #H98
Vancouver, WA 98665
To Whom it May Concern:

Are you going to stand by what you said during your inauguration or not?

Sincerely,

James Wohlgemuth
1241 Danielle Downs Ct Se
Concord, NC 28025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gale Kempner
8932 Sw 67th Pl
Gainesville, FL 32608
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Therese Jungels
106 Jenkins Street
Providence, RI 02906
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beverly Houghton
87 Piermont Place
Piermont, NY 10968
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Peterson
125 North Price St.
Kingwood, WV 26537
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karenn Ohlinder
3340 W. 152nd St.
Gardena, CA 90249
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Grace Perry
4544 Millrace Rd
Sacramento, CA 95864
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Bremner
1836 Memphis St
Philadelphia, PA 19125
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anthony Proctor
Po Box 1172
Germantown, MD 20875
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

E. Ochmanek
104 Revere St.
Boston, MA 02114
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Paull  
788 9th Avenue, #5a  
Nyc, NY 10019
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martin Jancheson
12 Warner Road
Huntington, NY 11743
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Tobin
377 Canner St Apt 2
New Haven, CT 06511
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dana Spottswood
223 Pershing
San Antonio, TX 78209
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Acheson
443 Moore St
Ludlow, MA 01056
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pam And Kevub Ward
12805 W. Reservation Road
Pocatello, ID 83202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mitchell Combs
805 Arkansas
Crossett, AR 71635
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey shuben
46204 Delaire Landing Rd
Philadelphia, PA 19114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Harrison
10 Sandy Pine Dr
Surfside Beach, SC 29575
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda moloney
183 Cloverdale Drive
Glasgow, KY 42141
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tony Carbonell
1043 Justin Ave., #2
Glendale, CA 91201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ning Van
16002 Peppertree
La Mirada, CA 90638
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate, which you reminded us on Monday was a great threat to our future generations. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jon Zirkle
68817 M-103
White Pigeon, MI 49099
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We need to use the gasoline we have already wisely and intelligently!!!

Sincerely,

Joann Gayou
770 Plaza Amapola
Novato, CA 94947
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jarno De Bar
15504 Gramercy Place
Gardena, CA 90249
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a short-term recipe for long-term disaster. Let's invest in healthy, life-enhancing GREEN energy NOW. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Vassar
501 W. 123rd St, #15e
New York, NY 10027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cindy Showalter
1717 Havenshire Road
Aurora, IL 60505
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Clawson
1500 Von Bora Ct
Burlington, NC 27215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marcy Williams
8306 56th St W
Universiy Place, WA 98467
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sreepathi
170-10 Cedar Croft Rd 7d
Jamaica, NY 11432
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Poor
55 Forest Lane
San Rafael, CA 94903
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hannah Tripp
11 Hilltop Trail
Salem, CT 06420
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Patrick
2765 Us Rt 42e
Cedarville, OH 45314
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emily Rideout
209 Chestnut St
Cambridge, MA 02139
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jolanta Suziedelis
11452 2nd St E
Treasure Island, FL 33706
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Penelope Pi-Sunyer
800 West End Ave
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Bailey
44 Weld Hill Street
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Casey
43 Deer Run Ln
Mcdonough, GA 30252
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard edelman
31 Creighton Street
Cambridge, MA 02140
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eamon Buehning
1715 Lemoyne St
Los Angeles, CA 90026
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Irene Reep
1722 Nw 97th St
Seattle, WA 98117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Fernandez
927 N. Isabel
Glendale, CA 91207
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frances Taylor
2239 23rd Ave
Sacramento, CA 95822
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claire Amanno
Box 1375
Mendocino, CA 95460
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brooke Fontaine
295 Washington Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11205
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Alessi
9674 E. Frito Ave.
Mesa, AZ 85208
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gabriel iverson
5220 Se Alderway Ave
Oak Grove, OR 97267
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Ambrosi
1325 Mcgregor Avenue
Petaluma, CA 94954
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Seta Kasbarjikian
1723 E. Woodbury Rd
Pasadena, CA 91104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Hudson
5625 W. Owl Ridge Rd.
Tucson, AZ 85745
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Valerie Schiff
1640 Maple Av.
Evanston, IL 60201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

I am an attorney in Spokane, Washington. I have studied fracking and believe that it is very dangerous and poses serious risks to the American public. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Every day I see more evidence that the US government is putting the interests of private businesses above the health and safety of the public. It's time for the government to protect the public. And by the way, why are we giving away our natural resources to other countries? First coal, now natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Mitchell
28 W. Augusta Ave.
Spokane, WA 99205
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jim Field
314 N Water St
El Paso, WI 54656
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tangerine Catacleesi
6062 Arroyo Road Unit 4
Palm Springs, CA 92264
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Latika Young
1009 N Adams St
Tallahassee, FL 32303
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Athens
Po Box 1386
Mendocino, CA 95460
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerry Schaeffer
3417 Roxanne Ave
Long Beach, CA 90808
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Eric bonds
Po Box 67836
Phoenix, AZ 85082
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jennifer Zeller
753 Chapala Dr.
Pacific Palisades, CA 90272
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Eileigh Doineau
208 Ne 31st Ave
Portland, OR 97232
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bethany Geiman
21448 Leiter St.
Hagerstown, MD 21742
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Josette Phillips
2724 Kevin
San Pablo, CA 94806
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kara Platt
565 N. Cloverdale Rd.
North Salt Lake, UT 84054
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. So will you quit fracking around already?

Sincerely,

Adrian Fink
23 Everett St
Waltham, MA 02453
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Emilia Colin
Po Box 414
Monclair, NJ 07041
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sean sandhu
618 Clayton St Apt B
San Francisco, CA 94117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David George
14570 266 St
New York, NY 11413
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Force the American corporations to develop renewable energy source & appliances!

Sincerely,

John Fordham
4251 Spruce Lane, Lot #1
Eagle River, WI 54521
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Lane
7336 Erie Drive
Mentor, OH 44060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dustin Lamoureux
2168 Kalakaua Ave
Honolulu, HI 96815
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dale Prillaman
3229 Cleveland Street
Hollywood, FL 33021
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emmet Ryan
523b West Broadway
Long Beach, NY 11561
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Megan Moran
328 Joost Ave
San Francisco, CA 94131
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mitch Feinberg
8480 Independence Way
Arvada, CO 80005
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Karen McGuire
333 Sherwood Meadows Drive
Gahanna, OH 43230
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Barnes
99 Westbrook Ave
Daly City, CA 94015
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Swartz
1391 Church St
Appomattox, VA 24522
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. It will be better for our country and the world.

Sincerely,

Mark Hanson
340 Holden Wood Rd.
Concord, MA 01742
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

A. John Bou, Jr.
59 Winchester Rd.
Ronkonkoma, NY 11779
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Taylor
324 N Waller Ave
Chicago, IL 60644
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank Piccirillo
14 Iroquois St
Boston, MA 02120
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
June Chin
Chin
Orl, FL 32818
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hobert Richardson
P.O. Box 940
Justin, TX 76247
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gail Russell
2425 Peachblow Rd.
Lewis Center, OH 43035
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wayne BROWN
38 Orchard Street
Dedham, MA 02026
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shirley Polishook
33 Moon Rd
Saugerties, NY 12477
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Boller
4545 Orin Ave.
La Crescenta, CA 91214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Bicknese
1125 Woodcrest Dr
Downers Grove, IL 60516
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. If we have to frack and or decide to frack it should not be for foreign interests. It is a dangerous and controversial enough issue for us to wrestle with for ourselves.

Sincerely,

Mike Augustine
1833 Monroe Street # 10
Hollywood, FL 33020
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank Raith
21627 Boxwood Rd
Reedsville, WI 54230
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Asad Rahbar
5506 Meadow Crest
Austin, TX 78744
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Abdallah Karam
2650 N. Lakeview Ave.
Chicago, IL 60614
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lauren Bauernschmidt
143 East Ruddy Duck Circle
Oxford, PA 19363
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gerald Malean
249 Earl St.
St. Paul, MN 55106
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harold Gilliam
15807 Polk Circle
Omaha, NE 68135
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Morrison
2226 East Rahn Road
Kettering, OH 45440
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William F. Moore
266 Everit Street
New Haven', CT 06511
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robin Franklin
13 Kalmia Dr.
Gales Ferry, CT 06335
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debra Wendt
5825 Main
Downers Grove, IL 60516
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Sass
10035 Oak Leaf Way
Highlands Ranch, CO 80129
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Terry Blount
1134 Alta Loma Rd #204
W Hollywood, CA 90069
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Priscilla Peters
1911 El Camino Dr
Turlock, CA 95380
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

L men
5 Smiyh Drive
Tampa, FL 33602
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The classic comment in situations like these is for a person to stand up in a public meeting and read aloud "The Cat in the Hat" by Dr. Seuss. Consider me that person on this issue - fracking.

Sincerely,

Lois nelson
5913 Brown Rd.
Oxford, OH 45056
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Harkless
109 College Ave
Princeton, WV 24740
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melissa Jordan
161 Henway Road
Morrisville, VT 05661
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Evelyn McMullen
549 Forest Ridge Ct.
Montgomery, AL 36109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wendy Lynne Lee
1811 Main Street
Bloomsburg, PA 17815
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gerald Kaufman
126 W. Mt Airy Ave
Philadelphia, PA 19119
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruthkram@Yahoo.Com kram
111 Coccio Dr
West Orange, NJ 07052
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Hardesty
Po Box 676
Gardiner, MT 59030
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Sincerely, Lynda Pilkington

Sincerely,

Lynda Pilkington
7135 Boyer St
Philadelphia, PA 19119
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Hennes  
205 Tall Trees Dr  
Barrington, IL 60010
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce Combs
137 Crawford Avenue
Somerset, KY 42501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melissa green
223 Paiko Drive
Honolulu, HI 96821
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Giovanny Diaz
2618 Marquette Tr;
Katy, TX 77494
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a TOXIC threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. STAND UP to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maria Farina
1918 Rhawn St
Philadelphia, PA 19111
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Merrianne Mathies
9908 Country Oak Court
Elk Grove, CA 95624
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Sullivan
6103 W Russett St
Boise, ID 83704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Hewitt
47-05 211 Street
Bayside, NY 11361
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Micael Hoksbergen
110 W Maple St
New Sharon, IA 50207
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rashna Talip
213-02 94th Ave
Queens, NY 11428
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Pigman
59 Alexander Ave.
Sausalito, CA 94965
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gay Chung
1517 Waller St.
San Francisco, CA 94117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Poppiti
601 Rosedale Rd.
Kennett Square, PA 19348
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Oliver
35 Santa Barbara Dr.
Hampton, VA 23666
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jocelyn Gates
984 Marina Heights Road
Brookings, OR 97415
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claudia Greco
1715 Hendrickson Street
Brooklyn, NY 11234
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cydney Henderson
2901 21 Street
Bakersfield, CA 93301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Lou Wendtland
3648 Maywick Drive
Madison, WI 53718
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Canada
6102 N. Meridian Ave #108
Oklahoma City, OK 73112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cindy Marsh
16 Laurel Street
Cambridge, MA 02139
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arthur Scott
620 East 17th Street
#2, CA 94606
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jamie Terrill
2932 Remington St
Fort Collins, CO 80525
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

I our goal is American energy independence, why would we ship that independence away from the US? Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michele Flynn
10061 State Hwy 27
Sturgeon Lake, MN 55783
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susanne Ziegler
926 Bloomfield St
Hoboken, NJ 07030
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Hydraulic fracturing is extremely toxic and poisoning water supplies everywhere. On top of that, where is the "energy security" that this is to provide if we export it all for short term profits? NO NATURAL GAS EXPORTS!

Sincerely,

Ronald Galitsky
6232 Deer Park Rd.
Reisterstown, MD 21136
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dale DeNunzio
8425 E. Balfour Dr.
Tucson, AZ 85710
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian allen
1436 Mohawk Dr
Port Charlotte, FL 33952
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kay Anderson
665 10th Ave Apt 1e
New York, NY 10036
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. It’s time to move the U.S. beyond fossil fuels - that includes not exporting them. Until we obtain meaningful legislation limiting fossil fuels on a broad scale, agency permit processes remain one of the best ways for the executive branch to address climate change by denying permits for fossil fuel emitters, extractors, and exporters.

Sincerely,

Thomas Lodwick
6515 Allegheny Avenue
Takoma Park, MD 20912
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sara Avery
1329 Agape Way
Lafayette, CO 80026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gwen Chute
524 Creekside Lane
Mount Pleasant, PA 15666
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dana Carlson
4744 Rhoric Rd
Athens, OH 45701
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Laura Miller
1360 Park St. #17
Alameda, CA 94501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Rock
Street Address
City, FL 32693
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edan-Kane Soledad
520 Primrose Lane
La Porte, TX 77571
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen wible
4210 Ne 130th Circle
Vancouver, WA 98686
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James McIntosh
3924 Belle Meade Lane
Rockford, IL 61108
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tony Hart
2480 Fernleaf Lane
Decatur, GA 30033
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan lisk
2625 Main Street P.O.Box 275
Maine, NY 13802
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James BUIK
1253 Mine St.
Stockton, CA 95206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shannon Ludwig
3627 S. Kinnickinnic Ave., #B11
St. Francis, WI 53235
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Martinez
344 Glessner
Findlay, OH 45840
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Albert Green
280 Prospect Ave. 10-B
Hackensack, NJ 07601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Samuel Gootjes
2104 N. 64th St.
Wauwatosa, WI 53213
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Beth Jamison
9325 Hamm Rd
Painted Post, NY 14870
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Steen
70 Manor Rd
Fairfax, CA 94930
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William smith
1903 Potomac Dr
Toledo, OH 43607
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beth McHenry
Spring Garden St
Easton, PA 18042
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lori Welch
700
Denver, CO 80203
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Timothy Murphy
28 High Street
Cambridge, MA 02138
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beverly Nodzak
2425 Quial Run Ln. S.
Salem, OR 97306
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ramon Polanco
180 Edgecombe Avenue
Apt. 3c, NY 10030
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marsha Silverman
7841 Sw 50 Court
Miami, FL 33143
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debora McDougall
215-4 Robert Gardens No
Queensbury, NY 12804
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Jane Kaufman
57 Hillview Drive
Norwich, NY 13815
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leonard McLain
277 Lazy Hollow Lane
Livingston, TX 77351
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert DEFERRANTE
1983 Beverly Dr
Pasadena, CA 91104
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Natalia Arcila
617 58th Ave Ne
Saint Petersburg, FL 33703
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Bell
1228 Maclay Rd
Tallahassee, FL 32312
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ali Haines
Scargill Close
Nottingham, PA 19108
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alan Schwartz
1529 Reliez Valley Rd
Lafayette, CA 94549
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Ashley Meinking
5270 Yeatman Rd.
Cincinnati, OH 45252
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Isaac Silver
141 E. 3rd St.
New York, NY 10009
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lorna Doone
1010 W 31 St.
Minneapolis, MN 55408
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William gordon
7223 237th Ave Ne
Redmond, WA 98053
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Pool
2303 Bryant St.
San Francisco, CA 94110
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Raleigh Galloway
1209 Valencia Ave
Daytona Beach, FL 32117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael BULL
Po Box 325
West Suffield, CT 06093
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brenda Segarra
19731 Belview Drive
Cutler Bay, FL 33157
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Several states are fracking the same shale reserve for gas. The thought that this natural resource would be used not only in the United States but also exported is frightening. There are enough problems with racking itself. Please assist the citizens of this country currently living near fracking sites.

Sincerely,

Jane O'Connor
320 Porter Ave
Buffalo, NY 14201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sergio Rivera
3319 N. Karlov Ave.
Chicago, IL 60641
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leonard Spencer
37151 Annapolis Rd.
Annapolis, CA 95412
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fred Muegge
219 Spring Rd
Fredericksburg, TX 78624
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lois Engintunca
11102 Amblewood Way
Austin, TX 78753
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lance Arnold
885 Bucks Valley Rd
Newport, PA 17074
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Scarpinato
1120 Darby Hill Road
Delanson, NY 12053
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alana Centers
517 N. Michigan Ave.
Hastings, MI 49058
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Colleen McGlone
3540 Hartland Dr
New Port Richey, FL 34655
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Erik Silva
4 Maple St.
Gloucester, MA 01930
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

WE NEED REGULATION NOT EXPORTATION! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Cross
16003 Se 258th St
Covington, WA 98042
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tracy Mondello
Kings Hill Dr
Lynn, MA 01905
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sean Silva-Mirammon
11705 Fairfax Woods Way
Fairfax, VA 22030
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Delleney
4505 Se Boise St
Portland, OR 97206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Yadira Blanco
4343 91st Pl, Queens, Ny 11373
Elmhurst, NY 11373
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I want to be proud of America acting responsibly with all the fossil fuels we have. I do not believe that we should export natural gas, and I want you to please work harder to go with sustainable, clean energy!

Sincerely,

Rebecca Mitchell
349 E. Baltimore Pike, Apt. #3
West Grove, PA 19390
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lucy P
1234 Harmitren Lane
Alameda, CA 93584
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Tracy
3426 S. Oxford
Independence, MO 64052
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dawn Lyon
1515 Oak Meadow Lane
South Pasadena, CA 91030
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

H morris
1750 James Ave 9b
Miami Beach, FL 33139
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Walker
10000 Mastin Dr.
Overland Park, KS 66212
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Mankiewicz
1137 W Olive Ave
Fullerton, CA 92833
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maddy Y
1 Bridge St
Irvington, NY 10533
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Hanks
7634 Se Alder
Portland, OR 97215
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lauren Denzman
Street Address
Lemont, IL 60439
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marian Baker Gielach
8897 E Walnut Trl
Pearce, AZ 85625
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Magers
3743 Cesar Chavez
San Francisco, CA 94110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wayne Matthews
4607 Chaparral Drive
Baytown, TX 77521
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Moran
755 East Hansen Ave
Jackson, WY 83001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Garcia
178 S. Skyview Dr.
Nederland, CO 80466
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Doyle
168 6th St. E. Unit 2702
Saint Paul, MN 55101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stella Tafoya
24865 U S Hwy 160
Walsenburg, CO 81089
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Rangel
22 8th Street
Ridgefield Park, NJ 07660
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alexandra Curtin
2069 N Fork Dr
Lafayette, CO 80026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Fleming
50 Bryan Dr
Richboro, PA 18954
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ani Thakar
Jhu-Cas, 3701 San Martin Drive
Baltimore, MD 21218
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Davis
20008 Gilbert Drive
Canyon Country, CA 91351
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Willey
607 Genard St
Austin, TX 78751
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Kennedy
4310 Minnetonka Blvd
St. Louis Park, MN 55416
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vince Stanton
18925 47 Ave W.
Lynnwood, WA 98036
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Olga Roper  
14810 Willow Bend  
San Antonio, TX 78232
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diana S
7406 65th Street
Ridgewood, NY 11385
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenna Smoot
4345 Willow Glen St.
Calabasas, CA 91302
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robyn Zelmanovitz
11110 Orville St
Culver City, CA 90230
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Some of the LNG export terminals are, themselves, dangerous liabilities. I'm most familiar with the hazards of putting them on the Columbia River and Oregon coast. The ships are large and the Columbia Bar is difficult to navigate. Weather on the Oregon coast drives on shore. It's not safe. Getting the gas to those ports requires high volume pipelines that must be sited through ecologically sensitive areas. Already, there has been a great deal of public comment on LNG pipe lines - they are not popular around here. Then there is the probability that fracking poses a toxic threat to American communities and the water on which they rely to exist. We still don't know what chemicals are being pumped into the shale or what happens to it. Disposal of the effluent is an unsolved problem (storage, whether in tanks or surface ponds are not the answer). Then there's the effect of putting more greenhouse gas into the atmosphere at a time when we should be curtailing that habit and insisting on use of more solar and wind technology. If you care about the effects of climate change then you must limit even the use of natural gas as a fuel. I agree that natural gas, more benignly obtained using conventional drilling technology, may be necessary as a transition fuel. If so, it should be reserved for domestic uses. Encouraging energy companies to quickly extract cheap (for now while its plentiful) gas for export, probably will consign us to pay more later when the most readily accessible reserves have been exhausted. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. While this may be in the short term interest of profit driven corporations, it is not in the best interest of your constituents, We, Your People. I demand that you stand up against the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Yarnell
25780 S. Jewell Rd
Beavercreek, OR 97004
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Carolyn Caywood
898 S Mary Ave
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shaylene Ader-Steinhauser
956 S 4th Ave
Kankakee, IL 60901
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Veronica Haro
408 Santa Clara Ave
Oakland, CA 94610
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. We have no experience or studies about the harm and damages caused by fracking. Allowing fracking can destroy our clean water, can cause earthquakes, and may also cause health problems and death to living beings - human and wildlife. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Don't allow lies about jobs and mislead the public into thinking resources will be for American use, if, in fact, it is going to other countries. Harm may be irreversible to our planet. Please use your speaking abilities to inform the public - the truth, the facts.

Sincerely,

Ida Casillas
P O Box 221214
Sacramento, CA 95822
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erica Haas
10520 Tuxford Dr
Alpharetta, GA 30022
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adriana Bernstein
4 Delavan Street
New Brunswick, NJ 08901
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lora Smith
Po Box 307
Bunnell, FL 32110
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Earl boyd
Rd1 2421 St Hy 51
Morris, NY 13808
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alice Marie Giordano
22 Linden Place
New Rochelle, NY 10801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael riley
20 Canton Rd
Quincy, MA 02171
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Bridget Bailey  
22 September Lane  
Stafford, VA 22554
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Josh Gruber
1267 Deerpark Dr
Fullerton, CA 92831
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Focareta
174 Harry Long Road
Greensburg, PA 15601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Erskine
11364 Wyndham Dr
Whitehouse, OH 43571
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sherry Cardino
2904-A Oak Crest Avenue
Austin, TX 78704
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Timothy Burgin
135 Louisiana Ave
Asheville, NC 28806
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Lyons
172 Woodbridge Ave
Sewaren, NJ 07077
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the world’s climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Encourage exploration of other, safer energy sources worldwide.

Sincerely,

Wendi Paster
80 La Salle St., 18f
New York, NY 10027
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Graham
4021 McIntyre Rd.
Trumansburg, NY 14886
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Murphy
1401 South Terry Street
Longmont, CO 80501
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bahri Aliriza
46608 Silhouette Sq.
Sterling, VA 20164
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Megan Carr
334 Pheasant Run
Louisville, CO 80027
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ed Kiniry
Po Box 78620
Seattle, WA 98178
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janis-Rozena Peri
364 Patteson Drive, #144
Morgantown, WV 26505
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ford Betty
12603 Dawnridge Ct.
Midlothian, VA 23114
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Wiggins
2973 N. First Street
St. Augustine, FL 32084
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

FranOise sanchez
2 Rue De L'Espigoulier
Charleval France, NY 13350
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

REJECT PERMITS FOR LNG EXPORT UNTIL SCIENCE CLEARLY SHOWS THAT FRACKING CAN BE MADE SAFE!! Neutral third-party scientists must study the impacts of fracking on public health (air, water, land - on farms, in parks, at schools, in our homes and hospitals). You would NEVER let a surgeon operate on you unless apprised of specific health information!! You would never let a lawyer represent you in court without the facts!! Astronauts would never fly in a rocket previously untested!! You would never go up with a pilot who knew as little about flying as the gas industry knows about fracking!! Gas industry insiders are intoxicated with dreams of massive wealth - they seem to forget that they, too, breathe air, drink water, and need an inhabitable planet to live on. Wind and solar do not pollute. They are far safer options than staying with fossil fuel. Such claims that turbines kill birds (fact - at a rate 1% of our building windows!!) are distractions - as if the industry really cares about birds. If we focused on getting Americans to use LESS POWER (certainly not what the power industry wants!) - we could reduce CO2 by 30% within a month!! Do you really feel confident that the gas industry ought to go blindly into the night without a map - before we can trust that they are thinking about the public good?? Once we have a ravaged environment - we can't get a clean one back. Natural gas ought to be a stop-gap measure to help U.S. security by allowing us to becoming energy independent (once we know what we are doing - and there is a LOT of information that shows that we DO NOT) - NOT for the enrichment of the industry with exports. SLOOOOWWWW DOOOOOWWWWNNNN!! Take a breath. Think. It's a Pandora's Box! Let science be the guide. Measure twice before you cut once!

Sincerely,

L. Matthew Schwartz, MD
456 Box Elder Lane
Lafayette Hill, PA 19444
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jo Patton
7201 Bullion Hill Road
Flagstaff, Az, AZ 86004
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bonnie underwood
722 Oak
Jonesboro, AR 72401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Musgrove
108 Williams St
Groton, NY 13073
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Klein
74 Casterton Avenue
Akron, OH 44303
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Caputo
18 First Ave. # 16
New York, NY 10009
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William G Gonzalez
200 Dashew Dr., Apt. A15
Suffern, NY 10901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paula mcgovern
92 Hillside Ave
Souderton, PA 18964
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Steen
Box 1310
Cordova, AK 99574
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen J. Stockwell
140 Hurlburt Road
Great Barrington, MA 01230
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Carollo-Zeuner
600 S Main Street
Oregon, WI 53575
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Suyemoto
Douglas St, Boston
Boston, MA 02127
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Boss
3020 Sw Thistle St
Seattle, WA 98126
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amee Kurtz
6488 Greenhill Rs.
Lumberville, PA 18933
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Ormenaj
10 Alexander Ave
Jackson, NJ 08527
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

As a resident of upstate NY and the daughter of a farmer, science has shown that fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sara Milonovich
174 Main Street, B
Beacon, NY 12508
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Kleuser
30323 Gray Eagle Rd.
Laurie, MO 65037
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Cooley
28 Rawhide Ct.
Warrenton, MO 63383
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Schoenberger
5602 Oak Lane
Zionsville, PA 18092